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Editor’s note

The 28th International Conference on Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar
(2021) took place as an online conference and was organized by Frank Richter
(Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt am Main).

The conference featured 2 invited talks and 12 papers selected by the program
committee (Anne Abeillé, Emily M. Bender, Felix Bildhauer, Hans Boas, Olivier
Bonami, Francis Bond, Gosse Bouma, Rui Chaves, Berthold Crysmann, Daniel
Flickinger, Fabiola Henri, Thomas Hoffmann, Anke Holler, Gianina Iordachioaia,
Paul Kay, Jong-Bok Kim, Jean-Pierre Koenig, David Lahm, Nurit Melnik (chair),
Laura Michaelis, Philip Miller, Stefan Müller, Tsuneko Nakazawa, Petya Osenova,
Rainer Osswald, Gerald Penn, Frank Richter, Manfred Sailer, Stephen Wechsler,
Shuichi Yatabe, Eun-Jung Yoo, Olga Zamaraeva). There was a workshop on nega-
tion with one invited speaker and six regular papers.

We want to thank the program committees for putting these nice programs
together.

As in the past years the contributions to the conference proceedings are based
on the five page abstract that was reviewed by the respective program committee,
but there is no additional reviewing of the longer contribution to the proceedings.
To ensure easy access and fast publication we have chosen an electronic format.
As of this year, the proceedings will be published by the University Library of
Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt am Main. Previous volumes that were published by
CSLI Publications have been migrated to the new location. We want to thank CSLI
Publications for the good collaboration in all these years.

The proceedings include all the papers of the conference and workshop ex-
cept the ones by Gabrielle Aguila-Multner & Berthold Crysmann, Zahra Mirrazi
& Hedde Zeijlstra.
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Abstract 

 

Middle Welsh is a VSO language with the verb before the subject in 

all kinds of finite clause. However, positive declarative main clauses 

normally show verb-second order with a constituent of some kind 

before the finite verb. There are questions about the nature of this 

restriction. There are also questions about subject-initial sentences, 

which show surprising agreement properties, whether the subject is a 

topic or a focused constituent. All these questions can be given 

plausible answers within HPSG. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Welsh has always been a VSO language with the verb before the subject in all 

kinds of finite clause. However, in Middle Welsh, positive declarative main 

clauses normally show verb-second order with a constituent of some kind 

before the finite verb. Thus, the Welsh Bible, which reflects late Middle Welsh 

usage, has (1), where Modern Welsh would have (2). (All Middle Welsh 

examples are taken from Willis 1998 or Meelen 2016, and the primary text is 

given in brackets.)  

 

(1) Yr  Ysbryd  Glân  a   ddaw      arnat   ti. 

  the  Ghost  Holy  PRT  come.FUT.3SG on.2SG  you 

‘The Holy Ghost will come upon you.’  (New Testament Luke 1:34–35) 

(2) Daw      ’r   Ysbryd  Glân  arnat.  

come.FUT.3SG  the  Ghost  Holy  on.2SG 

‘The Holy Ghost will come upon you’ 

 

Examples like (1), in which the initial constituent is interpreted as a topic, are 

known in traditional Welsh grammar as abnormal sentences (brawddeg 

annormal in Welsh), and they are a feature of Welsh Bible translations, dating 

from the late Middle Welsh period. As Meelen (2016: 1) notes, quoting Evans 

(1990), the result was that 

 

[t]o many people in Wales it was utterly embarrassing to hear “Jesus and 

Job speaking ‘bad Welsh’”.  

⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 
* Earlier versions of this material were presented at the 24th Welsh Linguistics 

Seminar, at Gregynog Hall, mid-Wales in July 2017, at a symposium on New 

Approaches to Brittonic Historical Linguistics at the Dublin Institute for Advanced 

Studies in August 2017, and at a seminar at the Humboldt University in Berlin in 

December 2017. I am grateful to the audiences on all these occasions for their 

comments and discussion. Of course, I alone am responsible for what appears here. 
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A question obviously arises about the constraint responsible for this verb-

second order, I will argue that it is the consequence of a negative constraint, 

excluding a finite verb from initial position in a class of clauses.  

  There are also questions about the properties of subject-initial sentences, 

both abnormal sentences, where the subject is a topic, and so-called mixed 

sentences (brawddeg gymysg in Welsh), where the subject is focused. I will 

argue that both are the realization of phrase types which are not head–filler 

phrases but share certain properties with such phrases. Given an appropriate 

type hierarchy, it is not difficult to capture the similarities and differences in 

this area. 

  The paper is organised as follows: In section 2, I set out the main facts that 

need to be considered. Then, in section 3, I outline an analysis of mixed 

sentences, and in section 4, I provide an analysis of abnormal sentences. In 

section 5, I consider how the verb-second requirement should be handled. 

Finally, in section 6, I conclude the paper. 

 

 

2. Basic data 

 

In this section, I will highlight the important properties of abnormal and mixed 

sentences and also say something about verb-initial clauses. This will lead to a 

statement of the questions that are addressed in the rest of the paper.  

  Abnormal sentences, in which the verb is preceded by a topic, may have a 

subject, a complement, or an adjunct in initial position, as the following 

illustrate: 

 

(3) A  [’r  guyrda]  a   doethant     y gyt. 

and   the nobles  PRT  come.PAST.3PL  together 

‘And the nobles came together.’  (PKM 90.27)  

(4) a  [’r  llall]  a   adawd      yghyfeir y   vorwyn. 

and   the other  PRT  leave.PAST.3SG  for    the  maiden 

‘and the rest he left for the maiden.’   (Per 10.28) 

(5) Ac  [yn   diannot]   y   doeth       tan  o   ’r  

and   PRED  immediate  PRT  come.PAST.3SG  fire  from  the 

nef. 

heaven. 

‘And without delay came fire from the sky.’  (Dewi 0086.218)  

 

In each case, the initial constituent is followed by a particle. Roughly, this is a 

if the initial constituent is an argument and y if it’s an adjunct. At one time, a 

number of researchers (e.g. MacCana 1973, 1991 and Fife and King 1991) 

proposed that abnormal sentences were just a literary phenomenon. However, 

Willis (1998: 1.3.3) and Meelen (2016) argue that they are an ordinary feature 

of the language. They show that they are not confined to literary texts. They 
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also note that a similar verb-second requirement survives in Modern Breton (as 

discussed e.g. in Borsley and Kathol 2000). Thus, these sentences are abnormal 

from the standpoint of Modern Welsh, but not in any other sense. 

  In (3), the verb agrees with the preceding subject, which is a topic. This is 

unexpected given that agreement in Middle Welsh, as in Modern Welsh, 

generally only occurs with pronouns. Normally, the default third person form 

of the verb appears with a non-pronominal NP, as in the following:1 

 

(6) Yna y   doeth       kennadeu. 

Then PRT  come.PAST.3SG  messengers 

‘Then messengers came.’  (PKM 79 27) 

 

Thus, sentences like (3) are doubly abnormal.  

  Contrasting with the abnormal sentences just considered are mixed 

sentences such as (7), in which the initial constituent is focused.  

 

(7) Mi a   ’e   heirch. 

I  PRT  3SGF seek.PRES.3SG 

  ‘It is I who asks for her.’  (WM 479.24) 

 

Here, there is no agreement even though the initial NP, which is understood as 

a subject, is a pronoun. The default third person form of the verb appears. This 

also is unexpected. 

  We have seen that positive declaratives show verb-second order. Sentences 

which are not positive or not declarative are normally verb-initial. In negative 

main clauses the verb is usually only preceded by the negative particle ny.  
 

(8) Ny  welei      ef  y  twrwf    rac tywyllet  y  nos. 

NEG see.PAST.3SG  he the commotion  as darkness  the night 

‘He could not see the commotion as the night was so black.’ (PKM 22.23) 

 

A negated verb may be preceded by a topic, as in (9), but this is not required. 

 

(9) A   hynny ny  thygywys     idaw 

And that   NEG avail.PAST.3SG  to.3SGM 

‘And that didn’t work for him.’  (PKM 11. 2) 

 

In interrogative clauses, the verb is only preceded by the interrogative particle 

a. 

 

  

 
1 For detailed discussion of the facts of Modern Welsh, see Borsley (2009). 
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(10) A     wydyat      llad    a   chledyf? 

QU-PRT  know.PRES.2SG  kill.INF  with sword 

‘Do you know how to kill with a sword?’  (Peredur 0003.335) 

 

There is some evidence that preverbal particles form a complex verbal 

constituent with the immediately following verb in Modern Welsh (Harlow 

1983, Willis 1998: 70–71, Borsley and Jones 2005: 57). Assuming Middle 

Welsh is the same, negative and interrogative examples like (8) and (10) have 

a finite verbal constituent in clause initial position. 

  Imperatives such as the following have the imperative verb in initial 

position with nothing preceding:  

 

(11) Dos    titheu  ar  Arthur y  diwyn dy  wallt. 

go.IPV.2SG you   to  Arthur to  cut.INF 2SG  hair 

‘Go to Arthur to cut your hair.’  (CO 58) 

 

But it could be that imperative verbs are not finite. So it is not clear how 

important such examples are. 

  There is one important class of verb-initial positive declaratives. This is 

examples where the verb is a form of the copula, such as the following:2  
 

(12) Mae     uyg  kallon yn   tirioni     vrthyt. 

be.PRES.3SG 1SG  heart  PROG  grow-fond.INF with.2SG 

‘My heart inclines toward you.’   (CO 0004.196) 

 

Some other apparent examples of verb-initial positive declaratives will be 

discussed in section 5, but it will be argued that they are only apparent 

examples.  

  The facts set out above raise three main questions:  
 

• What is the nature of the Middle Welsh verb-second requirement?  
• Why do verbs agree with any preceding subject which is a topic in an 

abnormal sentence?   
• Why do verbs not agree with any preceding subject which is focused 

in a mixed sentence?  
  
The nature of the verb-second requirement cannot be addressed without a clear 

understanding of both abnormal and mixed sentences. Therefore, we need to 

consider these first and then turn to the nature of verb-second. 
 

  

 
2 Parallel examples are acceptable in Modern Breton (Borsley and Kathol 2000: 666). 
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3. Mixed (or cleft) sentences  

 

I will first consider mixed sentences because they are fairly 

straightforward.  They survive in Modern Welsh, in which they are often called 

cleft sentences, and essentially the same analysis seems appropriate for Middle 

Welsh as for Modern Welsh. 

  In Borsley (2015, 2020), I argue that the basic properties of Modern Welsh 

clefts can be accounted for on the assumption that the initial constituent is not 

a filler but one term of a hidden identity predication, and the same approach 

can be applied to Middle Welsh. An English example such as (13) shows that 

the focused constituent and the gap in a cleft may have different properties.  
 
(13) It’s me that likes beer. 

 
Hence, there is no reason within this approach for the gap within the second 

constituent to have the same properties as the initial constituent. and no reason 

to expect agreement in (7).  In Middle Welsh, as in Modern Welsh, the hidden 

identity predication can be negated by an initial negative particle, as shown in 

(14).  
  
(14) Nyt  y  dyn  a   doeth. 

NEG the man PRT  come.PAST.3SG 

‘It was not the man who came.’  (Meelen 2016: 200) 

  
Meelen (2016: 119) points out that early Middle Welsh clefts had a form of the 

copula preceding the focused constituent, as in (15). 
 

(15) Ys      mi a   ’e    heirch. 
be.PRES.1SG me PRT   3SGF  seek.PRES.3SG 

‘It is I who seeks her’ (WM 479.29) 

  
It seems, then, that the identity interpretation originally stemmed from a lexical 

element but subsequently became a property of the construction.  

  Within this approach, the mixed/cleft sentence in (7) can be assigned the 

structure in (16). The BIND feature here is rather like feature of the same name 

in Bouma et al. (2001) and picks out one member of the SLASH set of a 

daughter (typically the only member) for some kind of special treatment.  Apart 

from this, the structure has two important properties. Firstly, the CONTENT 

value of the mother makes it clear that the second daughter is interpreted as a 

definite description and identified with the first daughter. Thus, the two 

daughters are interpreted as the two terms of an identity predication. Secondly, 

the single member of the BIND and SLASH sets is non-pronominal. This 

ensures that the gap is non-pronominal and hence does not trigger agreement.  
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(16)     

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 − 𝑐𝑙

LOC 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CAT  [1]S[𝑓𝑖𝑛]

CONT 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUANTS  < [

𝑡ℎ𝑒 − 𝑟𝑒𝑙
INDEX [2]
RESTR {[3]}

] >

NUCL [

𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝑟𝑒𝑙
ARG1 [4]
ARG2 [2]

]

]
 
 
 
 
 
 

]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SLASH {} ]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

                                       HD-DTR 

 

    [
LOC [

CAT NP
CONT [INDEX [4]]

]

WH {}
]     

[
 
 
 LOC [

CAT [1]
CONT [3]

]                             

BIND {[5]}

SLASH {[5][𝑛𝑝𝑟𝑜[INDEX [2]]]} ]
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Mi                  a’e heirch 

 

  Although the initial constituent of a cleft is not a filler, clefts share 

properties with head–filler phrases, e.g. wh-interrogatives such as (17). 
 

(17) Pa   dyn  a   gwyn       yn y  maendy hwnn? 

which man PRT  lament.PRES.3SG in  the prison  this 

‘Which man laments in this prison?’ (CO 914) 

 

Ignoring semantics, this will have a structure of the following form, in which 

the wh-phrase is a filler: 
 

(18)                      [

𝑤ℎ − 𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝑐𝑙
LOC|CAT [1]S[𝑓𝑖𝑛]
SLASH {}

] 

 

                                           HD-DTR 

 

                  [
LOC [2][CAT NP]
WH {[]}

]            [

LOC |CAT [1]

BIND {[2]}     
SLASH {[2]}

] 

 

 

Pa dyn            a gwyn yn y maendy hwnn  
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Both types of clause have two daughters, a phrase and a clause with a non-

empty SLASH value.  This can be captured by treating them as two subtypes 

of a type binary-slashed-head-phrase.   
 

(19)        binary-slashed-head-phrase 

 

 

   head-filler-phrase            cleft-clause 

 

For binary-slashed-head-phrase, we can propose the following constraint: 

 

(20)  binary-slashed-head-phrase   

 

   

[
 
 
 
 
SS [SLASH [1]]                                                                   

HD − DTR [2]                                                                     

DTRS < [] >   < [2] [
𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒                               

SS [
BIND {[3]}              
SLASH {[3]}  [1]

]
] >

]
 
 
 
 

 

 

This ensures that a binary–slashed–head phrase has two daughters, and that the 

second is a head which is a clause with one SLASH set member which is not 

part of the SLASH set of the mother.3 This will be simplified later. For head–

filler phrases, we can propose the constraint in (21). 

 

(21) hd-fill-ph     [DTRS < [SS[LOC[1]]], [SS[BIND {[1]}]] >] 
 

This requires the first daughter to be a filler with a LOCAL value identical to 

the single member of the BIND set of the second daughter. For clefts, we can 

propose the constraint in (22). 

 

 

 
3 Without BIND, problems could arise where a SLASH set has more than one member. 

The member of the SLASH set of the head which is not a member of the SLASH set 

of the mother would not necessarily be the one that receives a special treatment in some 

other way. This is a flaw in the analysis outlined in Borsley (2020) for Modern Welsh 

clefts. 
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 (22) cleft-clause     

 

    

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SS|LOC 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONT 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUANTS  < [

𝑡ℎ𝑒 − 𝑟𝑒𝑙
INDEX [1]
RESTR {[2]}

] > ⊕  L

NUCL [

𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝑟𝑒𝑙
ARG1 [3]
ARG2 [1]

]

]
 
 
 
 
 
 

]
 
 
 
 
 
 

DTRS < [SS|LOC|CONT [INDEX [3]]],                               

                 [SS [
LOC [

CAT|HEAD|VFORM 𝑓𝑖𝑛

CONT [2]                           
]    

BIND {[CONT 𝑛𝑝𝑟𝑜[INDEX [1]]}
]] >    

]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

This ensures that a cleft clause has two daughters which are interpreted as the 

two terms of an identity predication. It also ensures that the second daughter 

has a non-pronominal NP in its BIND set, and hence that any gap is non-

pronominal and so does not trigger agreement.  

  Thus, it is not too hard to provide an account of mixed/cleft sentences 

which captures both their distinctive properties and the properties they share 

with head–filler phrases such as wh-interrogatives. 

 

 

4. Abnormal sentences  

 

As we have noted, the main challenge with abnormal sentences is to ensure 

that the verb shows agreement with a preceding subject even if it is non-

pronominal. I will propose that this is because they, like mixed sentences, are 

not head–filler phrases when the initial constituent is nominal (although this 

constituent might be called a ‘quasi-filler’). 

  Since agreement in Middle Welsh normally only occurs with 

pronouns, some special constraint must be responsible for agreement between 

a verb and a preceding subject in an abnormal sentence.  There are two possible 

approaches: either (a) the verb agrees directly with the preceding subject, or 

(b) it agrees with a subject gap and that agrees with the visible subject.  Meelen 

(2016: 6.4) takes the former approach.  However, as we have seen, the initial 

constituent in an abnormal sentence can have various roles: subject, object or 

adjunct.  It is not obvious how a verb could be made to agree with a preceding 

topic just in case it is interpreted as its subject.4  This suggests that the verb 

agrees with a subject gap.  One way to ensure this is to require the SLASH 

 
4 See Borsley 2018 for further discussion. 
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value in a nominal topic clause to be pronominal. This will mean that the gap 

in such a clause is pronominal, and if it is in subject position, it will trigger 

agreement like any other pronominal subject.   

  We can do this by assuming that these clauses are not head–filler phrases 

but the realization of another subtype of binary-slashed-head-phrase, which 

we can call nominal-topic-clause, in which a topic NP is coindexed with a 

pronominal BIND value. On this approach, (3) will have this structure: 

 

(23)                [

𝑛𝑜𝑚 − 𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝑐𝑙

LOC [CAT [1]S[𝑓𝑖𝑛]]

SLASH {}
] 

 

HD-DTR 

 

  [
LOC [

CAT NP[TOPIC+]
CONT [INDEX [2]]

]

WH {}
]      [

LOC [CAT [1]]                           
BIND {[3][𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜[INDEX [2]]]}

SLASH {[3]}                                 

] 

 

 

y guyrda               a doethant y gyt 

 

The type hierarchy can be extended as follows: 

 

(24)          binary-slashed-head-phrase 

 

 

head-filler-phrase     nominal-topic-clause  cleft-clause 

 

For nominal topic clauses, we can propose the constraint in (25): 

 

(25) nominal-topic-clause     

 

   [
DTRS < [SS[LOC NP[TOPIC+, INDEX [1]]]],             

                 [SS[BIND {[CONT 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜[INDEX [1]]]}]] >
] 

 

This says that the first daughter of a nominal topic clause is a nominal topic 

and that the second daughter has a BIND set whose single member is a 

coindexed pronominal.5  The coindexing entails that the two elements have the 

same person, number, and gender. If the first daughter is non-pronominal, they 

 
5 Borsley (2015: 1004) proposes that all nominal SLASH set members are non-

pronominal in Modern Welsh. The analysis of abnormal sentences outlined here means 

that this position is not available in Middle Welsh. 
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will differ in one respect. If the first daughter is pronominal, they will be 

identical in every respect and the first daughter will resemble a filler (hence the 

term ‘quasi-filler’). In either case, a gap will be pronominal, and if it is in 

subject position, there will be agreement.  

  Here, then, we have an account of abnormal sentences which captures the 

fact that the verb agrees with a preceding subject even if it is non-pronominal. 

It also captures the similarities between a nominal topic clause and both mixed 

sentences and head–filler phrases by treating them as subtypes of the 

type binary-slashed-head-phrase. What about non-nominal topic clauses such 

as (5)? As far as I can see, there is no reason why they should not be analysed 

a type of head–filler phrase. It is just nominal topic clauses that require a 

special treatment. 

 

 

5. The nature of verb-second 

 

Having outlined analyses of both mixed and abnormal sentences, we can 

consider how the Middle Welsh verb-second requirement should be analysed. 

There are two logically possible types of constraint. One could have a positive 

constraint requiring certain clauses to have a certain property or one could have 

a negative constraint requiring certain clauses not to have a certain property. 

After considering constraints of the first kind, I will argue for a constraint of 

the second kind. 

  We have argued in the preceding sections that neither mixed sentences nor 

nominal topic clauses are head–filler phrases. Clearly, then, the verb-second 

requirement could not be a requirement that positive declarative main clauses 

must be a head–filler phrase. However, these clauses, like head–filler phrases, 

involve an unbounded dependency, and on fairly standard HPSG assumptions, 

this means that the highest verb has a non-empty SLASH value. Hence, one 

might propose that a finite verb other than the copula heading a positive 

declarative main clause must have a non-empty SLASH value. Abnormal 

sentences and mixed/cleft sentences will conform to this constraint, but verb-

initial positive declarative main clauses will not. 

  This approach seems quite promising, but two sorts of example pose 

problems. Firstly, there are examples with an initial non-finite verb separated 

from its complement, such as the following from Willis (1998: 52):  

 

(26) Gwyssyaw   a    oruc     Arthur milwyr  yr  ynys   honn ...  

summon.INF  PRT  do.PAST.3SG Arthur soldiers  the  island  this  

‘Arthur summoned the soldiers of this island...’  (CO 922-3) 

 

As with similar examples in Modern Breton (Borsley & Kathol 2000), there is 

no reason to think that these involve an unbounded dependency. Rather, it is 

plausible to analyse them as argument composition structures, in which a finite 
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auxiliary verb takes as its complements a non-finite verb and whatever 

complements the latter requires, giving a structure of the following form: 
 

(27)               S 

 

 

        V           V       NP          NP 

   

 

 

 

   Gwyssyaw    a oruc      Arthur     milwyr yr ynys honn. 

 

If this is right, the finite verb will not have a non-empty SLASH value.  

  Secondly, there are examples with an expletive pronoun in initial position, 

such as (28):  

 

(28) Ef a    daw      glaw  gwaet …  

it  PRT  come.FUT.3SG  rain   blood  

‘There will come a rain of blood …’  (BB 125.5) 

 

Willis (1998:128) reports that initial expletives are rare in early texts and 

restricted to unaccusative contexts, but common in later texts and not restricted 

in this way. The obvious structure is something like the following: 

 

(29)              S 

 

     NP             S 

 

   V            NP 

 

 

Ef             a daw         glaw gwaet 

 

Again, there is no reason to think that there is an unbounded dependency here, 

and so no reason to think that the finite verb has a non-empty SLASH value. 

This suggests that a different approach is required. 

  As an alternative, one might propose that a finite verb other than the copula 

in a positive declarative main clause must be preceded by a phrase of some 

kind, including an expletive, or a non-finite verb. On the face of it, this would 

allow mixed sentences, abnormal sentences, and sentences with an expletive 

or a non-finite verb in initial position, while excluding examples with a finite 

verb in initial position. However, there is no easy way to formalise this 
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restriction. It would be easy enough if all these elements were sisters of the 

finite verb, but probably only an initial finite verb is.6  

  A rather different alternative involves a negative constraint. Instead of 

stipulating that certain clauses must have a certain property, one can stipulate 

that they must not have a certain property. In the present case, the property is 

having a finite verb other than the copula in clause-initial position. There are 

some complications here, but it is not too difficult to develop an account along 

these lines. 

  An analysis obviously requires a way to distinguish standard verbs from 

the copula. Following Bonami et al. (2016) and Borsley (2019), I assume a 

feature LID whose value is unique to each distinct lexeme, the words that 

realize it, and the phrases that they head, and l assume that standard-verb is a 

supertype of the LID values of all standard verbs while the copula is [LID 

copula]. If we assume also that main clauses are [ROOT +] and positive clauses 

[POL(ARITY) pos(itive)] and that the order of elements in the DTRS list of a 

clause corresponds to the observed order, we might propose the following 

constraint for Middle Welsh: 

 

(30) 

[
 
 
 
 
𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 − 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒                         

SS|LOC|CAT [HEAD [
VFORM 𝑓𝑖𝑛
ROOT +      
POL 𝑝𝑜𝑠      

]]

DTRS < [1], … >                                   ]
 
 
 
 

   

 

[1]  [SS|LOC|CAT|HEAD [LID standard-verb, VFORM fin]] 

 

This says that the first daughter of a finite positive declarative main clause may 

not be a finite standard verb. It rules out a finite standard verb in initial position 

in such clauses but allows such a verb in other types of clause and allows other 

clause-initial constituents. 

  This approach looks promising, but there is a problem. As analyzed above, 

both abnormal sentences and mixed/cleft sentences will involve a structure of 

the following form: 

 

  

 
6 The situation might be different if one assumed order domains since within such an 

approach, the various elements that can precede the finite verb may be in the same 

order domain as the verb. An analysis of this kind is proposed for Modern Breton in 

Borsley and Kathol (2000). However it seems preferable to avoid an appeal to order 

domains if possible. 
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(31)             S 

            [
ROOT + 
SLASH {}

] 

 

         XP         S 

                [
ROOT +     
SLASH {[]}

] 

 

Expletive-initial examples like (28) will involve a similar structure in which 

both Ss are [SLASH {}]. In these clauses, the lower S is a head and hence, on 

standard assumptions, is [ROOT+] like the higher S. But clearly the lower S 

can and normally will have a finite verb as its first daughter.7 One response to 

this problem would be to stipulate that the head in such clauses is always 

[ROOT –]. But this is only possible in a version of HPSG assuming a default 

Head Feature Principle, so it seems better to look for a different solution. 

  An alternative solution is suggested by Bonami et al. (2016), who propose 

that Modern Welsh has not a two-way distinction between main and 

subordinate clauses, but a three-way distinction between simple main, simple 

complement, and unbounded dependency clauses, encoded as the value of a 

feature STATUS. For Middle Welsh, we can propose that the third type is 

not unbounded dependency clauses, but extended clauses in which at least 

normally a basic clause combines with a preceding sister of some kind. This 

will include both unbounded dependency clauses and clauses with an initial 

expletive. It will give (32) instead of (31). 

 

(32)             S 

          [
STATUS 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 
SLASH {}                  

] 

 

         XP         S 

              [
STATUS 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 
SLASH {[]}                

] 

 

Assuming that simple non-extended main clauses are [STATUS main], we can 

reformulate (30) as follows: 

 

 
7 The first daughter of the lower S will not always be a finite verb. It can also be what 

Willis (1998: 3.3.2) calls an interposed adverb, such as yna ‘then’ in (i). 

 

(i) A   Lawnslot  yna  a   dywawt ... 

And Lancelot  then  PRT  said 

‘And Lancelot then said ...’   (YSG 121) 
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(33) 

[
 
 
 
 
𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 − 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒                              

SS|LOC|CAT [HEAD [
VFORM 𝑓𝑖𝑛     
STATUS 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
POL 𝑝𝑜𝑠           

]]

DTRS < [1], … >                                       ]
 
 
 
 

   

 

[1]  [SS|LOC|CAT|HEAD [LID standard-verb, VFORM fin]] 

 

This says that the first daughter of a simple finite positive declarative main 

clause may not be a finite standard verb. It will rule out a finite standard verb 

in initial position in simple finite positive declarative main clauses, but have 

no effect on the lower S in (32) because it is not [STATUS main]. It will allow 

a finite standard verb in initial position in negative declaratives, interrogatives, 

and imperatives. It will also allow a non-finite standard verb in initial position 

in positive declarative main clauses. This is relevant not only to examples like 

(26) but also to examples with an initial non-finite verb which is the only verb 

in the sentence, such as the following:  

 

(34) Dyuot  Caswallawn am       eu  penn    a   llad   y            

come.INF Caswallawn  about  3PL  head    and  kill.INF the  

chwegwyr.  

six.men  

‘Caswallon fell upon them and killed the six men.’   (CO 4) 

(35) A   chaffael  mab ohonu   trwy   weti   y  wlad. 

and  get.INF   son  from.3PL  through  pray.INF the country 

‘And through the country’s prayers they got a son.’  (CO 4) 

(36) Canu   englyn idaw   ynteu  yna.                                

sing.INF   englyn to.3SGM him   then  

‘He sang an englyn then’  (PKM 90.9)  

  

There are two sorts of example here. In (34) the subject immediately follows 

the verb while in (35) and in (36) it takes the form of a PP following the object, 

headed by o ‘from’ in (35) and by i ‘to’ in (36). The interpretation is always 

past tense. (See Meelen 2016: 4.3.6 for discussion of such examples.) This 

analysis will also, of course, allow a topic (as in (1) and (3)–(5)), a focused 

constituent (as in (7)), or an expletive pronoun (as in (28)) in initial position. 

  There are some further acceptable verb-initial clauses which might seem 

problematic for this approach, e.g. the bracketed second conjunct in (37).  

 

(37) … ac yna  y   kyuodes    sabot  ac [a   elwis      ar 

     and there PRT  arise.PAST.3SG Sabot  and  PRT call.PAST.3SG  on 

   bown] 

   Bown 

  ‘And then Sabot arose and called on Bown …’  (YBH 2825-8) 
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However, Willis (1998: 4.2) argues that such clauses involve an unexpressed 

topic and an unbounded dependency of some kind. One way to handle such 

examples would be to assume that they have a phonologically empty topic. 

This would make them just like examples with an overt topic. However, there 

is an alternative approach which doesn’t require a phonologically empty 

element. Following Müller’s (2014: 101) analysis of similar German ‘topic-

drop’ sentences, one can analyse these examples as involving a unary 

branching structure in which an S[SLASH {}] has a single daughter, which is 

an S[SLASH {NP}], as in (38). 

 

(38)               S 

             [
STATUS 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 
SLASH {}

] 

 

                  S 

             [
STATUS 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑
SLASH {NP}

] 

  

 

 

 

         a elwis ___ ar bown 

 

Since this structure is [STATUS extended], it will be unaffected by the 

constraint in (33). (Note that this means that the lower S in an extended clause 

isn’t always preceded by a sister of some kind.) 

  This structure can be assigned to a type unexpressed-topic-clause. Apart 

from having just a single daughter (which is a head), this will be quite similar 

to the type binary-slashed-head-phrase introduced above. The similarities can 

be captured by treating them as two subtypes of a type slashed-head-phrase, 

giving the extended type hierarchy in (39). 

 

(39)                 slashed-head-phrase 

 

 

 binary-slashed-head-phrase  unexpressed-topic-clause 

 

 

head-filler-phrase  nominal-topic-clause   cleft-clause 

 

The main properties associated with binary-slashed-head-phrase in (20) above 

can now be assigned to slashed-head-phrase, as follows: 
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(40) slashed-head-phrase   

 

 

[
 
 
 
 
 SS [

LOC|CAT|HEAD[STATUS 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑]

SLASH [1]                                                 
]    

HD − DTR [2]                                                        

DTRS L  < [2] [
𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒

SS [
BIND {[3]}              

SLASH {[3]}  [1]
]
] >

]
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

This ensures that a slashed–head phrase is [STATUS extended] and has a head 

daughter which is a clause with one SLASH set member which is not part of 

the SLASH set of the mother. It allows but does not require other pre-head 

daughters. Both binary-slashed-head-phrase and unexpressed-topic-clause 

will be subject to quite simple constraints, as follows:  

 

(41) binary-slashed-head-phrase   [DTRS <[phrase]>  <[]>] 

 

(42) unexpressed-topic-clause    [DTRS  <[]>] 

 

The former ensures that a binary–slashed–head phrase has two daughters (the 

second of which is a head as a result of the constraint on slashed-head-phrase). 

The latter  ensures that an unexpressed–topic clause has a single daughter 

(which is a head as a result of the constraint on slashed-head-phrase). A full 

constraint on unexpressed-topic-clause will also need to ensure the appropriate 

semantics with an unexpressed topic, but I will not try to decide how this 

should be done. Thus, if Willis (1998) is right about the second clause in 

examples like (37), they are unproblematic for the account of Middle Welsh 

verb-second outlined above. They just require a slight elaboration of the type 

system. 

  Here, then, we have an approach to Middle Welsh verb-second in which a 

negative constraint rules out a finite standard verb (any verb other than the 

copula) in initial position in a simple finite positive declarative main clause. It 

allows a finite standard verb in initial position in negative declaratives, 

interrogatives, and imperatives, and in the lower S in an extended clause. It 

also allows a topic, a focused constituent, a non-finite verb, and an expletive 

pronoun in initial position. 

 

 

6. Concluding remarks 

 

In this paper, I have been concerned with the fact that Middle Welsh has a verb-

second restriction with a constituent of some kind before the finite verb 

in positive declarative main clauses. There are questions about the nature of 

this restriction. There are also questions about subject-initial clauses, both 
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abnormal sentences, where the subject is a topic, and mixed or cleft sentences, 

where it is a focused constituent.  I have argued that neither mixed/cleft 

sentences nor abnormal sentences with a nominal topic are head–filler phrases. 

However, they share certain properties with head–filler phrases, which can be 

captured by treating them as subtypes of a single type. Building on these 

proposals, I have argued that the verb-second restriction is a consequence not 

of a positive constraint requiring certain clauses to have a certain property but 

a negative constraint requiring them not to have a certain property, namely an 

initial finite standard verb. I have also argued that certain unexpressed topic 

clauses can be analysed in terms of a unary branching structure. This involves 

a further phrase type which is not a head–filler phrase but shares properties 

with such phrases. 

 

 

 

Primary texts 

 

BB = Brut y Brenhinedd: Cotton Cleopatra Version, ed. John Jay Parry 

(Cambridge, Mass.: Mediaeval Academy of America 1937) 

 

CO = Culhwch ac Olwen: An Edition of the Oldest Arthurian Tale, ed. Rachel 

Bromwich and D. Simon Evans (Cardiff: University of Wales Press 1992) 

 

Dewi = Buched Dewi ‘The Life of St David’ 

 

Per = Peredur Historia Peredur vab Efrawc, ed. Glenys Witchard Goetinck 

(Caerdydd: Gwasg Prifysgol Cymru, 1976) 

 

PKM = Pedeir Keinc y Mabinogi, ed. Ifor Williams (Caerdydd: Gwasg 

Prifysgol Cymru, 1930) 

 

WM =Llyfr Gwyn Rhydderch, ed. J. Gwenogvryn Evans with introduction by 

R. M. Jones, (Caerdydd: Gwasg Prifysgol Cymru, 1973) 

 

YBH = Ystoria Bown de Hamtwn, ed. Morgan Watkins (Caerdydd: Gwasg 

Prifysgol Cymru, 1958) 

 

YSG = Ystoryaeu Seint Greal, ed. Thomas Jones (Caerdydd: Gwasg Prifysgol 

Cymru, 1992) 
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1.  Introduction

Making somebody wise would seem to be a laudable thing to do. However,  
in  Dutch  and  German  the  combination  make  wise,  rendered  in  these 
languages as wijsmaken and weismachen respectively, is used to express an 
act  of  deception.  German  jemandem  etwas  weismachen means  to  fool 
somebody into believing something false. Clearly, the compound verb has a 
noncompositional  interpretation,  which  is  derived  from  an  older 
interpretation  to inform somebody about something, possibly as a result of 
pragmatic entrenchment of an ironic use. Some typical examples are given in 
(1) for German and (2) for Dutch:

 (1) German
a. Sie können mir doch nicht weismachen,  dass es stimmt.

you can me PRT not wise-make      that it OK
“You can’t fool me into thinking that it is correct”

b. Wir sollten uns  doch nichts weismachen!
we should REFL PRT nothing wise-make
“We shouldn’t delude ourselves”

(2) Dutch
a. Maak jezelf niet wijs dat de kans heel klein is

Make yourself not wise that the chance very small is
“Don’t fool yourself into believing that chances are very slim”

b. Hem werd wijsgemaakt dat ze een Duitse was
him was wise-made that she a German was
“He was led to believe (falsely) that she was German”

The two verbs have the unusual property of being  contrafactive, that is to 
say, they presuppose the falsity of their complement. Consider the following 
Dutch examples:

 (3) a. Ze maakte me wijs dat ze rijk was.
she made  me wise that she rich was
“She fooled me into believing that she was rich”

b. Maakte zij je wijs dat ze rijk was?
made she you wise that she rich was?
“Did she fool you into thinking that she was rich?”
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c. Ze heeft me niet wijsgemaakt dat ze rijk was
she has me not wise-made that she rich was
“She has not fooled me into believing that she was not rich”

The  assertion  in  a,  the  question  in  b  and the  negative  assertion  in  c  all 
presuppose the falsehood of the  complement clause.  Similar  observations 
apply to the German counterparts of these sentences. Holton (2017) claims 
that there are no such verbs, at least not simplex verbs, and draws from this  
the far-reaching conclusion that propositional attitude verbs relate to facts, 
not propositions. A proposition can be false, a fact cannot. Now wijsmaken 
and  weismachen are  not  simple  verbs,  but  given  their  noncompositional 
interpretation, they could be viewed as semantically atomic, and hence as  
counterexamples to Holton’s claim. Holton (2017: 247) notes that verbs such 
as  lie, which might also be seen as contrafactive, do not take propositional 
complements. In his words: “one does not lie  that p”. This claim does not 
appear to hold for all speakers of English, since there is sufficient evidence 
from corpora that the verb lie may be used in combination with that-clauses. 
Here  is  just  one  illustrative  example  from  the  COCA  corpus  (see 
www.english-corpora.org/coca/), but there are plenty more, and, moreover, 
do not appear to be slips of the pen or substandard usage:

(4) A federal judge recently sanctioned the Manhattan lawyer for lying  
that his client was based in the UK instead of Brooklyn

Wijsmaken  and  weismachen are propositional  attitude verbs that  combine 
with finite complements (as well as nominal complements, most commonly 
pronouns  denoting  propositions,  but  occasionally  full  phrases  such  as 
alternative  Fakten ‘alternative  facts,’  a  recent  coinage  for  fibs  and 
falsehoods).  In  Dutch,  the  most  common  complement  is  a  dat-clause 
(equivalent to a that-clause in English) in indicative mood, in German either 
a  dass-clause  or  a  finite  V2-clause,  often  in  subjunctive  (“Konjunktiv”) 
mood.  All  of  this  is  unsurprising  for  verbs  of  communication  in   these 
languages.  

Let us for a moment compare this to English verbs of deception. Apart 
from  deceive, thesaurus.com lists among others the following verbs, all of 
which express various shades and aspects of deception. They are not perfect 
synonyms, but overlap semantically. Note that hardly any of them combine 
with finite clauses.
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(5) English verbs of deception: Bamboozle, betray, cheat, circumvent, 
defraud, delude, dupe, fool, hoodwink, swindle, take for a ride

You  can  take  someone  for  a  ride  by  telling  them  something  false,  for 
instance by claiming that you admire them (while secretly despising them). 
You can state this in German as follows:

(6) Sie hat ihm weisgemacht, dass sie ihn bewundert.
she has him wise-made that she him admires
“She has taken him for a ride by claiming that she admires him”

Note that the English translation separates two elements which are combined 
in the German original: a verb (or verbal idiom) to describe the deceptive 
nature of the interaction between the two protagonists in general terms, and a 
verb of saying introducing the finite clause.  This reminds one of Talmy’s 
theory of motion verbs (Talmy 1991), where he argues that  English may 
conflate manner of motion and directed motion in a single verb, whereas 
Romance uses verbs to express motion and separate modifiers to indicate the 
manner. Here we have conflation in German and Dutch of two things: the act 
of  communication  and the  fact  that  this  act  constitutes  deception,  which 
English mostly keeps separate,  although some googling yields occasional 
examples of the verb  fool followed by a finite complement, such as  I am 
trying to fool her that I am sleeping. Perhaps this warrants some typological 
research  in  the  spirit  of  Talmy.  I  should  add  here  that  verbs  such  as 
wijsmaken and weismachen are somewhat exceptional in Dutch and German 
as  well,  and that  other  verbs  of  deception,  such as  German  betrügen ‘to 
deceive, betray’ do not have clausal complements.

2.  Licensing of negative polarity items

A verb that presupposes the falsity of its complement would seem to be an  
ideal candidate for licensing negative polarity items. The literature identifies 
so-called emotive factive verbs  and adjectives  as  triggers  (cf.  Linebarger 
1987,  Kadmon  &  Landman  1993,  von  Fintel  1999,  Giannakidou  2006, 
Chierchia 2019, Duffley & Larrivée 2019). The general idea is that emotive 
factives carry a negative implicature which might  be used to explain the 
possibility of polarity items. Compare the examples in (7):
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(7) a. I regret I said anything untoward. [I wish I hadn’t]

b. I am amazed he did anything at all [I expected him not to do 
anything]

c. I am indignant that he offered them anything at all [ I consider it not 
acceptable that he did]

However, wijsmaken and its German counterpart weismachen do not appear 
to offer this option. In (8 a-b) I give some examples with the polarity items 
ook maar iets (Dutch) and  auch nur etwas (German),  which mean ‘even 
anything’ or, in more idiomatic English, ‘anything at all’.

(8) a. *Je maakt me wijs dat hij ook maar iets gezien had
  you make me wise that he anything_at_all seen had
“You fool me into believing he had seen anything at all”

b. *Hans versuchte mir weiszumachen 
Hans tried me make-believe
dass er auch nur etwas gesehen hatte
that he anything_at_all seen had
“Hans tried to fool me into believing he had seen anything at all”

Note that verbs meaning deny, which do not presuppose but assert the falsity 
of their complements, are fine with these items:

 (9) a. Jan ontkende dat hij ook maar iets gezien had
Jan denied that he anything_at_all seen had
‘Jan denied having seen anything at all’

b. Hans leugnete das er auch nur etwas gesehen hatte
Hans denied that he anything_at_all seen had
‘Hans denied having seen anything at all’

We can make sense of this by considering the notion of Strawson entailment, 
first introduced by von Fintel (1999):

 (10)  Strawson Downward and Upward Entailingness 

A function f of type <,> is Strawson-DE iff for all x, y of type  

such that x  y (generalized entailment: x is more specific than y) 

and f(x) is defined (i.e. its presuppositions are met): f (y)  f(x).
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A function f of type <,> is Strawson-UE iff for all x, y of type  

such that x  y (generalized entailment: x is more specific than y) 

and f(x) is defined (i.e. its presuppositions are met): f(x)  f(y).

Von  Fintel  (1999)  has  argued  extensively  that  Strawson  downward 
entailingness is the relevant property for polarity licensing.  The following 
inference shows that  wijsmaken is Strawson Upward Entailing, hence not a 
licensor of polarity items in its complement. The conclusion is valid if the 
presuppositions of the premise and the conclusion are met.

(11) Piet maakte Marie wijs dat het hard regende (Piet told Marie 
falsely that it was raining hard)
It was not raining hard ( presupposition of prior premise)
It was not raining (presupposition of conclusion)

  Piet maakte Marie wijs dat het regende (P. told M. falsely 

   it was raining)

When matrix negation is added to the examples in (8), the polarity items 
become acceptable, see (12). Refer to (8) for glosses and translations.

(12) a. Je maakt me niet wijs dat hij ook maar iets gezien had
b. Hans versuchte mir nicht weiszumachen dass er auch nur etwas 

gesehen hatte.

This is not entirely unexpected, given that matrix negation may sometimes 
license  polarity  items  across  factive  predicates  (Homer  2011,  Hoeksema 
2017), as illustrated below with the factive verb realize:

(13) The family did not realize that anyone had broken into their home.

3. Pragmatic enrichment

3.1. Introduction

Wijsmaken and weismachen typically have [+human] indirect objects which 
serve as the victims of the fabrication. However, in the following idiomatic 
exclamations, animal participants show up (the b-example is Flemish Dutch, 
the a-example is standard Dutch):
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(14) a. Maak dat de kat wijs!
make that the cat wise
‘Try and convince the cat of that = that is bullshit’

b. Maak dat de ganzen wijs!
make that the geese wise
‘Tell it to the geese = I don’t believe a word of it’

These expressions are somewhat similar to the colloquial English expression 
Talk to the hand (‘cause the ears ain’t listening). The latter conveys a strong 
disinterest on the part of the speaker in what the other has to say, whereas  
the Dutch cases convey disbelief. By using the expression  wijsmaken, the 
speaker indicates that he or she regards the proposition, referred to by the 
anaphoric demonstrative dat,  as false. The exclamations are not intended as 
ordering the hearer to go ahead and deceive some animals, cats, or geese, or 
whatever, but as expressions of disbelief. Something similar is going on in 
sentences such as the following (Dutch and German, respectively)

(15) a. Je maakt mij niet wijs dat Fred komt.
you make me not wise that Fred comes
‘You won’t fool me into believing Fred is coming’

b. Sie machen mir nicht weis, es ist Ihnen ernst 
you make me not wise it is you earnest
‘You won’t get me to believe that you are serious’

These sentences are not really meant as predictions of the nonoccurrence of 
some event of deception.  Rather, the speakers state disbelief. The speakers 
do not  believe  that  Fred is  coming (example 15a)  or  that  you are  being 
serious  (15b).  This  comes about  through an implicature  of  the  relevance 
type. How can the speakers be confident that they are not going to be duped 
into believing some proposition p? Because they believe that p is false. 

Somewhat more involved is the following example:

 (16) Bah! macht das weis , wem  Ihr wollt, nur keinem 
bah, make that wise, whom you want, only no
amerikanischen Arbeiter!
American worker
‘Bah,  tell  that  (bullshit)  to  anyone  you  want,  just  not  to  an  
American worker!’
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This example can be read in two ways: (1) feel free to deceive whoever you 
like, but not an American worker (a straightforward literal reading), or (2) go 
ahead  and  deceive  whoever  you want,  but  you won’t  fool  an  American 
worker: they know better.

I  propose  that  these  examples  are  instances  of  pragmatic  enrichment, 
aimed at expressing disbelief on the part of the indirect object of wijsmaken/ 
weismachen.  This enrichment requires a number of things to be true:

(17) a. wijsmaken/weismachen appears in a future oriented context 
(mostly a simple present with future/habitual reading)

b. under negation
c.  the referent of the indirect object must be available for establishing 

the point of view

In  the  following subsections,  I  address  each  of  these  points  and  adduce 
corpus data to underscore them.  The Dutch corpus data are from the Lassy 
Large newspaper corpus, accessed through the online platform PaQu (Odijk 
et al. 2017).  A search for all occurrences of the lemma wijsmaken yielded 
834 sentences, and after removing double occurrences, the remaining 771 
sentences were entered into a database, in which information about absence 
or presence of negation, modal context, subject, object and indirect object  
were added manually. The German corpus data are 500 sentences containing 
an  occurrence  of  the  lemma  weismachen,  taken  from  the  deTenTen18 
corpus, available at the SketchEngine platform (www.sketchengine.eu/).

3.2. Future orientation

Let me first say something about requirement (a), the presence of a future 
orientation. Compare the Dutch examples in (18)

(18) a. Je hebt me niets wijsgemaakt.
you have me nothing wise-made
‘You told me nothing untrue (I believe you)’

b. Je maakt me niets wijs.
you make me nothing wise
‘You are not fooling me (I don’t believe you)’
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Example (18a) is in the present perfect and states that no act of deception has 
taken  place.  Example  (18b)  is  a  future  present:  it  states  that  no  act  of  
deception will take place, with the tacit understanding that this is because of 
a firm disbelief on the part of the speaker. Futurate uses of the simple past 
are no problem for pragmatic enrichment, cf. the Dutch examples in (19-20):

(19) Je maakt mij niet wijs dat het gremlins waren
you make  me not wise that it gremlins were
‘You’re not going to fool me that those were gremlins’

(20) Je maakte mij niet wijs dat gremlins bestonden
you made me not wise that gremlins existed

‘You could not make me believe that gremlins existed’

Both examples are statements of disbelief. In the case of (20), disbelief on 
the part of the speaker is located in the past. It might be that the speaker 
believes in gremlins now, and is talking about a time when s/he did not. 

Unlike the simple past, the present perfect does not have a futurate 
use,  and  is  predicted  to  be  impossible  with  the  pragmatically  enriched 
version of wijsmaken/weismachen. For the basic, non-enriched use of these 
verbs, however, there is no ban on using them with the perfect tense:

(21) Hij heeft ons wijsgemaakt dat we gewonnen hadden.
he has us wise-made that we won had
‘He duped us into believing that we had won’

The future orientation of pragmatically enriched wijsmaken may come about 
in a number of ways: by futurate readings of simple present and simple past, 
or by the future auxiliaries zullen  ‘shall, will’, and gaan ‘go, be going to’. In 
Dutch, the vast majority of cases involve the future present. Nonetheless, as 
a fraction of the entire distribution of wijsmaken, the future present uses are 
still  relatively  infrequent.   In  German,  this  is  even  more  striking,  as  a 
comparison of the German and Dutch data in Table 1 shows.  The category 
‘Other’,  which  together  with  the  category  Future  present  covers  all 
occurrences  without  an  auxiliary,  is  much  larger  in  Dutch  than  it  is  in 
German. German predominantly uses weismachen in nonfinite form, either a 
bare infinitive with a modal verb, a zu-infinitive with verbs of trying, or a 
participle with haben ‘have’ or werden, the passive auxiliary. Simple present 
and simple past forms with no auxiliary are rare, compared to Dutch.
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Note  that  I  have  simplified  the  actual  situation  somewhat  by 
ignoring multiple auxiliaries. In a case like hat uns weismachen wollen (“has 
wanted  to  fool  us  into  believing”),  I  only  listed  the  syntactically  closest 
auxiliary,  in  this  case  wollen.  The  verb  have belongs  to  wollen,  not  to 
weismachen.  The predominance of wollen in the German data is remarkable. 
It is even possible to find cases of double wollen in our data set:

 (22) Du willst mir doch tatsächlich nicht weismachen wollen, 
you want me PRT really not wise-make  want
dass Hunde weidende Pferde mit Hunden verwechseln 
that dogs grazing horses with dogs confuse
und diese deshalb jagen?
and them therefore hunt
‘Surely you don’t want to have me believe that dogs confuse 
grazing horses with dogs, and therefore hunt them?’

German Dutch

context # % # %
brauchen ‘need’ - - hoeven 9 1.2
futurate 3 0.6 futurate 65 8.4
haben ‘have’ 25 5.0 hebben 112 14.5
imperative 4 0.8 imperative 19 2.5
können ‘can’ 31 6.2 kunnen 40 5.2
lassen ‘let’ 10 2.0 laten 48 6.2
mögen ‘want’ 11 2.2 moeten ‘must’ 55 7.1
sollen  ‘should’ 7 1.4 zullen ‘will’ 6 0.8
versuchen ‘try’ 45 9.0 proberen/trachten 53 6.5
werden (passive) 35 7.0 worden/zijn 14 1.8
wollen ‘want’ 289 57.8 willen 21 2.7
other 40 8.0 other 314 40.7
Total 500 100 771 100

Table 1: Tense and modality in combinations with weismachen/wijsmaken

The following tables show strong interaction effects of the type of auxiliary 
and the presence of negation:
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auxiliary # negated % negated
wollen want 289 33 11.4
versuchen try 45 1 2.2
werden passive be 35 1 2.9
können can 31 18 58.1
haben perfective have 25 4 16
lassen let 10 5 50
imperative 4 2 50
futurate 3 3 100
none (imperfect) 40 - - 0

Table 2 German weismachen: negation in 10 contexts

auxiliary # negated % negated
hebben perfective have 112 5 4.5
moeten must/should 55 47 85.5
proberen/trachten try 53 1 1.9
laten let 48 33 68.8
kunnen can 40 19 47.5
worden/zijn passive be 14 - -
mogen may 9 6 66.7
hoeven need 9 9 100
zullen will 6 4 66.7
gaan futurate go 5 4 80
imperative 17 6 35.3
futurate 65 65 100
none (imperfect) 312 - -

Table 3: Dutch wijsmaken: negation in 13 contexts

3.3. Negation and other contexts

A  requirement  that  negation  be  present  suggest  that  wijsmaken and 
weismachen have developed a polarity-sensitive use. Pragmatic enrichment 
leading  to  polarity  sensitivity  is  not  unheard  of,  and  I  will  give  some 
examples of this below.  For the moment, let us assume that this is indeed 
the  case.  Then  the  question  arises,  what,  if  anything,  might  bring  the 
enriched  use  about,  besides  negation.  After  all,  most  polarity  items  are 
licensed by more than just negation: they appear in questions, conditional 
clauses,  comparatives,  relative  clauses  modifying  universally  quantified 
noun phrases,  the scope of restrictive adverbs such as  only,  the scope of 
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weakly negative quantifiers and adverbs of quantification such as few, little, 
less than N, at most N, seldom, rarely,  etc. (cf. Ladusaw 1979). It is also 
well-known  that  polarity  items  are  not  uniform  in  their  distributional 
characteristics.  There  are  items which require  negation  and nothing  else, 
items which are fine in any of the above contexts, and a lot of different cases 
in  between  (cf.  Zwarts  1986,  van  der  Wouden  1997,  Hoeksema  2012, 
Richter & Rado 2014, Schaebbicke et al. 2021).

Enriched wijsmaken appears in my data set with typical n-words, as 
well as moeilijk ‘with difficulty, hardly’, a polarity trigger in modal contexts 
(van der Wouden 1995) and weinig ‘little, few’. The German data also have 
an occurrence with kaum ‘hardly’. 

Questions are a bit  tricky.  It  seems that pragmatic enrichment is 
possible in questions, but these typically involve an additional auxiliary such 
as willen ‘want’ or proberen ‘try’, compare the following Dutch examples:

 (23) a. Wil je me wijsmaken dat dat mag?
want you me wise-make that that may
‘Do you want me to believe that that is allowed?’

b. Probeer je me wijs te maken dat  je kunt zwemmen?
try you me wise-to-make that you can swim
‘Are you trying to fool me into believing that you can swim?’

c. #Maak je me wijs dat je kunt zwemmen?
make you mewise that you can swim
‘Are you fooling me into believing that you can swim?’

Sentence  (23c)  is  pragmatically  odd,  much  like  its  English  translation, 
whereas (23a,b) are fine as rhetorical questions. The main point here is that  
the referent of the indirect object in these questions, the speaker, is indirectly 
characterized as strongly believing that the embedded proposition is false. In 
the same manner, some wh-questions may be employed:

(23) d. Wie wil je wijsmaken dat je kunt zwemmen?
who want you wise-make that you can swim
‘Who do you want to fool into believing that you can swim?’

The question in (23d) could be an inquiry about a future act of deception, or 
it could be rhetorical, in which case the speaker wants to convey that he or  
she does not believe the addressee can swim.
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Occurrences of wijsmaken and weismachen in comparative clauses 
with  the  counterparts  of  than and  as are  common but  seem to  lack  the 
particular pragmatic interpretation we are after here. Consider for instance:

 (24) Er worden minder misdaden gepleegd dan  
there get fewer crimes committed than 
de regering de mensen wijsmaakt
the government the people wise-makes
‘Fewer crimes are committed than the government wants the people 
to believe’

Crucially, there is no implicature here that the referents of the indirect object 
(de mensen ‘the people’) do not believe the misleading information from the 
government. Presumably the speaker does not, based on his or her choice of 
words, but the people may or may not believe the information they receive.

German  has  less  negation  than  Dutch  in  sentences  with 
weismachen/wijsmaken.  In  part,  this  is  to  attributed  to  a  distribution 
difference that has not been mentioned so far:  German  weismachen often 
appears in parenthetical and comparative sentences with wie or  als such as 
wie die  Regierung uns versucht  weiszumachen,  schneller  als  die  Wissen-
schafter  uns  weismachen  wollten,  and  within  such  clauses,  negation  is 
usually ruled out (Potts 2002). That the German data set has more of such 
occurrences could be due to corpus differences. The German corpus we used 
was a web corpus, and turned out to be full of angry comments directed at 
misinformation from the government, big business, the church, the media, 
mainstream  scientists,  liberals,  atheists,  Satan  and  other  suspect  sources. 
Fake news is a big topic on the German internet. The Dutch corpus, on the 
other hand, was a newspaper corpus, and Dutch newspapers, by and large, 
are not chockablock with conspiracy theories.

3.4. Point of view

The  pragmatically  enriched  reading  of  wijsmaken/weismachen  carries  an 
implicature to the effect that the referent of the indirect object is confident 
that the embedded proposition is false, and therefore will not be swayed by 
the attempt at deception. Normally, this only makes sense if the speaker has 
access to the internal mental state of that referent. This could be based on  
prior knowledge of the beliefs of that person, assuming these are immutable,  
or because the speaker is an omniscient narrator, as in a novel, and so has 
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direct access to the thoughts and feelings of his characters. In free indirect  
discourse one could have something like the following, from De vergelding 
(a Dutch novel by Carry van Bruggen, 1923). Because of its length, I did not 
gloss it, but the crucial part is in italics.

(25) Hij had willen weggaan, maar nu deed hij het niet. Verkoos niet  
uitgelachen  te  worden  door  dien  lammen  Verkerk....  met  zijn  
kwasi-onverschilligheid.  Niemand maakte  hem wijs dat  de  vent  
zich niet  geweldig voelde om zijn knappen kop.  Knappe kop....  
jawel....
‘He had wanted to leave,  but  now he did not.  Chose not  to be  
laughed at by that lame Verkerk...with his so-called indifference.  
Nobody was going to make him believe that the guy  did  not  feel  
great because of his handsome face. Handsome face..yeah right.’ 

One  interesting  property  of  the  subject  of  wijsmaken I  have  referred  to 
elsewhere,  in  connection with other  predicates  (Hoeksema 2018:  371)  as 
subject indiscriminacy:

(26) Subject indiscriminacy of a predicate P
For  P,  the  identity  of  the  subject  is  irrelevant.  Whenever  P  is  
predicated of  an  individual  within the  relevant  local  context,  it  
applies to all other individuals in that context.

A case where this property applies is the English expression can hear a pin 
drop.  This verbal idiom is a positive polarity item, used to signify a high 
measure  of  silence.  In a corpus study,  60 out  of  65 occurrences  had the 
subject you, in its generic use, although other subjects are entirely possible: 
the  audience  could  hear  a  pin  drop,  one  could  hear  a  pin  drop,  the 
spectators could hear a pin drop, the council members could hear a pin drop 
etc.  If  all  these  options  are  available,  why use the  generic  and not  very 
informative pronoun you 60 out of 65 times? The answer is that the predicate 
is about silence, not so much about the people perceiving that silence. The 
silence  should be perceived  by  any and all  people  witnessing the  scene, 
which is why it sounds very odd to say that some of us could hear a pin drop, 
unless  of  course  we are  talking about  an actual  pin dropping,  something 
which very well may be heard only by some people.

In  the  case  of  enriched  wijsmaken,  I  want  to  maintain  that  the 
identity of the subject is likewise largely irrelevant.  If I am convinced of  
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something, and am sure that you won’t be able to change my mind about it,  
it  does not matter who you are. We see this reflected in the corpus data. 
Negated  cases  in  the  present  future  appear  64  times,  and you can see  a 
predominance of second-person and generic pronouns. Generic pronouns are 
to be expected, given our earlier findings with  can hear a pin drop.  The 
second-person pronouns are  appropriate  in  a  dialogue setting,  where  you 
address the hearer in this way. But we see that random other subjects may 
appear as well, as we already saw in example (25), which is not from the 
corpus, by the way.

future present Adriaanse name 1
Copca name 1
de nuchtere 
Afrikaan

the level-head 
African

1

de veertiger the 40 year old 1
ge you (Flemish) 1
ik I 1
je you 43
niemand nobody 4
u you (polite) 5
verkopers sellers 1
ze they (generic) 5
Total 64

Table 4: Subjects wijsmaken in  negative future present tense contexts

Strong predictors of the presence of  negation are  pairings  of subject  and 
indirect object. Two types of combinations stand out: second person subjects 
in combination with first person indirect objects, and generic subjects with 
first person indirect objects. The polite forms of the second person subjects 
are unambiguous, the weak form je on the other hand is ambiguous between 
second person use and generic use.  I did attempt to tease these apart, since 
we are at ceiling level for  je anyway. In the case of the weak third person 
subject  pronoun  ze ‘they’,  there is  ambiguity between referential  use and 
generic use. Here it was possible to reliably classify 14 out of 15 cases as 
generic. The specialized generic pronoun  men is on its way out in Dutch, 
hence the single occurrence with a first person indirect object.
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SUBJ-IO # negated % negated
je mij you (weak), me (strong) 33 33 100%
je me you (weak), me (weak) 6 6 100%
u mij you (polite), me (strong) 1 1 100%
u me you (polite), me (weak) 5 5 100%
ze mij they (generic), me (strong) 14 12 85.7%
men mij one (generic), me (strong) 1 1 100%

Table 5: Subject-indirect object combinations in Dutch

SUBJ-IO # negated % negated
du mir you me 21 19 90.5%
ihr mir you (pl) me 2 2 100%
Sie mir you (polite) me 9 9 100%
man mir one (generic) me 5 2 40%

Table 6: Subject-indirect object combinations in German

Also interesting to note is the strong likelihood that the indirect object is first  
person singular, when the subject is a negative quantifier: for Dutch niemand 
all 13 occurrences in the data have either me or mij as the indirect object, and 
for German keiner 10 out of 10 occurrences are with mir, and for niemand it 
is 5 out of 7.

4. Analysis

The basis of the analysis is the postulation of an implicature which arises 
under  rather  specific  circumstances.  Let  me write  it  quasi-formally as  in 
(27), where the possibility symbol is indexed with the subject j, to indicate 
the person for whom the possible worlds are epistemic alternatives.

(27) j Weismachen(x,y,p) ↝ Confident(y, p)

The possibility operator, I assume, not only applies to cases where there is an 
overt modal verb. Let  us consider the case of the present futurate.  I  will  
assume this is a universal claim about epistemically accessible future worlds. 
A statement of the form x makes y not wise that p can be rendered as a claim 
that in no accessible future world x will deceive y regarding p: 
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(28) □j Weismachen(x,y,p)

which happens to be equivalent to the formula to the left of the implicature 
arrow in (27). So we derive that present futurate occurrences of weismachen 
may give rise to the implicature as well.

Let us assume that the index j is deictically controlled by the speaker of 
the utterance, unless the point of view of the speaker is handed over to a 
third party, in cases of free indirect speech. This third party will be the 
referent of the indirect object. In that case, the following equation holds:

(29) j = y

Note also that the implicature, the stuff to the right of the squiggly arrow in 
(27), is a statement about the beliefs of y, and agent x is not even mentioned 
in it. This is how we account for the subject indeterminacy of weismachen. 

We also have an account of the interaction with auxiliary verbs. 
The verb  können ‘can’ and its Dutch counterpart  kunnen have higher than 
expected occurrences of negation. Higher than expected, that is, if no notion 
of modality were to play a role.  The Dutch verbs  zullen and  gaan can be 
analyzed similarly as the present futurate. What remains to be explained is  
why they are relatively infrequent, compared to the present futurate. 

The  Dutch  verb  moeten ‘must’  also  has  a  high  percentage  of 
negative occurrences. I believe these cases are different in nature. We could 
treat them as in (28), since moeten is a positive polarity item and hence has 
scope over negation. However, the examples appear to be mainly deontic,  
not  epistemic,  and  in  a  deontic  context  one  would  hope  to  see  a 
preponderance of negative occurrences for verbs of deception.  Thou shalt 
not  deceive sounds like better  advice than  You must  deceive.  Also worth 
pointing out is the large number of reflexive pronouns (25 out of a total of 55 
sentences with moeten) in the indirect object slot, as in e.g.

(30) Ik moet mezelf elke dag wijsmaken dat ik aantrekkelijk ben 
I must myself each day wise-make that I attractive am
‘I have to fool myself every day that I am attractive’

The status of reflexive pronoun might be interesting to study further. 
Finally a word about the German cases with wollen. Here we do not 

expect pragmatic enrichment and to a large degree we don’t. However, a few 
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remarks are in order. First of all, the negated cases often have an occurrence 
of the particle doch (8 out of 14 cases):

(31) Du willst mir doch damit nicht weismachen , dass 
you want me PRT with-that not wise-make, that  
dass ein Kater von 9 Kg normal ist?
that a tomcat of 9 kilo normal is
‘You won’t fool me that a 9 kilo tomcat is normal with that’

In  questions,  occurrences  of  weismachen co-occur  rather  often  with 
expressions such as wirklich (really), im Ernste (seriously), allen Ernstes (in 
all  seriousness),  echt  (really),  and  etwa (by  any chance).  In  all  of  these 
cases, the speaker signals incredulity or uncertainly.  This creates the context 
for pragmatic enrichment. Incredulity is based on the assumption, perhaps 
premature, of impossibility, and in such a context the implicature in (27)  
arises. The speaker seems to want to assert emphatically that a 9 kilo cat is  
not  normal.  In  other cases,  no similar  implicature  is  generated,  as in the  
following example from our German corpus:

(32) Mittlerweile habe ich eine sehr nette Hebamme, die mir nicht 
weismachen will, wie toll Schmerzen und Wehen sind und bei der 
ich meine eigene Meinung äußern darf.
‘I now have a very nice midwife, one who does not want to have 
me believe that pain and contractions are wonderful, and who 
listens to my own opinions.’

Here the unpleasantness of being in labor is  presupposed,  assumed to be 
common ground, not at issue. 

5. Discussion and conclusions

Pragmatic enrichment and polarity sensitivity are often in lockstep. This is 
certainly the case with scalar items, such as minimizers, which depend on 
scalar  implicatures  (Fauconnier  1975,  Chierchia  2004).  Other  cases  that 
come  to  mind  are  reflexives  in  copular  sentences.  These  should  be 
anomalous, since they are either contradictions or tautologies, depending on 
the presence or absence of negation, but they are fine with pragmatically 
enriched readings:
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(33) a. John is not himself today.   [either a contradiction or 
pragmatically enriched as: not his usual self]

b. At the farm, John can be himself. [tautology or pragmatically  
enriched as: be his true self]

Somewhat  more similar  to  the topic  of this  talk is  the  following case of 
pragmatic enrichment in Dutch:

(34) a. Je hoort mij niet zeggen dat hij onschuldig is
you hear me not say that he innocent is
‘You won’t hear me say he is innocent’

b. Ik hoor je niet zeggen dat hij onschuldig is.
I hear you not say that he innocent is
‘I am not hearing you say that he is innocent’

In  (34a),  the  most  straightforward  interpretation  is  one  in  which  horen 
zeggen is a futurate reading of the simple present, and there is some form of 
pragmatic enrichment going on. The speaker cannot promise she or he won’t 
pronounce the “him” innocent, presumably because they are convinced of 
the opposite. So the implicature is: He is not innocent. On the other hand,  
(34b) is most plausibly translated as a describing the present, stating that the 
speaker is not hearing a pronouncement of innocence at the moment. The 
enriched  meaning  in  (34a)  requires  negation,  the  compositional 
interpretation in (34b) does not. As with wijsmaken, the property of subject 
indiscriminacy holds.  A corpus  search  (using  the  same Lassy  newspaper 
corpus as for our data on wijsmaken) yielded the following subject-indirect 
object pairs for all cases where an implicature-reading was deemed possible:
 

SUBJ – IO translation #
je mij you me 88
je me you me [weak] 33
u mij you [polite] me 19
u me you, me [weak] 1
u ons you [polite], us 3
je ons you us 2
je proper name you proper name 5
men me one me 1

Table 7: subject-object combinations of negated horen zeggen ‘hear say’
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In conclusion: the Dutch verb of deception wijsmaken and to a lesser extent 
also its German counterpart  weismachen have developed a use in negative 
future-oriented sentences in which they generate an implicature of disbelief  
on the part of the person denoted by the indirect object. This entails a shift  
from the basic meaning as a verb of communication to a verb of cognition. 
Most commonly, the person whose disbelief is reported is the speaker, but 
when the indirect object is third-person, the  point of view of a third-person 
entity is conveyed. In frameworks such as HPSG and construction grammar,  
such complex interactions of lexical meaning, argument structure, tense and 
negation with pragmatics are not just expected, but form part of the raison 
d’être of the constructionalist enterprise.
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Abstract
Expletive negation refers to constructions where a negator in the comple-

ment of certain lexical items does not change the polarity of the complement
proposition. Jin & Koenig (2021) show that expletive negation occurs rather
widely in languages of the world and in very similar environments. They pro-
pose a language production model of why such apparently illogical uses of
negation arise in language after language. But their study does not address
the grammatical status and representation of expletive negation. In this paper,
we argue that expletive negation is part of the lexical knowledge speakers have
of their language and that the negator in expletive negation constructions con-
tributes a negation to a non-at-issue content associated with expletive negation
triggers. We provide a Lexical Resource Semantics analysis of how triggers
combine in a non-standard manner with the standard semantic content of their
complements: the negation (and in some cases an additional modal operator)
of the content of their complement is part of the trigger’s non-at-issue content
while the scope of the negation is an argument of the trigger’s MAIN content.
Finally, we suggest that the expletive use of the French negator ne includes a
lexical constraint that requires it to modify a verb that reverse selects for an
expletive negation trigger.

Sentence (1) illustrates expletive negation, a construction where a negator, no,
appears in the complement of a verb, but does not seem to correspond to a negation
semantically. The speaker’s fear in the Catalan example in (1) is that a new director
will be elected, not that a new director will not be elected. The negator appears
redundant or pleonastic, terms that have also been used to describe the use of no
in (1). We use the term negator to refer to the form and reserve the term negation
for the semantic content of the negator, argument proposition to refer to the semantic
content of the clause or VP where the expletive negator occurs; we use the expression
expletive negation trigger or trigger for the lexeme or collocation that selects for the
argument proposition, temo in (1).

(1) Em
me.CL

temo
am.afraid

que
that

no
NEG

escullin
elect.SBJV.3PL

nou
new

director.
director

‘I’m afraid that a new director would be elected.’ (Espinal, 2000, 54)

The occurrence of expletive negation has been noticed for a long time by Ro-
mance grammarians, particularly French grammarians. One of the earliest—if not
the earliest—grammarian to mention expletive negation is d’Olivet in the mid 18th
century:

“J’avoue que cette particule prohibitive paroît rédondante en notre Langue.”
I confess that this prohibitive particle appears redundant in our language.
(d’Olivet, 1767, 304)

But, although expletive negation has been noticed for a long time in Romance
languages and is most often mentioned in that context, it is by no means confined
to Romance languages. Jin & Koenig (2021) and Jin (2021) show that expletive
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negation occurs rather widely. In Jin’s 1,142 language sample it occurred in 128
languages, on all continents, and in 63 genera. Moreover, as both Jin & Koenig and
Jin show, expletive negation is grossly underreported in reference grammars. Out
of the 45 languages for which both research papers and reference grammars were
consulted, expletive negation was mentioned in research papers but not grammars
in 27 languages, suggesting that expletive negation most likely occurs in many more
languages in Jin’s sample: expletive negation is a relatively widespread phenomenon
and certainly not an oddity of Romance languages.

Not only does expletive negation occurs in all areas of the world, the contexts
where it occurs are similar: the same operators and predicates recur as triggers in
language after language: expletive negation occurs in the argument propositions of
semantically similar triggers like BEFORE or FEAR, for example (we use small caps
for semantic predicates). Jin & Koenig (2021) show that expletive negation occurs in
basically the same environments in the five languages they carefully looked at, Januubi
Arabic, English, French, Mandarin, and Zarma-Sorai. The similarity of expletive
negation triggers suggests a common conceptual or semantic cause to its occurrence.
And this is indeed what Jin & Koenig argue. Simplifying somewhat, they suggest that
expletive negation triggers entail a proposition that contains a negation (or strongly
contextually imply such a proposition) and that it is this inference (what we label
the negative inference) that causes the occurrence of a negation. Thus, the predicate
denoted by temo in (1), FEAR, entails that the speaker wants the event described by
the argument proposition not to occur (that a new director would be elected). In
somewhat informal terms, there are two distinct propositions associated with (1),
fear’(sp, rain’) and want’(sp, ¬ rain’), the former entailing the latter. (2) is a more
general informal representation of the inference pattern typical of expletive negation
triggers, according to Jin & Koenig. (3) summarizes the terminology we are using
throughout this paper.

(2) fear’(x, p) ⊧𝐶 want’(x, ¬p)
(3) a. fear’(x, p): at-issue semantic content

b. p: positive (argument) proposition
c. ¬p: negative proposition
d. want’(x, ¬p): non-at-issue negative inference

To explain why expletive negation occurs in similar contexts and in so many lan-
guages despite the fact that it is often deemed a performance error in some languages
(see Horn 2010), Jin & Koenig (2019, 2021) propose a language production model
of the emergence of expletive negation based on Dell (1986). Because triggers en-
tail (in some cases strongly contextually imply) a proposition that contains the dual
of the trigger’s argument proposition, the negation that is part of this entailment is
strongly activated. This strong activation explains that speakers sometimes express
a negation: the negation is part of the negative inference, although it is not part of
the argument proposition. For example, because fear’(a, p) entails want’(a, ¬p),
¬p becomes activated and sometimes ¬ is lexicalized as a negator (no in (1)). As
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mentioned, we call the entailment (sometimes, strong contextual implication) that in-
cludes the dual of the lexical item’s argument proposition the negative inference. Jin
& Koenig’s account thus models the production of expletive negation as the result of
a semantic interference between the intended message and an inference (most often
an entailment) of the message. This model predicts a general propensity for exple-
tive negation to occur across languages in speech production. Jin & Koenig suggest
that differences in how frequently expletive negation occurs in spontaneous speech is
a matter of entrenchment variation (Langacker, 1987): languages and triggers may
vary as to how routinized the production of expletive negation is.

Jin & Koenig’s model leaves open how expletive negation is represented in native
speakers’ grammars. It could remain a performance phenomenon—no matter how
frequent it is—or it could be part of native speakers’ competence in some languages,
but not others, or for some triggers, but not others. Their model is agnostic on this
point. In this paper, we argue that expletive negation should be included in native
speakers’ grammatical competence and that the negative inference is a non-at-issue
content that is part of an alternate lexical entries of expletive negation triggers (see
Potts 2005 for the notion of non-at-issue semantic content). We then use Lexical Re-
source Semantics (Richter & Sailer, 2004) and semantic underspecification to model
how this entry interacts with the compositional meaning of the complement of the
triggers to ensure the right at-issue and non-at-issue content for the clause headed by
the trigger.

We present two arguments to support our claim that the occurrence of expletive
negation is part of speakers’ representation of triggers, i.e. is part of the grammar
of their language. The first is that speakers’ propensity to interpret a negator exple-
tively is language and trigger dependent. So, for some triggers and some languages,
a negator is very likely to be interpreted expletively, but for other triggers and other
languages an expletive interpretation is unlikely. In Jin & Koenig’s terms, degree of
entrenchment is a language and trigger specific property. A negator’s propensity to
be interpreted expletively when occurring in the argument proposition is thus part of
speakers’ knowledge of their language. The second argument we present in favor of
the grammatical representation of expletive negation is that whenever an expletive
negation occurs in a language that has several negators, the choice of negator is li-
censed by the negative inference, not the at-issue content. For speakers to choose the
appropriate negator, they must therefore represent the negative inference and analyze
the negator as an instance of expletive negation. We now detail both arguments.

To establish that expletive negation is not just a performance phenomenon and
is part of speakers’ representations of triggers, we ran four similar experiments in
English, French, Mandarin, and Spanish. An example stimulus set for our English
experiment is provided in (4). For reasons of space we do not discuss in detail each
experiment and refer the interested reader to Jin (2021) for details about the En-
glish, French, and Mandarin experiments and Jin & Koenig 2020 for the English
experiment. Stimuli across the three languages were kept maximally similar (after
translation from English to French, Mandarin, and Spanish), with a few necessary
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adjustments to make sure the stimuli contained culture-specific proper names or to
take into consideration slight idiosyncratic differences in particular expletive nega-
tion triggers. Participants in each experiment saw a small text followed by a target
sentence (in red in (4) for clarity’s sake) headed either by an expletive negation trigger
or not. Participants had to judge whether the target sentence was consistent with the
preceding text. Logical accuracy and decision latencies were recorded. So, partici-
pants who saw stimulus (4a) would have to decide whether So I started not eating meat
is consistent with the preceding three sentences (in this case, the expected answer was
No).

To ensure an equal expected number of Yes and No answers, the expected answer
was half of the time that the target sentence was inconsistent with the preceding
context and half of time consistent with the preceding context, except for the French
experiment. In that experiment, expletive negation trigger stimuli were divided in
two halves, one half containing ne (a dedicated marker of expletive negation, Muller
1991) and the other half containing ne …pas, which can but is not very frequently
used expletively (Larrivée, 1996). As the number of expletive negation triggers is
limited, the addition of a negator form condition in the French experiment (ne vs.
ne …pas) required us to drop the consistency manipulation: all stimuli were logically
inconsistent with the preceding context, if the negator (ne or ne…pas) was interpreted
as logical negation.

(4) a. Non-EN-trigger + logically inconsistent negation
I used to be a strict vegetarian. Last year, I was diagnosed with iron-
deficiency anemia, a disease caused by not eating enough meat. My doc-
tor strongly recommended that I eat meat. So I started not eating meat.

b. EN-trigger + logically inconsistent negation
After learning that being vegan can prevent the exploitation of animals
and promote a greener life on our planet, I decided to become vegan. So
I quit not eating meat.

c. Non-EN-trigger + logically consistent negation
After learning that being vegan can prevent the exploitation of animals
and promote a greener life on our planet, I decided to become vegan. So
I started not eating meat.

d. EN-trigger + logically consistent negation
I used to be a strict vegetarian. Last year, I was diagnosed with iron-
deficiency anemia, a disease caused by not eating enough meat. My doc-
tor strongly recommended that I eat meat. So I quit not eating meat.

Our experiments followed the semantic interference logic of Glucksberg et al.
(1982) according to which people take longer to make a semantic judgement (and
might makemore errors) when stimuli support two distinct answers. Consider the two
stimuli in (4b) and (4d). If the negator not in the target sentence of (4b) is interpreted
as logical negation, the sentence is inconsistent with what precedes. But if not is
interpreted expletively, the same continuation is consistent with what precedes. Thus,
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depending on how the negator is interpreted (logically or expletively), the appropriate
answer is different. The converse is true for (4d). The existence of two distinct
potential answers in the case of expletive negation triggers (Yes and No for both (4b)
and (4d) depending on the interpretation of the negator) does not extend, of course,
to non-expletive negation triggers such as started in (4a) and (4c) where only one
interpretation of the negator is possible, and therefore only one answer is appropriate
(No for (4a) and Yes for (4c)). If both possible interpretations of a negator in the
scope of an expletive negation trigger are activated in the mind of participants, the
two competing answers should lead to a slow down (an increase in decision latencies)
and an increase in “errors”. We use scare quotes around the word “error”, as saying
Yes in (4b) is only an “error” if we assume a logical interpretation of the negator.
The point is that an expletive negation interpretation of the negator should lead to an
answer that is the dual of what should be the answer if the negator was interpreted
logically and this what we measure in our “error” numbers.

To sum up, we predicted that if a negator is interpreted expletively after an ex-
pletive negation trigger, participants should make more logical errors and take longer
to decide if the target is consistent with the context, as the ambiguity of the negator
(it may express expletive or logical negation) should make it harder for participants
to decide whether the target sentence coheres with the preceding context. Table 1
summarizes the results of the experiments for all four languages whereas Table 2
compares the results for French expletive negation trigger stimuli (and corresponding
non-expletive negation trigger stimuli) that contained ne and ne …pas, respectively.

English French Mandarin Spanish
−EN +EN −EN +EN −EN +EN −EN +EN

% of logical errors 7.35% 22.5% 9.35% 55.6% 9.7% 58.3% 9.5% 27.7%
Decision latency 3930 5673 3944 6143 5163 5949 4334 7155

Table 1: Percentages of logical errors and decision latencies for expletive negation
and non-expletive negation triggers in English, French, Mandarin, and Spanish.

ne ne …pas
−EN +EN −EN +EN

% of logical errors 9.49% 82.04% 9.2% 29.05%
Decision latency 4128 5163 3761 7124

Table 2: Percentages of logical errors and decision latencies for expletive negation
and non-expletive negation triggers in French when the negator after an expletive
negation trigger is ne vs. when it is ne…pas.

Overall, we found, as predicted, that participants in all four languages made sig-
nificantly more logical errors and took significantly longer (marginally longer in Man-
darin) to decide whether the target sentence was consistent with the preceding context
when the target sentence’s matrix clause contained an expletive negation trigger than
when it did not. We also found an interaction between the± expletive negation trigger
condition and language: French, Mandarin, and Spanish speakers made significantly
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more logical errors than English speakers when the matrix verb, adposition, or adverb
was an expletive negation trigger, but not when it was not an expletive negation trig-
ger, which is expected given the different status of expletive negation in the respective
languages’ reference grammars. We also found an interaction between language and
negator form in French. French expletive negation trigger stimuli which included ne
as negator lead to significantly more logical errors, compared to the corresponding
English, Mandarin, and Spanish stimuli. French expletive negation trigger stimuli
which included ne…pas as negator did not lead to significantly more logical errors
than the corresponding English or Spanish stimuli but lead to significantly less logical
errors than the corresponding Mandarin stimuli.

Different triggers led to more errors than others: English expletive negation trig-
ger prevent led to 40.2% errors across all our participants, whereas English forget
leads to only 24.5% errors. More importantly for our purposes, which expletive nega-
tion triggers led to more or less errors (what we call expletive negation propensity) was
a language specific property, as shown by the fact that there was no rank order corre-
lation between the orders of triggers by percentage of errors for any pair of languages
in the four languages we conducted experiments on (for all pairs of languages, the
Kendall rank correlation had 𝑝 > .05). (5)-(9) list the partial order of triggers (all
triggers to the right of the scale covered by … did not significantly differ from each
other in number of errors participants made; see Jin 2021 for the list of expletive
negation triggers used in the English, French, and Mandarin experiments).

(5) English: without > prevent > give up, since > too > deny > beware, forget
> fear > stop, before > doubt, …

(6) Mandarin: avoid > doubt > beware, question, stop > give up, prevent > deny
> refuse > before, fear …

(7) French ne …pas: doubt, too, beware, hide > forbid, forget, deny > give up >
stop

(8) French ne: without > impossible > almost > before …
(9) Spanish: without > beware > impossible > prevent > before …

Finally, there was a near-high correlation (𝑟 = .66) between the percentage of
logical errors after individual expletive negation triggers and the percentage of exple-
tive negations produced after the corresponding triggers in two Google-based corpus
studies in both English and Mandarin (see Jin & Koenig 2021 and Jin 2021 for de-
tails about the search patterns and analyses of hits for both the English and Mandarin
corpus studies).1

1A reviewer expressed concerns about our use of Google searches on grounds of replicability, citing
Kilgarriff (2007). While there are indeed aspects of Google searches that are not optimal, we detail in
the work cited why we chose these corpora. More importantly, the issue of replicability is, we believe, a
red herring. Replicability in experimental sciences does not mean other researchers could run the same
experiment on the same sample. For experimental psycholinguistics it would mean the same partici-
pants, which is both impossible due to anonymity required by regulations and the fact that participants’
behavior would be affected by a second run through an experiment. In a biological context (e.g., cell
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The results of our experiments and corpus studies suggest that speakers of indi-
vidual languages store with each expletive negation trigger how likely it is to actually
trigger expletive negation: the relative propensity of individual lexemes to trigger an
expletive interpretation of a negator is what explains differences in number of errors
and response latencies in Tables 1 and 2. Furthermore, the absence of correlation be-
tween the ordering of triggers by expletive negation propensity across languages (see
the partial lists in (5)-(9)) confirms that expletive negation propensity is a language
specific and lexeme specific property that is part of what speakers must know about
individual lexemes. We thus suggest that native speakers store with each expletive
negation trigger its expletive negation propensity very much like Ford et al. (1982)
and Trueswell & Kim (1998) argue that speakers store with each verb its relative
preference for one subcategorization frame or another.

The preceding experiments suggest that whether a lexeme is an expletive negation
trigger or not as well as its expletive negation propensity is a lexical property that
is part of native speakers’ grammars. But they do not speak to whether or not the
negator contributes a semantic negation or is simply a formative without semantic
content. In other words, they do not help us decide whether a negative inference
along the lines of (3d) is part of the semantic representation of sentences such as (1).
We now turn to the need to include in the lexical description of individual triggers
not only their propensity to co-occur with an expletive negation form, but also the
semantic contribution of the expletive negation. Critical evidence supporting this
further claim comes from the form of expletive negators in languages that have more
than one negator. We discuss Mandarin here, but similar data from Januubi Arabic
and Zarma-Sonrai can be found in Jin & Koenig (2021) and Jin (2021). Mandarin
has at least three negators, bù, méi, and bié (Li & Thompson, 1981). Simplifying
somewhat, bù is a neutral negation typically used when the described event is still not
completed even later than reference time, whereas méi is the negation used when the
described event is not completed at reference time. Bié, on the other hand, is used in
imperatives and negative wishes. What is of particular interest for our purposes is that
constraints on the choice of negator do not pertain to the expression of the at-issue
content, but to that of the negative inference: properties of the negative inference
is what governs the choice of negator. Thus, bié is used after predicates expressing
fear’, as shown in (10) because the negative inference pertains to negative wishes. If
the negative inference was not part of the representation of shēngpà ‘fear’, the choice
of bié would be left unexplained: it is the negative inference that consist of a negative
wish that licenses the use of bié.2

biology), this view of replication is even more impractical, as cells have died prior to the publication of
experiments. What replicability means is that other researchers could run the same experiment/corpus
study on another random or pseudo-random sample and our corpus studies are indeed replicable in that
sense. The same search patterns we used can be applied to another sample of English or Mandarin.

2The data from Chinese also supports the claim that it is the negative inference informally repre-
sented in (3d) that licenses the expletive negation, as bié is only appropriate in the context of imperatives
and negative wishes.
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(10) xǔduō
many

rén
people

zài
PROG

wèile
for

xuéyè
study

hé
and

shìyè
career

nǔlì-zhe,
work.hard-PROG

shēngpà
fear

zìjǐ
self

bié
IMP.NEG

bèi
PASS

shìjiè
world

táotài-diào.
eliminate-COMPL

‘Many people are working hard in their studies and careers for fear that they
might be out of step with the world.’

Similarly, the form of the negator for qián ‘before’ differs depending on whether
the negation is expletive or logical, as predicted by the rules for choice of negator.
Consider (11) and (12). The negation in (11) is expletive, so the sentence means that
the export had not started at reference time (this is the negative inference) and the
negator must therefore be méi. The negation in (12), on the other hand, is logical,
so the sentence means that the end of the exports will take place later than reference
time and the negation must be bù. The Chinese data in (10)-(12) supports the claim
that expletive negation must be part of the representation of individual triggers, as
the meaning that is relevant for the selection of negator (e.g., bié in (10)) depends
on the specific negative inference triggered by the matrix verb. Shēngpà ‘fear’—not
qián ‘before’—entails a negative inference that is a negative wish that provides the
appropriate context for the use of bié. Conversely, only for the complement clause of
qián ‘before’—not that of shēngpà ‘fear’—does the issue of when the described event
does not hold makes sense.

(11) (Context: Since we started exporting our products to the US last year, our
profits have quadrupled)

qíshí,
in.fact

hái
still

méi
PRF.NEG

chūkǒu
export

qián
before

wǒmen
we

jiù
already

néng
can

yùjiàn
predict

zhège
this

jiéguǒ
result

le.
PFV

‘In fact, we could already predict this result before we exported.’ (Not ex-
porting is true at reference time = past of argument proposition of before)

(12) (Context: Since we stopped exporting our products to the US because of the
trade war, our profits have plummeted greatly)

qíshí,
in.fact

bù
IPFV.NEG

chūkǒu
export

qián
before

wǒmen
we

jiù
already

néng
can

yùjiàn
predict

zhège
this

jiéguǒ
result

le.
PFV

‘In fact, we could already predict this result before we stopped exporting.’
(Not exporting is what will happen in future of reference time)

The data we just presented (and similar data from other languages) argues in
favor of the view that negative inferences must be part of the semantic representa-
tion of sentences containing expletive negations. Taken together with the results of
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our four experiments, it supports the hypothesis that expletive negation is part of the
knowledge speakers have of individual triggers and contributes a negation to the se-
mantic representation of clauses headed by triggers. In the rest of this paper, we show
how semantic underspecification (in particular, Lexical Resource Semantics Richter
& Sailer 2004; henceforth LRS) and structured meaning approaches (von Stechow
1991 and, more relevantly Potts 2005) make it relatively easy to state the constraints
on the lexical description of triggers so that the negation contributed by expletive
negations is not part of the argument proposition, but of the negative inference.

There are many possible ways of implementing the basic ideas we discuss below
within LRS and, at this point, it is both unclear which one would fit best within the
spirit of LRS and whether there is empirical data to choose between these implemen-
tations. We therefore outline the leading ideas and one possible implementation and
simply allude to other options. Our analysis relies on several assumptions we expli-
cate below. First, we treat the negative inference as a non-at-issue content, following
Potts (2005) (see Hasegawa & Koenig 2011 and Sailer & Am-David 2016 for some
previous work in Lexical Resource Semantics that tackles non-at-issue content). Such
an assumption is required to avoid incoherence: the speaker of (1) cannot both fear
that a new director will be elected and that a new director will not be elected. By
separating at-issue content, what the speaker fears, and non-at-issue content (what
(s)he wishes were not the case), we eschew ascribing incoherence to the speaker.

The second assumption we make is that semantic composition within the argu-
ment proposition proceeds as expected. So, the meaning of the complement clause
que no escullin nou director ‘that they would not elect a new director’ in (1) is the
same as it would be were it the complement of a non-expletive negation trigger. Our
main motivation for this second assumption is that since the semantic oddity of exple-
tive negation lies in the trigger itself, we can minimize changes to standard semantic
composition by restricting those changes to the trigger and respect assumptions of
locality and context-freeness of semantic composition within the trigger’s comple-
ment: semantic composition within the complement does not have to “know” the
complement’s meaning serves as an argument of an expletive negation trigger.

Our third assumption is that expletive negation triggers come in two forms, one
where they behave as expletive negation triggers and the second where they do not.
This assumption is motivated by the fact that expletive negation is never required in
the languages we focus on in this paper (although it is in some environments and in
some languages as Jin 2021 discusses). So, we need to allow for so-called expletive
negation triggers not to trigger expletive negation in some case and take argument
propositions that contain a logical negation. In other words, a negation in the com-
plement of a trigger is no necessarily expletive. Given the lexicalist stance of HPSG,
this means that there are two variants of the lexeme for temo ‘I fear’ in Catalan, one
that takes an expletive negation and the other that does not. Our lexical treatment of
the alternation between expletive and non-expletive uses of triggers is corroborated
by the lexical nature of the frequency with which expletive negation is produced in
our English and Mandarin corpus studies or the frequency of expletive negation in-
terpretation of negators occurring in the complement of triggers in our four exper-
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iments. Different verbs have different preferences for expletive negation uses and
these preferences are both language and lexeme specific. The upshot of our two lex-
eme variants assumption is that we need to distinguish the class of expletive negation
triggers, i.e. the set of verbs that license the occurrence of an expletive negation in
their complement, and expletive negation uses of these triggers in sentences where an
expletive negation actually occurs.

To model the alternation between expletive negation and non-expletive negation
uses of triggers as well as the difference between non-triggers and triggers (only the
latter can have expletive negation uses and are subject to the special semantic com-
position rule we detail below), we propose that expletive negation triggers have a
non-atomic lexical identifier (LID) value, as shown in (13), where the sort en-trigger
is a property of expletive negation triggers and the EN feature specifies whether a par-
ticular occurrence of a trigger includes an expletive negation or not. In other words,
[EN -]means that the complement of a trigger does not include an expletive negation
whereas [EN +] does. Triggers in all languages we discuss in this paper are unspeci-
fied for the EN feature.

(13) [en-triggerEN boolean]

Asmentioned, we assume that semantic composition proceeds as usual within the
argument proposition and that there is a special composition rule for the combination
of a trigger and its complement. The leading idea of this special composition rule is
given in (14), where ¬𝛼 is (the relevant part of) the external semantic content of the
complement.

(14) When composing … ¬𝛼 … with a trigger, 𝛼 is the argument proposition of
the trigger’s MAIN content and ¬𝛼 is part of a non-at-issue proposition.

The effect of this special composition rule is provided in (15), where P stands for
the predicate or operator denoted by the trigger. Intuitively speaking, the entry for
triggers that are used expletively takes apart the content of their complement, with
the negation becoming part of a non-at-issue content and the scope of the negation
being the argument of the predicate denoted by the trigger (the value of MAIN).

(15) [ECONT …P(…, 𝛼, …)…
NON-AT-ISSUE …¬𝛼… ]

⎡⎢⎢
⎣

ICONT …P(…)…
HEAD|LID [en-triggerEN +]

⎤⎥⎥
⎦

…¬𝛼 …

…

…¬ …

…

…𝛼…
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The sort for expletive negation tiggers qua triggers is provided in (16).

(16)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

EN-trigger-lxm

HEAD|LID [en-triggerEN +]

SYNSEM|LOCAL|CAT|ARG-ST ⟨…, [ECONT ¬𝛼], …⟩
CONT|MAIN P

SEM ⎡⎢
⎣
ICONT 𝛽
NI-CONT ⟨…, 𝛾, …⟩

⎤⎥
⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦𝑃(… , 𝛼, …) ◁ 𝛽, ¬𝛼 ◁ 𝛾

The + value of the EN feature means that the lexeme is used expletively. The
entry says that the external content of one of the syntactic arguments of the lexeme
much be of the form ¬𝛼. The constraints below the AVM ensure that only 𝛼 (not the
negation) is the argument of the predicate𝑃 denoted by the lexeme and that¬𝛼 is part
of the non-at-issue content 𝛾. The entry in (16) ensures that although the negation is
part of the external content of the complement, it is not part of the at-issue semantic
content of the sentence headed by the trigger, but is part of its non-at-issue content.

Note that the lexeme description in (16) violates the feature geometry argued for
in Sailer (2004) who splits the content of an expression—which is part of the value
of the SYNSEM attribute—and its semantics, the value of an additional SEM attribute—
which is not part of the value of SYNSEM, as shown in (17) (we follow more recent
terminology, see Iordǎchioaia & Richter 2015, and use the feature name SEM rather
than LOGICAL-FORM that Sailer used).

(17)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

SYNSEM [LOCAL [CONTENT content]]

SEM
⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

lrs
EXT-CONT me
INT-CONT me
PARTS list(ME)

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

The feature geometry represented in (17) does not make the external content of
the complement “visible” to the trigger lexeme, as it is not part of the SYNSEM of that
complement. While the lexical treatment of the special composition rule associated
with expletive negation triggers seems warranted, it is not the only possibility. An
alternative approach to the revised feature geometry we assume in (16) would be to
add a clause to the Semantics Principle of LRS that would target phrases headed by an
expletive negation trigger. While we do not know ofmajor obstacles to this alternative
approach to composing the meaning of triggers with that of their complements, the
lexical treatment we provide is somewhat simpler, as there are several different kinds
of negative inferences for different classes of triggers, as we show below, and any
additional clause of the Semantics Principle would have to distinguish between these
various lexical subclasses, i.e. to replicate that lexical classification.

Jin & Koenig (2021) show that different negative inferences are associated with
different classes of triggers. From a semantic composition perspective, we need to
distinguish at least three broad classes of negative inferences. For one class of triggers,
the negative inference is simply ¬𝛼 in (16). For another class of triggers ¬𝛼 is a
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proper subpart of the negative inference and the part that is distinct from ¬𝛼 is part
of the meaning of the complement. Finally, for yet another class of triggers ¬𝛼 is a
proper subpart of the negative inference, but the part that is distinct from ¬𝛼 is not
part of the meaning of the complement; it is contributed by the trigger itself. We
consider each case below.

For many triggers the negative inference is the negative proposition¬𝑝. For those
triggers, the non-at-issue content is simply the negation of the trigger’s argument
proposition. Before in English and other languages is such a trigger. (18) repre-
sents the relevant information of the + and − EN variants of before. Critically, these
two variants differ on the value of the attribute EN, which encodes whether before
occurs in an expletive negation context or not and whether the argument of before’
is part of a negated non-at-issue content (¬𝛼) or not. (We ignore representation of
reference time for ease of exposition.)

(18)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

before1

HEAD|LID [en-triggerEN −]

SEM [ICONT …before’(𝛼)…]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

before2

HEAD|LID [en-triggerEN +]

SEM ⎡⎢
⎣

ICONT …before’( 1𝛼)…
NI-CONT ⟨…, ¬ 1 , …⟩

⎤⎥
⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

For other triggers the negative inference properly includes the negative proposi-
tion. If we informally represent the negative inference as 𝑂𝑝(… ¬𝑝 …), two options
are possible. For one subclass to which fear and its corresponding lexical items in
other languages belong (lit ‘not-want’),𝑂𝑝 remains unexpressed (even if it matters for
the choice of negator, as we saw in the case of Mandarin). Thus, the main predicate
of the trigger’s complement is a proper part of the positive proposition, but want’ is
not. The + and − EN variants of fear are provided in (19).

(19)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

fear1

HEAD|LID [en-triggerEN −]

SEM [ICONT …fear’(a,𝛼)…]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

fear2

HEAD|LID [en-triggerEN +]

SEM
⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

ICONT …fear’( 2 , 1𝛼)…
NI-CONT ⟨…,want’( 2 ,¬ 1 ), …⟩
PARTS ⟨…¬, 1 , ¬ 1 ,want’,…⟩

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

Finally, for some triggers, the part of the negative inference that is not the negative
proposition (𝑂𝑝) is expressed within the complement. Consider sentence (20). Jin
& Koenig (2021) analyze the negative inference for this verb and other verbs in the
same semantic class as conveying that the argument proposition𝛼 violates the attitude
holder’s behavioral standards: 𝛼 is not the case in all possible worlds consistent with
the attitude holder’s behavioral standards (bs) (it shouldn’t have happened) (we assume
an analysis of attitude verbs along the lines of Heim 1992).

(20) I always thought he was the one for me and at this point of time I really regret
that I shouldn’t have gone for him.
(Retrieved from: https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-cr
aziest-thing-youve-done-for-love-and-do-you-re
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gret-it-even-if-it-didnt-work-out, accessed 20 October
2019)

Interestingly, in all five languages we looked in detail at (Arabic, English, French,
Mandarin, and Zarma-Sonrai, although the situation is more complex in the case
of French), verbs that denote regret’ or similar predicates can only co-occur with
an expletive negation when their complement includes a modal verb or adverb that
expresses the strong deontic modality which Jin & Koenig (2019, 2021) suggest are
part of the negative inference. In (20), for example, the deontic operator denoted by
shouldn’t is not part of what the speaker regrets, as the overall context for (20) makes
clear: what the speaker regrets is having gone for her boyfriend of four years. Thus,
in this example, the part of the negative inference that is not part of ¬𝛼, namely
the deontic operator (�𝑏𝑠) is expressed within the complement clause, in fact it is
the main predicate of the EN trigger’s complement. This means that the deontic
operator included in the complement’s external content, just like the negation, does
not contribute to the at-issue content of the clause headed by the trigger. It only
contributes to the non-at-issue negative inference associated with the trigger.

The expletive negation variant of regret is provided in (21). The verb’s comple-
ment includes both the negation and the modality operator as per our assumption
that semantic composition within the complement proceeds ordinarily. The external
content of I shouldn’t have gone for him in (20) includes both the negation and the
modal necessity operator and takes the form�𝑏𝑠¬ 1 in (21). But, the modal operator
and the negation both become part of the non-at-issue content of regret and only the
negation’s argument ( 1 ) is included in the internal content of the verb.

(21)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

regret2

HEAD|LID [en-triggerEN +]

SEM ⎡⎢
⎣

ICONT …regret’(a, 1 )…
NI-CONT ⟨…, �𝑏𝑠¬ 1 , …⟩

⎤⎥
⎦

ARG-ST ⟨NP, [SEM [ECONT �𝑏𝑠¬ 1 ]]⟩

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

Jin (2021) mentions that examples of expletive negation uses of complain in En-
glish behave like regret in including the deontic operator (as well as the expletive
negation) in the complement clauses. Interestingly, the complement clause of pà
‘fear’ in Mandarin can include another negator than bié, namely bú-yào (lit. ‘not-
want’), as shown in (22). We analyze such examples like we did regret: the predicate
want’ is part of the external content of the complement clause, but is constrained to
become part of the trigger’s non-at-issue content similarly to what happens with the
entry for regret in (21).

(22) wǒ
I

dàoshì
though

bú-yàojǐn,
NEG-it.matters

pà
fear

nǐ
you

bú-yào
NEG-want

bèi
PASS

wǒ
I

liánlèi.
get.involved

‘It doesn’t matter to me. I’m just afraid that I might get you involved (in my
thing).’
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(From an online novel; retrieved from: http://www.zhuzhudao.or
g/book/55976/24090305.html)

The previous discussion has outlined how semantic composition works for three
major classes of triggers identified by Jin & Koenig, those where the negative infer-
ence is the negation of the trigger’s argument proposition, those where the negative
inference includes additional material contributed by the trigger that remains unex-
pressed (some kind of operator incorporation—to extend the use of the notion of lex-
ical semantic incorporation discussed in Jackendoff 1990), and finally those where
the negative inference also includes additional material contributed by the trigger but
that additional material is expressed within the complement. Critical to our analysis
of all three cases is the assumption that the external content of the trigger’s comple-
ment is picked apart and some of it becomes part of the trigger’s at-issue internal
content and some part of the trigger’s non-at-issue content. This is what the seman-
tic composition rule specific to expletive negation-trigger included in the sort in (16)
ensures.

We now turn to a rather unique case, that of French ne and show how our analysis
easily extends to that unusual case. Although French is typically cited when discussing
expletive negation, it is unique. First, French uses two negators expletively. One is the
modern French negation (ne)…pas (we put parenthesis around ne as it is not required,
in fact rarely if ever present in colloquial spoken French, see Abeillé & Godard 2021,
Chapter 10): (ne) …pas can be used expletively as argued for by Larrivée (1996)
and confirmed by our experiment. The other is the old French negator ne. What is
unique and, to our knowledge, unattested outside of French is that ne when it appears
on its own in the complement of triggers is dedicated to marking expletive negation
(see Muller 1991 for some other uses of ne in modern French outside of the scope
of expletive negation triggers). The fact that French has a negator mostly dedicated
to marking expletive negation explains that expletive negation has been noticed and
discussed by French grammarians since the middle of the 18th century.

(23) J’ai
I have

peur
fear

qu’il
that it

ne
NEG

pleuve.
rain.SBJV

‘I fear that it will rain.’

Other than the fact that ne is a dedicated marker of expletive negation when oc-
curring on its own within the complement of expletive negation triggers, French ne
behaves just like negators in other languages we looked at both in terms of the triggers
that license its occurrence or the modal expressions sometimes required for its occur-
rence (see Jin & Koenig 2021 and its Appendix for details). We therefore propose to
locate the idiosyncrasy of French ne in the lexical properties of the negator itself. To
capture the fact that this use of ne must co-occur with an expletive negation trigger
(and the negation it contributes must thus be part of a non-at-issue content associated
with the trigger), we employ the REV-SEL feature which has been used (sometimes
under different names) whenever an expression is restricted to occur as dependent
of a particular class of signs (see Bonami 2015 for its use to model periphrasis and
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Aguila-Multner & Crysmann 2020 for its use to model causatives in French). In other
words, we propose that ne is lexically specified as modifying a verb that reverse selects
for an expletive negation trigger (an expression whose LID contains the information
[EN +]). Since REV-SEL is a head feature, modifying a verb that reverse selects for
an expletive negation trigger means that the complement clause itself reverse selects
for an expletive negation trigger.3

The simplified entry in (24) provides the relevant part of the lexical entry for
expletive ne. We assume this use of ne is a specific lexeme (hence its expl-ne LID).
Critically, it is lexically specified to modify a verb that reverse selects a trigger that oc-
curs in an expletive negative context (i.e., that is [EN +]). As the REV-SELECT feature
is a head feature, the clause headed by the verb expletive ne modifies itself reverse
selects for a [EN +] trigger. The Reverse Selection Principle proposed in Bonami
(2015, 107) and provided in (25) ensures that the complement co-occurs with a word
that includes [LID [EN +]] in its inflectional feature set. An informal representation
of how the lexical specification of a REV-SEL feature in the entry for expletive ne in
(24) ensures it occurs as part of the complement of a trigger that is used expletively
is provided in (26).

(24)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

expl-ne-wd

CAT
⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

HEAD [LID expl-ne]

MOD […|REV-SELECT
⎧{
⎨{⎩
…, [LID [en-triggerEN + ]], …

⎫}
⎬}⎭
]
⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

CONTENT [MAIN ¬]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(25) “Reverse Selection Principle:
If a word𝑤 carries a reverse selection requirement 𝑠 in its REV-SEL, then 𝑠must
be token-identical to the INFL value of a word 𝑤′ selecting for a projection of
𝑤.” (Bonami, 2015, 107)

(26)

[INFL 1 ] [REV-SEL 2 ]
⋮

⎡⎢
⎣
expl-ne-wd
MOD|CAT|REV-SEL 2 {… 1 [LID [EN +]]}

⎤⎥
⎦

[REV-SEL 2 ]

Nothing else needs to be said about French expletive ne, since aside from its
restricted context of occurrence (and its consequent overwhelming expletive inter-

3Berthold Crysmann (p.c.) points out that many scholars assume ne to be an affix. Under such an
analysis, the presence of the REV-SELECT feature on the complement clause’s main verb would be the
result of a lexical rule that introduces the negative meaning together with the relevant morphosyntac-
tic features on the complement clause’s verbal head. Nothing substantial depends on the choice of a
morphological or syntactic analysis of French expletive ne.
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pretation by participants in our experiments), expletive uses of French ne are just
like expletive uses of English not.

Jin & Koenig (2021) have shown that expletive negation occurs rather widely
in languages of the world and in very similar environments. They propose that a
negative inference from, typically, the lexical meaning of a verb, preposition, or ad-
position/adverb acts as the licensor of expletive negation. In this paper, we examined
whether and how negative inferences—and, more generally, expletive negation—is
represented in the grammar of natural languages. We first provided two pieces of
evidence that expletive negation is part of the lexical representation of triggers in
individual languages and that it is treated as a true negator, not some semantically
vacuous formative. The results of four experiments in English, French, Mandarin,
and Spanish showed that native speakers of these languages differ in how likely they
are to interpret expletively a negator in the complement of a trigger and that different
triggers lead to different likelihood of being interpreted expletively. Both facts sug-
gest that speakers of individual languages associate with each trigger something like
the frequency of an expletive interpretation of negators occurring in the complement,
just as they associate with verbs the relative frequency of individual syntactic frames.
The data on the choice of negators in languages like Mandarin also shows that ex-
pletive negation must be treated as a negation, as properties of the negative inference
(which contains a negation operator) motivate the form of the expletive negation.

In the second part of this paper, we have outlined an analysis of expletive nega-
tion within HPSG using Lexical Resource Semantics. We proposed an expletive
negation trigger specific composition rule whereby only the argument of the negation
included in the external content of the trigger’s complement becomes the argument of
the trigger’s MAIN content and the negation becomes part of the non-at-issue negative
inference associated with each trigger. We discussed three classes of triggers that
differ in both the nature of the negative inference and whether material that is only
part of the negative inference (aside from the negation) appears in the complement
or not. Finally, we provided an analysis of French expletive ne whereby it reverse se-
lects (through modification of the complement’s main verb) for an expletive negation
trigger, thus explaining its dedicated use to mark expletive negation when occurring
on its own in the complement of triggers.

Stepping back from the particulars of our analysis, we offer a couple of conclud-
ing remarks. First, it is worth pointing out that the semantic rule we propose for
composing the meaning of triggers and the meaning of their complements depends
on the descriptive stance of Lexical Resource Semantics—i.e., the idea that semantic
constraints are descriptions of formulas rather than formulas (an idea shared by most
if not all approaches to semantic underspecification). A descriptive stance is critical
here because our analysis requires “shipping” the negation that is part of the com-
plement’s content to the non-at-issue content of the trigger and having the rest of the
(external) content of the complement become the argument of the predicate denoted
by the trigger: the entry for triggers must therefore be able to make reference to parts
of formulas. The same is true for the part of the negative inference which is included
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in the complement but is not part of the at-issue content, such as shouldn’t in (20).
Second, despite its success in modeling expletive negation, our analysis leaves

several questions unanswered that the data we have at our disposal do not allow us
to answer. We only mention one in closing for reasons of space. Manfred Sailer
(p.c.) asked why we do not include the negative inference in the external content of
expletive negation triggers (and the clause they head) along the lines of the analysis
of definite descriptions proposed in Sailer & Am-David (2016). If we were to follow
Sailer & Am-David’s proposal, the external content of clauses headed by expletive
negation triggers would be of the form informally represented in (27) where Neg_inf
stands for the negative inference and At_issue is the at-issue content of triggers (and
the clause they head).

(27) Neg_inf ∧ At_issue

We know of no issue with such an approach as long as Neg_inf does not inter-
act with scopal operators within the at-issue content, which seems straightforward to
achieve given the principles for retrieval of non-at-issue content proposed in Sailer
& Am-David. Such an extension of the analysis we propose would have the added
benefit to make it easier to maintain the relation between semantic parts and external
content according to which “every element of the utterance’s PARTS list is a subex-
pression of the EXCONT value” (Richter & Kallmeyer, 2009, 47). We did not include
a constraint within entries for expletive negation triggers that the external content of
trigger is of the form in (27), as whether this is the way to go depends on how to
model non-at-issue content within LRS. To cite but one of the issues that would have
to be resolved and that we do not wish to take a stand on, Sailer & Am-David conjoin
conventional implicatures with at-issue content rather than assume with Potts (1975)
(and Karttunen & Peters 1979) that conventional implicatures are part of another
dimension of meaning. Additionally, the exact status of negative inferences—aside
from their being non-at-issue—is unclear to us. In most cases, negative inferences
are entailments due to the meaning of triggers and thus do not behave like traditional
conventional implicatures. More importantly, since At_issue in (27) entails in most
cases Neg_inf, we are not sure what the point of the conjunction would be, aside
from maintaining the current understanding of the External Content Principle. Until
questions we just raise are answered, we think it better to not commit to how–if at
all—the at-issue and non-at-issue content of expletive triggers combine.
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                              Abstract 
 

The paper argues that there is compelling evidence for ana-
lyzing copy raising in English as a lexical rule that converts a 
subtype of perception verb with a stimulus subject (a so-
called “flip-perception verb”) into a semantically bleached 
verb of mild evidentiary force, roughly equivalent to seem in 
some uses, which identifies the index of its external argument 
with the index of the pronominally expressed external argu-
ment of its complement. 

 
1. Introduction 
 
 Copy raising in English is best viewed as a lexical rule that converts a 
subtype of perception verb with a stimulus subject (a so-called “flip percep-
tion verb”) into a semantically bleached verb of mild evidentiary force, 
roughly equivalent semantically to seem in some uses. The derived verb does 
not subcategorize for a source of perception. It provides for a generic inter-
pretation of the unexpressed witness of the evidence, and it identifies the in-
dex of its external argument with the index of the pronominal external argu-
ment of its clausal complement. Sign-Based Construction Grammar (SBGC) 
provides a formal framework for expressing this analysis. 
 Following Kim 2014, Landau 2011, and Potsdam & Runner 2001, 
among others, we observe that certain English perception verbs have two dis-
tinct senses: (i) a perception sense, in which the verb’s external argument 
denotes an entity that plays a semantic role which might be called the ‘per-
ceptual stimulus’ in a report of an experience in the perceptual mode denoted 
by the verb, and (ii) a different sense (or a homophonous verb) that does not 
assign a semantic role to its external argument and which figures in sentences 
like (1-4).1  
 
(1) ... it’s not difficult to work out why Trump looked like he was going to 

win in January: the stock market was booming, unemployment was low, 
crime low, there were no new wars…it’s not a mystery.  

 
(2) i have gone ahead and paid your parts because the host of the giveaway 

looks like he disappeared …  
                                                        
1 The verbs with these two senses are not necessarily limited to those senses. 
For example, seem and appear may have additional senses associated with 
their raising and it-extraposition valences and sound has a hearsay sense dis-
tinct from both its perception and copy raising senses (i). 
 
(i)  This 74-year-old pasta sauce recipe sounds incredibly delicious. 
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(3) ... the bill seemed like it would easily pass… 
 
(4) I'm so excited to get my copy of Sara's book … this one sounds like it's   

going to win an immediate place in my heart. 
  
In (1) Trump’s visual appearance is patently not at issue. Similarly in (2), as 
regards the visual appearance of the giveaway host. In (3) any perceptual 
properties the bill might have had are almost certainly not related to its likeli-
hood of passing. In (4) the information prompting the speaker’s enthusiasm 
for a new cookbook is almost certainly not auditory. (All positive, numbered 
examples in this paper were attested on the web in July 2021, unless other-
wise indicated.) 
 Sentences of this kind contain a subordinate clause complement, intro-
duced by like, as if, or as though, the subject of which is a pronoun whose 
index is identified with the index of the matrix verb’s external argument. The 
latter bundle of facts has given rise to the name Copy Raising (CR).2 A key 
fact about CR sentences is that they have a paraphrase with an expletive sub-
ject and only one mention of the nominal expression in question. For exam-
ple, a sentence such as (5a) Marion looks like she will be elected has two dis-
tinct rough paraphrases (5b) ‘It appears likely that Marion will be elected’ 
(CR) and (5c) ‘Marion’s visual appearance suggests that she will be elected’ 
(perception report). (Perhaps Marion is looking at the latest polls and smil-
ing.) 
 
(5) a.  Marion looks like she will be elected. (invented example.) 
     b. ‘It appears likely that Marion will be elected’ (CR) 
     c. ‘Marion’s visual appearance suggests that she will be  
          elected’ (perception report) 
 
With regard to CR, the only structures that need special attention beyond the 
rest of the grammar are those in which (i) the subject pronoun of the like-
phrase shares the index of the matrix subject and (ii) the meaning is that of 
the paraphrase just described. A sentence such as (6a) Pat looks like Marion 
is angry at him or even (6b) Pat looks like Marion is angry are widely under-
stood to employ only the perception sense of the verb and be thus irrelevant 
to the analysis of CR, although there are certainly dissenters from this view 
(e.g., Asudeh and Toivonen 2012 and related papers, Lappin 1983, 1984, 
                                                        
2 The phenomenon was originally discussed for English by Andy Rogers 
(1971, 1973, 1974a, 1974b), who gave the transformation he proposed to 
model the phenomenon the name “Richard”, perhaps to convey with a 
somewhat whimsical flourish how different this pattern seemed from raising 
or any other familiar grammatical pattern of English. 
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Heycock 1994, and Kim 2014). I will not discuss those dissents here; I find 
persuasive the arguments of Potsdam & Runner (2001), who conclude their 
examination of the relevant facts, “… true Copy Raising exists only where 
the pronominal copy is in subject position.” 
 
(6) a.  Pat looks like Marion is angry at him. (Invented example) 
      b. Pat looks like Marion is angry. (Invented example) 
 
An essential observation relevant to the CR phenomenon is that an expres-
sion of the form like/as if/as though + S[fin] is an ordinary kind of subordi-
nate clause, not limited to copy raising locutions. Such clauses can appear as 
complements to verbs like act, behave and acquit (oneself) as in examples 
(7-9) 
 
(7)    … everyone high or low acquitted himself *(as if the fortune of the field 

depended on his own individual prowess.)  
   
(8)    Although it continued to float in midair, it acted *(like someone had 

cemented it to the ground).  
 
(9)    Americium, which is a pseudolanthanide, behaves *(as though it were 

roughly atomic No. 60.)  
 
These clauses can also serve as complements to perception verbs, as in ex-
amples (10) through (12). 
 
(10)  Doug Collins looked *(like someone had just slapped him). (Kevin Sul-

livan & Mary Jordan, Trump on Trial: The Investigation, Impeachment, 
Acquittal, and Aftermath) 

 
(11)  The words sounded *(as if they were floating like flowers on water). 

(Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse) 
 
(12)  As for Ramsey…he had told me all along that his head was in danger, 

and he seemed *(as though the order was out for its removal).  
 
Clauses of this form can also serve as adverbial modifiers of both transitive 
and intransitive verbal expressions.   
 
(13)  The man called her as though he was calling a little cat. 
 
(14)  This girl swims like it was something she was meant to do. 
 
(15)   She looked at him like he had lost it completely.  
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Kim (2014, among others) considers examples like (10-12) to be a kind of 
CR. The full range of examples like (7-15) suggests, on the other hand, that 
doing so complicates the full picture unnecessarily. There is no necessity to 
suppose that a sentence like (10), for example, has a grammatical form dif-
ferent from that of, say, (16). 
 
(16)  She looked like someone had died.  
 
Let’s call such clauses as-if clauses; as-if clauses possess the following prop-
erties: like, as if, and as though SELECT a finite clause via the SELECT feature 
proposed by Allegranza (1989) and Van Eynde (2006), which groups deter-
miners and modifiers together as functors. The finite S selectee is the head of 
the as-if clause and consequently its external argument (XARG) is visible ex-
ternally. As-if clauses are accorded a dedicated MARKING value, asif, and 
apply an appropriate frame to the INDEX of the head finite clause. (The term 
frame is the SBCG name for an MRS elementary predication. See Copestake 
et al. 2005.) Huddleston& Pullum (2002: 1151) argue for the lexical unity of 
as if, and as though, which is also usual in the CR literature, and recognize 
the syntactic reality of as-if clauses. They assume that like, as if, and as 
though are prepositions and their relation to their clausal accompaniments 
that of complementation rather than modification. Unsurprisingly, given the 
relevant publication dates, they do not appear to have considered the possibil-
ity of a functor-type analysis. 
 
2. Expletives 
 
Before presenting an analysis of CR, it is desirable to look briefly at how ex-
pletives behave in CR contexts, since expletives and related forms have fur-
nished key data for many analyses of CR. For example, Sag (2012) presents 
the examples in (17) and (18).  His implied analysis of CR consists in propos-
ing an illustrative lexeme type, as exemplified by CR look in (19). 
 

(17)  There looks like 
 

there's going to be a storm
*it's going to rain
*Kim's going to win

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩
⎪

⎫

⎬
⎪

⎭
⎪

 (Sag 2012: 150, (110a)) 

 
The point intended is that the CR version of look requires identity between 
the matrix subject and that of the phrase following like. 
  

(18)  ?Kim looks like 
there's going to be a storm
it's going to rain
Pat's going to win

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩
⎪

⎫

⎬
⎪

⎭
⎪

(Sag 2012: 151, (110b)) 
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Sag states that “the acceptability [of the examples in (18)] is slightly degrad-
ed.” The alleged degradation, and the attendant question mark, need not be 
considered grammatically relevant, as these examples appear to exemplify 
fully grammatical sentences that seem odd when presented in isolation only 
because the contexts in which they might be felicitously uttered do not spring 
to mind unbidden. Imagine in the first two sentences of (18) that Kim is a 
farmer who has hurriedly thrown on his rain gear and is dashing out the door. 
The examples in (18) are unremarkable in that each must be a perception re-
port and not CR. Sag’s SBCG lexical analysis of CR is illustrated in (19). 
 

(19)  
FORM look

ARG-ST NPi , 
PRT
like⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

,
S
XARG NPi pron⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

 (Sag 2012:151, (111) 

 
This analysis is not persuasive.3 The particle like serves only to make the 
XARG of the complement visible to the matrix XARG in the ARG-ST. It is oth-
erwise unmotivated, performing no further function either in a CR environ-
ment or elsewhere in the grammar. On the other hand, we have seen that as-if 
clauses such as like there’s going to be a storm in (17) and like Pat’s going to 
win in (18) function as constituents in non-CR examples like (7) – (15) with 
the same apparent semantic effects as in (17) and (18). Ideally, the as-if 
clause type should be recognized as such in an analysis of CR clauses. 
 As an initial step in investigating the role of expletives in CR, we note 
that English so-called ‘weather it’ is not properly considered expletive. In a 
mostly forgotten paper of nearly a half-century ago, Dwight Bolinger (1973) 
makes a compelling case that ‘weather it’ is not only not restricted to weather 
and time (It’s freezing; it’s nearly 4:00 a.m.) but rather denotes ambience 
generally. Some of Bolinger’s initial examples imagine a phone conversation 
between two forest rangers in different stations. 
 
(20)  a. ‘How’s it down there?’ – ‘It’s fairly calm’ 
         b. ‘How’s it up there?’ – ‘It’s practically ripping the trees out.’ 
 
Apparently, in (20) it includes the local wind conditions in its reference, but 
in a different location for each interlocutor. Bolinger continues: 
 
(21)  a. 'Isn't it nice out this afternoon?' – 'You must be crazy. It's so hot  
             that it's giving me a headache. 
         b. 'It's cold enough to freeze the balls on a brass monkey.’ 
                                                        
3 We will see, however, that the analysis of CR presented below is similar to 
that implied by (19) in being strictly lexical and in making strategic use of the 
XARG feature. 
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“Presumably in the last two sentences the it that refers to the weather is the 
same it that gives the headache and freezes the balls on the brass monkey” 
(Bolinger 1973: 262). Ambient it, as Bolinger shows, is protean. The exam-
ples in (22) are also from Bolinger (1973). 
 
(22) a. It’s scary in the dark. 
 b. It’s inspiring here at MIT. 
 c. I’m climbing down. It’s too exposed up here. 
 d. It’s her graduation next week. 
 e. I like it in California. 
 f. The noise makes it hard to study. 
 g. It’s all finished between us. 
 
One might disagree with Bolinger that the examples in (23), exemplify the 
same it as those in (20-22) but in any case, these tokens of it are also clearly 
not expletive. “I would maintain that the same it turns up in the following:” 
 
(23) a. Stop it! (what you are obviously doing).  
 b. Don't do it! (what you are obviously about to do).  
 c. Come off it! (what you are obviously insisting on)” Bolinger 

(1973: 263). 
 
We proceed on the hypothesis that the it subject of weather sentences is not 
expletive. This hypothesis is consistent with the tradition in HPSG that postu-
lates three types of index for English: expletive it, expletive there, and refer-
ential. Ambient it is a subtype of referential-index.  
 That “weather” it denotes ambiance entails that a weather predicate, un-
like a CR verb, imposes a semantic role on its external argument. This in turn 
entails that a sentence like (24a) is three ways ambiguous. The lower it must 
be ambient because rain requires ambient it of its subject. The matrix it can 
be either ambient or expletive; if it is ambient the sentence can be CR, but it 
can also be a perception report with the two ambient it tokens referring dif-
ferently: the matrix it to the current ambience and the lower it to an imagined 
future ambience, somewhat as we saw in (20) regarding contrasting wind 
conditions. If the matrix it is expletive, (24a) is not a CR sentence; seems is 
the familiar raising verb in its alternate, it-extraposition, valence, and the sen-
tence is interpreted like a sentence such (24e). Example (24b) is bad because 
rain requires ambient it. Example (24c) is bad for the same reason; that rea-
son also explains why CR is not possible, despite identity of the matrix sub-
ject’s index and the complement’s subject’s index. Example (24d) is bad be-
cause it lacks the identity of indices required by CR and neither perception 
seem nor it-extraposition seem allows a there subject. Sentence (24e) is a 
perception report, with perception seem and ambient it subject.  Example 
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(24f) is boringly bad because there is no bound pronoun as required for CR, 
and both perception seem and it-extraposition seem reject there subjects.  Fi-
nally, (24g), which contrasts minimally with (24c), exemplifies CR, with 
matching expletives there; be a storm is not a weather predicate, which 
would require an ambience-referring it, as subject. 
 
(24) a.   It seems like it’s going to rain soon. 
 b. *It seems like there is going to rain soon.  
 c. *There seems like there is going to rain soon. 
 d. *There seems like it is going to rain soon. 
 e.   It seems like rain is coming soon. 
 f. *There seems like rain is coming soon. 
 g.   There seems like there is going to be a storm soon. 
 
3. Analysis of Copy Raising 
 
Noting that the external argument of a CR verb does not denote a source of 
perception, we can observe that there are four English perception verbs that 
undergo the copy raising lexical rule. These are the four most general percep-
tion verbs: seem, appear, look, and sound. These and only these verbs can 
yield a hearsay reading in a sentence of the form illustrated in (25) (invent-
ed). Examples a-d have a common reading, roughly, ‘Apparently, Nero 
didn’t really burn Rome’; examples e and f do not have such a reading.  
 
(25) a. It seems like Nero didn’t really burn Rome. 
 b. It appears as if Nero didn’t really burn Rome. 
 c. It looks as though Nero didn’t really burn Rome. 
 d. It sounds like Nero didn’t really burn Rome. 
 e. # It smells like/as if/as though Nero didn’t really burn Rome. 
 f. # It tastes like/as if/as though Nero didn’t really burn Rome. 
 
Assuming a multiple-inheritance hierarchy of frames (Davis & Koenig 2000) 
we posit a perception frame percep-fr, whose immediate subtypes include 
gen(eral)percep-fr, smell-percep-fr, and taste-percep-fr. The immediate sub-
types of gen-percep-fr are seem-percep-fr, appear-percep-fr, look-percep-fr, 
and sound-percep-fr, as represented in the type hierarchy fragment (26).  
 
(26)                                              percep-fr 
 
 
                        gen-percep-fr             smell-percep-fr     taste-percep-fr    ...? 
 
 
seem-percep-fr   appear-percep-fr    look-percep-fr   sound-percep-fr   
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So far, nothing has been formally proposed regarding CR per se; as-if clauses 
are vanilla English grammar. SBCG expresses lexical rules as unary-
branching, derivational constructions. The Copy Raising Construction pumps 
a general perception verb lexeme to a verb lexeme with a meaning that might 
be characterized as imparting a weak evidentiary force, perhaps similar to the 
meaning of seem in a sentence like (27), and whose output (MTR) lexeme 
identifies the index of its NP XARG with the index of the pronominally speci-
fied XARG of the as-if finite clausal complement, as shown in (28). 
 
(27) … the bill seems like a positive step for our state. 
 
(28)  MTR  [ARG-ST   <NPi,  S[MRKG  as-if,  SYN|XARG  NP[pron]i]>]  
 
This analysis, despite departing from that of Sag (2012), shares with it both a 
strictly lexical approach and critical dependence upon the XARG feature: alt-
hough the selectee finite clause in an as-if clause has empty VAL(ENCE), its 
XARG remains available to be coindexed with the matrix subject. The key 
points of this approach are (i) the empirical observation that all the verbs that 
participate in CR have a perception-verb double (although the converse does 
not hold, since only the four general perception verbs have a CR double), (ii) 
that expressions such as like he was going to win in (1) occur freely in several  
non-CR contexts, as illustrated in examples (7) – (15), (iii) the fact that the it  
subjects of weather sentences are best conceived as referential, (iv) the Alle-
granza-Van Eynde innovation of the Head-Functor Construction, based on 
the SELECT feature, which in the present context enables the subject of the as-
if complement clause of an erstwhile perception verb to be visible in the lat-
ter’s ARG-ST, and (v) that aspect of the architecture of SBCG (and of related 
forms of HPSG) that makes it possible for a realized external argument to 
nonetheless be visible in the ARG-ST of a governing predicator. 
 For illustration we consider the aspirational CR sentence (29). First, we 
take up the ordinary listeme like, which appears in examples (1-4), (10), (14), 
(15) and (29), recalling that examples (7-15) are not CR. (Since scope con-
straints play no direct role in the present analysis, we adopt a kind of MRS 
Lite notation, in which constraints on relative scope, such as qeq constraints, 
are unexpressed, in effect ignoring the distinction between LTOP and GTOP.) 
 
(29)  Trump looks like he disappeared. 
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(30) Listeme like 

        

FORM like

SYN

CAT

adverb
XARG none

SELECT

verb

SYN
CAT

VFORM fin
XARG NP
INV –

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

VAL

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SEM
LTOP
INDEX

l
e

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

VAL

MRKG asif

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SEM
FRAMES as-if (e' ,l)

INDEX e'

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

 

 
The functor like is an adverb that SELECTs a finite clause ([VFORM fin], 
[INV –]); the selected clause specifies a nominal external argument and an 
empty valence list. The semantics of like applies the as-if-frame to the LTOP 
of its selectee clause. Also, like is marked asif. As a functor, it will transmit 
[MARKING  asif]  to its MOTHER in a head-functor-construct.   
 The only addition we make to the grammar of English to account for the 
CR facts is the lexical rule in (31), which takes as input a general perception 
verb lexeme, that is, one whose FRAMES value is compatible with 
<gen-percep-fr>, and yields a CR verb lexeme as output.4 A CR verb (as 
specified by the mother in (31)) subcategorizes for an NP subject Z and an 
as-if clause complement. Semantically, it specifies a seeming-frame with 
three arguments: the Davidsonian event variable e, a human experiencer ar-
gument j, and the semantic information, labeled l of the as-if complement, 
which is the state of affairs that seems to j to be the case. Also – and essential 
to the CR phenomenon – the CR verb, identifies the index of its external ar-
gument Z with the index of the pronominal external argument of the as-if 
complement. 
                                                        
4 Comment on notation: For constraint descriptions (AVMs) [A], [B], the 
paired tags ‘X ! [A]’ and ‘X : [B]’ indicate that [A] and [B] are identical in all 
respects in which they are not shown to differ. This abbreviatory notation is 
commonly used in SBCG in the statement of lexical rules, though not limited 
to that use. (See Sag 2012: 125, including footnote, for further discussion.) 
AVMs in boxes represent model objects (feature structures, as against de-
scriptions of feature structures, such as types and constructions). 
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(31) Copy Raising Construction (↑derivational-cxt) [a lexical rule] 
        copy-raising-v-cxt  ⇒ 

  

 MTR  X  ! 

SYN

CAT XARG  Z:NPi⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

VAL Z , 
SYN

CAT
VFORM fin
XARG NP[pron]i

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

VAL

MRKG asif

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SEM LTOP l⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SEM
FRAMES seeming-fr(e),human-fr(j), l)

INDEX     e 

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

 DTRS  X : 
verb

SEM FRAMES  gen-perception-fr(e)⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

 

 
By way of illustration, Figure 1 shows the derivation tree for the aspirational 
sentence (29) Trump looks like he disappeared. 
 We take sentence (29) to have the approximate gloss ‘It seems as if 
Trump disappeared’. Starting at the bottom of the tree, consider the right, 
head-daughter sign. In the SEMANTICS value, the FRAMES value specifies the 
disappear-frame applied to the event variable e, which is the INDEX of the 
sign, and the individual variable i.  The FRAMES list also contains the past-
fame applied to e. According to the tag 1  the head daughter is the value of 
the SELECT feature of the left, functor daughter, like, in a  head-functor-
construct. The functor daughter’s FRAMES feature applies the as-if-frame to 
the local INDEX e’ and to the disappear and past predications jointly labelled 
l1, the value of the LTOP of the head daughter. The as-if-frame is assumed to 
be interpreted by an epistemic operator. The like sign also introduces the 
MARKING value asif, which is passed up to the MOTHER sign, like he disap-
peared, in a head-functor-construct. The mother of that construct, like he 
disappeared, gathers up the frames of its two daughters and inherits the rest 
of its information from the head daughter. 
  To build the VP looks like he disappeared with the Predicational Head-
Complement Construction, we note that we have employed the Copy Raising 
lexical rule (31) to build the CR form of look from general perception look. 
Inflected CR looks introduces in its FRAMES list the present-frame predicated  
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FORM trump,looks,like,he,disappeared

SYN

CAT verb
XARG NPi

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

VAL
MRKG unmrk

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SEM FRAMES l1,l2 ,l3,l4
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

CNTXT 3  
head-subject-construct                                          H 

  

FORM trump
SYN pn-word

SEM FRAMES l4: name-fr(i,trump
INDEX i

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

     
  

2

FORM looks,like,he,disappeared

SYN
CAT

verb
XARG 2 NPi

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥

VAL 2

MRKG unmrk

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SEM FRAMES l1,l2 ,l3)⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

CNTXT 3

 

 
       predicational-head-comp-construct     H           

     

  

FORM looks⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

SYN

CAT
verb

XARG 2 NPi

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

VAL 2 , 4 S
MRKG asif
XARG NP[pron]i

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

MRKG unmrk

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SEM
FRAMES

l3: generic-fr(j), l3: human-fr:(j),
l3: seeming-fr(e'', j,l2 ),
l3: present-fr(e'' ) 

INDEX e''

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

    
 

4

  

FORM like,he,disappeared

SYN

CAT
verb
XARG NP[pron]i

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

VAL

MRKG asif

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SEM
LTOP l2

FRAMES l2 ,l1

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥

CNTXT 3  
                  head-functor-construct                                                                        H 

                       

  

FORM like

SYN
CAT SELECT  1⎡

⎣
⎤
⎦

MRKG asif

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

SEM
FRAMES l2:as-if -fr( e',l1)

INDEX e'

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

  

  

1  

FORM he,disappeared

SYN
CAT

verb
XARG NPi[pron]

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

VAL

MRGK unmrk

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SEM

LTOP l1

FRAMES
l1 : disappear-fr(e,i),
l1 : past-fr(e)

INDEX e

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥  

 
Figure 1. Derivation Tree for Trump looks like he disappeared 

 
of the local index e’’. In this example the semantic equivalent of so-called 
arbitrary PRO is introduced as the experiencer of the seeming predication by 
application of the generic-fr to the bound variable j, restricted by the human-
frame. The seeming-frame specifies two arguments in addition to the event 
variable e’’:  j and the asif-fr predication l2.  The seeming predication thus 
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specifies that the as-if predication l2 is the state of affairs that seems to the 
generic human j to be the case. Looks also specifies in its VALENCE list the 
CR-characteristic coindexation of its NP XARG and the XARG of its asif-
clause complement. The latter valent, bearing the tag 4 , is discharged in the 
predicational-head-complement construct by the right sister of looks. We 
have already discussed this sign as the mother of the like-he-disappeared 
construct. As a head, the looks constituent bears the MARKING value 
unmarked, which it passes up to its mother, looks like he disappeared, in the 
predicational-head-complement-construct.  
 
 Finally, The Head-Subject Construction (AKA Subject-Predicate 
Construction) realizes the remaining valent 2  as the subject Trump.  The 
mother constituent of the head-subject-construct, Trump looks like he 
disappeared, gathers up the four frames of its daughters, inherits the marking 
value unmarked from the head VP, and expresses with an empty VALENCE 
list the fact that the NP trump, whose index i is identified with that of the 
pronoun he, has satisfied the last remaining valent.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The lexical rule analysis of CR presented here has benefited particularly from 
three empirical observations and two formal aspects of SBCG and related 
versions of HPSG. The empirical observations are not necessarily new, but 
they have not to my knowledge been marshalled in this combination before. 
They are that (i) to each verb participating in CR there corresponds a ho-
mophonous general perception verb, (ii) the pronoun it that serves as the sub-
ject of weather verbs is referential, and (iii) the word string initiated by like, 
as if, or as though in a CR sentence forms a single constituent, a type of sub-
ordinate clause (christened here “as-if” clause) that occurs as both comple-
ment and modifier elsewhere in the grammar. The formal aspects of 
SBCG/HPSG that are strategically employed in the present analysis are as 
follows: (i) The SELECT feature makes it possible for the finite clause re-
quirement of the CR-marking expression (like, as if, or as though) to be a 
selectee rather than a complement of that expression. This circumstance iden-
tifies the XARG of the finite selectee with the XARG of the as-if clause, and so 
renders it potentially visible in the ARG-ST of the CR verb. (ii) Since the 
XARG feature, unlike the ARG-ST feature, percolates up the line of heads, the 
XARG of the as-if complement can be addressed in the ARG-ST of the CR verb 
and specified as a pronoun that shares its index with that of the matrix XARG. 
When the three empirical observations are considered, the SBCG/HPSG for-
malism enables an account of the CR facts with a lexical rule that inputs a 
general perception verb and outputs a verb that identifies the index of its ex-
ternal argument with the index of the external argument of its as-if comple-
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ment and whose semantics specifies a mildly evidentiary seeming meaning of 
which the experiencer argument may be covert and interpreted generically. 
 This paper has considered copy raising only for English. Future research 
will have to determine whether this approach is helpful in understanding 
copy raising in other languages.  
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Abstract

The current study presents an HPSG analysis for verbal reduplication in
Mandarin Chinese. After discussing reduplication’s interaction with Aktion-
sarten and aspect markers, we argue that it is a morphological rather than a
syntactic process. We put forward a lexical rule for verbal reduplication in
Mandarin Chinese, and the different forms of reduplication are captured in an
inheritance hierarchy. The interaction between verbal reduplication and aspect
marking is handled by multiple inheritance. This analysis covers all forms of
verbal reduplication in Mandarin Chinese and has none of the shortcomings of
previous analyses.

1 Introduction
In Mandarin Chinese, verbs can be reduplicated to express a delimitative aspectual
meaning (e.g. Chao 1968; Q. Chen 2001; Dai 1997; Li 1996; Li & Thompson 1981;
Tsao 2001; Xiao&McEnery 2004; Yang 2003; Zhu 1998). This means that the event
or state denoted by the verb happens in a short duration and/or at a low frequency
(Xiao & McEnery 2004: 155), as illustrated in (1).1 Thus, verbal reduplication in
Mandarin Chinese is often translated as doing something “a little bit/for a little while”.

(1) a. qing
please

ni
you

chang
taste

zhe
this

dao
CLF

cai.
dish

‘Please taste this dish.’

b. qing
please

ni
you

chang-chang
taste-taste

zhe
this

dao
CLF

cai.
dish

‘Please taste this dish a little bit.’

The current study tries to determine a suitable formal and unified analysis for the
structure of verbal reduplication in Mandarin Chinese. It provides a novel HPSG
analysis of this phenomenon and avoids the problems of previous approaches.

We will present in Section 2 the forms and syntactic distribution as well as the
semantics of verbal reduplication in Mandarin Chinese. Importantly, we restrict the
object of this study to the AA, A-yi-A, A-le-A, A-le-yi-A, ABAB and AB-le-AB
forms (these templates will be illustrated below). We will also discuss in this section,
with the help of corpus data, the question of whether the reduplication is a mor-
phological or a syntactic process. In Section 3, we will discuss the advantages and
drawbacks of previous approaches. Finally, in Section 4, we will present a newHPSG
account for verbal reduplication in Mandarin Chinese.

The data in this paper was drawn from several sources. In addition to introspec-
tion, theModernChinese subcorpus of the corpus of theCenter for Chinese Linguistics
of Peking University (CCL) (Zhan et al. 2003; 2019) was consulted. Other examples
from novels and plays written by native speakers were also considered.

†We want to thank Elizabeth Pankratz for comments on an earlier version of this paper.
1Reduplications in the example sentences will be set in italics.
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2 The phenomenon
Verbal reduplication in Mandarin Chinese takes the forms listed in (2).

(2) a. for monosyllabic verbs: shuo ‘say’
i. shuo-shuo

say-say
AA

ii. shuo-yi-shuo
say-one-say

A-yi-A

iii. shuo-le-shuo
say-PFV-say

A-le-A

iv. shuo-le-yi-shuo
say-PFV-one-say

A-le-yi-A

v. shuo-shuo-kan
say-say-look

AA-kan

vi. shuo-kan-kan
say-look-look

A-kan-kan2

b. for disyllabic verbs: lai-wang come-go ‘come and go/communicate’
i. lai-wang-lai-wang

come-go-come-go
ABAB

ii. lai-wang-le-lai-wang
come-go-PFV-come-go

AB-le-AB

iii. lai-lai-wang-wang
come-come-go-go

AABB

c. for Verb-Object (V-O) compounds: chang-ge sing-song ‘sing’
i. chang-chang-ge

sing-sing-song
AAB

ii. chang-yi-chang-ge
sing-one-sing-song

A-yi-AB

iii. chang-le-chang-ge
sing-PFV-sing-song

A-le-AB

Arcodia et al. (2014), Fan (1964), Melloni & Basciano (2018) and Xie (2020)
compared the AA, ABAB and AABB forms of reduplication and found a number
of differences for the AA and ABAB forms compared to the AABB form in terms
of their semantics, productivity, syntactic distribution and origin. The current study
will only focus on the AA, A-yi-A, A-le-A, A-le-yi-A, ABAB and AB-le-AB forms,
though AA-kan, A-kan-kan, AAB, A-yi-AB, A-le-AB will also be mentioned occa-
sionally to provide further arguments. In what follows, the term reduplication will be

2This form is more common in Taiwan than in Mainland China.
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used to refer specifically to the AA, A-yi-A, A-le-A, A-le-yi-A, ABAB and AB-le-
AB forms, if not specified otherwise.

The reduplication has a similar syntactic distribution to an unreduplicated verb.
The reduplication cannot be aspect-marked, though, except with the perfective aspect
marker le (for further discussion, see Section 2.2). The reduplication is incompatible
with an expression that quantifies the duration or the extent of the event expressed in
the sentence, as in (3) (L. Chen 2005: 114–115; Li 1998: 83–84). This is probably
because the reduplication already contains a quantity meaning (L. Chen 2005: 114–
115; Li 1998: 84).
(3) a. ta

he
yi
one

tian
day

pao
run

shi
ten

li.
mile

‘He runs ten miles a day.’

b. * ta
he
yi
one

tian
day

pao-pao
run-run

shi
ten

li.
mile

The reduplication has a delimitative meaning (e.g. Chao 1968; Q. Chen 2001;
Dai 1997; Li 1996; Li & Thompson 1981; Tsao 2001; Xiao &McEnery 2004; Yang
2003; Zhu 1998). The semantics of the reduplication has the properties of tran-
sitoriness, holisticity and dynamicity (Dai 1997: 70–79; Xiao & McEnery 2004:
155–159). It presents the situation as a transitory and non-decomposable whole,
which involves not only changes in the initiation and termination of an event, but also
changes in the transitory process itself. Compared to (4a), which could mean that
the protagonist kept staring at the footprint, (4b) indicates that the protagonist took
a brief look or several brief looks at the footprint and looked away in the end, which
is a process full of changes.
(4) a. Wu

Wu
Xumang
Xumang

kan-le
look-PFV

zuo-an
commit-crime

shi
when

liuxia
leave

de
DE

jiaoyin
footprint

…

(Xiao & McEnery 2004: 158)
‘Wu Xumang looked at the footprint left when the crime was committed.’

b. Wu
Wu

Xumang
Xumang

kan-le-kan
look-PFV-look

zuo-an
commit-crime

shi
when

liuxia
leave

de
DE

jiaoyin
footprint

…

(Xiao & McEnery 2004: 158)
‘Wu Xumang looked a little bit at the footprint left when the crime was
committed.’

As for the other forms of the reduplication, A-yi-A is considered to have the same
core semantics as AA, although its pragmatic uses may be different (Yang 2003). The
semantics of A-le-A can be deduced compositionally from its structure. It is a com-
bination of the perfective aspect and delimitativeness, “conveying a transitory event
which has been actualized” (Xiao & McEnery 2004: 151). In contrast, AA-kan and
A-kan-kan are described as expressing a “try … and find out” meaning (Cheng 2012:
63). Tsao (2001: 290) also observed that the tentative meaning is particularly promi-
nent when the reduplication is followed by kan ‘look’. We consider the tentativeness
implied by these two forms to be a pragmatic extension of delimitativeness. The ten-
tative meaning is made prominent by the verb kan ‘look’, and the whole structure can
be understood as “do A a little bit and see”.
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2.1 Interaction with Aktionsarten
Previous research often claimed that the reduplication can only be used for verb
classes of certain Aktionsarten, while it is infelicitous for others. Hong (1999: 277–
278) and Li & Thompson (1981: 234–235) suggested that reduplication is only pos-
sible for volitional activity verbs. Dai (1997: 70–71) and Tsao (2001: 290) both
considered that reduplication can only be used in dynamic situations. The former
further claimed that achievement verbs cannot be reduplicated. Arcodia et al. (2014:
20), Basciano & Melloni (2017) and Xiao & McEnery (2004: 155) proposed that
only [+dynamic] and [−result] verbs can be reduplicated. This means that the redu-
plication can only interact with activities and semelfactives, but not with states and
achievements.

Q. Chen (2001: 53) and Yang (2003: 10–11) acknowledged that the redupli-
cation of non-volitional verbs is more restricted than that of volitional ones. But
Zhu (1998: 381–382) listed a number of non-volitional predicates that can be redu-
plicated. We found the examples shown in (5) in CCL where non-volitional verbs
weiqu ‘feel wronged’, ren-xing ‘be willful’ and diao ‘drop’ are reduplicated.

(5) a. dajia
everybody

ye
also

zhihao
can.only

weiqu-weiqu
feel.wronged-feel.wronged

le.
PTC

(CCL)

‘Everybody can only feel wronged a little bit.’
b. ta-men

she-PL
neng
can

zuo
do

de
DE

buguo
just

shi
be

ren-ren-xing
be.willful-be.willful-temperament

shua
play

dian’er
a.little

xiao
small

piqi
temper

diao-diao
drop-drop

yanlei
tear

shenme
what

de.
DE

(CCL)

‘What they can do is just to be a little bit willful, to lose their temper a
little bit and to drop a little bit of tears or something.’

It is true that the reduplication of stative and achievement verbs is not as eas-
ily acceptable as that of activities and semelfactives. Compared to the questionable
reduplication of the stative verb bing ‘be sick’ in (6a) and that of the achievement verb
ying ‘win’ in (6b), the reduplication of the activity verb kan ‘watch’ in (6c) and that
of the semelfactive verb kesou ‘cough’ in (6d) is readily acceptable.

(6) a. ? ta
he
bing-bing
be.sick-be.sick

jiu
then

hao
well

le.
PTC

(Xiao & McEnery 2004: 155)

Intended: ‘He was sick for a little while and then got well.’
b. ? ta

he
ying-le-ying
win-PFV-win

na
that

chang
CLF

bisai.
competition

(Xiao & McEnery 2004: 155)

Intended: ‘He won that competition a little bit.’
c. ta

he
kan-le-kan
watch-PFV-watch

na
that

chang
CLF

bisai.
competition

‘He watched that competition for a little while.’
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d. ta
he
kesou-kesou
cough-cough

jiu
then

hao
well

le.
PTC

‘He coughed a little bit and then got well.’

However, examples such as those in (7a)–(7b) were found in novels and plays
written by native speakers, and sentences like (7c) and (7d) were constructed by native
speaker linguists. Here, achievement verbs like wang ‘forget’ and sheng ‘give birth to’
and stative verbs like shutan ‘be comfortable’ and bing ‘be sick’ are reduplicated.

(7) a. deng
wait

ren-men
people-PL

ba
BA

zhe
this

jian
CLF

shi
incident

wang-wang
forget-forget

zai
then

shuo
talk

ba.3
PTC

‘Let’s wait until people forget this incident a little bit and then talk about
it.’

b. huitou
later

mo
wipe

ge
CLF

zao
bath

shutan-shutan
be.comfortable-be.comfortable

ba.4
PTC

‘Let’s take a bath later and be comfortable for a little while.’
c. wo

I
zhen
really

xiang
want

bing-yi-bing,
be.sick-one-be.sick

xie
rest

ta
it
ge
CLF

shi
ten

tian
day

ban
half

yue.
month

(Q. Chen 2001: 54)
‘I really want to be sick for a little while and rest for ten days or half a
month.’

d. jiao
let

ta
she

sheng-sheng
give.birth.to-give.birth.to

xiaohai,
child

jiu
then

zhidao
know

zuo
COP

muqin
mother

de
DE

gan-ku
sweet-bitter

le.
PTC

(L. Chen 2005: 112)

‘Let her try to give birth to a child and then she will know the
bittersweetness of being a mother.’

This shows that although the reduplication does have a tendency to interact with
volitional verbs and with activities and semelfactives due to its dynamic meaning, this
is by no means a rigid constraint, and non-volitional verbs, states and achievements
can be reduplicated in certain contexts as well.

2.2 Interaction with aspect markers
As mentioned above, the reduplication can only be marked by the perfective aspect
marker le but not other aspect markers.5 We believe this incompatibility to be for
semantic reasons.

3Liu, Zhen. 1963. Chang chang de liushui [Long long water], 72. Beijing: The Writers Publishing
House.

4Tian, Han. 1959. Tianhan xuanji [Selected works of Tianhan], 122. Beijing: People’s Literature
Publishing House.

5There is no consensus on which elements exactly are considered aspect markers in Mandarin Chi-
nese. We only discuss the most commonly recognized ones here.
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Xiao & McEnery (2004: Ch. 4) considered the markers le and guo, as well
as reduplication, to indicate perfective aspects. The perfective aspect marker le is
compatible with reduplication, while the experiential aspect marker guo is not. Le
“can focus on both heterogeneous internal structures and changing points” (Xiao &
McEnery 2004: 129). It is compatible with the reduplication because its dynamicity
can relate not only to the termination or instantiation of an event (a point of change),
but also to the process of the situation, just like the dynamicity of the reduplication.

On the other hand, the experiential aspect marker guo cannot co-occur with a
reduplicated verb because its dynamicity relates to an “experiential change” (Xiao &
McEnery 2004: 148), namely that a situation has been experienced historically and
that “the final state of the situation no longer obtains” at the reference time (Xiao
& McEnery 2004: 144). It is clear that guo only indicates a change at the termina-
tion of a situation and cannot express the dynamicity within a situation. Hence, it is
incompatible with the semantics of the reduplication.

Due to the holistic semantics of the reduplication, it is incompatible with imper-
fective aspect markers—the durative aspect marker zhe and the progressive aspect
marker zai—as both only focus on a part of the situation and do not view the situa-
tion as a whole (Xiao & McEnery 2004: Ch. 5).

From the illustration above, it seems that due to its semantics, reduplication can
only be marked by le but not the other aspect markers.

2.3 Word vs. phrase
The literature on reduplication makes different assumptions on whether it is a mor-
phological or syntactic phenomenon. Chao (1968) and Li & Thompson (1981) listed
reduplication under morphological processes. Arcodia et al. (2014), Basciano&Mel-
loni (2017), Melloni & Basciano (2018), Xie (2020), Xiong (2016) and Yang &Wei
(2017), on the other hand, claimed it to be syntactic. This section reviews the argu-
ments in Xie (2020) and applies the tests proposed by Duanmu (1998) and Schäfer
(2009) to distinguish words from phrases in Mandarin Chinese. The results argue for
a morphological status of reduplication.

Xie (2020) compared the AA and the ABAB forms of reduplication with the
AABB form and claimed that AA and ABAB are syntactic processes, while AABB is
morphological. She pointed out that AA and ABAB behave differently from AABB
in their productivity, possibility of le insertion, categorial stability, transitivity and
input/output constraints. While AA and ABAB are highly productive, AABB shows
low productivity. Le can be inserted freely into AA and ABAB but not into AABB.
The output of AA and ABAB does not change the grammatical category of the input
(verb), but the output of AABB could have other categories such as adverb or adjec-
tive. AA and ABAB do not change the valency of the input verb, but AABB makes a
transitive verb intransitive. The two groups also have different input and output con-
straints. Xie (2020) claimed that only dynamic and volitional verbs can undergo AA
or ABAB reduplication (but see Section 2.1). On the other hand, AABB requires its
input to be a complex verb whose constituents are either synonymous, antonymous or
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logically coordinated. Moreover, the output of AABB has an increasing meaning, i.e.
an event happens repeatedly or continuously, as opposed to the delimitative meaning
of AA and ABAB.

However, these criteria do not suitably distinguish morphological and syntactic
processes. A morphological process can be productive, and it does not necessarily
change the category or valency of the input. Further, if le is considered to be a mor-
phological element (e.g. Huang et al. 2009; Müller & Lipenkova 2013), the insertion
of le does not have to be viewed as a syntactic process either. It seems that Xie
(2020) only showed that AA and ABAB are different processes than AABB, but not
necessarily that the former is syntactic while the latter morphological.

It is, therefore, necessary to resort to other tests that are intended to distinguish
words from phrases. Duanmu (1998) and Schäfer (2009) proposed the following four
tests to distinguish words from phrases in Mandarin Chinese: semantic composition-
ality, phrasal extension, phrasal substitution and conjunction reduction.6

The semantic criterion is that the meaning of a phrase is usually built up in a com-
positional way while that of a word is usually not (Duanmu 1998: 140; Schäfer 2009:
275). The meaning of the reduplication is not compositional, as it does not mean that
the event denoted by the verb happens twice or multiple times, but rather that the
event happens for a short duration and/or a low frequency. This non-compositionality
suggests that a reduplication is more word-like.

The first syntactic test is phrasal extension, namely the addition of optional ele-
ments (Duanmu 1998: 150; Schäfer 2009: 280). If the unit is a phrase, then optional
elements that may appear in phrases should be able to be added into it. And subparts
of a phrase should be able to be modified separately. If the unit is a word, however,
then neither of these should be possible. As illustrated in (2) in Section 1, the base
verb and its reduplicant can only be separated by le and yi, but the word status of
these elements cannot be easily defined. We mentioned above that whether aspect
markers like le are considered to be morphological or syntactic elements depends on
the theoretical framework (and possibly the target language). And the status of yi is
unclear. Turning to the second part of this test, separate modification, we see that
elements in the reduplication cannot be modified individually. Compared to (8a),
where the adverbial qingsheng de ‘quietly’ modifies the whole reduplication, (8b) is
ungrammatical, as the adverbial cannot modify the reduplicant alone. All in all, by
the test of phrasal extension, reduplications behave more like words than like phrases.

(8) a. ta
he
qingsheng
quietly

de
DE

xiao-le-xiao.
laugh-LE-laugh

‘He quietly laughed a little bit.’

b. * ta
he
xiao-le
laugh-PFV

qingsheng
quietly

de
DE

xiao.
laugh

The second syntactic test is phrasal substitution, namely the substitution of smaller
exemplars of a specific category with a full-blown XP (Duanmu 1998: 152; Schäfer

6It is important to note that none of these criteria are sufficient or necessary to determine the word
or phrase status of an expression. Nevertheless, they together might suggest which of the two statuses
is more likely.
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2009: 280). If a part of an expression is actually an XP that only contains one el-
ement, a full realization of this XP should be possible as well. Otherwise, this ex-
pression is considered to be a word. As (9) shows, in a reduplication structure, it is
ungrammatical to substitute each element with a full VP. Again, reduplications look
more word-like than phrase-like.

(9) a. ta
he
chang-le-chang
taste-PFV-taste

tang.
soup

‘He tasted the soup a little bit.’

b. * ta
he
chang
taste

tang
soup

le
PFV

chang
taste

tang.
soup

Finally, the third syntactic criterion is conjunction reduction. Reduction should
only be possible for coordinated phrases and not for coordinated words (Duanmu
1998: 137; Schäfer 2009: 283). For the reduplication, conjunction reduction does
not seem to be possible. In (10a), the reduplication jiao-jiao ‘chew a little bit’ is
coordinated with a simple verb mo ‘apply’ together with the adverbial yidian ‘a lit-
tle bit’. Without the adverbial yidian ‘a little bit’, mo ‘apply’ by itself cannot express
the additional ‘a little bit’ meaning, even when it is coordinated with a reduplicated
verb. Similarly, in (10b), the reduplication kan-le-kan ‘looked a little bit’ is coordi-
nated with the predicate zou-le chulai ‘walked out’. The verb in the latter case is not
reduplicated, and it cannot express the delimitative meaning either. Once again, this
criterion suggests that reduplications do not have this expected property of phrases.

(10) a. wujian
midday

gong-xiu
work-break

mo
apply

dian
a.little

bohe-gao
mint-cream

huo
or

jiao-jiao
chew-chew

kouxiangtang.
chewing.gum

(CCL)

‘During the working break at midday, apply a little bit of mint cream or
chew some chewing gum a little bit.’

b. Song
Song

Ailing
Ailing

kan-le-kan
look-PFV-look

yupen
bath.tub

you
again

zou-le
walk-PFV

chulai.
out

(CCL)

‘Song Ailing looked at the bath tub a little bit and walked out again.’

Following the analyses above, it is clear that the reduplication failed all of the
tests for phrasal status. Therefore, it seems more likely to assume the reduplication
to be a morphological process rather than a syntactic one.

3 Previous analyses
Previous analyses of the reduplication in Mandarin Chinese and in other languages
can be classified into three groups: those that consider the reduplicant to be a ver-
bal classifier, those that take the reduplicant to be an aspect marker and those that
postulate a special reduplication structure.

Chao (1968), Fan (1964) and Xiong (2016) analyzed the reduplicant inMandarin
Chinese as a verbal classifier. A verbal classifier is a measure for verbs of action that
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“expresses the number of times an action takes place” (Chao 1968: 615). In this
analysis, the first element in the reduplication is the actual verb, the second element is
a verbal classifier borrowed from the verb, and yi ‘one’ is an optional pseudo-numeral
that only has an abstract ‘a little bit’ meaning. Although the reduplication and the
verbal classifier both serve to quantify the extent of an event and can often be used
interchangeably, they behave differently in the following three ways. First, the verb
and the verbal classifier can be separated, while the reduplication cannot (Paris 2013:
269). Second, unlike verbal classifiers, the yi ‘one’ in A-yi-A cannot be replaced
by other numerals (Yang & Wei 2017: 299–230). Third, idioms lose their idiomatic
meaning when used with verbal classifiers, but maintain their idiomatic meaning with
reduplications (Yang & Wei 2017: 230–231). Based on these observations, it seems
inappropriate to view the reduplicant as a kind of verbal classifier.

A number of studies consider the reduplicant to be a delimitative aspect marker
(Arcodia et al. 2014; Basciano & Melloni 2017; Yang & Wei 2017) due to the de-
limitative meaning of the reduplication. Travis (1999; 2000) also analyzed the redu-
plication in Tagalog as an imperfective aspect marker. In Arcodia et al. (2014) and
Basciano & Melloni’s (2017) analysis, the reduplication of stative and achievement
verbs is structurally ruled out, which does not fit the empirical observations we pre-
sented in Section 2.1. The other analyses along these lines all have problems with
the A-yi-A form, as the addition of yi in the reduplication does not lead to further
syntactic or semantic functions. Moreover, although the reduplicant is postulated as
a special affix that copies the phonology of the base morpheme, the exact nature of
this copying process is not formalized.

Ghomeshi et al. (2004) gave an analysis for Contrastive Reduplications (CRs) in
English like (11) based on the Parallel Architecture proposed by Jackendoff (1997;
2002), as shown in Figure 1.7

(11) I make the tuna salad, and you make the SALAD-salad.

Phonology
P𝑗,𝑘 P𝑘

Syntax
X/XP𝑚𝑖𝑛

CR𝑠𝑦𝑛
𝑗 X/XP𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑘

Semantics

⎡⎢
⎣

𝑍𝑘

[𝑃/𝐸/𝑆
𝐶𝑇 𝑅 ]

𝑗

⎤⎥
⎦

Figure 1: Analysis for CRs in English according to Ghomeshi et al. (2004: 344)

Applying this to the reduplication in Mandarin Chinese, the structure should be
something like Figure 2.8,9 Further, A-le-A can be handled as two compositional
processes [[[A]-le] -A]. Moreover, the yi in A-yi-A and A-le-yi-A can simply be

7P = phonological unit, P/E/S CTR = prototypical/extreme/salient contrast, XP𝑚𝑖𝑛 = XP without
its specifier

8DELIM = delimitative
9Although the reduplication inMandarin Chinese does not have a contrastive meaning, we preserved

the notation of CR𝑠𝑦𝑛 in Ghomeshi et al. (2004) to simply refer to the reduplicant. In English, it makes
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viewed as a dangling phonological unit. In this case, the phonological unit ⟨ yi ⟩ is
coindexed neither with a syntactic unit nor with a semantic one.

Phonology
P𝑗

kan

P𝑗,𝑘

kan

Syntax
V

V𝑗 CR𝑠𝑦𝑛
𝑘

Semantics

[[ 𝐷𝐸𝐿𝐼𝑀
([𝐿𝑂𝑂𝐾]𝑗)

]
𝑘
]

Figure 2: Analysis for AA following Ghomeshi et al. (2004)

This analysis correctly captures the fact that the addition of yi does not change the
syntactic and semantic behavior of the reduplication. It also provides a formal account
for the phonology of the reduplication. On the other hand, by assuming a construction
specially for the reduplication, Ghomeshi et al.’s (2004) approach loses the connection
between the reduplication and other aspect markers in Mandarin Chinese, unlike the
affixation analysis.

Finally, Fan et al. (2015) provided a unified HPSG analysis for the reduplication
of both verbs and adjectives in Mandarin Chinese. They considered reduplication
to be a morphological process and modeled the reduplication via lexical rules. They
regarded the reduplication as functioning as an intensifier predicate, which has the
subtypes redup_up_x_rel and redup_down_x_rel. They provided the lexical rule (12)
for reduplication in general, and further proposed redup-a-lr and redup-v-lr as sub-
types of redup-type, as illustrated in (13) and (14) respectively. The orthography is
handled separately. The AABB form for adjectives and the ABAB form for verbs, as
well as the AAB form for V-O compounds, are handled as irregular derivation forms.

(12)

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

redup-type
CAT|HEAD 1
VAL 2

CONT 3 HOOK [LTOP 4
IND 5]

C-CONT ⟨
⎡
⎢⎢
⎣

event-rel
PRED intensifier_x_rel
LBL 4
ARG1 5

⎤
⎥⎥
⎦

⟩

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

→ ⎡⎢
⎣

CAT|HEAD 1
VAL 2
CONT 3

⎤⎥
⎦

(13)
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

redup-a-lr ⊂ redup-type
CAT|HEAD adjective
VAL [SPR ⟨⟩]
C-CONT ⟨[PRED redup_up_x_rel]⟩

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

sense to assume CR𝑠𝑦𝑛 to be a syntactic unit, because the base can be XP𝑚𝑖𝑛. But for Mandarin Chi-
nese, the base can only be V. As Ghomeshi et al. (2004: 353) wrote: “when applying to its smallest
scope, X inside of a word, it has the feel of other things that attach there, i.e., morphological affixes”.
It seems that it suffices to assume the reduplication in Mandarin Chinese to be a morphological phe-
nomenon (cf. Section 2.3). We continue to call the second column “syntax” to preserve the consistency
of the notations.
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ORTHOGRAPHY: A → AA; (irregular AB → AABB)

(14)
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

redup-v-lr ⊂ redup-type
CAT|HEAD verb
CONT|HOOK [ASPECT non-aspect]
C-CONT ⟨[PRED redup_down_x_rel]⟩

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

ORTHOGRAPHY: A → AA; A → A-yi-A; (irregular AB → ABAB)

This approach provided a unified account for adjectival and verbal reduplication.
Their commonalities are captured by inheritance hierarchies of the intensifier predi-
cates and the lexical rules. In the case of verbal reduplication, A-yi-A is analyzed as
an alternative orthographical form of AA. This correctly captured the intuition that
AA and A-yi-A express the same meaning and only differ from each other phono-
logically/orthographically.

Nevertheless, this analysis has some shortcomings. To begin with, since the
combination with aspect markers is completely forbidden, it is impossible for this
approach to account for A-le-A. Moreover, as verbal reduplication is considered to
express a delimitative aspectual meaning, it seems unconvincing to assume that there
is no aspect information in its semantics. We consider a semantic explanation as
described in Section 2.2 to be more reasonable for ruling out aspect markers other
than le. Furthermore, this account can only deal with monosyllabic reduplication and
handles ABAB and AAB as irregular forms, for the reason that ABAB and AAB
reduplication of AB verbs is supposedly “not very productive in Chinese” (Fan et al.
2015: 102). However, this is not true. Basciano & Melloni (2017), Melloni & Bas-
ciano (2018), Xie (2020) and H. Xing (2000) all considered both AA and ABAB
to be productive, and H. Xing (2000) concluded that AAB is productive as well.
Therefore, ABAB and AAB should not be handled as irregular forms, but should be
derivable from lexical rules.

The shortcomings of previous analyses lead us to propose a new HPSG analysis
of verbal reduplication that formalizes its phonology, resolves the problem of yi and
preserves the generalization on aspect marking.

4 A new HPSG analysis
In what follows, we suggest a new lexical-rule-based analysis of aspect marking and
reduplication using Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) as the semantic represen-
tation formalism (Copestake et al. 2005).

The implicational constraint in (15) shows the constraints on all structures of
type verbal-reduplication-lr for Mandarin Chinese. Such structures take a verb as
LEX-DTR. The output reduplicates the phonology of the input verb with the possibility
to have further phonological material in between. indicates an underspecified list
which could be empty or not. A delimitative relation is appended to the RELS value
of the input verb, and it takes the event index of the input verb as argument. The
label of the output ( 2 ) is identified with the label of the input and with the label
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verbal-reduplication-lr

non-perfective-reduplicaiton-lr

a-a-lr a-yi-a-lr

aspect-marking-lr

perfective-lr

perfective-reduplicaiton-lr

a-le-yi-a-lr a-le-a-lr

v-le-lr

durative-lr …

Figure 3: Type hierarchy for lexical rules of verbal reduplication and le

of the delimitative relation, hence delimitative-rel is treated as a modifier. Further
relations can be added at the beginning of the RELS list to allow for the additional
perfective meaning in A-le-A and A-le-yi-A. The combination with the perfective
will be elaborated on in the following paragraphs.

(15) verbal-reduplication-lr ⇒
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

PHON 1 ⊕ ⊕ 1

SYNSEM [LOC|CONT [LTOP 2
IND 3]]

RELS ⊕ 4 ⊕ ⟨⎡⎢
⎣

delimitative-rel
LBL 2
ARG0 3

⎤⎥
⎦

⟩

LEX-DTR

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

PHON 1

SYNSEM|LOC ⎡
⎢
⎣

CAT [HEAD verb]

CONT [LTOP 2
IND 3]

⎤
⎥
⎦

RELS 4

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

To account for the variations in the phonology of the reduplication as well as
the combination with the phonology and semantics of the perfective aspect marker
le, the type hierarchy of lexical rules in Figure 3 is put forward. Apart from the
type perfective-reduplication-lr, which adds the inherited perfective relation, there is a
subtype non-perfective-reduplication-lr, which does not add further relations. Hence,
what is in the RELS list in (15) is the empty list in (16):

(16) non-perfective-verbal-reduplication-lr ⇒
[RELS 1 ⊕ ⟨[]⟩
LEX-DTR [RELS 1 ] ]

The RELS list of the output of the lexical rule ( 1 ) is the RELS list of the daughter plus
one element. Since the element is specified in the supertype, it has not been specified
in (16) again.

non-perfective-verbal-reduplication-lr has aa-lr and a-yi-a-lr as direct subtypes.
(18) and (19) show aa-lr and a-yi-a-lr, respectively. As subtypes of verbal-redup-
lication-lr illustrated in (15), both inherit the constraints on the LEX-DTR and on the
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semantics of the output, and because of (16), no extra material is appended to the
RELS value of the input verb and the list containing the delimitative-rel. In addition
to the inherited constraints, aa-lr and a-yi-a-lr specify the phonology of the output
differently. aa-lr determines that the between the two phonological copies in (15)
is empty, whereas a-yi-a-lr specifies this list of phonological material as ⟨ yi ⟩:
(17) Constraints on lexical rules of type aa-lr and a-yi-a-lr:

aa-lr ⇒ a-yi-a-lr ⇒
[PHON 1 ⊕ 1
LEX-DTR [PHON 1 ]] [PHON 1 ⊕ ⟨ yi ⟩ ⊕ 1

LEX-DTR [PHON 1 ] ]

The lexical rules with all inherited constraints are given in (18) and (19):

(18) The AA lexical rule with all constraints inherited from the supertypes:
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

aa-lr
PHON 1 ⊕ 1

SYNSEM [LOC|CONT [LTOP 2
IND 3]]

RELS 4 ⊕ ⟨⎡⎢
⎣

delimitative-rel
LBL 2
ARG0 3

⎤⎥
⎦

⟩

LEX-DTR
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

PHON 1

SYNSEM|LOC ⎡
⎢
⎣

CAT [HEAD verb]

CONT [LTOP 2
IND 3]

⎤
⎥
⎦

RELS 4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

v-le-lr is a direct subtype of the perfective-lr. perfective-reduplication-lr inherits
from both verbal-reduplication-lr and perfective-lr and has two subtypes, a-le-yi-a-lr
and a-le-a-lr itself. verbal-reduplication-lr is already presented in (15). We now turn
to the constraints on perfective-lr and its subtypes.

(19) The A-yi-A lexical rule with all constraints inherited from the supertypes:
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

a-yi-a-lr
PHON 1 ⊕ ⟨ yi ⟩ ⊕ 1

SYNSEM [LOC|CONT [LTOP 2
IND 3]]

RELS 4 ⊕ ⟨⎡⎢
⎣

delimitative-rel
LBL 2
ARG0 3

⎤⎥
⎦

⟩

LEX-DTR
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

PHON 1

SYNSEM|LOC ⎡
⎢
⎣

CAT [HEAD verb]

CONT [LTOP 2
IND 3]

⎤
⎥
⎦

RELS 4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Müller & Lipenkova (2013: 246) proposed the perfective lexical rule given in
(20), adapted to the formalization adopted in the current paper. It takes a verb as
LEX-DTR and appends ⟨ le ⟩ to its phonology. Further, it accounts for the change in
semantics by appending the RELS value of the input verb to a perfective-rel.
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(20) Perfective lexical rule adapted from Müller & Lipenkova (2013: 246):
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

perfective-lr
PHON 1 ⊕ ⟨ le ⟩
SYNSEM|CONT [LTOP 2

IND 3]

RELS ⟨
⎡
⎢⎢
⎣

perfective-rel
LBL 2
ARG0 3
ARG1 4

⎤
⎥⎥
⎦

⟩ ⊕ 5

LEX-DTR
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

PHON 1

SYNSEM|LOC ⎡
⎢
⎣

CAT [HEAD verb]

CONT [LTOP 4
IND 3]

⎤
⎥
⎦

RELS 5

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

The event variables ( 3 ) of the input and the output verb are shared. The LTOP of
the output of the lexical rule ( 2 ) is the label of the perfective relation, and this
relation scopes over the embedded verb. The handle of the embedded verb ( 4 ) is
the argument of the perfective-rel.

The lexical rule suggested in (20) only explains simple perfective aspect marking
with le, where le immediately follows the verb. But it cannot account for the perfective
aspect marking of a reduplicated verb, as le does not occur after the reduplication,
nor can le be reduplicated together with the verb. It can only appear between the
verb and the reduplicant. In order to accommodate le marking for both simple and
reduplicated verbs, a general perfective lexical rule as in (21) and a subtype v-le-lr as
in (22) are posited here. Besides adding a perfective-rel in the RELS list of the output
as in (20), the perfective-lr in (21) allows an underspecified list to be appended at
the end of the RELS list. The PHON value of the output makes it possible for further
phonological material to occur both before and after ⟨ le ⟩.

(21) Type constraints on the type perfective-lr from which other subtypes inherit:
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

perfective-lr
PHON ⊕ ⟨ le ⟩ ⊕
SYNSEM|CONT [LTOP 2

IND 3]

RELS ⟨
⎡
⎢⎢
⎣

perfective-rel
LBL 2
ARG0 3
ARG1 4

⎤
⎥⎥
⎦

⟩⊕ 5 ⊕

LEX-DTR
⎡
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

SYNSEM|LOC ⎡
⎢
⎣

CAT [HEAD verb]

CONT [LTOP 4
IND 3]

⎤
⎥
⎦

RELS 5

⎤
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

v-le-lr as given in (22) inherits from perfective-lr and specifies that the first ele-
ment in the output PHON list is identified with the PHON value of the input verb and that
nothing else comes after ⟨ le ⟩. Furthermore, no other list can be appended at the end
of the RELS list of the output anymore. This corresponds to the proposal of Müller
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& Lipenkova (2013: 246) shown in (20), which accounts for the simple perfective
marking of verbs.

(22) Structure of type v-le-lr with constraints inherited from perfective-lr:
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

v-le-lr
PHON 1 ⊕ ⟨ le ⟩
SYNSEM|CONT|LTOP 2

RELS ⟨
⎡
⎢⎢
⎣

perfective-rel
LBL 2
ARG0 3
ARG1 4

⎤
⎥⎥
⎦

⟩⊕ 5

LEX-DTR
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

PHON 1

CAT ⎡⎢
⎣

HEAD verb

CONT [LTOP 4
IND 3]

⎤⎥
⎦

RELS 5

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

perfective-reduplication-lr inherits from both verbal-reduplication-lr and perfec-
tive-lr. The PHON value of the output reduplicates the phonology of the input verb
and states that there is ⟨ le ⟩ in between, as well as potentially further phonological
material. The RELS list of the output appends the delimitative-rel to the perfective-
rel and the RELS value of the input verb. The arguments of both perfective-rel and
delimitative-rel share the event index of the input verb ( 3 ) to ensure that they apply
to the same event denoted by the input verb. The label of the delimitative-rel and
the input verb are identified (delimitative-rel is a modifier) and this shared label is
embedded under the perfective-rel.

(23) Perfective and reduplication combined: type perfective-reduplication-lr with
constraints inherited from perfective-lr and verbal-reduplication-lr:
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

perfective-reduplication-lr
PHON 1 ⊕ ⟨ le ⟩ ⊕ ⊕ 1
SYNSEM|CONT|LTOP 2

RELS ⟨
⎡
⎢⎢
⎣

perfective-rel
LBL 2
ARG0 3
ARG1 4

⎤
⎥⎥
⎦

⟩⊕ 5 ⊕ ⟨⎡⎢
⎣

delimitative-rel
LBL 4
ARG0 3

⎤⎥
⎦

⟩

LEX-DTR

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

PHON 1

SYNSEM|LOC ⎡
⎢
⎣

CAT [HEAD verb]

CONT [LTOP 4
IND 3]

⎤
⎥
⎦

RELS 5

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

For example (9a), we get the following MRS representation, where h1 and h2 corre-
spond to the handles 2 and 4 and e1 to the event variable 3 :
(24) h1 ⟨ h1:perfective(e1,h2), h2:taste(e1,he,soup), h2:delimitative(e1) ⟩
So the delimitative relation is treated as an adjunct to the main relation of the verb,
and the perfective relation scopes over both the main relation and the delimitative
relation.
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Two subtypes of perfective-reduplication-lr are posited: a-le-yi-a-lr and a-le-a-
lr, as shown in (25). They take over the semantic change to the input from perfec-
tive-reduplication-lr, but specify the PHON value differently. Specifically, a-le-yi-a-lr
specifies the middle phonological material as ⟨ le, yi ⟩, while a-le-a specifies it as ⟨ le ⟩
only.

(25) ⎡⎢
⎣

a-le-yi-a-lr
PHON 1 ⊕ ⟨ le, yi ⟩ ⊕ 1
LEX-DTR [PHON 1 ]

⎤⎥
⎦

⎡⎢
⎣

a-le-a-lr
PHON 1 ⊕ ⟨ le ⟩ ⊕ 1
LEX-DTR [PHON 1 ]

⎤⎥
⎦

Since the above-described lexical rules do not constrain the number of syllables
of the input verb, but simply reduplicate its phonology as a whole, they can also ac-
count for the ABAB and the AB-le-AB forms of reduplication, as long as the input
verb is disyllabic. Notice that the lexical rules above also produce AB-yi-AB and
AB-le-yi-AB for disyllabic input verbs. Although these forms are generally consid-
ered unacceptable (Basciano & Melloni 2017: 160, Hong 1999: 275–276, Li &
Thompson 1981: 30, Yang & Wei 2017: 239), Fan (1964: 269) and Sui (2018:
143) considered AB-yi-AB and AB-le-yi-AB to be possible, even though they both
recognized that these two forms are rare. Indeed, a few examples of AB-yi-AB and
AB-le-yi-AB were found (26).

(26) a. ta
he
weixiao-le-yi-weixiao,
smile-PFV-one-smile

you
and

mingxiang-le-yi-mingxiang.10
meditate-PFV-one-meditate

‘He smiled a little bit and meditated a little bit.’
b. feichang

very
yansu
seriously

de
DE

ba
BA

jinshi
nearsighted

yanjing
glasses

duanzheng-le-yi-duanzheng.11
straighten-PFV-one-straighten
‘[He] very seriously straightened the nearsighted glasses quickly.’

c. jiduo
many

sanluan-zhe
scattered-DUR

de
DE

chuan
boat

li
in
de
DE

dengguang,
light

ye
also

huyinhumie
flicker

de
DE

bianhuan-le-yi-bianhuan
change-PFV-one-chang

weizhi.
position

(CCL)

‘Many scattered lights in the boats also changed their positions a little bit,
flickering.’

This suggests that even though AB-yi-AB and AB-le-yi-AB might be degraded,
they are not ungrammatical per se. The reason for this degradedness is probably
phonological, since AB-yi-AB and AB-le-yi-AB contain too many syllables (Fan
1964: 274, Sui 2018: 143, Yang & Wei 2017: 239, Zhang 2000: 15), but we ar-
gue that it is not an issue of grammaticality. Thus, they can still be produced via the

10Rou, Shi. 1975. Roushi xiaoshuo xuanji [Selected novels of Roushi], 31. Beijing: People’s Litera-
ture Publishing House.

11Li, Jieren. 1962. Da bo [Great wave], 3rd band, 171. Beijing: The Writers Publishing House.
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lexical rules posited above, but are ruled out or degraded due to a general phonolog-
ical constraint.

AAB, A-yi-AB, A-le-AB, AA-kan and A-kan-kan can also be accounted for by
the lexical rules proposed in this section. They can be analyzed as compounds con-
sisting of a reduplicated monosyllabic verb and another element. Specifically, AAB,
A-yi-AB and A-le-AB can be considered as the compound of a reduplicated mono-
syllabic verb (A) and a noun (B).12 AA-kan can be regarded as the compound of a
reduplicated monosyllabic verb (A) and the verb kan ‘look’, whereas A-kan-kan is
the compound of a monosyllabic verb (A) and the reduplication of kan ‘look’. A-yi-
A-kan is also possible, though rare, presumably also due to its length. An inquiry in
CCL found 55 hits of A-yi-A-kan. A sample is listed in (27).

(27) a. danshi
but

dui
about

fa
issue

mei
not

fa-guo
issue-EXP

hege-zheng,
conformity-certificate

yijing
already

shuo
say

bu
not

qing
clealy

le,
PTC

xuyao
need

cha-yi-cha-kan.
check-one-chek-look

(CCL)

‘But one already cannot say it clearly anymore, whether a certificate of
conformity is issued or not. One needs to have a check and see.’

b. da-laoban-men
big-boss-PL

yao
need

deng-yi-deng-kan
wait-one-wait-look

(CCL)

‘Big bosses need to wait a little bit and see.’
c. furen

madam
ni
you

dao
just

shu-yi-shu-kan,
count-one-count-look

zhe
this

zhu
CLF

hua
flower

de
DE

huaduo
blossom

gong
in.total

you
have

ji
how.many

zhong
CLF

yanse.
color

(CCL)

‘Madam, just try to count and see how many colors the blossom of this
flower has in total.’

Due to the prominent tentative, trying meaning of AA-kan and A-kan-kan, they are
not compatible with the perfective aspect marker le semantically, as one usually can-
not try something that is already realized. Unacceptable structures such as A-le-A-
kan and A-kan-le-kan are thus semantically ruled out.

The current analysis provides a unified account for all forms of delimitative verbal
reduplication in Mandarin Chinese. Like in Fan et al. (2015), yi is handled as a
phonological element which does not make any contribution to the semantics, and
an inheritance hierarchy is used to capture the commonalities among different forms
of reduplication. But the present proposal also reflects the connection between the
reduplication and aspect marking via multiple inheritance. This account makes use
of a semantic mechanism, which correctly rules out aspect marking with forms other

12Huang (1984) and Her (1996; 2010) argued that some of this kind of structures are compounds,
some are phrases, and some have dual status (both compounds and phrases). Following this approach,
AAB, A-yi-AB and A-le-AB can (also) be considered as the phrasal combination of a reduplicated verb
and its object.
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than le. By providing a semantic explanation, this mechanism seems less ad hoc than
the one used in Fan et al. (2015), which simply assumed that the reduplication cannot
combine with aspect information. The present approach also has a broader coverage
of the forms of verbal reduplication than the one in Fan et al. (2015). Furthermore, all
the forms are derivable from the lexical rules proposed here, so that there is no need
to resort to irregular lexicon entries, and the productivity of these forms is correctly
captured. In sum, the analysis proposed in this paper possesses greater explanatory
power and resolves the problems of previous studies.

5 Conclusion
The current study provides an HPSG account for verbal reduplication in Mandarin
Chinese. We presented empirical evidence that reduplication is possible with all Ak-
tionsarten. We gave a semantic explanation for the incompatibility of reduplication
with aspect markers other than le. We argued that reduplication is a morphological
rather than a syntactic process. We modeled reduplication as a lexical rule, and the
different forms of reduplication are captured in an inheritance hierarchy using un-
derspecified lists. The interaction between verbal reduplication and aspect marking
is handled by multiple inheritance. This analysis is compatible with both mono- and
disyllabic verbs, so that all productive forms of reduplication are derivable by lexical
rules. The analysis is implemented as part of the CoreGram project (Müller 2015)
in a Chinese grammar in the TRALE system (Meurers, Penn & Richter 2002; Penn
2004).
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Abstract

As observed at various occasions, the usage of epistemic adverbs
in information seeking questions is by far more restricted than the
usage of epistemic adjectives. Starting from Lyons (1977) this contrast
was motivated assuming that different types of epistemic operators
come with different semantics and scope positions in the utterance,
namely objective vs. subjective epistemic modality. However it is not
possible to define clear classes of objective epistemic modal operators
in terms of clear diagnostics. It will be shown here that the contrast
of acceptability is more accurately explained in terms of locality and
binding properties of the variable for the attitude holder rendering the
epistemic judgement. If locally bound, epistemic modal operators can
be embedded, if not, they are subject to much stricter conditions in
order to be interpretable.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the question under which conditions epistemic modal
operators can be embedded in information seeking questions and complement
clauses. Starting with Greenbaum (1969: 111, 153) and Jackendoff (1972:
344–345), it was observed that epistemic adjectives like probable with finite
clausal complements can be more readily embedded in questions than their
morphological cognate adverbs like probably (cf. 1). These contrast were
originally observed in data from English.

(1) a. Is it probable that Frank beat all his opponents?
b. * Did Frank probably beat all his opponents?

Similar contrasts between epistemic adverbs and adjectives are also reported in
other West Germanic languages such as with Dutch waarschijnlijk ‘probable’
and its German cognate wahrscheinlich (cf. Nuyts 2001a: 55–59, Nuyts
2001b: 389–390, 393), as well as with Hungarian adverbs talán ‘perhaps’,
valószinüleg ‘probably’ and biztosan (Kiefer 1984: 69–70).1

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses some earlier
explanations to account for this contrasting behaviour of epistemic adjectives
and epistemic adverbs, which assume that the different syntactic categories

†First, I am grateful to three anonymous reviewers for their comments and suggestions.
Furthermore, I owe special thanks to Amália Mendes, Frank Richter, Manfred Sailer
and Symon Stevens-Guille for their comments on this paper before, during and after the
conference. I am grateful to Łukasz Jędrejowski and Felix Bildhauer for helping me with
literature. Finally, I would express my gratitude to Robin Cooper and Jonathan Ginzburg
for comments about modality, types and message-typesn in Situation Semantics.

1These authors do not provide explicit data for a contrast between epistemic adverbs
and epistemic adjectives, but it follows from their claim that epistemic adverbs in these
languages are excluded from questions.
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come with different semantics. Moreover, challenges will be addressed, which
these explanation face. In Section 3, it will be shown that it is necessary to
take a broader perspective on that matter in order to understand how these
modifiers differ precisely. It will investigate how different epistemic modal
expressions are subject to different constraints to identify the attitude holder
who renders the epistemic judgement. As German modal operators have
a richer array of uses, the discussion will mainly draw from German data.
Section 4 will present an alternative analysis, which demonstrates that the
difference of acceptability is due to a difference of how the attitude holder
involved in the epistemic judgement is syntactically represented and how
much it is accessible for binding processes.

2 Objective vs. Subjective Epistemic Modality

In subsequent research on the different behaviour of epistemic adverbs and
adjectives in information seeking questions, Lyons (1977: 799) suggested that
the diverging behaviour is due to a difference in semantics: Epistemic adverbs
are always interpreted in a ‘subjective’ epistemic manner, by means of which
the speaker weakens their commitment to the truth. In contrast, epistemic
adjectives always are interpreted in an ‘objective’ epistemic interpretation,
which is based on ‘quantifiable logical probability’. Lyons (1977: 749, 802)
is inspired by R.M Hare’s (1971) work, who assumes that each utterance
consists of three components: (i) a phrastic component, which corresponds
to the propositional content of the utterance; (ii) a tropic component, which
determines the type of speech act and (iii) and finally a neustic component,
which specifies the degree of commitment of the speaker to that speech act.

In Lyons’ (1977: 749, 802) model, utterances are structures consisting
of two operator positions; for the neustic and the tropic component and a
slot for the proposition p. An assertion involves an “unqualified” neustic
component with the meanining ‘I-say-so’ represented by a full stop and an
“unqualified” tropic component with the meaning ‘It-is-so’, also represented
by a full stop. Moreover, he gives a classification of five other types of speech
acts which are result of the interaction of different ‘qualifiers’ ‘?’ for questions,
‘!’ for directives and ‘∼’ for negation and the different scopal positions.

(2) a. assertion . . p

b. tropic negation . ∼ p

c. question ? . p

d. command . ! p

e. prohibition . ∼! p

f. deliberative question ? ! p

Building on this model of speech acts, Lyons (1977: 804) claims that the
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diverging degree of acceptability with epistemic adjectives and adverbs in
information seeking questions is due to their different scopes they may take
in the representation of an utterance. Hence, he postulates two distinct types
of epistemic modality: objective epistemic modality (ObjEM), qualifying the
tropic it-is-so component (cf. 3) and subjective epistemic modality (SbjEM),
qualifying the neustic I-says-so component (cf. 4):

(3) a. I say that it is possibly the case that p.
b. .◇p

(4) a. Possibly/perhaps it is the case that p.
b. ◇.p

From this model it follows that SbjEM operators and question operators
compete for the same scopal position in the utterance, predicting that they
can never co-occur (p.799–800).

This suggests that subjectively modalized utterances, unlike cate-
gorical assertions and objectively modalized statements, are not
acts of telling; and that their illocutionary force is in this respect
similar to that of questions, which are also non-factive.

Although there is no clear statement about epistemic adverbs, Lyons (1977:
805–806) claims that epistemic modal verbs are much more appropriate for
the expression of SbjEM, whereas epistemic adjectives and nouns in copula
constructions are much more natural for the expression of ObjEM.2 However,
Lyons (1977: 797–801) notes that some epistemic modal auxiliaries can also
be interpreted in an ‘objective’ epistemic way. His assumption is motivated
by the observation that there are some uses of epistemic modal auxiliaries
in English which can occur under negation, in antecedents of event-related
conditionals and in information seeking questions. Accordingly, he concludes
that a restricted group of modal auxiliaries can be used in an ‘objective’
way, whereas the majority only is acceptable with a ‘subjective’ epistemic
interpretation. Despite the fact Lyons explicitly mentions that can, must

2Actually, Lyons (1977: 800) mentions the possibility that epistemic adverbs can come
with a ObjEM interpretation:

But we can express at least three different degrees of factuality in English by
selecting one modal adverb rather than another from a set which includes,
certainly’, ’probably’,and ’possibly’; and the difference between ’probably’
and ’possibly’, when they are used in objectively modalized statements, would
seem to correlate, at least roughly, with the difference between a degree of
factuality that is greater than and one that is less than 0.5.

On page 798, Lyon discusses and example with perhaps, which he classifies as SbjEM.
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and may have an ‘objective’ epistemic interpretation in English, he does not
systematically specify the precise extension of the class of ObjEM auxiliaries.3

Turning to their specific meaning, Lyons (1977: 797, 799–800) notes
that ObjEM is related to alethic modality, both being subtypes of Carnap’s
quantifiable logical probability. However, they cannot be sharply distinguished
from one another. In contrast, SbjEM expresses a proper illocutionary act of
assuming.

Finally, Lyons (1977: 797, 806) assumes that SbjEM is more basic
than ObjEM and that the latter is derived from the former by a process of
‘objectification’, but that is impossible to draw a sharp distinction between
the two of them either. At this point it should be stressed that Lyons hardly
ever becomes explicit how different syntactic categories relate to the SbjEM
vs. ObjEM distinction and that Lyons barely provides examples and thus
does not come up with exhaustive lists of lexical items which can only be
interpreted in an ObjEM way, only in a SbjEM way or in both ways.

Shedding more light on the usage of epistemic adjectives, Watts (1984:
136–137) argues that likely and possible yield ‘objective’ epistemic interpre-
tations whenever occurring with for-to-infinitives and ‘subjective’ epistemic
interpretations whenever occurring with finite that-clauses. In contrast, Watts
(1984: 138) claims that adverbials are always interpreted in a SbjEM way
and that can has only an ObjEM interpretation and may is allows for both
interpretations.

Hengeveld (1988: 236–240) is much more explicit and systematic bringing
constructed examples from English, which are meant to demonstrate that
epistemic adverbs and epistemic adjectives are clearly distinguished by the
meaning they convey: Whereas epistemic adverbs are always SbjEM, epis-
temic adjectives are always ObjEM. As regards their semantic contribution,
Hengeveld is fairly loyal to Lyons’ original proposal. But he crucially departs
from Lyons’ original claims, as he suggests that epistemic adverbs are always
SbjEM. However, Hengeveld (1988: 237) makes a somewhat confusing state-
ment too. He observes that epistemic may and must cannot occur in the
scope of a negation. From this, Hengeveld (1988: 237) concludes that the
inability of the modal auxiliaries to occur in the scope of a negation must
be due to their are SbjEM nature. This is fairly surprising as this entails
that Hengeveld assumes that they cannot be ‘objective’ epistemic. If they
had an ObjEM variant, they were expected to be totally acceptable in the
negation. At this point he contradicts Lyons (1977: 797–798), who takes
precisely these two verbs as the most prototypical examples which can be
interpreted in either way: SbjEM and ObjEM.

According to Hengeveld (1988: 236–240), this difference in semantics
3Lyons is not very explicit. Below are enlisted examples he uses for may as ObjEM

(14) pp. 797–798, (24–25) p. 801, (45) p.804; can’t as ObjEM (26–27) pp. 801, must (15)
pp. 797–798, ObjEM, SbjEM hardly natural with needn’t (31) p. 801; Examples of may
as SbjEM (14) p. 797, (24–25) p. 801, must as SbjEM (15) p. 797.
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is the reason why epistemic adjectives occur in a whole range of syntactic
environments from which epistemic adverbs are excludes, such as: (i) em-
bedded in information seeking questions, (ii) in the scope of a negation, (iii)
embedded in the antecendent of an event-related conditional, (iv) in the scope
of a past or future tense marker, (v) and they can be challenged.

In later research, the distinction between objective and ‘subjective’ epis-
temic modality is motivated by the type of evidence on which the epistemic
judgement is based. This has been most explicitly elaborated by Nuyts (2001b:
384, 386) who argues that ‘subjective’ epistemic modality makes reference to
evidence that is accessible to the speaker alone, whereas ‘objective’ epistemic
modality makes reference to evidence that is accessible to a bigger group of
referents. Some formal semantic approaches such as Tancredi (2007: 2) and
Huitink (2008: 7) follow the idea that the accessibility of the evidence is the
key to distinguish between these two types of epistemic modality. Depart-
ing from Lyons’ original idea, Nuyts (2001b: 393) suggests that ‘objective’
epistemic modality is not related to alethic reasoning and that therefore it
should be renamed into ‘inter-subjective’ modality. Crucially, Nuyts (2001a:
72–78) argues that the acceptability of epistemic modal operators in the
scope of question operators or negations or in antecedents of event-related
conditionals is not determined by the dimension ‘objective’ vs. ‘subjective’
but by a second, more functional dimension: descriptive vs. performative.
As epistemic adverbs are always performative, they are excluded from these
non-canonical environments, in opposition, epistemic adjectives are always
descriptive, which renders them acceptable in the same contexts.

Turning to analyses on German, Öhlschläger (1989: 207, 210) and Diewald
(1999: 82–84, 274) assume in their work inspired by Lyons (1977) that there
are ‘objective’ epistemic modal auxiliaries in German, too. In contrast to
Lyons, their study is based on a much broader selection of empirical data
and it is much more systematic. Their analysis of German modal verbs leads
them to the conclusion that the forms kann and muss allow for objective
interpretations whereas the forms mag and könnte clearly do not. As they
argue the former can be embedded in questions and in the scope of a negations,
but the latter fail to do so.

The assumption that there are two separate types of epistemic modality
with different interpretation and different scope comes with various prob-
lematic consequences, as shown by Maché (2013: 360–373). To start with,
there is no consensus at all what ObjEM really is and which elements can
be used express it and which cannot, as illustrated in Table 1. For instance,
Lyons (1977: 800, 805–806) assumes that epistemic adverbs may be more
appropriate to express a SbjEM interpretation, he notes that ObjEM uses
are not totally excluded. Opposed to that, Watts (1984: 138) and Hengeveld
(1988: 236–240) claim that epistemic adverbs are limited to SbjEM uses.
Moreover, Lyons (1977: 797–798) considers may and must as prototypical
ObjEM, whereas Hengeveld (1988: 237) argues that these verbs cannot be
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negated as they are SbjEM. Finally, Nuyts (2001a: 72–78) suggests that the
acceptability of epistemic operators in questions is not determined by their
degree of objectivity but by an entirely different dimension: performativity
vs. descriptivity.

Summing up, there is only one observation which is supported by a broader
range of studies, which is that epistemic adverbs are hardly acceptable in the
scope information seeking question operator or negation whereas epistemic
adjectives are to a much larger extent.

author adj adv verb
English Dutch German

can can’t may must kunnen kann müssen dürfte mögen

Lyons (1977) s/o s/o? s/o s/o
Perkins (1983: 101) s/o
Kiefer (1984: 68–70) obj sbj
Watts (1984: 133) s/o sbj obj s/o
Hengeveld (1988: 236–240) obj sbj sbj? sbj?
Nuyts (2001a)
Nuyts (2001b: 387–393) s/o s/o s/o
Tancredi (2007: 2) s/o s/o
Huitink (2008) sbj s/o s/o s/o
Öhlschläger (1989: 207, 210) sbj s/o s/o s/o sbj
Diewald (1999: 82–84, 274) sbj s/o s/o sbj

Table 1: Different statements on categories, elements and their interpretation

Secondly, there are different conceptions about which of the two modalities
is more basic. Lyons (1977: 797, 806) and Nuyts (2001b: 392–393) assume
that SbjEM is the more common and basic one and that ObjEM is derived
from the latter. However, there is challenging evidence. Hengeveld (1988: 259)
and Diewald (1999: 273,366) have shown that, from a historical perspective,
it is ObjEM which is the base from which subjective modality develops. In
similar vein, Watts (1984: 138) argues that can only can be interpreted
in an SbjEM way. This would be surprising if ObjEM should always be
derived from SbjEM uses. Finally, it remains to be shown for theories that
assume that epistemic adjectives are restricted to ObjEM interpretations and
epistemic adverbs to SbjEM interpretations, how there can be morphological
derivation rules which derive the further from the latter.

Thirdly, there are instances of elements which are interpreted with respect
to the knowledge of a singe attitude holder which occur in non-canonical
environments. The instance of können (cf. 5) is definitely interpreted with
respect to a single attitude holder who is rendering a intuitive judgement
rather than in terms of quantifiable logical probability. Despite of that, they
are attested in information seeking questions. Likewise, modal particles
such as wohl are not considered to be compatible with quantifiable logical
reasoning (cf. 6), nevertheless they occur in information seeking questions
too, as shown by Zimmermann (2004: 263–264). A much more detailed
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discussion is provided by Maché (2013: 360–373).

(5) a. „Wer
who

kann
can

Ihnen
you

etwas
something

ins
into.the

Glas
glass

geworfen
throw-ptcp.prf

haben?”,
have-inf

fragte
asked

der
the

Richter.
judge

b. „Ich
I

denke,
think

es
it

war
was

dieser
that

Bekannte”,
friend

erwiderte
answered

die
the

Frau.4

woman
‘ “Who could have thrown something in your glass?” , the judge asked.

“I think it was this friend”, the woman answered.’

(6) Ist
Is

Hein
Hein

wohl
wohl

auf
at

See?
sea

‘Tell me your assumption concerning Hein’s being at sea or his not being
at sea: Is he at sea or not?’

Note that all of the involved modal operators involve a modal force on the
lower end of the scale such as possibility or probability, epistemic necessity
modals are not attested in information seeking questions (cf. Maché 2013:
304–309).

Fourthly, it is impossible to model something like objective public evidence.
Attitude holder A and B can sit in the same foot ball stadium watching the
same game SL Benfica Lisboa against Sporting Club de Lisboa but nevertheless
use the claimed ObjEM adjective in a conflicting way based on their individual
knowledge and expectations. Speaker A can say It is probable that Benfica is
going to lose today, Speaker B can say at the very same moment It is probable
that Sporting is going to lose today. If probable were an ObjEM, it would
be expected that they yielded the same interpretation for any attitude in a
given situation. Even expressions like probable are highly dependent on the
individual speaker’s beliefs, cf. Maché (2013: 366–367) for more details.

Summing up, studies on ‘objective’ epistemic modality only agree in a
single point: That the use of epistemic adverbs are much more limited in the
scope of a information seeking question operator or a negation as compaired
to epistemic adjectives in predicative use. However, it was shown that the
assumption of two independent types of epistemic modality fails to account
for the bigger picture. A more elegant and accurate solution will be developed
in Sections 3 and 4.

3 Context dependence of epistemic operators

Among the West Germanic languages, German has the richest array of modal
verbs which are interpreted with respect to an attitude holder’s knowledge

4DeReKo: BVZ07/FEB.00540 Burgenländische Volkszeitung, 07/02/2007.
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and beliefs, namely reportative uses of wollen and sollen. Therefore, the
remaining discussion will focus on German but it can easily be extended to
the other West Germanic languages under discussion as well.

The main idea here is that epistemic modal operators introduce a variable
for a deictic center (dc) who makes the epistemic judgement, as already
suggested by Stephenson (2007: 497). As illustrated in more detail below,
there are various ways to identify this dc-variable with an appropriate referent
of an attitude holder which is syntactically encoded in the utterance.

With epistemic modal verbs such as dürfte ‘be.probable/may’ and epis-
temic adverbs such as wahrscheinlich which occur in canonical matrix declar-
ative clauses the deictic center is identical to the speaker referent (8):

(7) Der
the

Joseph
Joseph

dürfte
be.probable

die
the

Maria
Mary

kennen.
knows-inf

‘Joseph probably knows Mary.’

deictic centre=spkr

(8) Der
the

Joseph
Joseph

kennt
knows

die
the

Maria
Mary

wahrscheinlich.
probably

‘Joseph probably knows Mary.’

deictic centre=spkr

In cases in which an epistemic modal verb or epistemic modal adverb is
embedded under non-factive attitude predicates such as denken ‘think’ or
vermuten ‘assume’, the dc-variable is identified with an appropriate atti-
tude holder argument in the matrix clause, mostly the subject referent but
sometimes also an object referent (cf. Stephenson 2007: 497)

(9) Der
the

Gabriel
Gabriel

vermutet,
assumes

[dass
that

der
the

Joseph
Joseph

die
the

Maria
Mary

kennen
knows-inf

dürfte].
may
‘Gabriel assumes that Joseph might know Mary.’

deictic centre=matrix exp = Gabriel

Note that in contrast to some claims (eg. Lyons 1977: 799), epistemic modal
verbs are also attested embedded under factive predicates which embed
w -interrogative clauses, such as ermitteln ‘determine’.

(10) In
in

Auswertungen
examinations

des
the

Netzwerks
network-gen

unter
under

der
the

Leitung
direction

von
of

Pavel
Pavel

Spurný
Spurný

von
of

der
the

Akademie
Academy

der
of

Wissenschaften
Sciences

der
the-gen

Tschechischen
Czech

Republik
Republic

konnte
can-pst

schnell
quickly

ermittelt
determine-inf
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werden,
pass.aux-inf

[was
what

beim
at.the

Durchgang
transit

durch
through

die
the

Erdatmosphäre
earth.atmosphere

geschehen
happen-ptcp.pst

sein
prf.aux-inf

musste].5

must-pst
‘In examinations carried out by Pavel Spurný’s team in the Czech Academy
of Sciences, it was quickly determined [what must have happened during the
transit through the Earth’s atmosphere].’

deictic centre=matrix exp = Gabriel

Examples like the one above provide further evidence that factive/resolutive
predicates do actually not embed complements of the semantic type question
but rather facts (cf. discussion in Ginzburg & Sag 2000: 63–80). The crucial
fact is that epistemic necessity verbs like müssen are not common at all in
information seeking w -questions as shown by Maché (2013: 304–309). Thus,
the embedded interrogative in (10) does not have any counterpart as a main
clause w -question.

As observed by Lasersohn (2005), Zimmermann (2004), Maché (2013:
299–305, 306–309), there are even more ways of how deictic centres can be
interpreted. Epistemic modal verbs, epistemic adverbs and particles which
occur in information seeking questions are interpreted with respect to the
addressee.

(11) Wen
who.acc

dürfte
be.probable

der
the

Joseph
Joseph

hier
here

aller
of.all

kennen?
know-inf

‘Whom do you believe does Joseph know here?’

deictic centre=addr

It is important to stress that epistemic operators in information seeking
interrogatives impose strict conditions of use on the contexts in which they
can be employed. They are only felicitous in utterance situations in which the
speaker assumes that the addressee is not in the position to commit to any
answer and only able to provide assumptions that reflect the modal strength
of the modal operator suggested by the speaker.

Unlike most European languages, German developed so-called reportative
modal verbs, a highly specialised type of necessity verbs (cf. Becker 1836:
181, Bech 1949: 5–6, 11–13, 39). It is the only language which has two
different of these verbs: The control verb wollen, which marks its subject as
the source of some claim (cf. 12), and the raising verb sollen, which marks
some referent which cannot be phonetically expressed by an argument but
whose existence is at least presupposed (13). Arguably this could be some
argument which lacks phonetical realisation. They behave like prototypical
epistemic modal operators in many respects, but they crucially differ in that

5https://steiermark.orf.at/stories/3121388/ 14th September 2021.
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the deictic centre is always identified with an attitude holder argument
introduced by the modal verb itself.

(12) Der
the

Joseph
Joseph

will
wants

die
the

Maria
Mary

kennen.
knows-inf

‘Joseph wants everybody to add the proposition to the common ground that
Joseph knows Maria.’

deictic centre=subj

(13) Der
the

Joseph
Joseph

soll
shall

die
the

Maria
Mary

kennen.
knows-inf

‘someone wants everybody to add the proposition to the common ground
that Joseph knows Maria.’

deictic centre=exp

As Manfred Sailer (pers. commun.) pointed out, there is yet another
possibility to bind open dc-variables. Reportative adverbials such as laut-PPs
‘according to’ may bind dc-variables under certain circumstances, but this
relation only optional. Alternatively, the laut-PP can be interpreted as the
source of evidence that makes the speaker assume the content of the prejacent
proposition (cf. 15), similar observations have been made by Döring (2013:
115–117) for the German modal particle wohl. .

(14) [Laut
according.to

dem
the

Woiferl]
Woiferl

dürfte
be.probable

der
the

Joseph
Joseph

die
the

Maria
Mary

kennen.
knows-inf
(i)‘Woiferl provided evidence that makes spkr assume Joseph knows Maria.’

deictic centre=spkr
(ii)‘Woiferl is assuming that Joseph probably knows Maria.’

deictic centre=Woiferl

(15) [Laut
according.to

dem
the

Woiferl]
Woiferl

soll
be.claimed

der
the

Joseph
Joseph

die
the

Maria
Mary

kennen.
knows-inf
‘According to Woiferl, Joseph knows Maria.’

deictic centre=Woiferl

Coming to a conclusion, there are five different ways in which epistemic opera-
tors can be interpreted: They can be evaluated with respect to the knowledge
of the speaker, of the addressee, of some argument of a superordinate clause
and with respect to the knowledge of a referent which is contributed by the
predicate meaning itself. As shown by Maché (2013: 422), the dc-variable is
always bound by the most local potential binder:
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(16) Locality Requirement for Deictic Centres (LRDC)

1. If the epistemic modal operator itself provides an appropriate
argument referring to an attitude holder, a free dc-variable will
be bound by that argument

2. If the epistemic modal operator is embedded by an attitude
predicate and if there is no other more local intervening binder, a
free dc-variable will be bound by the predicates argument that
refers to the attitude holder

3. If there is no other more local intervening binder, a free dc-variable
can be bound by the referent expressed by a laut-PP

4. If there is no other more local intervening binder, a free dc-
variable will be bound by the most salient participant involved in
updating the common ground,

(a) which is the speaker in the case of assertions
(b) which is the addressee in the case of questions

In order to yield an interpretable utterance, dc-variables have to be bound
in order to ensure the Condition on Deictic Centres is met.

(17) Condition on Deictic Centres (CoDeC)
The use of an epistemic operator indicates that the embedded proposi-
tion is not part of the deictic centre’s knowledge.

4 Analysis

In this section, it will be shown how to model lexicon entries of the different
types of epistemic modifiers and how to formalise the Locality Requirements
for Deictic Centres. Finally, some tree structures which involve the various
types of epistemic modifiers will be exemplified.

4.1 Lexicon entries of modal predicates and adverbs

Presently, there is little work on modal semantics within the existing semantic
frameworks of HPSG. The foundations are yet to be developed for Minimal
Recursion Semantics and Lexical Resource Semantics. Thus, the semantic
aspects will remain fairly superficial in the analysis outlined here. However,
there is an implementation for a possible world semantics for Type Theory with
Records in work under development by Robin Cooper, based on Kratzer’s
(1978) analysis which might be a possible way to follow for the analysis
developed here.

Turning to predicative uses of epistemic adjectives like wahrscheinlich or
probable, they can be modelled based on previous work by Pollard & Sag
(1994: 330) and Müller (2013a: 80–82), as illustrated in Figure 1. It comes
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wahrscheinlich ‘probable’⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

phon /vAö".SaI
“
n.lIç/

ss|loc

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

cat

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

head [ prd +
adjective-prd

]
subj ⟨ 1 dass-Si ⟩
comps ⟨ ( 2 PPfür−j ) ⟩
arg-st ⟨ 1 dass-Si , 2 PPfür−j ⟩
mod ⟨⟩

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

cont

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

soa i
mforce mforce
mbase soa
osource soa
exp j
dc ind
closed boolean
epistemic-soa

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Figure 1: wahrscheinlich ‘probable’ – epistemic adjective (predicative)

with two arguments one subject clause and an optionally realised für -PP
which encodes the attitude holder making the epistemic evaluation. If the
latter is not spelled out, it is usually interpreted as a generic pronoun similar
to PROarb.

The analysis of modal semantics presented here follows Robin Cooper’s
(pers. comm.) approach to model propositions as RecordTypes, an situa-
tion semantic entity in TTR which could be roughly translated as state-
of-affairs.6Accordingly, the cont of an epistemic modifier is of the type
epistemic-soa which is specified for the following attributes: soa for the mod-
ified prejacent proposition, mforce to determine the modal force (possibility,
probability, necessity,. . . ), mbase for a modal base, and osource for ordering
source. Moreover there is a variable for a deictic center dc, which is required
to identify the attitude holder with respect to whose knowledge the epistemic
modal operator is identified. Independently from that variable some epistemic
modifiers have the potential to phonetically realise that attitude holder as an
argument; this is represented under the attribute experiencer-argument.
In the case of epistemic adjectives, this argument can be phonetically realised
by a für -PP in German and as the subject-NP in the case of reportative
wollen. Provided the right syntactic configuration, this argument qualifies
as the most local legitimate binder of the dc-variable. Note that, following
Cooper, the modal base and ordering source are modelled as RecordTypes here
loosely translated as soa, an epistemic modal base could be conceived then as
the very rich soa corresponding to the model of the actual world consistent
with the knowledge of the speaker rather than as a set of possible worlds
in the Kratzerian tradition. Finally, there is the boolean feature closed
which indicates whether or not the dc-variable is already locally bound by
some argument directly introduced by the model operator itself. It is needed
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phon /vAö".SaI
“
n.lIç/

synsem

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

loc

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

cat

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

head
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣mod

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ loc [ cat [ head verb ]
cont soai

] ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

comps ⟨⟩
arg-st ⟨VPi ⟩
adverb

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
cont

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
soa i
dc ind
epistemic-soa

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Figure 2: wahrscheinlich ‘probably’ – epistemic adverb

to explain why there are some operators that embed epistemic operators
which are locally bound ([ closed + ]), but fail to whenever they are not
([ closed − ]), as shown in the corpus study by Maché (2013: 261–404). In
the remainder of this paper, the features mforce, mbase and osource will
no longer be shown, as they are not relevant to the analysis presented here.

Epistemic adverbs in turn can be modelled along the lines of the entry for
sentential negation as suggested by Müller (2020: 223) or Kim (2021: vii),
cf. Figure 2. The main difference between epistemic adjectives and adverbs
is that adjectives still have the potential to phonetically realise its attitude
holder argument, for adverbs PP/NP arguments are no longer available on
the arg-st list and the cont-value. This is confirmed by the fact that
those German adjectives which can license arguments in there predicative
uses, such as treu + NPdat ‘loyal’, ähnlich + NPdat ‘similar’, bewusst +
NPgen ‘aware’ or schuldig + NPgen, they no longer have the potential to
realise their arguments in their adverbial uses. In other words, they lack
representations of these arguments in their cont and arg-st attributes.
Thus predicative epistemic adjectives always involve some mostly phonetically
unrealised generic pronoun, similar to sollen, which is commonly analysed as
predicating a wish to a unrealised referent different from the subject referent
(cf. Becker 1836: 181, Bech 1949: 11). This is much in line with Lasersohn’s
(2005: 273–277) observation that predicates of personal taste always come
with a variable for a judge according to whose attitude the predicate is
evaluated.

Epistemic modal verbs are a subclass of raising verbs and can be modelled
along the lines of the analysis developed by Müller (2013b: 243, 277), as
illustrated in Figure 3. Crucially, their cont-value does not include any
attitude holder argument, only a dc-variable, as they are never observed
with phonetically realised arguments – just as with epistemic adverbs.

Reportative wollen is a control predicate which introduces an attitude
holder argument as its subject, yielding a structure with a verbal head which

6The analysis developed here is also perfectly compatible with Ginzburg & Sag’s (2000:
38–44) alternative assumption of distinct message types.
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cat [ head verb
arg-st 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ ⟨V[ bse, lex +, subj 1 , comps 2 ]i ⟩ ]

cont

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
soa i
dc ind
epistemic-soa

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Figure 3: dürfte ‘be.probable’ – epistemic modal verb

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

cat

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
head verb
arg-st ⟨NP[ str ]i ⟩ ⊕ 2 ⊕⟨V[ bse, lex +, subj ⟨NP[ str ]i ⟩ , comps 2 ]j ⟩

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
cont

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

exp i
soa j
dc i
closed +
epistemic-soa

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Figure 4: wollen ‘want/claim’ – reportative modal verb

has a exp-argument on its arg-st and its cont and its cont is of the type
epistemic-soa, as shown in Figure 4. As already demonstrated in Section 4.2,
this is exactly the configuration in which LRDC 1 can apply, binding the
dc-variable is locally by the exp-argument. The analysis of control verbs
employed follows the spirit suggested by Müller (2013b: 280). The entry for
reportative sollen is almost identical except that its attitude holder argument
is not its subject but it remains phonetically unrealised.

4.2 Formalising the Locality Requirement for Deictic Centres

The first clause of the LRDC applies to epistemic modifiers which introduce
an experiencer-argument referring to the attitude holder that locally binds
the dc-variable. The requirement is that the input structure has to contain a
verbal head, a cont-value of the type epistemic-soa and a representation of
an exp-argument in its cont-attribute, as shown in Figure 5. This constraint
applies to configurations which involve either predicative epistemic adjectives
or reportative modal verbs.

The formalisation of LRDC 2 states that whenever an attitude predicate
embeds a finite or nonfinite clauses which contains an epistemic operator indi-
cated by the type epistemic-soa whose dc-variable is still free ([ closed − ]),
this dc-variable is co-indexed by an appropriate argument in the matrix
clause referring to the attitude holder, as demonstrated in Figure 6. The

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cat [ head verb ]
cont [ exp i

epistemic-soa
]
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
→

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ cont [ dc i
closed +

] ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Figure 5: Locality Requirement for Deictic Centres – Clause 1
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cat

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

arg-st list ⊕ ⟨NPi ⟩ ⊕ list ⊕

⟨ S

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h-dtr|synsem|loc

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cat|head|ic −

cont [ closed −
epistemic-soa

]
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⟩
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

cont [ exp i ]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
→

[ cat [ arg-st list ⊕ ⟨ S [ h-dtr|ss|cont [ dc i ] ] ⟩ ] ]
Figure 6: Locality Requirement for Deictic Centres – Clause 2
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head

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ic +
vform fin
verbal

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
cont

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
soa [ closed −

epistemic-soa
]

proposition

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
bckgrd

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
prop

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ soa
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ nucl [ inst i

spkr-rel
] ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
fact

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
⊕ list

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

→

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cont

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
soa [ dc i

epistemic-soa
]

proposition

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Figure 7: Locality Requirement for Deictic Centres – Clause 4a

feature ic− (independent clause) as suggested by Ginzburg & Sag (2000:
41, 45) signals that the relevant clause is embedded.

Clause 4a addresses cases in which a declarative main clause (ic+) con-
tains an epistemic operator (type epistemic-soa) which has a dc-variable,
which has not been locally bound yet (closed−). In such a configuration
the dc-variable is bound by the representation of the speaker referent he
background feature proposed by Ginzburg & Sag (2000: 120–124).

Clause 4b is almost identical except that cont is of the type question
and that the dc-variable is bound to the representation of the addressee in
bckrd. As LRDC 3 is more complicated to describe and and requires more
space, it cannot be addressed in this paper.

4.3 Binding of the deictic centre

In this section, it will be shown why the interpretation of clauses that contain
some epistemic modifiers is mostly almost identical in many cases despite
the fact that these modifiers may be entirely different categories. Secondly, it
will shed light on the differences between epistemic adverbs and epistemic
adjectives, which cause the former to be by far less acceptable in information
seeking questions than the latter.

Figure (8) illustrates the combination of a predicative epistemic adjective
with a copula by means of predicate complex formation as suggested by
Müller (2013b: 28). The essential assumption here is that the copula is not
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phon /vAö.SaI
“
n.lIç Ist/

ss|loc

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

cat
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ head [ subj ⟨ 1dass-Si ⟩

verb
] ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

cont 4

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

soa i
exp j
dc j
closed +
epistemic-soa

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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3
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phon /vAö.SaI
“
n.lIç/

ss|loc

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

cat

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

head

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
prd +
subj ⟨ 1dass-Si ⟩
adjective-prd

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
comps ⟨ ( 2PPfür−j ) ⟩
arg-st ⟨ 1dass-Si, 2PPj ⟩

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
cont 4

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

soa i
dc j
closed +
epistemic-soa

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

phon /Ist/

ss|loc

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

cat

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
head verb
arg-st 1dass-Si ⊕

2 PPfür−j ⊕ 3

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
cont 4

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

soa i
dc j
closed +
epistemic-soa

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

adjpred
head

Figure 8: Copula with predicative epistemic adjective

semantically empty but transparent, in other words, it inherits the full lexical
content of the embedded predicative. Note that in Müller’s (2013b: 20) MRS-
based analysis the copula only inherits parts of the embedded predicative’s
cont-value. The inspiration for the analysis pursued here comes from the
fact that a copula with a predicative behaves semantically the same way as a
verb. The combination of the predicative epistemic adjective with a copula
yields a phrase which (i) contains a verbal head with an epistemic-soa as a
cont-value and (ii) its cont-value has a exp-argument. This is exactly the
configuration in which LRDC 1 applies and binds the dc-variable

In contrast, epistemic adverbs which are adjoined to VPs yield an argu-
ment structure which essentially differs from epistemic adjectives in predica-
tive function, cf. Figure 9. As the adverb is lacking a representation of an
exp-argument in its cont-attribute, the VP resulting from the adjunction
of the adverb does not have any cont-attribute which contains an exp-
argument either, which means LRDC 1 fails to apply and the dc-variable is
left free. So LRDC 2, 3 & 4 are the only options. Embedded in an infor-
mation seeking question, the dc-variable theoretically still could be bound
by the addressee by means of LRDC 4. But it appears that there are pretty
strict conditions on discourse: the speaker believes the addressee is not able
to commit to truth value of the proposition but only to the degree reflected
by the modal force of the epistemic operator.

So why are predicative epistemic adjectives in information seeking ques-
tions then more acceptable despite the fact that they also are used in contexts
in which the speaker believes that the addressee is not able to commit to truth
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adjunct head

Figure 9: Epistemic adverbs adjoined to VP

value of the proposition? The crucial difference is that in the case of epistemic
adverbs the request of epistemic evaluation is directed to the addressee alone.
In contrast, predicative epistemic adjectives most typically select a generic
pronoun as their attitude holder argument and by means of that the addressee
may include epistemic evaluations done by some other referent. Due to their
lack of an exp-argument in their cont-value, the dc-variable in epistemic
adverbs is only available to binders in a superordinate clause (attitude holder
of a matrix attitude predicate) or participating in the speech act (speaker,
addressee). In contrast, predicative adjectives involve a generic pronoun as
optional argument, which means the dc-variable is bound by that generic
pronoun also allowing for reported assessments. This would also account for
the more ‘objective’ or ‘inter-subjective’ flavour which is often associated
with these adjectives.

Despite their very different argument structure, epistemic modal verbs
share two important aspects with epistemic adverbs adjoined to a VP. Firstly,
they do not have an arg-st with an exp-argument and secondly, their
content-value that lacks an exp-argument. These parallels predict that
epistemic modal verbs and epistemic adverbs should behave in a similar
manner. And indeed they do. When embedded under attitude predicates,
they are always interpreted with respect to the attitude holder argument in
the superordinate clause:

(18) Der
the

Opa
granpa

glaubt,
thinks

dass
that

ich
I

vielleicht
maybe

den
the

Kurz
Kurz

gewählt
vote-ptcp.pst

habe7

have
‘Grandpa thinks that I maybe voted for Kurz.’

deictic centre=Opa

The binding behaviour in Example (18) also demonstrates that Nuyts’s
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Figure 10: Epistemic modal verbs

(2001a: 72–78) claim that epistemic adverbs are intrinsically performative,
in other words performing a weakening of the commitment to the truth by
the speaker is not accurate: The epistemic adverb is interpreted with respect
the matrix subject alone, excluding the speaker. Thus, epistemic adverbs are
context dependent operators.

4.4 Further Evidence

There is another puzzle yet to be solved. As shown by Doherty (1985: 118–
119), Reis (2001: 296), Maché (2013: 387–390), reportative sollen and
wollen are attested in information seeking questions and they are subject to
less restrictions than epistemic modal verbs are. Example (19) was uttered
in a context in which the common ground contains the following facts: (i)
house searches were conducted in several apartments of Austrian politicians.
(ii) in order to order house searches, the federal prosecutor for corruption has
to file a report in which accusation against the suspected are documented.

(19) Fabian
Fabian

erklär
explain-imp

mir
me

das
this

nochmal,
again

was
what

genau
exactly

sollen
is.claimed

die
the

Beschuldigten
accused

getan
do-ptcp.pst

haben?8

have-inf
‘Fabian, explain me this once again. What exactly are the accused claimed
to have committed?’

8Hausdurchsuchungen: Der Anfang vom türkisen Ende?
https://www.derstandard.at/story/2000130226235/hausdurchsuchungen-der-anfang-vom-
tuerkisen-ende?ref=rec. Time 4:48. Accessed on October 6 2021.
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(20) Wo
where

will
wants

Grass
Grass

eine
a

Tabuisierung
taboo

von
of

Israel-Kritik
Israel.criticism

entdeckt
find-ppp

haben?
have-inf

Kein
no

anderes
other

Land
country

wird
is

so
so

viel
much

kritisiert
criticised

wie
as

Israel.9

Israel
‘Where does Grass claim to have found a criticism of Israel? No other country
is subject to as much criticism as Israel is.’

Examples (19–20) involve some puzzling aspects, too. As mentioned above,
reportative wollen and sollen are counted among epistemic necessity verbs in
the broader sense, but unlike these latter they are acceptable in information
seeking questions. As shown in Section 4.3, unbound dc-variables are only
licensed in information seeking questions if a full range of discourse conditions
are met. One condition states that epistemic necessity operators are almost
impossible in this environment. However, reportative modal verbs have a
bound dc-variable, by virtue of which they are not subject to these conditions.
The analysis proposed here is further supported by accurately predicting the
diverging preferences of epistemic necessity verbs and reportatives.

5 Conclusions

The different behaviour of predicative epistemic adjectives and epistemic
adverbs in West Germanic languages is due to a difference in argument
structure: The former have an potentially phonetically unrealised attitude
holder argument, which by virtue of predicate complex formation is attracted
onto the copulas valency list and treated as its own argument. In this
configuration the argument becomes a legitimate local binder of the variable
for the deictic centre. Epistemic operators which contain a bound dc-variable
are subject to less discourse conditions as free ones. With epistemic adverbs
this is not the case. When they adjoin to a VP they do not contribute any
attitude holder argument to the VP, which means the dc-variable remains
free and the epistemic operator is only interpretable under rather unlikely
circumstances.
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Abstract

Resultative phrases are generally believed to conform to the Direct 
Object Restriction: that is, they describe the direct object if verbs are 
transitive. However, some exceptions have occasionally been 
reported, and this paper investigates the problem by focusing on 
resultative phrases that occur with the valency alternation verbs in 
Japanese and Mandarin Chinese. Verbs that license the locative 
alternation and locatum-subject alternation describe events that 
involve two arguments, the location and the locatum, which are 
perceived to concurrently undergo a change of state. It will be shown 
that resultative phrases with a valency alternation verb can be 
predicated of either argument regardless of whether it is expressed as 
direct object. Furthermore, resultative verbal suffixes in Mandarin, 
interpreted as description of either the location or the locatum, give 
rise to the locative alternation while their interpretation remains the 
same. Thus, it is claimed that in Japanese and Mandarin, the 
predication relation of resultative phrases is not determined by the 
grammatical function of arguments as generally believed, but rather 
by the lexical semantics of the verbs.

1 Introduction

It is generally claimed that resultative phrases in Japanese are similar to those 
in English in that they obey the Direct Object Restriction, i.e. they are 
predicated of the direct object of transitive verbs, or the subject of 
unaccusative intransitive verbs (Simpson, 1983). However, some authors 
have pointed out examples that do not follow the generalization. (In the 
following examples, resultative phrases are underlined while the NPs whose 
referents are described by resultative phrases are in bold.)

(1) otoko-wa kabe-ni penki-o aka-ku nut-ta.
man-TOP wall-LOC paint-ACC red-KU smear-PAST
‘(lit.) The man smeared paint on the wall (so that it became) red.’

(Nitta, 2002: 52)

The resultative phrase aka-ku ‘red’ describes the oblique NP kabe ‘wall’ 
rather than the direct object penki ‘paint,’ and the acceptability contrasts with 
the well-known pair of examples, which shows that the predication relation 
between resultative phrases and argument NPs is syntactically constrained in 
English.

(2) a. John loaded the wagon full with hay. 
b. *John loaded the hay into the wagon full. 

(Williams, 1980: 204)
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Examples in (2) show that resultative phrases in English must be predicated 
of the direct object while (1) demonstrates that the same syntactic constraint 
does not apply to Japanese.

Nitta (2002) analyzes the resultative phrase in (1) as an exception and 
argues that some “verbs of attachment” allow resultative phrases to be 
predicated of the oblique NP marked with the suffix -ni ‘on, in, to,’ which 
denotes the goal of attachment. According to him, the exception arises 
because verbs of attachment describe the events where not only what is 
attached, but sometimes also what it is attached to can undergo a change of 
state. While this paper shares his analysis based upon the lexical semantics 
of verbs, it will show that such resultative phrases are not isolated 
exceptions, but rather found systematically, and their occurrences are not 
limited either to the verbs of attachment or to ni-marked oblique NPs. In 
particular, this paper focuses on the verbs of locative alternation. The verb 
nur- ‘smear’ in (1) and the verb load in (2) are locative alternation verbs in 
Japanese and English respectively. It is claimed that locative alternation 
verbs allow resultative phrases to be predicated of oblique NPs as well as 
direct objects.

The phenomenon observed in (1) can also be found in Mandarin 
Chinese. Cao (2018) argued that resultative verb compounds (Vaction+Vresult) 
can go through the locative alternation in Mandarin and the example is 
shown in (3).

(3) a. Tailang zai-baisede-huaping-li cha-man-le meiguihua
Tailang LOC-white-vase-LOC put-full-PERF rose
‘(lit.) Tailang put the roses into the white vase full’

b. Tailang yong-meiguihua cha-man-le baisede-huaping
Tailang with-rose put-full-PERF white-vase
‘(lit.) Tailang put the white vase full with roses’

(Cao, 2018: 51)

In (3), the Vresult man ‘full’ describes the resultant state of baisede-huaping 
‘white vase’ regardless of whether it is expressed as oblique in (3a) or as a 
direct object in (3b). Apparently (3b) obeys the Direct Object Restriction but 
(3a) does not.

This paper claims that resultative phrases are predicated of the argument 
that undergoes a change of state in the event denoted by the main verb. The 
locative alternation verbs involve two arguments that undergo a change, and 
consequently allow either argument to be described by a resultative phrase. 
Furthermore, the predication relation between resultative phrases and 
arguments of verbs remain constant regardless of which argument appears as 
the direct object in the alternative syntactic structures. The analysis is cast in 
Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar to encode the lexical semantics of 
locative alternation verbs. The semantic structure triggers the alternative 
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syntactic variants while the interpretation of resultative phrases is not 
anchored to the syntactic realization of arguments, as the Direct Object 
Restriction predicts, but is analyzed to be tied to the shared semantic 
representation which identifies two arguments undergoing a change.

2 The resultative construction

Resultative constructions refer to clauses in which, in addition to the main 
verb (V), there is an additional, secondary predicate known as the result XP, 
predicating some state that comes about for some participant in the event as a 
result of the action described by the clause (Beavers, 2016). Some examples 
in English, Japanese and Mandarin Chinese are given in (4) through (6).

(4) John hammered the metal flat.

(5) John-ga kabe-o aka-ku nut-ta. (Japanese)
John-NOM wall-ACC red-KU smear-PAST
‘John sprayed the wall red.’

(6) Ta ba-yifu xi-de ganganjingjing. (Mandarin)
he BA(ACC)-clothes wash-DE clean
‘(lit.) He washed the clothes clean.’

The resultant state flat/aka-ku/ganganjingjing ‘flat/red/clean’ in the event 
are caused by the action expressed by the main verb hammer/nut-/xi- 
‘hammer/smear/wash.’ Furthermore, there is another type of resultative 
construction in Mandarin, which is known as resultative verb compounds, 
exemplified in (7). A resultative verb compound in Mandarin is, very roughly, 
a compound verb made up of two parts, the first indicating an action and the 
second the result of that action (Thompson, 1973). In other words, 
resultatives are expressed as the second component of the verb compound. 
Similarly to (6), the resultant state kai/hong ‘open/red’ in (8) and (9) are 
caused by the action expressed by the main verb la-/tu- ‘pull/smear.’

(7) La-kai
‘pull-open’(Vaction + Vresult)

(8) Ta la-kai-le men.
He pull-open-PERF door
‘He pulled the door open.’

(9) John tu-hong-le qiangmian.
John smear-(become) red-PERF wall
‘John smeared the wall red.’

Regardless of whether a result is expressed by resultative phrases or 
resultative verb compounds, they are generally believed to conform to the 
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Direct Object Restriction (the DOR henceforth). The DOR, originally 
observed by Simpson (1983), and later dubbed by Levin & Rappaport Hovav 
(1995), states that a resultative phrase in English licensed by a transitive verb 
is predicated of the postverbal NP, but may not be predicated of a subject or 
of an oblique complement as shown in (10). Examples (11) and (12) 
demonstrate that the DOR is equally applicable to Japanese and Mandarin, 
respectively.
(10)John smeared the wall red.

(11)John-ga kabe-o akaku nut-ta. (Japanese)
John-NOM wall-ACC red smear-PAST
‘John smeared the wall red.’

(12)John tu-hong-le qiangmian. (Mandarin)
John smear-(become)red-PERF wall
‘John smeared the wall red.’

In the examples above, red in English, akaku ‘red’ in Japanese, hong 
‘red’ in Mandarin are the resultatives, and they all describe the state of the 
wall, kabe ‘wall’ or qiagmian ‘wall,’ which is the direct object of the verb.

Semantically, Washio (1997), analyzing the Japanese resultative 
construction, classifies the semantic relations between the main verbs and 
resultative phrases into “weak” and “strong.” “Weak resultatives” describe a 
result which is predictable from the event denoted by the main verb; 
resultatives are “strong” if an unpredictable result is described. English and 
Mandarin allow both strong and weak resultatives, while Japanese only 
allows weak resultatives according to Washio (1997). Some examples of 
English and Mandarin are shown below as (13) and (14).

(13)English
a. The horses dragged the logs smooth. (Strong)
b. I froze the ice cream solid. (Weak)

(14)Mandarin
a. Na-tiao-gou fei-xing-le wo-baba. (Strong)

that-CL-dog bark-awake-PREF my-father
‘That dog barked my father awake.’

b. John ti-po-le qiuxie. (Weak)
John kick-broken-PREF sneaker
‘(lit.) John kicked the sneaker broken.’

Thus, while English, Japanese and Mandarin all seem to follow the DOR 
in basic cases, the semantic property of resultative phrases is more restricted 
than those in English and Mandarin. In the following sections, however, a 
closer look at the predication relation of resultative phrases reveals that 
Japanese and Mandarin are more permissive in that they allow resultative 
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phrases to be predicated of arguments that are expressed as oblique NPs.

3 Valency alternation verbs in Japanese

This section discusses resultative phrases that appear in the locative 
alternation construction as well as the locatum-subject alternation 
construction in Japanese.

3.1 The resultative construction in Japanese

It has been long understood (e.g. Kageyama, 1996) that resultative phrases in 
Japanese follow the DOR as is the case with English.1 The previous example 
(5), repeated here, and (15) show the resultative phrases describing the 
referent of direct object.

(5) John-ga kabe-o aka-ku nut-ta.
John-NOM wall-ACC red-KU smear-PAST
‘John sprayed the wall red.’

(15) Taro-ga kabin-o konagona-ni2 kowasi-ta.
Taro-NOM vase-ACC pieces-NI break-PAST
‘Taro broke a vase into pieces.’

Since resultative phrases describe a result of a change, it follows that the 
verbs which allow a resultative phrase generally express an event involving a 
change of state of the direct object. Some authors further conclude that, 
unlike English, verbs that appear in the Japanese resultative construction 
must encode such a change as part of their lexical semantics, distinguishing 
those verbs as “affected-theme transitives” (Koizumi, 1994), or “change-of-
state verbs” (Kageyama, 1996 and 2001). For example, unlike the English 
counterpart, the Japanese verb of applying force tatak- ‘hit, beat, pound’ does 
not allow a resultative phrase, e.g. *usu-ku tatak-u ‘(lit.) pound thin,’ because 
the state change of the theme argument is not entailed by the verb although it 
may be likely (Washio, 1997: 9).

Furthermore, the Japanese resultative construction allows only “weak 
resultatives” (Washio, 1997), or “Type B resultatives” (Iwata, 2006), i.e. 

1Although this paper deals with transitive verbs, resultative phrases in Japanese 
also cooccur with unaccusative intransitive verbs describing the referent of subject as 
characterized by the DOR. Among the Simpson’s analyses (1983: 146-147), 
however, a fake object, e.g. I laughed myself sick, or an unsubcategorized object, e.g. 
I ate him out of house and home, are not allowed in Japanese.

2Resultative phrases are morphologically marked by the suffix -ku as in (5) or -ni in 
(15), depending on their syntactic categories; the difference of those suffixes have no 
significant consequences for the analysis.
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resultative phrases that describe a predictable result. The sentence The horses 
dragged the logs smooth in (13a) has no well-formed Japanese equivalent 
because, it is claimed, logs’ being smooth is not a result predictable from 
horses’ dragging them (Washio, 1997). Thus, the semantic representation of 
the verbs contains not only a change of state of an argument but also a 
reference to a specific result.

3.2 Goal-oriented resultatives

Although it is generally claimed that resultative phrases in Japanese also 
obey the DOR as described in the previous section, some authors (e.g. Nitta,  
2002; Miyakoshi, 2006) have pointed out the examples that do not follow the 
generalization: e.g. in the previous example (1), repeated here, the resultative 
aka-ku ‘red’ describes the location argument kabe ‘wall’ expressed as an 
oblique; the resultative siro-ku ‘white’ in (16) describes the oblique tenzyou-
to kabe ‘the ceiling and wall’. 

(1) otoko-wa kabe-ni penki-o aka-ku nut-ta.
man-TOP wall-LOC paint-ACC red-KU smear-PAST
‘(lit.) The man smeared paint on the wall (so that it became) red.’

(Nitta, 2002: 52)

(16) Kyou-wa tenzyou-to kabe-ni siro-ku penki-o nut-ta.
today-TOP ceiling-and wall-to white-KU paint-ACC spray-PAST
‘(lit.) Today, (I) sprayed paint on the ceiling and wall white.’

(Miyakoshi, 2006: 9)

Example (16) is considered to be a deviation in that the resultative is 
predicated of the oblique locative. Nitta (2002) calls such examples ni ‘to’-
marked NP resultatives and Miyakoshi (2006) goal-oriented resultatives, and 
both authors attribute the deviation of the predication relation to the event 
structure of spraying: if paint is sprayed on a wall, the wall necessarily 
undergo a change of color, thus allowing a resultative phrase to describe the 
wall.

However, the oblique NPs which resultative phrases are predicated of are 
not limited to the ni-marked NP, and the next section shows that what is 
crucial for the acceptability of (1) and (16) is not the locative NP but the 
locative alternation verb nut-ta ‘smeared, sprayed’.

3.3 Location-oriented resultatives in the locative alternation

Levin (1993: 118) characterizes the locative alternation verbs as describing 
events of “covering surfaces and putting things into containers,” and they 
exhibit alternative argument structures: for example, English locative 
alternation verb load allows the location argument the wagon to be expressed 
either as direct object John loaded the wagon with hay, or an oblique John 
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loaded the hay into the wagon. However, since the DOR predicts that a 
resultative phrase is predicated of the direct object, the location can be 
described by a resultative phrase only when it appears as direct object, as 
confirmed in (2) in Section 1, repeated here.

(2) a. John loaded the wagon full with hay.
b.* John loaded the hay into the wagon full.

(Williams, 1980: 204)

The resultative phrase full, which describes the state of the wagon, is 
acceptable only when the wagon is expressed as the direct object.

The verb nut-ta ‘sprayed’ in (16) is a locative alternation verb in Japanese. 
Unlike the English locative alternation verb load in (2), however, the verb 
allows the location-oriented resultative siro-ku ‘white’ in both alternative 
syntactic structures.

(17) a. Kyou-wa tenzyou-to kabe-o siro-ku penki-de nut-ta.
today-TOPceiling-and wall-ACC white-KU paint-with spray-PAST

‘Today, (I) sprayed the ceiling and wall white with paint.’

b. Kyou-wa tenzyou-to kabe-ni siro-ku penki-o nut-ta. (=(16))
today-TOPceiling-and wall-to white-KU paint-ACC spray-PAST

‘(lit.) Today, (I) sprayed paint on the ceiling and wall white.’

Locative alternation verbs generally involve two arguments (in addition to 
the agent if the verb is transitive): the locatum argument that corresponds to 
what moves, and the location argument that corresponds to the goal of 
motion: e.g., penki ‘paint’ in (17) is the locatum argument, and tenzyo-to kabe 
‘the ceiling and wall’ is the location argument. As many authors argue (e.g. 
Pinker, 1989), verbs’ ability to participate in the locative alternation is 
lexically constrained: they describe the events where both arguments are 
perceived to concurrently undergo a change of state or position. The 
simultaneous changes give rise to alternative syntactic structures that map a 
distinct argument, i.e. tenzyo-to kabe ‘the ceiling and wall’ in (17a) and penki 
‘paint’ in (17b), to the direct object.

This paper claims that resultative phrases in Japanese, as well as those in 
Mandarin discussed in Section 4, are predicated of the argument that 
undergoes a change of state in the event denoted by the main verb. That is, 
the predication relation of resultative phrases is determined by the lexical 
semantics of verbs, rather than syntactic structures they appear in. Thus, the 
location-oriented resultative phrase siroku ‘white’ is predicated of the 
location argument tenzyo-to kabe ‘the ceiling and wall’ regardless of whether 
the argument appears as the direct object in (17a) or as an oblique in (17b). 
Furthermore, the next section shows that locative alternation verbs allow not 
only the location argument but also the locatum argument to be described by 
a resultative phrase in either syntactic alternative.
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3.4 Locatum-oriented resultatives in the locative alternation

The next examples show that a resultative phrase can be predicated of the 
locatum argument of locative alternation verbs in Japanese, whether it is 
expressed as direct object or as an oblique. The verb mai- ‘bind, wind’ in 
(18a) and (18b) is another locative alternation verb in Japanese, although the 
English counterpart wind is not an alternation verb. The locatum argument 
houtai ‘bandage’ is expressed as direct object in (18a) and described by the 
resultative phrase atuku ‘thick,’ conforming to the DOR. The resultative 
phrase can, however, also be predicated of the locatum argument expressed 
as de-marked oblique NP in (18b). The example is taken (and simplified) 
from the BCCWJ-NT corpus.

(18) a. me-no-ue-ni houtai-o atuku mai-ta.
eye-GEN-top-LOC bandage-ACC thick bind- PAST
‘(Someone) bound a bandage thick on top of eyes.’

b. me-no-ue-o houtai-de atuku mai-ta.
eye-GEN-top-ACC bandage-with thick bind-PAST
‘(lit.) (Someone) bound the top of eyes with a bandage thick.’

[Nijo, 2000; simplified]

Although English locative alternation verbs, e.g. spray, allow a resultative 
phrase to be predicated of the locatum argument also, the argument must 
appear as direct object, as shown in (19).

(19) a. John sprayed paint thick on the wall.
b.*John sprayed the wall with paint thick.

The Japanese examples in (18) show that the oblique NPs which 
resultative phrases are predicated of are not limited to ni-marked locative 
NPs, and provide strong evidence that what is crucial for the oblique-oriented 
resultatives is the locative alternation verbs, which lexically encode multiple 
arguments that undergo a change of state. Note that, as the examples in (17) 
and (18) show, there is no syntactic clue as to which argument a resultative 
phrase is predicated of, and a resultative phrase is interpreted on the semantic 
basis.

3.5 Resultatives in the locatum-subject alternation: further evidence

The locatum-subject alternation (Levin, 1993: 81) provides further evidence 
for the semantic nature of constraints on the Japanese resultative 
construction. Locatum-subject alternation verbs also involve locatum and 
location arguments, which undergo a change of state. In the alternative 
syntactic structures, the locatum argument is expressed either as an oblique or 
the subject: e.g. water in He filled a bottle with water/Water filled a bottle. 
Levin (1993) shows that in English, only fill-type verbs, which require the 
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location argument to appear as direct object, license the locatum subject 
alternation. In Japanese, however, mita-su ‘fill’ is a locative alternation verb 
and some locative alternation verbs also appear in the locatum-subject 
alternation. Consequently, the variant (20b) with the locatum oblique appears 
both in the locative alternation (20a and 20b) and in the locatum-subject 
alternation (20b and 20c). 

(20) a. Taro-ga bin-ni mizu-o mitas-ita.
Taro-NOM bottle-to water-with fill-PAST
‘(lit.) Taro filled water in a bottle.’

b. Taro-ga bin-o mizu-de mitas-ita.
Taro-NOM bottle-ACC water-with fill-PAST
‘Taro filled a bottle with water.’

c. mizu-ga bin-o mitas-ita.
water-NOM bottle-ACC fill-PAST
‘Water filled a bottle.’

While Sections 3.3 and 3.4 demonstrated resultatives that appear in the 
locative alternation, the corpus data show that a resultative phrase can be 
predicated of either argument in the locatum-subject variant (such as 20c) as 
well. The resultative phrase ike-no-you-ni ‘pond-like’ describes the location 
argument kubon-da-tokoro ‘a hollow’ in (21). Since the location is expressed 
as direct object, the predication relation is equally predicted either 
syntactically or semantically.

(21) sizuku-ga […]kubon-da tokoro-o ike-no-you-ni mitas-i, ...
drop-NOM subside-PAST place-ACC pond-GEN-appearance-NI fill-and
‘(lit.) Big drops (of water) filled a hollow (in the ground) like a pond ...’

[Zola, 2003; simplified]

Unlike the syntactic prediction by the DOR, however, the locatum 
subject can also be described by a resultative phrase as demonstrated in (22).

(22) tanihyouga-ga atu-ku tani-o mitas-i ...
valley.glacier-NOM thick-KU valley-ACC fill-and ...
‘(lit.) The valley glacier fills the valley thick ... ’

[Takahashi, 2006; simplified]

The resultative phrase atuk-u ‘thick’ describes the spatial configuration of the 
locatum subject tani-hyouga ‘valley glacier’ that results from its motion.

These examples together with those in the previous sections show that the 
predication relation of resultative phrases is not constrained by the syntactic 
realization of arguments but by the lexical semantics of verbs. Generally, a 
resultative phrase can be predicated of either argument in a single variant, 
and of the same argument in either syntactic variant.
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4 Valency alternation verbs in Mandarin Chinese

This section will introduce the locative alternation in Mandarin first and then 
analyze the resultative phrases and resultative verb compounds that appear in 
locative alternation construction. It is shown that Mandarin, as well as 
Japanese, allows locatum/location-oriented resultatives in alternative 
syntactic structures of the locative alternation.

4.1 Locative alternation verbs

Mandarin also has locative alternation verbs such as the verb tu ‘smear’ and 
pu ‘spread’ in examples (23) and (24) respectively:

(23) a. locatum-as-object variant
John zai-qiangmian-shang tu-le youqi.
John LOC-wall-LOC smear-PERF paint
‘John smeared the paint on the wall.’

b. location-as-object variant
John yong-youqi tu-le qiangmian.
John with-paint smear-PERF wall
‘John smeared the wall with paint.’

(24) a. locatum-as-object variant
John zai-zhuozi-shang pu-le baozhi.
John LOC-wall-LOC spread-PERF newspaper
‘John spread the newspaper on the table.’

b. location-as-object variant
John yong-baozhi pu-le zhuozi.
John with-newspaper spread-PERF table
‘John spread the table with newspaper.’

Pinker (1989) argues that a necessary criterion for a verb to participate in 
the locative alternation is that the verb allows the description of either a type 
of motion of the locatum argument or an end state of the location argument. A 
sentence like (23a), in which the locatum (youqi ‘paint’) is the direct object 
of the verb tu ‘smear,’ is called locatum-as-object variant. In locatum-as-
object variant, the locatum argument youqi ‘paint’ undergoes a change of 
location, which is a type of motion. A sentence like (23b), in which the 
location (qiangmian ‘wall’) is the direct object of the verb tu ‘smear’ is called 
location-as-object variant. In location-as-object variant, the location argument 
qiangmian ‘wall’ undergoes a change of state.

4.2 Location-oriented resultatives in the locative alternation

This section will discuss the location-oriented resultatives that appear as 
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resultative phrases with locative alternation verbs, and those that appear as 
the second component (Vresult) of resultative verb compounds in Mandarin.

The verb bie ‘fasten’ is a locative alternation verb as shown in (25). A 
location-oriented resultative jinjinde ‘tight’ appears in both locatum-as-object 
and location-as-object variants respectively. 

(25) a. Mary zai-toufa-shang jinjinde bie-le san-ge-faqia
Mary LOC-hair-LOC tight fasten-PERF three-CL-hairpin
‘(lit.) Mary fastened three hair pins on her hair tightly.’

b. Mary yong-san-ge-faqia jinjinde bie-le toufa
Mary with- three-CL-hairpin tight fasten-PERF hair
‘(lit.) Mary fastened her hair tightly with three hair pins.’

In (25), the resultative phrase jinjinde ‘tight’ describes the resultant state of 
the location argument toufa ‘hair,’ regardless of whether the location is 
expressed as oblique in (25a) or as a direct object in (25b).

Cao (2018) argues that verb compounds can also go through the locative 
alternation in Mandarin. For instance, the verb pu ‘spread’ mentioned in 
Section 4.1 can form a resultative verb compound if combined with a 
resultative verbal suffix man ‘full,’ as pu-man ‘spread-full’ in (26), which still 
can go through the locative alternation. The examples below show that the 
Vresult can be predicted of the location argument of alternation verbs regardless 
of whether the location is expressed as oblique or as a direct object.

(26) Location-oriented resultatives
a. John zai-zhuozi-shang pu-man-le baozhi

John LOC-table-LOC spread-full-PERF newspaper
‘(lit.) John spread the newspaper on the table full.’

b. John yong-baozhi pu-man-le zhuozi
John with-newspaper spread-full-PERF table
‘(lit.) John spread the table full with newspaper.’

Specifically, the Vresult man ‘full’ describes the resultant state of the location 
argument zhouzi ‘table’ in both variants, whether it is expressed as oblique in 
(a) or direct object in (b). Apparently, (26b) obeys the DOR but (26a) does 
not. 

The discussion of resultative verb compounds in Mandarin shows that 
the second component (Vresult) of resultative verb compounds are actually 
predicated of the argument that undergoes the change of state in the event 
denoted by the main verb. In other words, the predication relation of 
resultatives is determined by the lexical semantics of verbs, rather than the 
syntactic structures they appear in.
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4.3 Locatum-oriented resultatives in the locative alternation

This section will discuss the locatum-oriented resultatives in the locative 
alternation that appear as a resultative phrase and as the second component of 
resultative verb compounds.

Examples (27) and (28) show locative alternation verbs chan ‘wrap’ and 
gaizhu ‘cover’ respectively. In (27a) and (27b), a locatum-oriented resultative 
mimi ‘close’ appears in both location-object and locatum-object variants.

(27) Locatum-oriented resultatives in the locative alternation
a. yong-jiaodai mimi chan-le yibian da-daizi

with-sellotape close wrap-PERF around big-bag
‘(lit.) (someone) wrapped the sellotape around the big bag closely.’

[Wobubai, 2017; simplified]

b. zai-da-daizi-shang mimi chan-le yibian jiaodai
LOC-big-bag-LOC close wrap-PERF around sellotape
‘(lit.) (someone) wrapped the big bag with sellotape closely.’

In (27), the resultative phrase mimi ‘close’ describes the resultant state of the 
locatum argument jiaodai ‘sellotape,’ regardless of whether the locatum is 
expressed as oblique in (27a) or as a direct object in (27b).

Likewise, in (28), the resultative phrase houhoude ‘thick’ describes the 
resultant state of baozhi ‘newspaper,’ regardless of whether the locatum 
argument is expressed as oblique in (28a) or as a direct object in (28b).

(28) Locatum-oriented resultatives in the locative alternation
a. chuanghu yong-baozhi houhoude gaizhu-le 

window-TOP with-newspaper thick cover-PERF 
‘(lit.) (someone) covered the window with newspaper thick.’

[Sino News, 2019; simplified]

b. zai-chuanghu-shang houhoude gaizhu-le baozhi
LOC-window-LOC thick cover-PERF newspaper 
‘(lit.) (someone) covered the newspaper thick on the window.’

Similarly to pu ‘spread’ mentioned in (26), locative alternation verb tu 
‘smear’ can appear in a resultative verb compound by combining with a 
resultative verbal suffix yun ‘even,’ as tu-yun ‘smear-even,’ which still can go 
through the locative alternation as shown below.

(29) Locatum-oriented resultatives
a. John zai-qiangmian-shang tu-yun-le youqi.

John LOC-wall-LOC smear-even-PERF paint
‘(lit.) John smeared the paint even on the  wall.’
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b. John yong-youqi tu-yun-le qiangmian.
John with-paint smear-even-PERF wall
‘(lit.) John smeared the wall with paint even.’

It has been introduced in Section 2 that both resultative phrases and 
resultative verb compounds are believed to conform to the DOR, and DOR 
predicts that resultatives are predicated of the direct object. However, in (29) 
the Vresult yun ‘even’ (the second component of resultative verb compound tu-
yun) describes the state of youqi ‘paint’ in both variants instead of describing 
the direct object youqi in locatum-as-object variant and the direct object 
qiangmian ‘wall’ in location-as-object variant. That is to say, the resultative 
yun ‘even’ describes the resultant state of youqi ‘paint,’ regardless of whether 
the locatum is expressed as a direct object in (29a) or as oblique in (29b).

The analysis of resultative phrases and resultative verb compounds in 
Mandarin aligns with the discussion of Japanese resultatives, and provides 
evidence for the claim that the predication relation of resultatives is 
determined by the lexical semantics of verbs, rather than syntactic structures 
they appear in.

5 Analysis

In order to formally represent the predication relation between resultative 
phrases and arguments of locative alternation verbs, the lexical semantics of 
locative alternation verbs is analyzed in the framework of Head-Driven 
Phrase Structure Grammar (Sag et al., 2003) with semantic representation 
based on Minimal Recursion Semantics (Copestake et al., 2005). Although 
the choice of specific framework is not crucial, the feature structure 
formalism is chosen because it allows the underspecified mapping between 
lexical semantics and its syntactic realization.

5.1 Semantic approaches to the locative alternation construction

Since the syntactic notion of direct object is closely tied to the semantic 
notion of THEME/PATIENT, it is not surprising that there have been semantic 
approaches to the resultative construction which reanalyze the DOR in terms 
of the thematic roles. In Construction Grammar approach (Goldberg, 1995 
and 2006), for example, the argument labeled as PATIENT is interpreted as the 
logical subject of a resultative phrase, and is mapped to the direct object. In 
Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS) approach (e.g., Levin and Rapoport, 
1988; Rappaport and Levin, 1988; Pinker 1989; Kageyama, 1996), the notion 
of thematic roles is represented in terms of argument positions (or variables) 
of primitive predicates such as CAUSE. Resultative phrases are represented in 
terms of the primitive predicate BECOME, and its first argument is associated 
with the direct object.
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Although the two approaches differ in details, both associate a distinct 
semantic representation with each variant of valency alternations, and 
identify a single argument to stand in the predication relation of resultatives 
in each valiant. Given the data in the previous sections, both approaches 
would pose a problem in analyzing the Japanese and Mandarin resultative 
constructions since resultative phrases are predicated of either location or 
locatum argument regardless of which variant they appear in.

The crucial assumption underlying the proposed semantic analysis is that, 
following the view of such authors as Markantonatou and Sadler (1979) 
based upon Lexical Functional Grammar, and Beavers (2005 and 2010) based 
upon Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar, locative alternation verbs are 
associated with a single semantic representation which is mapped to 
alternative syntactic structures, rather than associating each syntactic variant 
with a distinct semantic representation. The shared lexical semantics of verbs 
encodes concurrent changes of state and position of two arguments, either of 
which can be described by resultative phrases regardless of which argument 
is mapped onto the direct object. Consequently, the interpretation of 
resultative phrases is not anchored to the syntactic realization of each variant, 
as the DOR predicts, but is determined based on the shared semantics.

5.2 Representing locative alternation verbs

The feature-value structure in (30) represents the lexical entry for the locative 
alternation verb nut- ‘spray’ in Japanese that licenses the variant with the 
locatum object: e.g. kabe-ni penki-o nut-ta ‘sprayed paint on a wall,’ similar 
to (17b).

(30)nur- ‘spray’

ARG-ST < NPi ,NPj ,NPk >

SEM 

  INDEX  s1

  RESTR  <

RELN smear
SMEARER i
LOCATION j
LOCATUM  k
BECOME < s2 ,s3 >
SIT  s1

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

, 
RELN  colored
INST j
SIT  s2

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
, 

RELN spread
INST k
SIT  s3

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

> 

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SYN 

HEAD verb

VAL 
SPR < NPi -ga  >

COMPS < NPj -ni,NPk -o >

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

As specified in the value of SEM, the verb’s main semantic content is a 
smearing relation among the individuals indexed as i for agent (SMEARER), 
the location j (LOCATION), and the locatum k (LOCATUM). The BECOME 
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feature encodes as part of the lexical semantics that two arguments j and k 
undergo a state change in situations s2 and s3 respectively: j becomes colored 
and k becomes spread.

Syntactically, as specified in the value of COMPS, the locatum k is 
realized as direct object NPk marked by -o. It is assumed that a separate 
lexical entry (not shown) for the same verb specifies a value of COMPS in 
which the location j appears as direct object NPj marked by -o while the 
locatum k is mapped to oblique complement NPk-de. The crucial part of the 
analysis is that those two lexical entries license alternative syntactic 
structures in the locative alternation while sharing the same semantic value.

5.3 Resultative lexical rule

A resultative phrase is introduced by the lexical rule in (31), following the 
idea of Wechsler and Noh (2001). It targets verbs with lexical semantics that 
includes a non-empty BECOME value, specifying a change of state of 
arguments, including, but not limited to, valency alternation verbs, and 
licenses a resultative phrase which describes the result of such a change of 
arguments.

(31)Resultative lexical rule

INPUT 

 ARG-ST  1

 SEM  

INDEX s

RESTR <  BECOME < ..., s', ...>
SIT  s
⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ ,... , 2

RELN  adj-rel
INST x
SIT  s'

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
,...>

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

OUTPUT ARG-ST  1 + < XP SEM  [RESTR < 2  >
SYN  [VAL  [SPR < NPx>]]
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

>
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

The OUTPUT of the lexical rule appends a resultative phrase XP to the ARG-
ST list. In effect, the resultative phrase will become an additional member of 
the VAL and be realized syntactically. Its semantic contribution is coindexed 
with one of the predications in the input RESTR list, and further instantiates 
it: e.g. the property colored in the predication s2 in (30) is instantiated as 
white if a resultative phrase siro-ku ‘white’ is added by the lexical rule.3

Note that if the predication of the resultative phrase is not unifiable with 

3The audience of the conference correctly pointed out that, while the lexical rule 
unifies the predication of the resultative phrase with one of the predications of the 
verb as intended, the general principle that amalgamates predications of all 
complements, e.g. the Semantic Compositionality Principle in Sag et al. (2003), puts 
both (identical) predications in the RESTR list. The semantic effect of having two 
identical members in the RESTR list is not clear to us, and we do not have an 
immediate solution to obviate the problem.
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any of the predications in the RESTR list of an input verb, the lexical rule 
fails to apply. It is a desirable result since Japanese allows only “weak 
resultatives,” expressing a result that is predictable from the lexical semantics 
of the verb. In effect, the semantic content of a resultative phrase and the 
predictable result specified by the verb both contribute to the description of a 
resultant state of the argument x. Mandarin, however, allows “strong 
resultatives,” and a resultative lexical rule need be more permissive to allow 
addition of a predication not unifiable with any of the predications in the 
lexical semantics of the verb.

The SEM value in (30) captures the characteristic shared by all valency 
alternation verbs: the concurrent state changes of the location and the 
locatum arguments. It in turn satisfies the requirements of verbs that license a 
resultative phrase in Japanese discussed in Section 3.1: entailing a change of 
state of an argument, and specifying its predictable result. Furthermore, the 
lexical rule in (31) targets a situation that appears in the BECOME list, which 
encodes the state of an argument that undergoes a change of state. When the 
lexical semantics of verbs involve more than one argument which undergoes 
a change of state, i.e. when the BECOME list contains more than one 
situation, as is the case with (30), a resultative phrase can be predicated of 
only the argument whose property is unifiable with its property: e.g. the 
property of a resultative phrase siro-ku ‘white’ is assumed to be unifiable with 
colored, but not with spread in (30). As discussed in Section 3.4, there is no 
syntactic clue as to which argument a resultative phrase is predicated of, and 
a resultative phrase is only interpreted on the basis of semantic plausibility.

6 Conclusion

This paper analyzes the resultative phrases that occur with valency 
alternation verbs in Japanese and Mandarin Chinese, and shows that, unlike 
commonly believed, the restrictions on the predicate relation in the 
resultative construction are basically semantic rather than syntactic: 
resultative phrases can describe the result of a state change of a participant in 
the event regardless of whether such a participant is expressed as direct 
object or not. The data involving valency alternation verbs are used because 
they denote an event in which both locatum and location arguments are 
lexically specified to undergo concurrent changes. Resultative phrases are 
predicated of either argument regardless of which syntactic variant they 
appear in, providing evidence that their predication relation is constrained not 
by the grammatical function but the semantic property of arguments.
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to provide a syntactico-semantic analysis of
hybrid coordination, in which what is coordinated are phrases bearing
different grammatical functions and different semantic roles. The
proposed account improves on previous HPSG analyses by giving up
the assumption that all conjuncts are dependents of the same head
and, more importantly, by taking into account the syntax–semantics
interface and providing semantic representations. This aspect of the
analysis builds on and generalizes previous HPSG work on polyadic
quantification.

1 Introduction

The empirical scope of this paper is what is known in the HPSG literature as
Hybrid Coordination (HC; Chaves & Paperno 2007, Bîlbîie & Gazdik 2012)
and what elsewhere is often called Lexico-Semantic Coordination (Sannikov
1979–1980, Mel’čuk 1988, Kallas 1993, Patejuk & Przepiórkowski 2012, and
others). This phenomenon is illustrated with the attested (1)–(2).1

(1) Vam
you.dat

[nikto
nobody.nom

i
and

ničego]
nothing.gen

ne
neg

predlagal
offered

eščë.
yet

(Russian)

‘Nobody has offered you anything yet.’ (Paperno 2012: 77)
(2) [Czego

what.gen
i
and

ile]
how much.acc

trzeba
should.imps

dostarczyć
provide.inf

organizmowi?
organism.dat

(Polish)
‘What – and how much – should one provide one’s organism with?’
(Patejuk & Przepiórkowski 2019: 30)

The main feature of HC is that the conjuncts bear different grammatical
functions, e.g., subject and object in (1). In Slavic, as well as in some
neighbouring languages (including Hungarian and Romanian), the conjuncts
may be obligatory arguments, as in the two examples above. By contrast,
in English and other Germanic languages, only optional dependents may be
coordinated in HC (Browne 1972, Gračanin-Yüksek 2007, Haida & Repp
2011, Citko & Gračanin-Yüksek 2013), as in (3). The common view is that,
in Germanic, such constructions are elliptical, so that, e.g., (3) has the
underlying structure (4), while in Slavic and at least Hungarian they are not,
i.e., different grammatical functions are coordinated directly in (1)–(2).2

†I am grateful for comments from HPSG 2021 reviewers and from the audiences of
HPSG 2021 and Sinn und Bedeutung 26 ; special thanks go to Frank Richter and Manfred
Sailer. As always, all remaining errors are mine alone.

1imps in (2) and (15) stands for ‘impersonal’; other annotations follow the Leipzig
Glossing Rules.

2Convincing arguments against elliptical analyses in these languages are adduced, e.g.,
in Kazenin 2001 (for Russian) and in Lipták 2003 (for Hungarian); see also Skrabalova
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(3) [What and why] did you eat? (Citko & Gračanin-Yüksek 2013: 11)
(4) What did you eat and why did you eat?
In this paper I am only concerned with the Slavic – non-elliptical – variety of
HC, leaving the integration of Germanic – elliptical – HC into the analysis
for future work.

Most of the literature on HC only deals with coordinated wh-items, as
in (2) and (3). However, at least since Sannikov 1979–1980, it is clear that
many other series of conjuncts are possible in HC, including: 1) n-words, as
in (1), 2) universal quantifiers, as in (5), 3) various series of lexical items
expressing existential quantifiers, as in (6)–(7), etc.3

(5) Zdes’
here

[vsem
all.dat

i
and

vsegda]
always

kofe
coffee.acc

podavala
served.f.sg

ona
she.nom

sama.
self.nom
(Russian)

‘Here she always served coffee herself to everyone.’ (Paperno 2012: 77)
(6) Ponjal

understood
li
q
[kto-nibud’
anyone.nom

i
and

čto-nibud’]?
anything.acc

(Russian)

‘Has anyone understood anything?’ (Paperno 2012: 77)
(7) Dopustim,

assume
[kto-libo
someone.nom

i
and

kogo-libo]
someone.acc

pobedil.
defeated

(Russian)

‘Assume that someone defeated someone.’ (Paperno 2012: 80)
Also, almost all of the literature concentrates on the syntax of this

construction, neglecting its semantic properties. The notable exception is
Paperno 2012: ch.4, which proposes – but ultimately abandons – an analysis
in terms of polyadic quantification, specifically, in terms of the resumptive
lift (see, e.g., Keenan & Westerståhl 2011: 899). In Section 2, I summarize
the arguments of Przepiórkowski 2021a that the analysis of HC in terms of
polyadic quantification was on the right track, although the right lift to be
applied here is a mereological variant of the standard cumulative lift (Keenan
& Westerståhl 2011: 899), rather than the resumptive lift.

However, the main contribution of this paper is HPSG-theoretical. First,
in Section 3, I extend the HPSG representations of specific polyadic quantifiers
proposed in Iordǎchioaia & Richter 2009, Iordǎchioaia 2010, and Richter
2016 to polyadic quantifiers of arbitrary lift type. Second, after laying out
my assumptions about the syntax of coordination in Section 4, in Section 5
I sketch the syntactico-semantic HPSG analysis of HC that assumes these
representations. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2007: §§2 and 5 on Czech, Gribanova 2009: 136–137 on Russian, Bîlbîie & Gazdik 2012: §3.3
on Hungarian, and Lipták 2011 for a typological overview.

3See Przepiórkowski & Patejuk 2014 and Patejuk 2015: ch.5 for similar examples from
Polish.
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2 Polyadic Quantifiers in Hybrid Coordination

Paperno (2012: ch.4) provides the only worked out semantic analysis of HC
I am aware of. Following earlier suggestions in the literature (e.g., Comorovski
1996: 138–139), he analyses HC in terms of resumptive quantification. The
general idea of resumption (or absorption, as it is called by syntacticians
after Higginbotham & May 1981: 49) is that two (or more) occurrences of
a quantifier over entities are analysed as a single quantifier of the same type
but over tuples of entities, that is two occurrences of a quantifier Q are “lifted”
to the single but more complex quantifier Res2(Q) defined as in (8).

(8) Res2(Q)(A,B,R)
df≡ Q(A×B,R)

For example, in the varieties of English in which (9) means that no man
loves any woman, the two occurrences of the generalized quantifier no defined
as in (10) are lifted to the resumptive quantifier Res2(no) defined in (11).
(9) No man loves no woman.

(10) no(A,B)
df≡ A ∩B = ∅

(11) Res2(no)(A,B,R)
df≡ (A×B) ∩R = ∅

In the case of (9), the two original quantifiers range over the set of men and
the set of women, while the lifted resumptive quantifier ranges over the set of
man–woman pairs. That is, after the resumptive lift, the meaning of (9) may
be represented as in (12) (or, more compactly, as in (13)), which – according
to the definition in (11) – is true iff the Cartesian product man × woman
has the empty intersection with the love relation, i.e., iff the love relation
contains no pair 〈x, y〉 such that man(x) and woman(y).
(12) Res2(no)(λx.man(x), λy.woman(y), λxλy.love(x, y))

(13) Res2(no)(man,woman, love)

In terms of Lindström’s (1966) typology of generalized quantifiers, no as
defined in (10) is of type 〈1, 1〉 (it is a binary relation on sets, i.e., on unary
relations), while the lifted quantifier Res2(no) is of type 〈1, 1, 2〉, i.e., it is
a ternary relation whose first two arguments are sets (i.e., unary relations),
and the third argument is a binary relation. Both quantifiers are examples of
polyadic quantifiers, which may be divided into monadic quantifiers such as
no, whose all arguments are sets, and properly polyadic quantifiers such as
Res2(no), whose at least one argument is a proper (non-unary) relation.

On Paperno’s (2012) analysis, such a resumptive lift is applied to quanti-
fiers expressed by all conjuncts in HC. This rightly predicts that the meaning
of (1) is that there is no person–thing pair in the offering relation, i.e., that
nobody has offered anything. Similarly, in the case of (5) this analysis rightly
predicts the meaning on which all (contextually relevant) person–time pairs
are in the appropriate coffee serving relation. However, Paperno (2012) aban-
dons this analysis, and for two good reasons.4 The first reason is that the

4As a possible alternative, Paperno (2012: ch.5) sketches a game-theoretic analysis,
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resumptive lift takes quantifiers of exactly the same kind (2 x no, 2 x every,
etc.), while HC is not so strict, e.g.:
(14) Lično

personally
menja
me

[vsë
everything.nom

i
and

počti
almost

vsegda]
always

besit.
drives.nuts

(Russian)
‘Everything almost always drives me nuts.’ (Paperno 2012: 155)

In the case of (14), it is not clear whether the polyadic quantifier resulting
from the resumptive lift should be Res2(all) (which would wrongly mean
that everything absolutely always drives me nuts) or Res2(almost all)
(which would wrongly mean that almost everything rather than absolutely
everything almost always drives me nuts). More importantly, in the case of
some quantifiers the resumptive lift assigns wrong meanings to sentences,
e.g., to (15):
(15) O

about
nëm
him

uže
already

[mnogoe
much.acc

i
and

mnogimi]
many.ins

napisano.
write.imps

(Russian)

‘Many wrote a lot about him.’ (Paperno 2012: 143)
According to the resumptive analysis, for this sentence to be true it must be
the case that there are many person–content pairs in the relevant writing
relation, for example, when just a single person wrote a lot. But in such
a situation (15) is false, as it implies both that there are many people who
wrote about him and that many bits of content were written.

In Przepiórkowski 2021a, I argue that Paperno’s (2012) polyadic analysis
is on the right track, but there is another polyadic lift that much better
approximates the intended meanings, namely, the cumulative lift defined
in (16) and illustrated with the constructed Polish sentence (17) (similar to
the Russian (15)).

(16) Cum(Q1, Q2)(A,B,R)
df≡ Q1(A, π1(R

′)) ∧Q2(B, π2(R
′)), where:

a. R′ = R ∩ (A×B)
b. π1(R

′) = {x : 〈x, y〉 ∈ R′}
c. π2(R

′) = {y : 〈x, y〉 ∈ R′}
(17) Pisało

wrote
już
already

o
about

tym
this

[wielu
many

filozofów
philosophers

i
and

w
in

wielu
many

artykułach].
articles

(Polish)
‘Many philosophers wrote about this in many articles.’

In the case of sentence (17), the preliminary representation is that in (18).
(18) Cum(many,many)(philosopher , article,write)

That is, using the symbols in (16), Q1 = Q2 = many, A = philosopher (i.e.,
the set of philosophers), B = article (the set of articles), R = write (the
“wrote about this” relation, whatever tym ‘this’ is in (17)). Additionally, R′

is the writing relation R restricted to philosophers writing articles (so, e.g.,

which, however, also makes some wrong empirical predictions.
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linguist–article, philosopher–book, and linguist–book pairs are removed from
R), π1(R′) is the set of philosophers who wrote in some articles about this,
and π2(R′) is the set of articles in which something was written about this
by some philosophers. In effect, the meaning of (17) represented by (18) is
that there are many philosophers who wrote about this in an article or other
and there are many articles in which a philosopher or other wrote about this.

It may be verified that this standard cumulative lift leads to appropriate
meanings of most HC sentences, but sometimes it is not sufficiently precise.
In fact, this is the case with (17). Assume that in a given context five articles
is many but five philosophers is not many – only 10 or more is. Then (17)
does not truthfully describe a situation in which five articles were written
by five different philosophers (there are not many philosophers), but it does
truthfully describe a situation in which five articles were coauthored each by
a different ensemble of philosophers, so that there are, say, twelve authors
altogether. In this situation the extension of the writing relation also contains
just five pairs, but in each pair the first argument is a plural entity consisting
of a number of atoms (philosophers). Hence, a better representation of (17)
is that given in (19), where the cumulative lift Cum is replaced by the cover
lift Cov (Robaldo 2011; cf. Schwarzschild’s 1996 covers) defined in (20).
(19) Cov(many,many)(philosopher , article,write)

(20) Cov(Q1, Q2)(A,B,R)
df≡ Q1(A, at(π1(R

′))) ∧ Q2(B, at(π2(R
′))),

where:

a. R′, π1(R′), and π2(R′) are defined as in (16),
b. at maps a set of possibly plural objects into the set of atoms in

these plural objects.

(19) is the kind of representation that the HPSG analysis proposed in the
following sections will result in, although, in order to better reflect the actual
HPSG representations, a slightly different – more explicit – notation will be
used, upon which (19) will be rendered as (21).
(21) Cov(manyx,manyy)(philosopher(x), article(y))(write(x, y))

3 Polyadic Quantifiers in HPSG

The analysis proposed in this paper relies heavily on previous HPSG work on
polyadic quantification (Iordǎchioaia & Richter 2009, 2015, Iordǎchioaia 2010,
Sailer 2015, Richter 2016) stated within Lexical Resource Semantics (LRS;
Richter & Sailer 2004, Richter & Kallmeyer 2009). In LRS, particular words
and constructions constrain meaning representations of particular syntactic
constituents, without necessarily specifying their complete meanings. For
example, words expressing quantifiers, e.g., many, may specify the quantifier
constant, i.e., many, and the variable bound by this quantifier, e.g., x,
without determining whether this is a monadic quantifier or a part of a larger
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polyadic quantifier. In the notation introduced at the end of the previous
section, the lexical contribution of many may be represented as in (22), with
P representing the restriction and S representing the nuclear scope, both
to be contributed by other words in the sentence. In the simplest case, e.g.,
in the sentence Many philosophers arrived, this may lead to the schematic
representation of the NP many philosophers in (23) and the representation
of the whole sentence in (24).
(22) . . .manyx. . . (. . . P (x). . . )(S(. . . x. . . ))

(23) . . .manyx. . . (. . . philosopher(x). . . )(S(. . . x. . . ))

(24) manyx(philosopher(x))(arrive(x))

However, under appropriate conditions, two or more constituents may turn
out to be contributing to the same semantic representation. For example,
in (17) the underspecified semantic contribution of wielu filozofów ‘many
philosophers’ may be represented as in (23), and similarly for wiele artykułów
‘many articles’, see (25), and these two representations may turn out to be
partial specifications of a larger representation, still underspecified in (26).
(25) . . .manyy. . . (. . . article(y). . . )(S(. . . y. . . ))

(26) . . .manyx. . .manyy. . . (. . . philosopher(x). . . article(y). . . )(S(. . . x. . . y. . . ))

In the analysis made more precise below, it is the conjunction that specifies
that all conjuncts contribute to the meaning representation of a single cover
polyadic quantifier. This way the representation of the coordinate phrase
in (17) may be represented as in (27), still with a placeholder for the nuclear
scope relation, and that of the whole sentence – as in (28) (= (21) above).
(27) Cov(manyx,manyy)(philosopher(x), article(y))(S(x, y))

(28) Cov(manyx,manyy)(philosopher(x), article(y))(write(x, y))

This kind of representation is a generalization of previous HPSG represen-
tations of polyadic quantifiers, as it makes explicit the kind of lift that is
applied to monadic quantifiers (here, Cov, i.e., cover lift).

In the analysis of Romanian Negative Concord in Iordǎchioaia 2010 and
Iordǎchioaia & Richter 2009, 2015, the underspecified representations of
niciun student ‘no student’, nicio carte ‘no book’, and nu a citit ‘not read’
in (29) are given in (30)–(32) (assuming the notation of the current paper),
and they all contribute to the single representation in (33).
(29) Niciun

no
student
student

nu
not

a
has

citit
read

nicio
no

carte.
book

(Romanian)

‘No student read any book.’ (Iordǎchioaia 2010: 97)
(30) no. . . x. . . (. . . student(x). . . )(S(. . . x. . . ))

(31) no. . . y. . . (. . . book(y). . . )(S(. . . y. . . ))

(32) no. . . (. . . )(read(. . . ))

(33) nox,y(student(x), book(y))(read(x, y))

This representation is interpreted in terms of the resumptive lift, although this
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lift is not mentioned explicitly in the representation. Also, as all the quantifiers
taking part in the resumptive lift must be of the same kind (here: no), it is
sufficient to mention this quantifier constant in the representation only once.
Finally, an interesting aspect of that analysis is that quantifiers of different
Lindström (1966) type may jointly undergo the resumptive lift; in the case
of (29), niciun and nicio are normally treated as the usual quantifiers of
type 〈1, 1〉 (i.e., a binary relation on sets), but the sentential negation nu
is normally treated as logical negation, i.e., a quantifier of type 〈0〉. This
is possible because, in the actual LRS analysis, all these quantifiers are
underspecified as to their Lindström type.

By contrast, the HPSG encoding made explicit below assumes that only
〈1, 1〉 quantifiers may be lifted. However, the gist of Iordǎchioaia & Richter’s
analysis may be preserved by reanalysing the contribution of the negated
verb from (32) to (34). That is, verbal negation is reanalysed as contributing
a 〈1, 1〉 quantifier over events. This, together with the slightly modified
representations of the two negative phrases given in (35)–(36) (cf. (30)–(31)),
leads to the Davidsonian representation of (29) given in (37) (cf. (33) above).
(34) . . .noe. . . (. . . event(e). . . )(read(e. . . ))

(35) . . .nox. . . (. . . student(x). . . )(S(. . . x. . . ))

(36) . . .noy. . . (. . . book(y). . . )(S(. . . y. . . ))

(37) Res(noe,nox,noy)(event(e), student(x), book(y))(read(e, x, y))

Note the explicit representation of the kind of lift in (37).
Another lift, specific to some constructions involving complex NPs (inverse

linking, telescoping), is proposed in Sailer 2015. For example, the representa-
tion of (38) proposed there is equivalent to (39) (which follows the notation
assumed in this paper). Again, the kind of lift is not specified explicitly there.
A more explicit representation, consistent with the technicalities below, is
that in (40), where CNP stands for “complex NP lift”.
(38) An apple in every basket is rotten. (Sailer 2015: 542)
(39) (everyy, somex)(basket(y), apple(x) ∧ in(y, x))(rotten(x))

(40) CNP(everyy, somex)(basket(y), apple(x) ∧ in(y, x))(rotten(x))

Finally, Richter 2016 provides an LRS analysis of different, as in (41),
with the proposed representation equivalent to (42) in the notation assumed
here. As in Richter 2016, ∆ stands for the quantifier expressed by different.
(41) Every ape picked different berries. (Richter 2016: 601)
(42) (everyx,∆y)(ape(x), berry(y))(pick(x, y))

The particular semantics of such polyadic quantifiers given in Richter 2016: 607
is conditioned on the presence of ∆ among the quantifier constants. On the
setup of the current paper, the representation of (41) would be as in (43),
with ∆ treated as a kind of lift and with the quantificational contribution of
the bare plural (i.e., some) made explicit.
(43) ∆(everyx, somey)(ape(x), berry(y))(pick(x, y))
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This paves the way to natural representations of examples with other quanti-
fiers in the NP containing different (discussed in Richter 2016: 617–618), as
in (44), where the quantifier is two:
(44) Every ape picked two different berries. (Richter 2016: 617)
(45) ∆(everyx,twoy)(ape(x), berry(y))(pick(x, y))

Representations such as (45) are human-readable versions of actual HPSG
structures, so let me now be more precise about the nature of such structures.
As common in LRS, I assume that full-fledged semantic representations are
values of the lrs attribute defined on sign objects. Values of lrs are of
sort lrs and contain some attributes with values of sort me (for “meaningful
expression”), as shown in the fragment of the signature in (46).5

(46) A fragment of the signature assumed here:
top

...
lrs EXCONT me

INCONT me
PARTS list(me)

me TYPE type
variable NUM-INDEX integer
constant NUM-INDEX integer
application FUNCTOR me

ARG me
abstraction VAR me

BODY me
equation ARG1 me

ARG2 me
negation ARG me
l-const ARG1 me

ARG2 me
disjunction
conjunction
implication
bi-implication

gen-quantifier QUANT-RESTRS nelist(quant-restr)
SCOPE me

mq
lq LIFT lift

lift
res
diff

5In the case of list values, the sorts of objects on such lists are informally indicated in the
signatures given here (e.g., nelist(quant-restr)); in the full grammar, this information
is encoded via appropriate constraints (as in (55)–(56) below).
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cnp
cov
...

quant-restr VAR variable
RESTR me

every
some
no
many
...

type
atomic-type

entity
truth

complex-type IN type
OUT type

integer
zero
non-zero PRE integer

This fragment is based on that in Iordǎchioaia 2010: ch.5, itself based
on Sailer 2003: ch.3. The main difference is the definition of generalized
quantifiers, gen-quantifier , which in Iordǎchioaia 2010: 161 looks like this:
(47) The gen-quantifier fragment of the signature in Iordǎchioaia 2010: ch.5:

gen-quantifier VAR list(variable)
RESTR list(me)
SCOPE me

every
some
no

As no other polyadic lifts are considered in Iordǎchioaia 2010: ch.5, this simple
definition of gen-quantifier is sufficient for the representation of the resumptive
lift: when two or more usual quantifiers are so lifted, the list of variables var
and the corresponding list of restrictions restr are longer than one. For ex-
ample, the representation in (33) (i.e., nox,y(student(x), book(y))(read(x, y)))
is a shorthand for the following more explicit structure:6

6Bits in frames are shorthand representations of the underlying structures; for example

x may stand for




variable

num-index

[
non-zero
pre zero

]

type entity


 (i.e., for e-typed variable number 1), etc.
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(48)




no
var 〈 x , y 〉
restr 〈 student(x) , book(y) 〉
scope read(x, y)




A constraint is needed to ensure that values of var and restr are lists of
the same length.

By contrast, the signature in (46) makes it possible to represent various
kinds of polyadic lifts, and the correspondence between quantifier constants,
variables, and restrictions is conspicuous. For example, (28) – repeated below
as (49) – is a shorthand for (50).
(49) Cov(manyx,manyy)(philosopher(x), article(y))(write(x, y))

(50)




lq
lift cov

quant-restrs

〈


many
var x

restr philosopher(x)


,




many
var y

restr article(y)



〉

scope write(x, y)




The sort lq – lifted quantifier – is one of two subsorts of gen-quantifier ,
the other being mq – monadic quantifier. In the lexicon, wiele ‘many’ is
underspecified as being of sort gen-quantifier , which can lead to a lifted repre-
sentation of the kind exemplified by (50), or the usual monadic representation,
as in (24) – repeated below as (51) – whose more explicit structure is shown
in (52).
(51) manyx(philosopher(x))(arrive(x))

(52)




mq

quant-restrs

〈


many
var x

restr philosopher(x)



〉

scope arrive(x)




The two subsorts of gen-quantifier differ not only in the presence (on lq)
or absence (on mq) of the lift attribute, but also in how many quant-restr
objects (quantifiers with their restrictions but without the scope) may occur
in the quant-restrs list: exactly one in the case of monadic quantifiers,
but more than one in the case of lifted quantifiers:
(53) mq → [ quant-restrs|rest elist

]

(54) lq → [ quant-restrs|rest nelist
]

Most of the constraints on semantic representations defined in Iordǎchioaia
2010: ch.5 carry over to the present setup, but the ones referring directly to
the representation of quantifiers must be modified accordingly. In particular,
the relevant complex term principle on gen-quantifier (Iordǎchioaia 2010: 162)
is now:
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(55) gen-quantifier →


[

type truth
quant-restrs 1

scope|type truth

]
∧ quant-restr-list( 1 )




(56) ∀ 1 (quant-restr-list( 1 )↔
( 1 elist ∨
∃ 2∃ 3 ( 1

[
first 2 quant-restr
rest 3

]
∧ quant-restr-list( 3 ))))

Note that quant-restr – the sort of objects in the quant-restrs list –
is not a subsort of me, so it does not have a type as a whole. However, the
restriction within it has the semantic type t:
(57) quant-restr → [ restr|type truth

]

In the next two sections we will see how to arrive at semantic representa-
tions such as (50).

4 Syntax of Coordination

There are various intuitions about the headedness of coordinate structures.
One, dominant in HPSG, is that such structures are not headed at all. An-
other, still frequent in Chomskian linguistics even though it was convincingly
refuted in Borsley 2005, is that they are headed by the conjunction. Yet
another, expressed in various traditions including dependency grammars, is
that they are multiheaded, i.e., that each conjunct is in some sense a head
of the coordinate structure. Here, I adopt this last view, as it makes the
statement of certain constraints easier. Technically, I assume the fragment of
the signature in (58), together with constraints (59)–(60).
(58) A fragment of the signature assumed here:

phrase
non-headed-ph DTRS nelist
headed-ph HD-DTRS nelist

multi-headed-ph
singly-headed-ph NHD-DTRS nelist

hd-subj-ph
hd-comp-ph
...

(59) singly-headed-ph → [ hd-dtrs|rest elist
]

(60) multi-headed-ph → [ hd-dtrs|rest nelist
]

Coordinate structures are signs of sort multi-headed-ph, i.e., their only
daughters attribute is hd-dtrs of length at least two. If it were assumed
that only the same categories may be coordinated, then the Head Feature
Principle (HFP) might be formalized as in (61), but for reasons that will
become clear momentarily I assume the encoding of HFP in (62).
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(61) HFP presupposing the Law of the Coordination of Likes (Williams
1981), i.e., not assumed here:
[

ss|loc|cat|head 1

hd-dtrs 〈. . . ,
[

ss|loc|cat|head 2
]
, . . . 〉

]
→ 1 = 2

(62) HFP assumed here:
[

ss|loc|cat|head 1

hd-dtrs 〈
[

ss|loc|cat|head 2
]
〉

]
→ 1 = 2

I assume the “almost flat” structure of coordination (Abeillé & Chaves
2021: §3), so that Lisa, Bart, and Maggie slept has the structure in (63).
(63)

slept

Maggieand
BartLisa

As in much of the HPSG literature, I treat conjunctions as markers attaching
to the immediately following conjuncts (see Abeillé & Chaves 2021: §3.1 and
references therein).

On the other hand I do not follow the linearization-based approach to the
coordination of unlikes, but rather allow for the direct coordination of unlike
grammatical categories, as argued, e.g., in Levine 2011 and Abeillé & Chaves
2021: §6 (cf. Patejuk & Przepiórkowski 2021). The only HPSG analysis
of coordination that I am aware of which makes it possible to coordinate
different categories is that sketched in Yatabe 2004 and formally substantiated
in Przepiórkowski 2021b: §4, so I’ll also assume it here. On that analysis
the category of the coordinate structure is not that of the conjuncts, but
rather a special category, call it coord , which encodes the kind of conjunction
(conj) and the heads of all conjuncts (here heads, instead of Yatabe’s 2004
args).7 For example, a Republican and proud of it (Sag et al. 1985: 117), i.e.,
a coordination of an NP and an AP, has the head value shown in (64).
(64) [

. . . |head

[
coord
conj and
heads 〈 1 , 2 〉

]]

[
. . . |head 2 adjective

]

and proud of it

[
. . . |head 1 noun

]

a Republican
7Having such a special category is not an optimal solution, as it is subject to some

of the criticisms in Borsley 2005, especially, that there are no predicates which would
subcategorize for this category. A conceptually cleaner solution is to assume that coordinate
structures do not have any syntactic category above the categories of its conjuncts, as
proposed within LFG in Przepiórkowski & Patejuk 2021, but it is not clear to me how to
implement this idea in HPSG.
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5 HC at the Syntax–Semantics Interface

After laying out my assumptions about the semantic representation of polyadic
quantifiers and about the syntax of coordination, it is high time to present –
or rather sketch, for lack of space – the complete syntactico-semantic analysis
of Hybrid Coordination. I will illustrate it with the simple – but attested8 –
example (65), with the intended representation in (66) (i.e., sell(x, y) is true
iff “they” will sell x to y).
(65) Sprzedadzą

sell.fut.3pl
wszystko
all.acc

i
and

każdemu. . .
everybody.dat

(Polish)

‘They’ll sell everything and to everybody.’
(66) Cov(everyx,everyy)(thing(x), person(y))(sell(x, y))

The first piece of the puzzle is syntactic: how do hybrid coordinations come
into being, how do they combine with the rest of the sentence? An answer is
suggested by the common observation (e.g., in Gribanova 2009: 138) that, in
the case of multiple wh-questions, wh-phrases may be coordinated in those
languages that allow for multiple wh-fronting. Thus, in Polish both (67)–(68)
are fine, while both literal English translations are not acceptable.
(67) Kto

who
kiedy
when

przyszedł?
came

(Polish)

‘Who came when?’ (cf. ∗Who when came?)
(68) Kto

who
i
and

kiedy
when

przyszedł?
came

(Polish)

‘Who came and when?’ (cf. ∗Who and when came?)
So in languages like Polish, there must be a rule or construction that makes
it possible to realize all extracted wh-phrases in one go, as a coordinate
structure. I generalize this postulate to all of HC, i.e., I assume that also in
examples such as (65), which do not involve wh-phrases, all phrases ultimately
realized as conjuncts are first extracted from their base positions (i.e., from
the extended arg-st; Bouma et al. 2001) and placed in slash.9 The bottom
and middle of the dependency are unremarkable, but what needs to be added
to the standard HPSG theory of unbounded dependencies is the possibility
to realize a number of slash elements in one bulk, as a coordinate structure;
in (69), head-hc-filler-ph is a subsort of head-filler-ph:
(69) head-hc-filler-ph →


nonlocal|slash

{
21 , . . . , 2m

}

hd-dtrs
〈[

nonlocal|slash
{

11 , . . . , 1n , 21 , . . . , 2m
} ]〉

nhd-dtrs
〈[

hd-dtrs
〈[

local 11
]
, . . . ,

[
local 1n

]〉 ]〉




(for some n > 1,m ≥ 0)
8https://komediowy.pl/spektakl/gladiatorzy-sprzedazy-dzien-zycia-przedstawiciela-

handlowego/
9In particular, unlike in Chaves & Paperno 2007, they are allowed to be dependents of

different heads; see, e.g., Patejuk 2015: §5.2 and (2) above.
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In words, in this kind of phrase, at least two slash elements are removed
from the head daughter and realized as multiple heads within the non-
head daughter; that is, the non-head daughter is a coordinate structure (on
the assumption that only coordinate structures are of sort multi-headed-ph
introduced in (58)).10 This leads to the syntactic structure of (65) given
in Figure 1.

For the syntax–semantic interface, I assume the usual principles of LRS,
only some of which need to be adjusted. The intended values of attributes
incont (internal content) and excont (external content) are given in Fig-
ure 2. The values of parts are mostly omitted, as they are analogous to
those in the usual LRS analyses of quantifiers. The only remarkable aspect
of parts here is that the conjunction introduces the value of lift, namely,
cov (rendered as Cov in the tree).

The representations in Figure 2 are simplified in various ways. For
example, in the node for wszystko ‘everything’, the representation in (70) is
a simplified version of (71), where – as above – framed representations hide
more complex underlying structure.

(70)
[

excont 1 ...everyx...(... 2 ...)(...)
incont 2 thing(x )

]

(71)




excont 1

[
gen-quantifier
quant-restrs 0

]

incont 2 thing(x )

parts
〈

1 , 1a , 2 , 2a thing
〉


 ∧

[
every
var 1a x
restr 8

]
∈ 0 ∧ 2 � 8

The two basic LRS principles, the Incont Principle and the Excont
Principle, are standard:11

(72) Incont Principle
In each lrs, the incont value is an element of the parts list and
a component of the excont value.

(73) Excont Principle
Clause 1:
In every phrase, the excont value of the non-head daughter is an
element of the non-head daughter’s parts list.
Clause 2:
In every utterance, every subexpression of the excont value of the
utterance is an element of its parts list, and every element of the
utterance’s parts list is a subexpression of the excont value.

Another basic principle, the LRS Projection Principle, needs to be
modified slightly:

10This construction is subject to additional semantic and pragmatic constraints (regarding
the similarity of the quantifiers expressed by the conjuncts and the information status of
the coordinate structure), which I do not attempt to state here.

11Here and below I cite or modify the versions of these principles found in Iordǎchioaia
& Richter 2015 (mostly taken from Richter & Kallmeyer 2009).
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[
head-hc-filler-ph
l|c|h 0

nl|slash {}

]




multi-headed-ph

l|c|h
[
coord
conj and
heads 〈 1 , 2 〉

]






head-functor-ph

l 4

[
c|h 2

[
noun
case dat

]]



[
word
l|c|h 2

]

każdemu

[
word
l|c|h conj

]

i




word

l 3

[
c|h 1

[
noun
case acc

]]



wszystko

[
word
l|c|h 0 verb
nl|slash { 3 , 4 }

]

sprzedadzą

Figure 1: Syntactic structure of (65)

[
excont 1 = 3 = 5 = 7 =Cov(everyx, everyy)( 2 , 4 )( 6 )
incont 6

]

[
excont 1 = 3 = 5 =Cov(...everyx...everyy...)(... 2 ... 4 ...)(...)
incont 1 = 3 = 5

]

[
excont 3 = 5 =Cov(...everyy...)(... 4 ...)(...)
incont 4

]

[
excont 3 ...everyy...(... 4 ...)(...)
incont 4 person(y)

]

każdemu

[
excont 5

incont 5Cov(...)(...)(...)
parts 〈Cov , 5 〉

]

i

[
excont 1 ...everyx...(... 2 ...)(...)
incont 2 thing(x )

]

wszystko

[
excont 7

incont 6 sell(x, y)

]

sprzedadzą

Figure 2: Values of lrs in Figure 1 (simplified)
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(74) LRS Projection Principle
In each phrase,

1. the excont values of each head and the mother are identical,
2. the incont values of the head and the mother are identical,
3. the parts value contains all and only the elements of the parts

values of the daughters.

The slight modification concerns the excont part, which mentions each
head. This way, in the multi-headed-ph in Figure 1 representing wszystko
i każdemu ‘everything and to everybody’, the excont value of this phrase
is equated with excont values of both head daughters, in a step towards
the creation of a polyadic quantifier. Note that a similar modification is
impossible in the case of the incont part, as incont values of the two heads
cannot be unified into a single representation. Rather, an additional clause
the Semantics Principle is needed that equates excont and incont in
coordinate structures:12

(75) Semantics Principle, coordination clause
In multi-headed-ph, incont and excont values are identical.

As formulated here, these principles apply to all multi-headed phrases, i.e.,
to all coordinate structures, not just to HC. This assumes that all coordinate
structures may be analysed via the creation of a polyadic quantifier partially
specified by all conjuncts – a hypothesis that I intend to explore in future work.
But getting rid of this assumption is easy; it is sufficient to postulate a special
subsort of multi-headed-ph specific to HC, say, hc-ph, and to formulate all
relevant principles in terms of hc-ph rather than multi-headed-ph.

To be applicable to Slavic, the “quantifier–restriction” clause of the Se-
mantics Principle (Clause 1 in Iordǎchioaia & Richter 2015: 631) must be
modified to reflect the fact that, in Slavic, quantifiers are not necessarily de-
terminer non-heads, but may be expressed by adjective non-heads, or numeral
or nominal heads. That is, that clause should rely less on the morphosyntax
of the two constituents, and more on their semantics. However, I do not
attempt such a reformulation here, and besides it is not needed in the case of
example (65) and Figures 1 and 2, which feature type 〈1〉 quantifiers wszystko
‘everything’ and każdemu ‘everybody’, with the restriction already built-in.

What is at work in the case of the running example – at the level of
head-hc-filler-ph – is the “quantifier–scope” clause (Clause 2 in Iordǎchioaia
& Richter 2015: 631); here is a modified version applicable to HC:
(76) Semantics Principle, quantifier–scope clause

If the non-head is an NP or a multi-headed phrase and its an excont
value is of sort gen-quantifier , then the incont value of the head is

12Instead of numbering particular clauses of the Semantics Principle, which is not
mnemonic and may be inconsistent across different versions of this principle, I give them
descriptive names, e.g., “coordination clause”.
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a component of scope within the excont value.
This version is slightly reformulated with respect to that in Iordǎchioaia &
Richter 2015: 631: it explicitly refers to gen-quantifier and scope, i.e., it does
not shy away from HPSG technicalities. But it is also extended by allowing
the quantifier to be not only NP, but also a coordinate structure. This works
for the example at hand, but – just as in the case of the “quantifier–restriction”
clause discussed in the previous paragraph – it is not satisfactory, as it overtly
relies on the morphosyntax of the construction. What seems to be missing
here, and in LRS in general, is a more general and uniform rule of semantic
composition, similar to the type-driven composition assumed (Klein & Sag
1985) in other semantic frameworks.

The final clause needed in the running example is this:
(77) Semantics Principle, functor–head clause

If the functor in head-functor-ph is a conjunction, then excont values
of this phrase and the conjunction are identical.

This way, the conjunction’s Cov(...)(...)(...) excont is identified with the
conjunct’s Cov(...everyy...)(... 4 ...)(...) excont, thus making sure that the
quantifier introduced by that conjunct takes part in the cover lift.

6 Conclusion

While there is abundance of syntactic and semantic work on coordination,
hybrid coordination has been neglected so far: almost all of the literature
only deals with syntax (and most of it only with coordinated wh-phrases),
and the only worked out semantic analysis, that of Paperno 2012, is known
not to make the right predictions. I hope to have somewhat ameliorated
this situation by providing an account at the syntax–semantics interface
that builds on both Paperno’s (2012) account and HPSG work on polyadic
quantification, but attempts to improve on both.
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to propose three improvements to the
HPSG model theory. The first is a solution to certain formal problems
identified in Richter 2007. These problems are solved if HPSG models
are rooted models of utterances and not exhaustive models of languages,
as currently assumed. The proposed solution is compatible with all
existing views on the nature of objects inhabiting models. The second
improvement is a solution to “Höhle’s Problem”, i.e., the problem of
massive spurious ambiguities in models of utterances. The third is
a formalisation of Yatabe’s (2004) analysis of the coordination of unlike
categories, one that requires a second-order extension of the language
for stating HPSG grammars.

1 Introduction

HPSG is unique amongst contemporary linguistic frameworks in having a well-
developed model theory, most comprehensively presented in Richter 2004 (see
Richter 2021 for an overview). Nevertheless, there are a number of problems
that this model theory faces and there are some linguistic analyses that seem
to call for an extension of that standard model theory.

In this paper, I propose three orthogonal improvements to the HPSG
model theory of Richter 2004. Two of them address problems which are known
and to some extent have been dealt with in the past. The first improvement,
presented in Section 2 and Appendix A, deals with problems identified in
Richter 2007, namely, the problems of HPSG models containing structures
which are not linguistically motivated. The improvement consists in giving
up the idea that models are exhaustive and allowing for rooted models.

The second proposal, presented in Section 3 and Appendix B, is not
exactly an improvement of the model theory, but rather of the underyling
grammars. It aims to solve what is sometimes (e.g., in Pollard 2001, 2014: 113)
called “Höhle’s Problem”, i.e., the problem of massive spurious ambiguities
in HPSG models, which are not intended – and not even suspected – by
linguists writing their grammars. The solution consists in proposing certain
constraints, assumed to be universal (i.e., parts of all grammars), which make
sure that structures which look the same are token-identical. Such constraints
have been proposed in the past, and what is new in the current proposal is
a technique of exempting certain structures – especially, values of index –
from the scope of such constraints.

The third improvement extends the language in which HPSG theories are
formulated in such a way that second-order statements are possible, i.e., in
a way that makes it possible to refer not only to objects in the model but

†I am grateful for comments from Frank Richter and Manfred Sailer, as well as HPSG
2021 reviewers and the audiences of HPSG 2021 and the Oberseminar Syntax and Semantics
2021 in Frankfurt. Needless to say, all remaining errors are mine alone.
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also to their properties. In particular, such properties may be quantified over,
may be values of variables, and as such may be arguments of relations. This
extension seems to be needed to implement the account of unlike category
coordination sketched in Yatabe 2004. This improvement is outlined in
Section 4, where I also motivate it by briefly arguing that there is currently
no viable HPSG alternative to Yatabe’s (2004) analysis.

These three improvements are orthogonal in the sense that any of them
may be adopted, without the need to adopt any of the others. Accordingly,
each of the following three sections may be read independently of the others.

2 Non-Exhaustive Rooted Models

Since King 1999, HPSG models are assumed to be exhaustive (see Richter
2004, 2007; cf. Pollard 1999), i.e., contain all possible kinds of structures
licensed by the grammar. For example, a single HPSG model of English will
contain structures for all possible English utterances and words, as well as
many partial structures satisfying the grammar (e.g., various local or synsem
objects). This corresponds to the intuition that grammars describe whole
languages, so each model should represent the whole language. However,
there is another valid intuition, which is predominant outside of HPSG: that
grammars describe possible utterances. This latter intuition leads to much
smaller models: each model corresponds to a single utterance and only the
collection of all models corresponds to the whole language.

By way of analogy, consider the artificial toy problem of describing all
configurations of black and white objects such that each black object is related
to at least one white object and vice versa (cf. Przepiórkowski 2021: § 4). The
following first order formulae are a reasonable theory of such configurations:
(1) ∀x. black(x)↔ ¬white(x)

(2) ∀x∀y. bw(x, y)→ black(x) ∧ white(y)

(3) ∀x. black(x)→ ∃y.white(y) ∧ bw(x, y)

(4) ∀x.white(x)→ ∃y. black(y) ∧ bw(y, x)

Together they are saying that everything is either black or white (see (1))
and that there is a relation, bw , which holds between black things and white
things (see (2)) such that every black thing is in this relation with some
(at least one) white thing (see (3)) and every white thing is related to some
(at least one) black thing (see (4)). There are models of this theory of any
cardinality apart from 1 (including transfinite cardinalities): the empty model
satisfies (1)–(4) and so does, e.g., any model which contains exactly one white
thing and arbitrarily many (but at least one) black things appropriately
related to it. Now imagine that, as in HPSG, models were required to be
exhaustive, i.e., each model would have to contain all possible configurations
of white and black objects. It is not clear what such models would contribute
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to our understanding of the described black and white configurations above
the simpler non-exhaustive models, but it is clear that they would be dubious
from the point of view of the standard (ZFC) set theory: such models would
be too large to be sets.1

Also in the case of HPSG, exhaustive models lead to some serious prob-
lems, discussed in Richter 2007. One, dubbed twin structures, is that some
parts of the model might simultaneously belong to two different utterances,
which does not correspond to any empirical facts. Another, called stranded
structures, is that models may contain structures smaller than utterances
(e.g., certain structures rooted in local objects), including structures (called
stranded monster structures in Richter 2007) which may never be parts of any
utterances and which are intuitively clearly ill-formed. Richter 2007 retains
the idea of exhaustive models and deals with these problems by imposing
restrictions on HPSG signatures, to the effect that all sorts (including such
formerly atomic sorts as nom or sg) are specified for the attribute embedded,
whose value is an unembedded sign (u_sign):
(5) top embedded u_sign

sign . . .
e_sign . . .
u_sign . . .

. . .
Moreover, there is just one u_sign object – an unembedded sign – in each
configuration of objects (see (6)) and all objects in a configuration are
components of this unembedded sign (see (7)).
(6) Unique u-sign Condition:

∀ 1∀ 2 (( 1 ∼ u_sign ∧ 2 ∼ u_sign)→ 1 ≈ 2 )

(7) u-sign Component Condition:
∀ 1 ( 1 ∼ top → ∃ 2 ( 2 ∼ u_sign ∧ component( 1 , 2 )))

The combined effect of (5)–(7) is that each configuration of objects in an
exhaustive model contains exactly one unembedded sign that all these objects
are components of (i.e., are reachable from); this unembedded sign acts as
the root of an utterance.

This solves the two problems identified in Richter 2007. There are no twin
structures, as each object is a component of just a single u_sign. There are
also no stranded structures, on the assumption that u_sign is appropriately
constrained to the effect that its slash value is empty, its valence lists are
empty, etc. However, this solution comes at a considerable cost: not only
are all structures massively cyclic (each object has the attribute embedded
whose value is the utterance to which this object belongs), but there is also the
conceptual problem of, say, the value of case containing the whole utterance

1In brief, they would contain configurations of arbitrarily large cardinality, so they
themselves would not have any cardinality (as there is no maximal cardinality).
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(given that, e.g., the sort nom is specified for the attribute embedded). In
any case, this solution leads to very different structures than what HPSG
linguists are used to.

Richter 2007: 102 claims that the problem of stranded monster structures
arises because “[t]he grammars in the HPSG literature are not precise enough
for their models to match the intentions of linguists”. (This justifies the
solution alluded to above, consisting in the modifications of the grammar
rather than the model theory.) However, it would be unrealistic to expect
of linguists to be aware of – and deal with – such technical model-theoretic
problems. So a better diagnosis of the problems mentioned above is that they
arise because the HPSG model theory does not sufficiently meet the needs of
linguists, who only care about utterances and their components, and do not
intend their grammars to say anything about, for example, arbitrary objects
of sort local outside of utterances.

The crucial observation is that all the problems identified in Richter 2007
disappear when a leaner approach to modelling is adopted, upon which each
model corresponds to a single utterance, as commonly assumed elsewhere.
Specifically, I propose that HPSG models be rooted (point generated) in the
sense of modal logic:2 one object of the universe is singled out and it serves
as the root of the model. This object may be referred to directly in HPSG
descriptions via a special symbol, r.

In order to make sure that the distinguished object is really the root of the
whole model, the following constraint must be present in each HPSG grammar,
where component is defined in the standard way (e.g., Sailer 2003: 115–116):
(8) ∀ 1 component( 1 , r)

This states that each object in the model is reachable from the distinguished
object via some sequence of attributes.

One immediate advantage of this approach is that it makes it easy to
state constraints on utterances. For example, the requirement that utterances
have empty slash may be stated directly as in (9) (assuming that empty sets
are modelled via objects of sort eset ; Richter 2004: 281), without the need for
technical boolean attributes such as root (e.g., in Ginzburg & Sag 2000).
(9) r nonlocal slash ∼ eset

Full technical details are given in Appendix A. Here let me only point
out that this simple view of HPSG models as rooted models solves the
problems addressed in Richter 2007. There are no twin structures, as each
model corresponds to a single utterance, and there are no stranded structures
(monster or not), as each structure is a part of an utterance. Unlike the
proposal in Richter 2007, this solution does not require extensions of signatures
and does not result in rather different models than what HPSG linguists are
used to, ones that have the cyclicity-inducing embedded attribute defined

2See, e.g., Blackburn et al. 2010: 56, 107; cf. singly generated models in Pollard 1999.
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on every sort.
On a more conceptual note, rooted non-exhaustive models proposed here

are also compatible with all views on the nature of the objects residing in such
models: they may be understood as abstract feature structures (Pollard &
Sag 1994) or other mathematical idealisations of types of utterances (Pollard
1999), but they may also be understood as utterance tokens, as in King 1999.
On the latter view, there is a tension between the idea that model objects are
specific linguistic tokens and the idea that models are exhaustive, i.e., contain
all configurations that the grammar predicts. Clearly, any realistic grammar
predicts the grammaticality of certain utterance types that have never been
– and never will be – actually uttered, i.e., utterance types for which there
are no actual tokens. This forces King (1999) to assume “non-actual tokens”,
a concept that may be considered “contradictory and nonsensical” (Richter
2004: 119, citing Carl Pollard, p.c.). Giving up exhaustivity makes it possible
to adopt King’s (1999) view on the nature of model objects as utterance
tokens.

Let me finally point out the affinity of the proposed solution with Pollard’s
(1999: §6) singly generated models. In both cases, one object in a model is
distinguished as root, but Pollard (1999) does not require that this object
be the root of an utterance (nor is it possible to refer to this object directly
in the grammar). This makes the approach of Pollard 1999 – but not the
approach proposed here – susceptible to some of the problems discussed in
Richter 2007.

3 Höhle’s Problem

Höhle’s Problem is similar to the problems discussed in the previous section
in the sense that it is concerned with the fact that there are configurations
in models which are not expected by linguists, but it differs in that these
configurations are not exactly wrong: rather, they are spurious and there are
many, many more of them than desired. Let us illustrate the problem with
the following sentence:
(10) She says she loves you.

From the linguistic point of view, there just two different analyses of
this sentence: one in which index values of the two pronouns she are token-
identical, and one in which they are not.3 That is, in the model of English,
there are two configurations corresponding to (10), fragmentarily represented
in Figure 1, which differ only in whether 1 = 2 or 1 6= 2 .

Let us concentrate on one of these, say, on the one in which the two
pronouns she are not coindexed. The problem – Höhle’s Problem – is that

3Typial HPSG representations of this sentence will also differ in values of gend(er) and
num(ber) within the index value of the pronoun you, but – as discussed in Przepiórkowski
2021: § 3.3.2 – it is not clear whether having such ambiguities is desirable.
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Figure 1: Fragments of an AVM representation of (10)

there are still many different configurations in the model corresponding to
Figure 1 with 1 6= 2 , which differ in ways that linguists do not suspect and
certainly do not care about. For example, even if the two index values are
different objects, the values of any of the attributes within index may be
token-identical or not. One possibility is schematically shown in Figure 2,
where the two index values corresponding to the two pronouns she are
different model objects of sort ref (objects 1 and 5), and gend values are
also different objects of sort f (objects 4 and 6), but the values of the two
attributes pers are the same object 2 of sort 3 , and the values of the two
attributes num are the same object 3 of sort sg . It is easy to see that
there are 23 = 8 different configurations corresponding to two non-token-
identical index values of the two pronouns she in (10). But of course this
is just the tip of the iceberg. In model configurations corresponding to the
schematic representation in Figure 1, the two cat values may be identical
or not; if they are not, head values might be the same object or not; and if
they are not, case values may be token-identical or not. Similarly for val
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She says she loves you.
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Figure 2: One of the eight different configurations of non-token-identical
index values of the two pronouns she in (10)

values, head values of the two verbs, etc. Even if we ignore the multiple
occurrences of empty lists in the structure, there are thousands of different
model configurations corresponding to the sentence in (10) with the two
feminine pronouns non-coindexed (and only eight times fewer when they are
coindexed). As observed in Przepiórkowski 2021, adding to the equation
the problem of which empty list values of various attributes (e.g., the two
attributes subj and the two attributes comps in Figure 1, among many
others) are the same elist object and which are different elist objects, results
in literally billions of different configurations where the linguist would expect
just one.4

There are partial solutions of Höhle’s Problem in the literature. Richter
(2007: 102) proposes the Unique Empty List Condition in (11), which makes
sure that all empty lists within an utterance are the same elist object.
(11) ∀ 1∀ 2 (( 1 ∼ elist ∧ 2 ∼ elist)→ 1 ≈ 2 )

A comprehensive principle, which says roughly that structures that look
the same are token-identical, is Sailer’s (2003: 116) General Identity Principle
(GIP) in (12), with the definition of the relation are-copies given in (13).
(12) ∀ 1∀ 2 (are-copies( 1 , 2 )→ 1 ≈ 2 )

(13) ∀ 1∀ 2 are-copies( 1 , 2 )↔(∨

σ∈S
( 1 ∼σ ∧ 2 ∼σ) ∧

∧

α∈A
( 1α ≈ 1α→ are-copies( 1α, 2α))

)

4“Each word introduces three lists (values of phon, val|subj, and val|comps), and
there are five words in this sentence, so there are 15 elist objects stemming from words
alone. The number of different ways to partition a set of n elements into equivalence classes
is given by Bell numbers Bn, and B15 = 1,382,958,545 (see https://oeis.org/A000110/list).
This should be multiplied by the eight configurations of the two [index values], etc.”
(Przepiórkowski 2021: fn. 44).
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In (13), S stands for the set of species (i.e., maximally specific sorts) and A
– for the set of attributes. What (13) is saying is that two objects 1 and 2

are copies if and only if they are of the same species σ and, recursively, for
any attribute α defined for that species, the values of α for 1 and for 2 are
copies.

As stated here, GIP is too strong: it requires that index values of the
two pronouns she in (10) must be token-identical, i.e., it invalidates the
analysis of (10) on which the two feminine pronouns are not coindexed. More
generally, this GIP is incompatible with the standard HPSG binding theory,
which requires that some same-looking index values are not token-identical.
For this reason, GIP is formulated in Sailer 2003 in such a way that it only
applies to certain semantic representations, in a way that is compatible with
the standard binding theory and preserves the ambiguity of (10). But this
means that the problem of spurious ambiguities remains. What is required to
solve Höhle’s Problem is a way to constrain the scope of GIP more selectively,
for example, a way to say that it must apply to all same-looking structures
with the exception of index values of sort ref .5

The rest of this section describes a relatively simple solution, one that
is much more comprehensive than the Unique Empty List Condition in (11)
or the General Identity Principle in (12) constrained to certain semantic
representations, but still leaves the theoretical possibility of spurious ambigu-
ities occurring in some very special cases. A fully general but more complex
solution is presented in Appendix B.

The key observation in the simpler solution is that the definition of
are-copies in (13) does not determine whether same-looking cyclic struc-
tures stand in this relation or not. I will demonstrate the correctness of
this observation below. But if such same-looking structures are not in the
are-copies relation, then GIP in (12) does not force them to be token-
identical. This means that one way to make GIP fully general but still allow,
say, for index values of sort ref to escape GIP, is to make such index values
cyclic. This can be achieved by adding one more attribute to ref , let us call
it int for intensional,6 as in the signature fragment in (14), and by making
sure – via the constraint in (15) – that the value of int is the object on which
this attribute occurs, in effect creating a small cycle.
(14) ref gend gender

num number
pers person
int ref

(15) Universal Intensionality Principle:
∀ 1 ∀ 2 ( 1 int ≈ 2 → 1 ≈ 2 )

5Other, less broadly accepted analyses which rely on some same-looking structures not
being token identical, are Höhle’s (1999: §2.4) architecture for phonology and Meurers’s
(1998: 326, fn. 42) approach to structural case assignment.

6Thanks to Frank Richter (p.c.) for suggesting this name.
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With this modification in hand, let us see whether two index values
in (16) for the two occurrences of she – which intuitively look the same – are
in the are-copies relation according to its definition (13).

(16) 1




ref
pers 3
num sg
gend f
int 1




?≈ 2




ref
pers 3
num sg
gend f
int 2




According to this definition, 1 and 2 in (16) are in the are-copies relation
iff 1) they are of same species (yes – both are of species ref ), 2) the values of
pers are copies (yes – they are of the same species 3 and have no attributes),
3) the values of num are copies (yes), 4) the values of gend are copies (yes),
and 5) the values of int are copies. That is, 1 and 2 qua values of index
are copies if and only if 1 and 2 qua values of int are copies. In other words,
the definition of are-copies does not determine whether 1 and 2 are copies.
Since they do not have to be in the are-copies relation, they are not forced
by GIP to be the same objects. That is, they are genuinely exempt from
GIP, even though they look the same.

In summary, the proposed simpler solution to Höhle’s Problem consists
in 1) adopting Sailer’s (2003: 116) General Identity Principle but without
restricting its scope to semantic representations or any other specific con-
figurations and in 2) making structures that should be exempt from GIP
cyclic.

This is a much more general solution than the partial solutions mentioned
above. It subsumes Richter’s (2007: 102) Unique Empty List Condition in (11),
as it makes not only empty lists but all attribute-less species unique, so that
in any utterance there is only one elist object, at most one nom object, at
most one sg , etc. It also subsumes GIP as understood in Sailer 2003, since
it is applied there to configurations which are not cyclic. However, this
solution is not completely general, as it makes all cyclic structures exempt
from GIP. So, for example, in a grammar of English in which a determiner
and a noun mutually select each other, there will typically be a cycle in each
nominal phrase containing a determiner. In such a case, when the structures
of two NPs look the same (e.g., the guy in the sentence The guy’s mother
loves the guy’s father), some spurious ambiguities will occur despite GIP.
A more elaborate solution that is fully general and does not rely on cyclicity
is presented Appendix B.

4 Coordination of Unlikes: Second-Order HPSG

In order to handle examples such as (17) (from Bayer 1996: 585, fn. 7, (ii.c–d)),
Yatabe (2004: 343) assumes a lexical entry for emphasized schematically
represented in (18), with the category of the object specified disjunctively as
an NP (nominal phrase; see noun) or a CP (complementiser phrase; comp).
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(17) a. We emphasized [[Mr. Colson’s many qualifications]NP and [that
he had worked at the White House]CP].

b. We emphasized [[that Mr. Colson had worked at the White
House]CP and [his many other qualifications]NP].

(18)




phon 〈emphasized〉

. . . valence


 subj 〈

[
. . . head c(

[
noun
case nom

]
)

]
〉

comps 〈
[
. . . head c(noun ∨ comp)

]
〉







The key idea is the use of the distributive functor, c, defined in (19) (Yatabe
2004: 343, (12)):
(19) 1 : c(α) ≡ 1 : α ∨ ( 1 :

[
args 〈 a1 , . . . , an 〉

] ∧ a1 : α∧ . . . ∧ an : α)

Here α is a description, such as
[

noun
case nom

]
or noun ∨ comp in (18), and

an object 1 satisfies c(α) – written as 1 : c(α) – iff it either satisfies the
description α directly (see the first disjunct in (19)), or if it is the head value
of a coordinate structure with conjuncts having head values a1 , . . . , an (see
the second disjunct); in the latter case, each of a1 , . . . , an must satisfy α
independently.

The intention of (19) is clear, but it is far from clear how to formally
encode it. That is, for each particular description α it is easy to define
a unary relation corresponding to c(α) in (19). What is far from clear is
how to define c in its generality (i.e., in a way simulating (19)), as a binary
relation between objects and arbitrary descriptions α. The problem is that, in
RSRL (Relational Speciate Re-entrant Language; Richter 2004), the language
for formalising HPSG grammars, arguments of relations are objects, not
descriptions.

I argue that this kind of analysis of unlike category coordination (UCC)
is on the right track – to the extent that justifies making RSRL a second-
order language, in which not only objects but also their properties may be
quantified over.7 While linearisation-based approaches to UCC were popular
in HPSG in 2000s (e.g., Crysmann 2003, Beavers & Sag 2004, Chaves 2006,
2008), it is clear now that at least some cases of UCC must be analysed as
direct coordination of smaller constituents, rather than as coordination of
larger verbal constituents and subsequent ellipsis (see, e.g., Levine 2011: § 2.3,
Dalrymple 2017, Abeillé & Chaves 2021: § 6, and Patejuk & Przepiórkowski
2021). Conceding this point, Chaves 2013 proposes to save the law of the
coordination of likes (as it is sometimes called after Williams 1981) by
reanalysing categories as constellations of some morphosyntactic features and
moving troublesome distributive restrictions, such as those encoded in (18),
to semantics. Unfortunately, this approach is untenable, given that case is
one of the remaining categorial features in Chaves 2013 and that instances

7Second-order systems usually have higher computational complexity than their first-
order equivalents, but given that already first-order RSRL is undecidable (Kepser 2004),
second-order RSRL is in the same class as standard RSRL.
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of unlike case coordination are well known (and have also been discussed
within HPSG; see Przepiórkowski 1999: § 5.3.1 and Levy 2001: § 4). Hence,
Yatabe’s (2004) is the most convincing approach to UCC currently on the
HPSG market and, given that the distributive functor c is also explicitly
invoked in recent work (Yatabe & Tam 2021: 74), there is an increasing need
to make it formalisable.

This calls for extending the syntax and semantics of RSRL to handle
second-order quantification. The modifications of the standard RSRL defini-
tions are relatively straightforward:8

• signatures do not only specify arities of relation symbols, but also types
of their arguments (each either e or et);

• interpretations of relation symbols are trivially modified so that they
satisfy such signatures (i.e., they are sets of tuples whose each element
is an object or a set of objects, depending on the type specified in the
signature);

• the set of variables, VAR, is the disjoint sum of VARe (first-order
variables) and VARet (second-order variables);

• variable assignments assign objects to elements of VARe and they assign
sets of objects to elements of VARet; the interpretation of quantifiers
is extended to second-order variables correspondingly;

• apart from the usual first-order terms T Σ
e (for the signature Σ), there are

also second-order terms, T Σ
et , specified recursively simultaneously with

the set of formulae, DΣ, as the disjoint sum of second-order variables
(VARet) and all formulae (DΣ);

• two clauses of the definition of formulae (Richter 2004: 165) are further
modified so that:
– the variables which are arguments of relation symbols are of the

right type e or et,
– τ1 ≈ τ2 is a formula if both terms are of the same type (i.e., both

are e or both are et);

• importantly, a new kind of formula is added: τ1(τ2), where τ1 ∈ T Σ
et

and τ2 ∈ T Σ
e ; this formula says that the description τ1 holds of the

object τ2;

• more precisely, the interpretation of τ1(τ2) is the set of all these objects
of the universe U on which the interpretation of τ2 belongs to the inter-
pretation of τ1; more formally: Dass

I (τ1(τ2)) = {u ∈ U : T assI (τ2)(u) ∈
Dass

I (τ1)}.
Note that, apart from the extended interpretations of relation symbols,

models are not affected by these changes: they are still collections of objects
8See Richter 2004: § 3.1.1 for the standard definitions and meanings of particular symbols.

I simplify throughout by ignoring chains.
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of particular species related via particular attributes.
Given these extensions, the lexical entry in (18) may be represented as

in (20), with the definition of c in (19) formalised via the relation c defined
in (21).

(20)




phon 〈emphasized〉
. . . valence

[
subj 〈

[
. . . head 1

]
〉

comps 〈
[
. . . head 2

]
〉

]


∧ α1 ≈ (: ∼ noun ∧ : case ∼ nom)
∧ α2 ≈ (: ∼ noun ∨ : ∼ comp)
∧ c( 1 , α1) ∧ c( 2 , α2)

(21) ∀ 1 e ∀αet ( c( 1 , α) ↔ α( 1 ) ∨
∃ a1 . . . ∃ an ( 1

[
args 〈 a1 , . . . , an 〉

]∧
c( a1 , α) ∧ . . . ∧ c( an , α) ) )

The definition of relation c in (21) differs from Yatabe’s (2004) definition of c
in (19) in being fully recursive, i.e., in taking into account nested (embedded)
coordination, as in Scooby-Doo or Tom and Jerry.

As already pointed out above, this second-order extension of RSRL seems
to be necessary to formalise Yatabe’s (2004) analysis in its generality. What
may be considered an advantage of this formalisation is that it also encodes
the standard LFG approach to coordination, on which certain properties are
distributive so that, when they are applied to a coordinate structure, they
independently distribute to all conjuncts (see, e.g., Dalrymple & Kaplan 2000,
Przepiórkowski & Patejuk 2012, and especially Przepiórkowski & Patejuk
2021). That it, the second-order extension proposed here makes it possible to
formally define the notion of distributivity in coordination which is assumed
in Lexical Functional Grammar as a primitive mechanism of that theory.

It must be noted, however, that an extensionally equivalent analysis –
i.e., an analysis that results in exactly the same configurations in models –
is possible that does not require such a second-order extension: instead of
defining the second-order relation c whose second argument is an arbitrary
description, it is possible to define a different first-order relation for each such
description. For example, the lexical entry in (20) may be replaced with the
lexical entry in (22), with relations noun_and_nom and noun_or_comp defined
as in (23)–(24):

(22)




phon 〈emphasized〉
. . . valence

[
subj 〈

[
. . . head 1

]
〉

comps 〈
[
. . . head 2

]
〉

]

∧ noun_and_nom( 1 )
∧ noun_or_comp( 2 )

(23) ∀ 1 ( noun_and_nom( 1 ) ↔ ( ( 1 ∼ noun ∧ 1 case ∼ nom) ∨
∃ a1 . . . ∃ an ( 1

[
args 〈 a1 , . . . , an 〉

]∧
noun_and_nom( a1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ noun_and_nom( an ) ) ) )

(24) ∀ 1 ( noun_or_comp( 1 ) ↔ ( ( 1 ∼ noun ∨ 1 ∼ comp) ∨
∃ a1 . . . ∃ an ( 1

[
args 〈 a1 , . . . , an 〉

]∧
noun_or_comp( a1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ noun_or_comp( an ) ) ) )

As different predicates impose different selectional restrictions and allow for
different combinations of categories, many relations analogous to (23)–(24)
would have to be defined in the grammar, all encoding essentially the same
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mechanism of distribution of selectional restrictions to all conjuncts in a co-
ordinate structure. For this reason, an analysis in terms of a single general
relation encoding such distributivity should be preferred, even if it calls for
a second-order extension of RSRL.

5 Conclusion

While the extent to which the model theory of HPSG is developed is un-
paralleled, and – with the notable exception of Søgaard & Lange 2009 –
there is practically no work on the formal foundations of HPSG after Richter
2007, it would be a mistake to assume that all problems are solved and all
reasonable analyses may be formalised. The improvements proposed in this
paper range from fundamental and conceptual (making models rooted and
non-exhaustive, extending the underlying language to second-order) to purely
technical (solving the long-standing Höhle’s Problem). I hope that this paper
will help rekindle some interest in the formal foundations of HPSG.

Appendices

A Non-Exhaustive Rooted Models – Technicalities

Here are the technical modifications to RSRL, as defined in Richter
2004: § 3.1.1, which are needed to implement the idea of rooted non-exhaustive
models presented in Section 2. All definitions are simplified by ignoring com-
plications related to chains.

I assume the standard notion of signature (Richter 2004: 156):

Definition 1 (signature) Σ is a signature iff
Σ is a septuple 〈S,v, Smax, A, F,R,Ar〉,
〈S,v〉 is a partial order,
Smax = {σ ∈ S | for each σ′ ∈ S, if σ′ v σ then σ = σ′},
A is a set,
F is a partial function from S ×A to S,
for each σ1 ∈ S, for each σ2 ∈ S, for each φ ∈ A,

if F (σ1, φ) is defined and σ2 v σ1

then F (σ2, φ) is defined and F (σ2, φ) v F (σ1, φ),
R is a finite set, and
Ar is a total function from R to the positive integers.

On the other hand, I extend the notion of terms (Richter 2004: 162) by
adding a special symbol, r, used to refer to the distinguished object in the
universe of a interpretation (which will be defined below, in Definition 5):9

9In this and the following definitions, my extensions are underlined.
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Definition 2 (terms) For each signature Σ = 〈S,v, Smax, A, F,R,Ar〉,
the set of terms TΣ is the smallest set such that
r ∈ TΣ,
: ∈ TΣ,
for each x ∈ V , x ∈ TΣ,
for each φ ∈ A and each τ ∈ TΣ, τφ ∈ TΣ.

The definition of formulæ is standard (Richter 2004: 165):

Definition 3 (formulæ) For each signature Σ = 〈S,v, Smax, A, F,R,Ar〉,
the set of formulæ DΣ is the smallest set such that
for each σ ∈ S, for each τ ∈ TΣ, τ ∼ σ ∈ DΣ,
for each τ1, τ2 ∈ TΣ, τ1 ≈ τ2 ∈ DΣ,
for each ρ ∈ R, for each x1, . . . , xAr(ρ) ∈ V , ρ(x1, . . . , xAr(ρ)) ∈ DΣ,
for each x ∈ V , for each δ ∈ DΣ, ∃xδ ∈ DΣ, (analogous for ∀)
for each δ ∈ DΣ, ¬δ ∈ DΣ,
for each δ1, δ2 ∈ DΣ, and (δ1 ∧ δ2) ∈ DΣ. (analogous for ∨,→,↔)

Additionally, the standard definition of free variables (Richter
2004: 166–167), FV , is trivially extended so that the term r is variable-free:
FV (r) = {}.

Also the definition of descriptions is standard (Richter 2004: 173):

Definition 4 (descriptions) For each signature Σ, the set of descriptions
DΣ

0 =
{
δ ∈ DΣ|FV (δ) = {}

}
.

The definition of interpretation is extended from a quadruple 〈U, S,A,R〉
(Richter 2004: 157–158) to a quintuple 〈U, r, S,A,R〉, where U, S, A, and R are
defined in the standard way (i.e., as the universe, assignment of species to
objects, interpretation of attributes, and interpretation of relation symbols,
respectively), and r ∈ U is the distinguished object:

Definition 5 (interpretation) For each signature
Σ = 〈S,v, Smax, A, F,R,Ar〉, I = 〈U, r,S,A,R〉 is an Σ interpretation iff
U is a set,
r ∈ U,
S is a total function from U to Smax,
A is a total function from A to the set of partial functions from U to U,
for each φ ∈ A and each u ∈ U

if A(φ)(u) is defined
then F (S(u), φ) is defined, and S(A(φ)(u)) v F (S(u), φ), and

for each φ ∈ A and each u ∈ U,
if F (S(u), φ) is defined then A(φ)(u) is defined,

R is a total function from R to the power set of
⋃
n∈N

Un, and

for each ρ ∈ R, R(ρ) ⊆ UAr(ρ).
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The definition of variable assignments (Richter 2004: 161–162) is standard,
while the definition of term interpretation (Richter 2004: 162–163) is extended
so that the interpretation of the term r is the distinguished object r:

Definition 6 (term interpretation) For each signature
Σ = 〈S,v, Smax, A, F,R,Ar〉, for each Σ interpretation I = 〈U, r, S,A,R〉, for
each g ∈ GI, the term interpretation TgI is the total function from TΣ to the
set of partial functions from U to U such that for each u ∈ U,

TgI (r)(u) is defined and TgI (r)(u) = r,
TgI (:)(u) is defined and TgI (:)(u) = u,
for each x ∈ V , TgI (x)(u) is defined and TgI (x)(u) = g(x),
for each τ ∈ TΣ, for each φ ∈ A,

TgI (τφ)(u) is defined iff TgI (τ)(u) is defined
and A(φ)(TgI (τ)(u)) is defined, and

if TgI (τφ)(u) is defined then TgI (τφ)(u) = A(φ)(TgI (τ)(u)).

The definition of formula denotation (Richter 2004: 168–169) can be
simplified: given that the whole universe in any interpretation corresponds
to a single utterance, quantification may now by defined in the same way as
in first-order logic, as quantification over the whole universe, rather than as
quantification over components. The practical effect of this modification is
the same as in the setup of Richter 2007, where quantification evaluated at
any object scopes over the whole utterance to which this object belongs.

Definition 7 (formula denotation) For each signature
Σ = 〈S,v, Smax, A, F,R,Ar〉, for each Σ interpretation I = 〈U, r, S,A,R〉, for
each g ∈ GI, the formula denotation function DgI is the total function from
DΣ to the power set of U such that

for each τ ∈ TΣ, for each σ ∈ S,
DgI (τ ∼ σ) =

{
u ∈ U

∣∣∣∣
TgI (τ)(u) is defined, and
S
(
TgI (τ)(u)

)
v σ

}
,

for each τ1, τ2 ∈ TΣ,

DgI (τ1 ≈ τ2) =



u ∈ U

∣∣∣∣∣∣

TgI (τ1)(u) is defined,
TgI (τ2)(u) is defined, and
TgI (τ1)(u) = TgI (τ2)(u)



,

for each ρ ∈ R, for each x1, . . . , xAr(ρ) ∈ V ,
DgI
(
ρ(x1, . . . , xAr(ρ))

)
=
{
u ∈ U

∣∣〈g(x1), . . . , g(xAr(ρ))
〉
∈ R(ρ)

}
,

for each x ∈ V , for each δ ∈ DΣ,

DgI (∃xδ) =

{
u ∈ U

∣∣∣∣∣
for some u′ ∈ U

u ∈ D
g[x 7→u′]
I (δ)

}
,

for each x ∈ V , for each δ ∈ DΣ,

DgI (∀xδ) =

{
u ∈ U

∣∣∣∣∣
for each u′ ∈ U

u ∈ D
g[x 7→u′]
I (δ)

}
,

for each δ ∈ DΣ, DgI (¬δ) = U\DgI (δ),
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for each δ1, δ2 ∈ DΣ, DgI ((δ1 ∧ δ2)) = DgI (δ1) ∩ DgI (δ2)
for each δ1, δ2 ∈ DΣ, DgI ((δ1 ∨ δ2)) = DgI (δ1) ∪ DgI (δ2)
for each δ1, δ2 ∈ DΣ, DgI ((δ1 → δ2)) =

(
U\DgI (δ1)

)
∪ DgI (δ2), and

for each δ1, δ2 ∈ DΣ,
DgI ((δ1 ↔ δ2)) = ((U\DgI (δ1)) ∩ (U\DgI (δ2))) ∪ (DgI (δ1) ∩ DgI (δ2)).

Finally, the definition of description denotation is standard (Richter
2004: 177):

Definition 8 (description denotation) For each signature Σ, for each Σ
interpretation I = 〈U, r, S,A,R〉, the description denotation function DI is the
total function from DΣ

0 to the power set of U such that
DI(δ) =

{
u ∈ U

∣∣for each g ∈ GI, u ∈ DgI (δ)
}
.

Also standard are the definitions of grammar and model (Richter
2004: 178–179), and it is not necessary (nor desirable) to define exhaustive
models (Richter 2004: 179–180).

B Höhle’s Problem – Comprehensive Solution

The comprehensive solution Höhle’s Problem is similar to the simpler solution
in Section 3 in the sense that it relies on the General Identity Principle in (12)
and makes certain structures exempt from GIP by making them “escape”
the definition of are-copies. But the structures that are exempt from GIP
should be defined explicitly, rather than assuming that all cyclic structures
are exempt. So the first step is to redefine are-copies in such a way that
also cyclic structures which look the same are token identical, thus closing
the loophole on which the simpler solution relies, and the second step is to
explicitly define a new loophole allowing certain structures to “escape” the
redefined are-copies.

In the first step, the relation are-copies is redefined so that it is sensitive
to cycles. For this to work, it must have two more arguments which serve
as the memory of objects through which the “currently examined” objects
were reached. For example, the two new arguments are empty lists in the
“top-level call” are-copies(〈 〉, 1 , 〈 〉, 2 ), which is used in the modified GIP
in (25).
(25) ∀ 1∀ 2 (are-copies(〈 〉, 1 , 〈 〉, 2 )→ 1 ≈ 2 )

However, when the sequences of objects visited on the paths to 1 and 2 are
not empty, as for example in are-copies(〈 13 , 12 , 11 〉, 1 , 〈 23 , 22 , 21 〉, 2 ), it
is possible that 1 and 2 are already in such sequences, i.e., it is possible that
they have already been examined; e.g., in the example at hand, it might be
the case that 1 = 12 and 2 = 22 , i.e., that there are cycles 12 � 13 (i.e.,
1 � 13 ) and 22 � 23 (i.e., 2 � 23 ). If so, it does not make sense to ask
whether 1 and 2 are copies, as this question was already asked about them
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(i.e., about 12 and 22 ) before; if all the other conditions on 1 and 2 being
copies are satisfied, then it should be assumed that 1 and 2 indeed are copies.
An ancillary relation, member2, is used to discover such cycles:
(26) member2( 1 , 〈 l1h | l1t 〉, 2 , 〈 l2h | l2t 〉)↔

( 1 ≈ l1h ∧ 2 ≈ l2h ) ∨ member2( 1 , l1t , 2 , l2t )

In the running example, member2( 1 , 〈 13 , 12 , 11 〉, 2 , 〈 23 , 22 , 21 〉) is true only
when 1 and 2 are parallel members of the two corresponding lists, i.e., either
1 = 11 and 2 = 21 , or 1 = 12 and 2 = 22 , 1 = 13 and 2 = 23 (but not,
e.g., when only 1 = 12 and 2 = 23 ). This makes sure that if cycles are
discovered, they are of the same length in both structures.

With this ancillary relation in hand, the new are-copies relation, which
closes the cyclicity loophole, is defined as in (27):
(27) ∀ 1∀ 2 are-copies( l1 , 1 , l2 , 2 )↔

member2( 1 , l1 , 2 , l2 ) ∨
∨

σ∈S
( 1 ∼σ ∧ 2 ∼σ) ∧

∧

α∈A
( 1α ≈ 1α→ are-copies(〈 1 | l1 〉, 1α, 〈 2 | l2 〉, 2α))

According to this definition, if 1 and 2 form parallel cycles, they are potential
copies, and otherwise are-copies behaves as before: it checks the identity
of species and whether values of all corresponding attributes are copies.

The combination of the new GIP in (25) and the new are-copies in (27)
is exceptionless, so it is too strong – it is incompatible with the standard
binding theory and the works mentioned in fn. 5. The following modified
definition of are-copies makes it possible to specify exceptions: any objects
satisfying the relation int, e.g., objects of sort ref (see (28)), will be exempted
from GIP:
(28) ∀ 1 int( 1 )↔ 1 ∼ref
(29) ∀ 1∀ 2 are-copies( l1 , 1 , l2 , 2 )↔

member2( 1 , l1 , 2 , l2 ) ∨
∨

σ∈S
( 1 ∼σ ∧ 2 ∼σ) ∧

∧

α∈A
( 1α ≈ 1α→ are-copies(〈 1 | l1 〉, 1α, 〈 2 | l2 〉, 2α)) ∧

(int( 1 )→ are-copies( l1 , 1 , l2 , 2 ))

The way this works is, in short, as follows: if there are no parallel cycles
(so member2( 1 , l1 , 2 , l2 ) in the second line of (28) is false) and the usual
conditions on what it means to be copies in the third and fourth line are
satisfied, so 1 and 2 look the same, then either 1 and 2 are not specified as
intensional (int( 1 ) is false), in which case 1 and 2 are in the are-copies
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relation, or they are specified as intensional (int( 1 ) is true), in which case the
above definition says that are-copies( l1 , 1 , l2 , 2 ) (in the first line) is true
iff are-copies( l1 , 1 , l2 , 2 ) (in the last line) is true, so it is undetermined
whether 1 and 2 are copies and, hence, they are not in the scope of GIP.
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Abstract

The formal analysis of idioms has been oscillating between approaches
that emphasize the unit-like character of idioms and approaches that focus
on the autonomy of the idioms’ parts. In this paper, we summarize the
main arguments for and against these two positions to then propose an
account that tries to capture and combine the insights and advantages of
both types of analysis. The resulting theory is heavily influenced by the
approach taken in Riehemann (2001).

1 Introduction

Idioms like kick the bucket ‘die’ in (1) or pull strings ‘use connections’ in (2)
have mostly been analyzed as either fixed phrases that are coupled with the
idiom’s meaning as a whole (henceforth phrasal accounts) or as two or more
separate idiomatic parts that combine according to the conventional rules of
combinatorics and that each contribute their own meaning to the meaning of
the idiom as a whole (henceforth combinatorial accounts).

(1) Our gold fish kicked the bucket last night.

(2) My boss pulled strings to get his current job.

Whereas phrasal accounts emphasize the unit-like character of idioms, com-
binatorial accounts focus on the (relative) autonomy of the idioms’ parts. In this
paper, we summarize the main arguments for and against these two positions
to then propose an analysis that tries to capture and combine the insights and
advantages of both types of analysis.

2 Phrasal versus combinatorial approaches

Early generative approaches, like Chomsky (1965), consider all idioms lexical
units with internal structure; idioms are taken to be part of the lexicon but
more complex than single words. Most subsequent approaches to idioms take
a (much) more differentiated position.

On the basis of their empirical observation that not all idioms behave like
monolithic units, but many of them actually show a certain degree of syntactic
flexibility, Wasow et al. (1983) and Nunberg et al. (1994) argue that idioms
come in at least two versions: (i) idiomatic phrases (IPs) and (ii) idiomatically
combining expressions (ICEs).

IPs are semantically non-decomposable idioms that are analyzed as fixed
phrases stored in the lexicon in the form of one single monolithic entry, which is

†We thank the reviewers and the participants of HPSG 2021 for their comments, in particular
Emily Bender, Jamie Findlay, Paul Kay, Nurit Melnik, and Adam Przepiórkowski. We are grateful
to Pascal Hohmann for help with LaTeX. All errors are ours.
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directly coupled with the idiomatic meaning. A typical and often used example
of an IP is the idiom kick the bucket, whose interpretation is ‘die’.

ICEs, on the other hand, are semantically decomposable idioms that are an-
alyzed as consisting of two or more separate word-level lexical entries that each
contribute only a part of the idiom and of its meaning. Typical and often used
examples of ICEs are pull strings ‘use connections’ (where pull is interpreted as
‘use’ and strings as ‘connections’) and spill beans ‘divulge information’ (where
spill is interpreted as ‘divulge’ and beans as ‘information’).

The basic insight in Wasow et al. (1983) and Nunberg et al. (1994) is that
semantic decomposability correlates with syntactic flexibility: Semantically de-
composable idioms can undergo syntactic processes such as passivization, topi-
calization, or the insertion of adjuncts, whereas semantically non-decomposable
idioms cannot – see (3), where “$” indicates the unavailability of an idiomatic
reading.

(3) a. The beans were spilled by Pat. (Nunberg et al., 1994, 510)

b. $ The bucket was kicked by Pat. (Nunberg et al., 1994, 508)

Semantically decomposable idioms motivated a combinatorial analysis in
GPSG (Gazdar et al., 1985). This has been carried over to HPSG in Krenn &
Erbach (1994), Sailer (2003), and Soehn (2009).

Kay et al. (2015) and Bargmann & Sailer (2018) then point to empirical
evidence against the syntactic fixedness of non-decomposable idioms. For ex-
ample, passivization of non-decomposable idioms is not blocked in principle
but interacts in a predictable way with the discourse constraints on passive in a
given language, as in (4).

(4) When you are dead, you don’t have to worry about death anymore.
. . . The bucket will be kicked. (Bargmann & Sailer, 2018, 21)

Bargmann & Sailer (2018) account for the passivizability of kick the bucket
in (4) in the following way: First, the subject of an English passive clause must
be given or inferable from the preceding context (Kuno & Takami, 2004, 127).
Second, the idiomatic noun phrase the bucket refers to a dying event. Since
dying is given in the context, passivization is possible.

In the light of such observations, Kay et al. (2015) and Bargmann & Sailer
(2018) analyze all idioms with a regular syntactic structure – decomposable or
not – in a combinatorial way. This leads to an ICE-style analysis for idioms such
as kick the bucket and restricts a phrasal analysis to expressions such as kingdom
come ‘paradise’.

Findlay (2019) points out two big challenges for combinatorial analyses:
(i) The idiomatic versions of the words need to be prevented from occurring
independently of the idiom (henceforth collocational challenge), and (ii) there
is a new lexical entry for each (idiomatic) word in each idiom (henceforth lexical
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explosion challenge). Findlay (2019) then suggests a phrasal analysis of idioms
in a tree-grammar-based version of LFG.

A hallmark of phrasal analyses is that an idiom’s parts are licensed directly
and exclusively through the idiom’s phrasal entry. Compared to combinatorial
analyses, this has three advantages: (i) An idiom’s parts are automatically pre-
vented from occurring independently of the idiom, which leads to a confinement
of idiom parts and avoids the collocational challenge. (ii) There is no need for
individual lexical entries for individual idiomatic words, which avoids a lexical
proliferation or “explosion” and hence ensures a leaner lexicon. (iii) It captures
the intuition that idioms are lexical units.

However, phrasal analyses do not seem to be the appropriate analytic tool
for some syntactic and/or textual constellations. We will consider three rele-
vant cases here. The first problem is posed by the occurrence of idiom parts in
relative clauses, see (5).

(5) a. The stringsk [RC that Pat pulled k] got Chris the job.
(Nunberg et al., 1994, 510)

b. John never pulled the stringsk [RC that his mother told him should
be pulled k]. (Henk v. Riemsdijk’s example)

If the relative clause contains only the idiomatic verb, here pull, it is un-
clear how a phrasal account can connect the verb with the idiomatic noun, here
strings. Example (5b) is particularly challenging, as there is only one occur-
rence of the idiomatic noun strings but two occurrences of the idiomatic verb
pull. According to the combinatorial analysis in Webelhuth et al. (2018, 257),
pull is licensed in the relative clauses in (5) via the semantics of stringsk, which
is present via the gap k.

The second problematic constellation for phrasal accounts is exemplified
in (6). Just as in (5b), there is one occurrence of the idiomatic noun beans
that is related to two distinct occurrences of the idiomatic verb spill. It is not
clear how this could be reconciled with a phrasal account, as the noun beans
would have to be part of two distinct instances of the idiomatic phrase spill
beans simultaneously.

(6) The beans [V P [V P have not been spilled yet], but [V P will be spilled
very soon]].

In the combinatorial approach in Webelhuth et al. (2018), an occurrence of
the idiomatic verb spill is licensed via the semantics of the idiomatic noun beans.
Since beans is the head of the subject of the conjoined verb phrases, this single
occurrence of the noun is sufficient to license two occurrences of the idiomatic
verb spill.

The third challenge for phrasal accounts that we would like to discuss in-
volves the pronominalization of idiom parts, as in (7).
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(7) Eventually she spilled all the beansk. But it took her a few days to spill
themk all. (Riehemann, 2001, 207)

In the but-clause in (7), the idiomatic verb spill combines with the pronoun
them rather than an overt realization of the noun beans. This is only possible if
the antecedent of the pronoun is a noun phrase whose head is idiomatic beans.
This condition is hard to integrate into a phrasal analysis.

A combinatorial approach does not necessarily face this problem. According
to Webelhuth et al. (2018, 251–252, 256), a pronoun shares relevant parts of
its semantics with its antecedent. In our case, this means that the pronoun them
in the but-clause has the semantics of idiomatic beans. Consequently, idiomatic
spill is licensed in the but-clause.

This brief discussion shows that phrasal accounts naturally capture the con-
finement of idiom parts and allow for a leaner lexicon. Both of these are rather
conceptual arguments. A combinatorial account, on the other hand, seems to
be the better fit when it comes to the actual phenomena, like idioms in relative
clauses, parts of idioms occurring twice, and idiom parts being pronominal-
ized.1

3 Riehemann’s approach

In Riehemann (2001), all idioms are phrases that consist of two or more words
of which at least one is an idiomatic word. Such an idiomatic word differs
from its non-idiomatic counterpart in exactly two aspects: (i) It has a different
meaning (figurative or empty), and (ii) it does not have an individual entry
in the lexicon, as it is obligatorily part of the idiom it belongs to and, as a
consequence, has no status of its own. Apart from these two differences, an
idiomatic word is identical to its literal counterpart, i.e. the former shares the
latter’s phonology, morphology, and syntax.

In order to ensure this overlap between idiomatic words and their non-
idiomatic counterparts, Riehemann (2001) establishes a relation between them.
Using asymmetric default unification “<u ” (Lascarides & Copestake, 1999, 69),
she has an idiomatic word adopt all the characteristics of its literal counterpart
that are not specified within the idiomatic word. The only characteristic that
she specifies in idiomatic words is their semantics. See Fig. 1 for a sketch of
Riehemann’s encoding of spill beans.

Riehemann (2001) keeps the words that occur in a phrase (any phrase, not
just idiomatic ones) in an unordered repository that she tellingly calls WORDS.

1In addition to these empirical problems of phrasal approaches, the underlying formalism of
HPSG makes it impossible to express a genuinely phrasal analysis. The reason for this lies in
HPSG’s notion of locality. Every linguistic object needs to satisfy all constraints of the gram-
mar (Richter, 2019). For idioms, this means that every idiomatic word must be licensed by the
grammar all by itself. In other words, if an idiom such as kick the bucket is assigned an internal
structure, every node in this structure needs to be licensed by the grammar as well.
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Figure 1: Description of the idiom spill beans in Riehemann (2001, 192)

The words in the WORDS repository are identical (including their subcategoriza-
tion requirements) to the terminal nodes of the syntactic tree of the phrase. In
a phrase that consists of or contains an idiom, the words are not only stored
in WORDS but also divided up into two different sub-repositories of WORDS:
CONSTRUCTIONAL-WORDS (C-WORDS) and OTHER-WORDS (O-WORDS). C-WORDS

contains all and only the words that are part of the idiom.
Due to the fact that Riehemann (2001) defines idioms as phrases that consist

of two or more words of which at least one is an idiomatic word, there must
be two or more words in C-WORDS and at least one of them must be idiomatic.
O-WORDS is the complementary repository to C-WORDS and, therefore, contains
all and only the words that are not part of the idiom, which are always non-
idiomatic. The reason why Riehemann (2001) allows for non-idiomatic words
in her idiomatic phrases (and hence in C-WORDS) are idioms in which at least
one of the words has its literal meaning, as in miss the boat ‘miss out’. Since
C-WORDS and O-WORDS are the only sub-repositories of WORDS, the union of
their members results in the members of WORDS again.

At the level of the complete utterance, a ‘head count’ is carried out to ensure
that all and only those idiomatic words are present that originated in C-WORDS.
This guarantees that idiomatic words only appear when licensed by an idiom
phrase, so that no idiom is incomplete. If a part of an idiom is present at the
level of the complete utterance, the other parts have to be present as well and
stand in the appropriate semantic relationship. The way the mechanism is built,
it requires a one-to-one correspondence of idiomatic words in the structure and
idiomatic words on phrasal C-WORDS lists.

Compared to combinatorial accounts, Riehemann’s phrasal account offers
the general advantages of phrasal analyses mentioned above: There is no need
for individual lexical entries of the idiomatic uses of words, and there is a central
place in which the idiom is defined as a whole. At the same time, the approach
is subject to two empirical problems of such accounts. The pronominalization of
idiom parts as in (7), is one of these cases. For example, in (7), the WORDS list
of the sentence contains the idiomatic word spill and the pronoun them. How-
ever, it is plausible that the pronoun them differs from the literal word beans
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in more than just the semantics. Consequently, the pronoun cannot asymmet-
rically default-unify with the literal word beans. This means that there cannot
be the required two idiomatic words on the C-WORDS list.

The second problem is exemplified by data such as (6): There are two oc-
currences of the word spill, but only one of the word beans. The mechanism for
checking the occurrence of the correct C-WORDS does not allow this.

In addition to these empirical problems, the technical realization of the un-
derlying idea is not fully satisfactory. First, the WORDS mechanism is not used for
anything other than the licensing of idioms. Second, the mechanism of asym-
metric default unification is equally not part of the core machinery of HPSG.

To summarize, Riehemann’s approach tries to capture the flexibility of com-
binatorial approaches with the conceptual advantages of phrasal accounts. For
this reason, we will take her analysis as our basis and propose modifications to
solve its problems.

4 A new phraseo-combinatorial analysis

The proposal that we will present in this section conserves the basic ideas of
Riehemann (2001) but expresses them in a different way. First, we will encode
Riehemann’s “<u ” as a lexical rule. Second, we will replace the WORDS mecha-
nism with a constraint on idiomatic phrases and a collocational restriction on
idiomatic words. Third, we follow Webelhuth et al. (2018) in assuming that
the completeness requirement on idioms is semantic rather than syntactic, let
alone phrasal. We will present the ingredients of our analysis step by step – in
a simplified version in Section 4.1, and in a refined version in Section 4.2.

Throughout the paper, we are largely agnostic with regard to the type of
semantic approach to be assumed. We only need to assume that there is a
semantic constant that is associated with a particular reading of a word. This
constant would be the value of the RELN attribute in Pollard & Sag (1994), of
MAIN in Richter & Sailer (2004), or of LID in Sag (2012). In this paper, we will
simply call this attribute RELN.

4.1 Basic version of the analysis

Riehemann establishes a relation between a literal and an idiomatic version of
words that occur in idioms in terms of her asymmetric default unification. We
will express Riehemann’s idea as an object-level lexical rule à la Meurers (2001).
This is a well-defined and commonly recognized mechanism. It is a natural
choice for us, as there is a clear connection between the two mechanisms: A
lexical rule expresses the differences between its input and its output, with the
assumption that anything not specified is taken over. Similarly, Riehemann’s
operator is intended as saying that the literal use of a word and its idiomatic
use share all properties except of those explicitly specified by the idiom.
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Figure 3: Constraint on the sort i-word-lexical-rule (i-word-lr; 1st version)

Meurers (2001) introduces a sort lexical-rule with two attributes, IN and
OUT, both of which take a word object as their value. Such lexical-rule objects
occur inside words. Meurers (2001) defines an attribute STORE on the sort
word. The value of this attribute is a list, which is empty in the case of a simple
word. For derived words, the STORE value contains the lexical-rule object which
licenses the derived word. This is expressed by identifying the derived word
with the output of the lexical rule, i.e., with the OUT value. Meurer’s version of
the Word Principle is given in Fig. 2.

For our cases, we introduce a special lexical rule for idiom components.
We assume a sort idiomatic-word-lexical-rule (i-word-lr), which is a subsort of
lexical-rule. A first version of this lexical rule is given in Fig. 3. The input of the
lexical rule specifies the literal version of an idiom component. The output of
the rule specifies the properties of the idiom-specific use of the same word. The
way the rule is stated, it only requires that the input and the output differ with
respect to their CONT, i.e., that the idiomatic word differs in meaning from its
non-idiomatic base. In the example, we use spill-id and bean-id for the meaning
of spill and bean as they occur in this idiom.

The next ingredient of our theory is a phrasal constraint that actually defines
an idiom. Again, we follow the basic ideas from Riehemann (2001). We assume
that each phrase has an additional attribute C(ONSTRUCTION)-W(OR)DS. The
value of this attribute is a list of i-word-lexical-rule and word objects. It contains
the specification of an i-word-lr for each idiomatic word, and of a word for each
literal word that is an obligatory component of the idiom.2

Ordinary phrases have an empty C-WDS list. We provide the phrasal speci-
fication for the idiom spill beans in Fig. 4. Note its striking similarity to Riehe-
mann’s analysis, as given above in Fig. 1.

We introduce a Lexicon of idiomatic expressions, given in Fig. 5. This is a
constraint on phrases with a non-empty C-WDS list. The consequent of the con-

2We will not discuss idioms containing words in their literal meaning, such as miss the boat.
Nonetheless, we will formulate our constraints in a way compatible with these cases.
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Figure 4: Sketch of the description of the idiomatic phrase spill beans

straint is a disjunction of descriptions of the idiomatic expression of the lan-
guage. The individual entries of the idioms are heavily simplified in the figure.
Each of them will look like the example in Fig. 4. Any phrase with a non-empty
C-WDS list must satisfy one of the disjuncts in Fig. 5, i.e., must be an instantiation
of an idiom.

So far, we have seen how to write the specification of the properties of an
idiom. What is missing is how this will be put to work in a sentence. To do this,
we need two constraints: First, a constraint that guarantees that whenever a
particular idiomatic phrase is used, it dominates all words that constitute this
idiom. Second, whenever an idiomatic word is used, it must be dominated by
a corresponding idiomatic phrase.

The first of these constraints can be expressed straightforwardly. We provide
a first version of it in (8). It enforces that an idiomatic phrase dominates the
words that constitute the idiom. These can be words in their literal meaning
or in their idiom-specific use – i.e. the words in the OUT value of an i-word-lr
object.

(8) Idiom Completeness Constraint (first version):
A phrase with a non-empty C-WORDS list must dominate words identical
with the elements on its C-WORDS list or their OUT values.

We need some additional mechanism for the second constraint. As this con-
straint is concerned with the distribution of lexical elements, we adopt a ver-
sion of the HPSG collocation theory, presented in Richter & Sailer (2003) for
bound words, in Richter & Soehn (2006) for negative polarity items, and in
Soehn (2009) additionally for external allomorphy (such as the a/an alterna-
tion). This theory is assumed as a prerequisite in a number of existing HPSG
analyses of idioms, such as Sailer (2003), Soehn (2006), or Webelhuth et al.
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Figure 6: Constraint on the sort i-word-lr (final version, with collocation)

(2018). Consequently, we do not introduce additional machinery by using it.
In its simplest version, the collocation theory consists of a list-values at-

tribute COLL, which is defined on lexical items. The elements of this list are
sign objects. Finally, there is a constraint that a lexical item can only occur in a
structure in which it is dominated by each of the elements on its COLL list.

In collocational approaches to idioms such as the ones just mentioned, an
idiomatic word is collocationally restricted to co-occur with the other words that
belong to the idiom. In our approach, the output of the i-word-lr needs to be col-
locationally restricted to occur within a phrase that licenses the idiom. In other
words, the output of the i-word-lr is collocationally restricted to a phrase that
has this instantiation of the lexical rule on its C-WORDS list. This is expressed in
the revised version of the constraint on the sort i-word-lr in Fig. 6.

The Idiom Completeness Constaint in (8) and the revised version of the i-
word-lr in Fig. 6 have the desired effect: First, if there is an idiomatic phrase,
it must dominate words that correspond to the OUT values of the elements in
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Figure 7: Sketch of the analysis of sentence (9b)

the phrase’s C-WDS list. Second, if there is an idiomatic word, it requires the
presence of an idiom on whose C-WDS list it is.

Even in this preliminary form, our approach allows us to capture some basic
properties of idioms. The idiom spill beans is syntactically relatively flexible. As
shown in (9), the idiom can occur in a active as well as in a passive form. We
sketch our analysis of the passive example in Fig. 7.

(9) a. Alex spilled the beans.

b. Beans were spilled.

The sentence in (9b) contains instances of the two idiomatic words beans
and spilled. As indicated in the structure in Fig. 7 by “↑” these words are the
output of an application of the i-word-lr. Consequently, they have a colloca-
tional requirement that they must be dominated by some phrase on whose C-
WDS list these idiomatic words are found. This triggers the occurrence of the
phrase, specified in Fig. 4. It is, therefore, guaranteed that whenever there is
an idiomatic word, it enforces the presence of a disjunct from the lexicon of
idiomatic expressions in Fig. 5. On the other hand, once there is a phrase with
a non-empty C-WDS list in a structure, the Idiom Completeness Constraint from
has the effect that this phrase must dominate all words that are relevant for a
particular idiom.

The ungrammatical example (10) contains only one part of the idiom. Our
theory correctly excludes this sentence under an idiomatic reading.

(10) $ Alex told me the beans. 6= ‘Alex told me the secrets.’

If the word beans is used idiomatically, it must be dominated by a phrase
which has on its C-WDS list two i-words-lr objects, one for the idiomatic version
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of beans and one for the idiomatic version of spill. This phrase, then, must dom-
inate words identical to the OUT values of its C-WDS elements. In this particular
sentence, however, the idiomatic use of the word spill is missing.

The basic version of our phraseo-combinatorial approach has all the basic
components: It is combinatorial in that idiomatic words have exactly the prop-
erties stipulated for them in corresponding purely combinatorial approaches.
We have chosen a collocational variant of a combinatorial approach rather than
the selection-based one of Kay et al. (2015) and Michaelis (2019). Our ap-
proach is phrasal in that there are no lexical entries for those idiomatic words
but a single specification of the idiom as a whole in terms of a phrasal specifi-
cation. This specification, however, does not constrain the type of phrase but
only the idiomatic words that it must dominate. It is at the phrasal level that
the mapping from the literal to the idiomatic word is constrained.

4.2 Final version of the analysis

The basic version of our account presented in Section 4.1 does not yet capture
the full syntactic and semantic flexibility that we discussed in Section 2. In
particular, the insight that the completeness requirement of an idiom is semantic
in nature is not yet encoded. To implement this insight, we will loosen the co-
occurrence constraints in the Idiom Completeness Constraint to the relevant
parts of the semantic representation.

The need for such a refinement can be illustrated with examples such as
(7), repeated for convenience in (11). Here, one of the obligatory parts of the
idiom is realized by a pronoun, them, rather than by a noun phrase containing
the idiomatic word beans.

(11) Eventually she spilled all the beansk. But it took her a few days to spill
themk all.

We can adopt the solution in Webelhuth et al. (2018): The idiomatic phrase
only requires the occurrence of a word with the relevant idiomatic content, i.e.
with the relation beans-id. This is expressed in the final version of the Idiom
Completeness Constraint in (12).

(12) Idiom Completeness Constraint (final version):
For each phrase p and for each object o on p’s C-WORDS list,
p dominates a sign whose CONT|RELN value is identical with o’s
CONT|RELN value or its OUT|. . . |CONT|RELN value.

In the critical example (11), the antecedent of the pronoun them is the noun
phrase the beans from the previous sentence. We assume with Webelhuth et al.
(2018) that the basic content is among the things shared between an anaphor-
ically used pronoun and its antecedent. This includes enough information to
fulfill the completeness requirement of the idiom. Adapting this to the present
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Figure 8: Sketch of the analysis of the sentence Alex spilled them.

architecture, we assume that the RELN value of the pronoun is identical with
that of its antecedent. This is sufficient to satisfy the Idiom Completeness Con-
straint in its final version in (12) – though it was not enough to satisfy the earlier
form of this constraint in (8).

We provide an analysis of a simple sentence with a pronominalized idiom
part, Alex spilled them, in Fig. 8. The idiomatic word spilled is licensed as it
is dominated by a phrase in which the particular mapping from non-idiomatic
spill to its idiom-specific version is specified. The pronoun them is not idiomatic
and, as such, has no idiom-specific distributional requirements. It has, however,
certain restrictions as a discourse anaphora. These include that parts of its se-
mantics, in particular its RELN value, are identical with those of its antecedent.
The top node in the tree is the idiomatic phrase. It satisfies the Idiom Complete-
ness Constraint because it dominates signs with the RELN values required in the
outputs of the i-word-lr objects of the idiomatic phrase’s C-WDS list – namely the
idiomatic word spilled and the discourse anaphoric pronoun them.

The remaining problem for the current version is that a single idiomatic
phrase should be able to license several occurrences of an idiomatic word. We
saw a relevant example above in (6), repeated as (13).

(13) The beans [V P [V P have not been spilled yet], but [V P will be spilled
very soon]].

This sentence contains two occurrences of the word spill. They cannot both
be identical with the verbal element on the phrase’s C-WDS list. For this rea-
son we need to allow for multiple occurrences of idiom parts on the C-WDS
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list. To achieve this, we introduce some underspecification in the description
of idiomatic phrases. The required change is shown schematically in (14). The
phrasal description in Fig. 4 has the form given in (14a), with just two i-word-lr
objects ρ1 and ρ2 on its C-WDS list. We modify this in the way specified in (14b),
i.e., by adding a meta-description operator ∆ which is defined below the AVM.

(14) a. Phrasal constraint with fully specified C-WDS list:�
phrase
C-WDS 〈ρ1, . . .ρn〉

�

b. Phrasal constraint with underspecified C-WDS list:�
phrase
C-WDS ∆

�〈ρ1, . . .ρn〉
�
�

where for each list L, ∆(〈ρ1, . . . ,ρn〉) describes L iff
for each element e of L, there is a list Le of elements of L such that e
is on Le and Le is described by 〈ρ1, . . . ,ρn〉.

We implement this change in all definitions of idiomatic phrases such as the
one in Fig. 4, i.e., we introduce the operator ∆ in the description of the value
of the C-WDS list. This underspecified version allows us to account for sentence
(13). The corresponding structure of a simplified version of this sentence is
given in Fig. 9.

The top node in Fig. 9 is the relevant idiomatic phrase. It contains two
instances of the lexical rule that licenses the idiomatic word spill. This constel-
lation is licensed by the underspecified version of Fig. 4. The C-WDS list of the
phrase is the relevant list L from the definition. For each of its elements, we can
find the necessary subparts: For the first element, 1 , the list 〈 1 , 5 〉 satisfies
the original description. For the second element, 3 , the relevant list is 〈 3 , 5 〉.
Finally, either list is a possibility for the third element of the list, 5 . This shows
that the C-WDS list of the top node in Fig. 9 satisfies our modified description of
the idiomatic phrase.

The resulting structure also satisfies all other constraints introduced in this
paper. For each of the idiomatic words, there is an element on the phrase’s
C-WDS list that is identical to the word’s STORE value, i.e., the COLL require-
ments of the idiomatic words are satisfied. The overall phrase meets the Idiom
Completeness Constraint from (12) as well: For each of its elements there is a
word in the phrase whose semantics is identical to that specified in the phrase’s
C-WDS list.

We should briefly turn to the examples of idioms in relative clauses from
(5), repeated in (15). In (15a), the idiomatic phrase would be some phrase
dominating idiomatic strings and the relative clause. This phrase contains the i-
word-lr object on its C-WDS list that license idiomatic strings and idiomatic pull.
This satisfies the collocational constraint of the idiomatic words. As the gap
in the relative clause and the noun string have an identical index, the linking
requirement of the phrase is satisfied, which is the same as for spill beans in
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Figure 9: Sketch of the analysis of a simplified version of sentence (13)

Fig. 4. Finally, by dominating the two idiomatic words, the phrase satisfies the
Idiom Completeness Constraint.

(15) a. The stringsk [RC that Pat pulled k] got Chris the job.

b. John never pulled the stringsk [RC that his mother told him should
be pulled k].

The case in (15b) is only slightly more complex. The idiomatic phrase can
be the matrix verb phrase. It contains two occurrences of idiomatic pull and
one occurrence of idiomatic strings. Consequently, it is a variant of the case
illustrated in (13) and in Fig. 9. The matrix occurrence of pull and the noun
strings satisfy the phrasal description just as the two idiomatic words in Fig. 7.
The occurrence of idiomatic spill inside the relative clause and the noun strings
satisfy the description in the same way they do in sentence (15a).

We can briefly summarize our implementation of Riehemann’s analysis be-
fore closing this section. A grammar writer can specify an idiom as a descrip-
tion of a phrase with a non-empty C-WORDS list. In this specification, idiomatic
words are related to their non-idiomatic base. There is no need to add lexical
entries for those idiomatic words. Consequently, the idiom can be defined in one
central spot, as a disjunct in a constraint on phrases with a non-empty C-WORDS

list. In the analysis of a sentence, however, the idiomatic words combine just as
ordinary words, which gives us the full flexibility of combinatorial accounts of
idioms.
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In this section, the leanness of our approach for integrating idioms into an
HPSG grammar may have been lost in the technical details: embedding lexical
rules inside a list-valued feature on a phrase, making use of a collocation mech-
anism, and, finally, even adding a layer of underspecification to the C-WORDS

lists. It is important to take these points as what they are: a technical imple-
mentation that is fully defined and that can simply be taken for granted.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we took a resuming view on the formal research on idioms, in
particular within HPSG and related frameworks, focusing mainly on the divide
between phrasal and combinatorial approaches. We noted a number of em-
pirical advantages of combinatorial accounts over phrasal accounts, which is
reflected in the dominance of combinatorial approaches in recent HPSG and
SBCG analyses. On the other hand, such approaches seem conceptually prob-
lematic as they disregard the unit-like nature of idioms. Riehemann (2001) had
already tried to mediate between these two positions, but her approach could
not fully achieve this goal. Taking her insights and her analysis as our starting
point, we propose a new phraseo-combinatorial approach that can be seen as
a re-implementation of Riehemann’s original ideas, extended to cover a wider
range of data.

The resulting implementation is admittedly rather technical in its details.
If one accepts the proposed constraints and the proposed lexical rule as part
of the grammar, our approach allows for a straightforward encoding of idioms.
It is combinatorial, but avoids separate lexical entries for uses of words inside
idioms (“lexical explosion”). Instead, we can represent each idiom as a single,
holistic unit. At the same time, we do not bind the characterization of an idiom
to a particular constituent structure, but rather to the co-occurrence of lexical
items with a particular meaning.

Let us briefly point to a potential extension of our theory. Egan (2008)
discusses data as those in (16), which require the simultaneous presence of the
idiomatic and the literal reading of the words constituting an idiom.3

(16) The strings we’ve been pulling to keep you out of prison are fraying
badly. (Egan, 2008, 391)

To our knowledge, none of the other approaches that we have mentioned in
this paper so far, be they phrasal or combinatorial, provide simultaneous access
to the literal and the idiomatic reading. Findlay et al. (2019) is a first attempt
towards a systematic understanding of the data. We have to leave an analysis

3Data on so-called conjunction modification such as He bit his thirst-swollen tongue (Ernst,
1981, 59) clearly are another case in which the literal and the idiomatic meaning of an expression
are simultaneously used in the interpretation. They are discussed in detail in Bargmann et al.
(2021).
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of these data for future research. However, our approach could be a promising
starting point as we assume the presence of both the literal and the idiomatic
use of a word in the structure.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose to extend the Przepiórkowski’s 2000 analysis
of Long Distance Genitive of Negation to the same phenomenon in Lithua-
nian. We discuss the features that have their origin in Categorial Grammar.
We then develop a novel analysis of the case alternation in Categorial Gram-
mar incorporating features of the HPSG analysis. The two accounts show a
surprising convergence in basic assumptions and predictions.

1 Introduction

This paper presents two analyses of genitive-accusative case alternation in Lithua-
nian in two lexicalist grammars: Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG)
and Hybrid Type Logical Categorial Grammar (HTLCG). In Lithuanian, a direct
object of a transitive verb is canonically accusative case marked. In the presence of
verbal negation ne, the same argument surfaces with genitive case marking instead
of accusative. This phenomenon in Balto-Slavic linguistics is called the Genitive
of Negation.

(1) a. Vaiva
Vaiva.NOM

nusipirko
buy.PST.3

knyg-ą
book-ACC

/ *knyg-os.
book-GEN

‘Vaiva bought a book.’
b. Vaiva

Vaiva.NOM

ne-nusipirko
neg-buy.PST.3

*knyg-ą
book-ACC

/ knyg-os.
book-GEN

‘Vaiva didn’t buy a book.’

Developing an empirically adequate and theoretically sound analysis of this
case alternation has long animated linguists working on Balto-Slavic languages. In
this paper, we propose that an analysis of Polish Genitive of Negation by
Przepiórkowski (2000) can be extended to Lithuanian. Przepiórkowski’s 2000 anal-
ysis is implemented in HPSG. We show that the HPSG analysis extends to Lithua-
nian. We highlight those components in the analysis that are historically related
to developments in Categorial Grammar (CG). Subsequently, we propose an ac-
count in a contemporary Categorial Grammar, emphasizing the components of the
account that are inspired by HPSG. The upshot we argue is a convergence between
proof-theoretic and model-theoretic syntactic accounts, which suggests the poten-
tial for a renewed exchange of ideas between HPSG and CG communities.

In Section 2, we introduce the basic facts about Genitive of Negation in Lithua-
nian. In 3, we briefly summarize Przepiórkowski’s 2000 analysis of Genitive of
Negation in Polish and show how it can capture the Lithuanian data. Then we
introduce Hybrid Type Logical Categorial Grammar (HTLCG) and propose an ac-
count of the data. Subsequently, we show how limitations in the CG analysis can
be rectified by borrowing concepts from HPSG. Section 4 concludes the paper.
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2 Genitive of Negation in Lithuanian

In this section we describe Genitive of Negation in Lithuanian. Genitive of Nega-
tion in Lithuanian is said to be obligatory. All normally accusative case marked
objects obligatorily occur in the genitive in the presence of verbal negation, which
in Lithuanian is realized as a prefix ne. Non-accusative case marked objects do not
participate in the case alternation as shown in 2. For example, the verb džiaugtis
‘to rejoice’ selects for an instrumental case-marked NP. In the presence of verbal
negation case-marking on pergale ‘victory’ does not change.

(2) a. Vaiva
Vaiva.NOM

džiaugėsi
rejoice.PST.3

pergal-e
victory-INST

/ *pergal-ės.
victory-GEN

‘Vaiva rejoiced in victory.’
b. Vaiva

Vaiva.NOM

ne-sidžiaugė
neg-rejoice.PST.3

pergal-e
victory-INST

/ *pergal-ės.
victory-GEN

‘Vaiva didn’t rejoice in victory.’

Genitive of Negation is clause-bound as shown in 3.

(3) Vaiva
Vaiva.NOM

ne-sakė,
neg-say.PST.3

kad
that

nusipirko
buy.PST.3

knyg-ą
book-ACC

/ *knyg-os.
book-GEN

‘Vaiva didn’t say that she bought a book.’

While Genitive of Negation is clause-bound, it is not limited to local contexts.
In Long Distance Genitive of Negation, an argument of an infinitival verb occurs
in the genitive when the selecting verb is negated. A sentence containing a subject
control verb is used as an example in 4.

(4) a. ? Vaiva
Vaiva.nom

ne-pažadėjo
neg-promise.pst.3

nupirkti
buy.inf

šit-ą
this-acc

knyg-ą.
book-acc

‘Vaiva didn’t promise to buy this book.’
b. Vaiva

Vaiva.nom
ne-pažadėjo
neg-promise.pst.3

nupirkti
buy.inf

šit-os
this-gen

knyg-os.
book-gen

‘Vaiva didn’t promise to buy this book.’

While Local Genitive of Negation is obligatory, Long Distance Genitive of
Negation is often optional. There is at present a dearth of information concerning
the factors that influence the choice of case (though see Arkadiev 2016).

Long Distance Genitive of Negation can in principle affect multiple direct ob-
jects. In 5, negation on the matrix verb ne-išmokė ‘didn’t teach’ triggers genitive
case on its direct object vaikų ‘children’ and also on the embedded object of the
infinitival verb tvoros ‘fence’.
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(5) Tėvai
parent.NOM

ne-išmokė
NEG−teach.PST3

vaik-ų
children-GEN

/ *vaik-us
children-ACC

dažyti
paint.inf

tvor-os
fence-GEN

/ ?tvor-ą.
fence-ACC

‘Parents did not teach their children to paint the fence.’ (Arkadiev, 2016,
86)

An emprically adequate analysis of Genitive of Negation in Lithuanian thus
needs to capture the following three empirical generalizations:

(6) Empirical generalizations
a. Local Genitive of Negation is obligatory
b. Long distance Genitive of Negation is optional
c. Long distance Genitive of Negation can trigger genitive case on multi-

ple (non-)local arguments

3 Analyses

In this section, we introduce two analyses of the Genitive of Negation aiming to
capture the empirical generalizations in 6.

3.1 Przepiórkowski (2000)’s analysis in HPSG

We propose that Przepiórkowski (2000)’s analysis of Genitive of Negation in Pol-
ish can be extended to Lithuanian. This result is expected given that Lithuanian
patterns with Polish in that local Genitive of Negation is obligatory.

We adopt Przepiórkowski (2000)’s case division and case type hierarchy, which
we present in 7. Notice that according to these assumptions, Polish and conse-
quently Lithuanian has three structural cases: nominative, accusative and genitive.

(7) Case division:
a. Structural cases: snom, sacc, sgen
b. Lexical cases: lacc, lgen, ldat, lins, lloc

Lexical entries of predicates are assumed to distinguish between a structural
argument and a lexical argument as shown in the toy lexicon in 8.

(8) a. nupirkti ‘to buy’: [AGR-ST ⟨NP[str], NP[str] ⟩ ]
b. didžiuotis ‘to be proud of’: [AGR-ST ⟨NP[STR], NP[LINS]⟩]

Structural case is resolved to a particular morphological case by the (simplified)
set of constraints in 9 and 10.

(9) [NEG−,ARG-ST[ 1 nelist ⊕ ⟨[CASE str]⟩ ⊕ 2 list]] →
[ARG-ST[ 1 ⊕ ⟨[CASE acc]⟩ ⊕ 2 ]]
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(10) [NEG+,ARG-ST[ 1 nelist ⊕ ⟨[CASE str]⟩ ⊕ 2 list]] →
[ARG-ST[ 1 ⊕ ⟨[CASE gen]⟩ ⊕ 2 ]]

The rule in (9) ensures that the structural case is resolved to accusative when
the NP is selected by something with the neg− property. More precisely, it states
that for any non negated verbal category its non-initial structural argument must
bear accusative case. The rule in (10) ensures that the structural case is resolved to
genitive when the NP is selected by something with the NEG+ property. These sets
of assumptions provide a simple analysis of Local Genitive of Negation as shown
in Figure 1.

nenusipirko knygos ‘didn’t buy a book’
[NEG+,ARG-ST ⟨ 1 NP[STR]⟩]

nenusipirko ‘didn’t buy’
[NEG+,ARG-ST⟨ 1 NP[STR], 2 NP[STR]⟩] 2 knygos ‘book’

[NP[STR]]

Figure 1: Local Genitive of Negation in sentence 1 in HPSG

Now turning to the optional Long Distance Genitive of Negation. Accusative
case in the infinitival complement is accounted for straightforwardly as shown in
Figure 2.

nepažadėjo nupirkti knygą
[NEG+,ARG-ST ⟨ 1 NP[STR]⟩]

nepažadėjo
[NEG+,ARG-ST⟨ 1 NP[STR], 3 ⟩] 3 nupirkti knygą

[NEG−,ARG-ST⟨ 1 NP[STR]⟩]
nupirkti

[NEG−,ARG-ST[⟨ 1 NP[STR], 2 NP[STR]⟩] 2 knygą

Figure 2: Local accusative in the infinitival complement in HPSG

To acccount for the genitive case in the infinitival complement further assump-
tions need to be made. In Przepiórkowski’s 2000 analysis, the verb cluster con-
sisting of a verb and its infinitival complement are analyzed in terms of argument
inheritance. In other words, there is object raising to the complement of a complex
predicate. In Figure 3, while nupirkti ‘to buy’ selects an NP to form an infinitive,
the complement of nepažadėjo ‘didn’t promise’ is only required to be headed by an
infinitive missing a subject and including a (possibly empty) list of complements.
When nepažadėjo ‘didn’t promise’ selects the infintive matyti it subsequently in-
herits the selection of tom-o by inheriting the list of complements of the infinitive.
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nepažadėjo nupirkti knygos
[NEG+,ARG-ST ⟨ 1 ⟩]

nepažadėjo
[NEG+,ARG-ST⟨ 1 , 2 , 3 ⟩] 3 nupirkti

[NEG−,ARG-ST⟨ 1 , 2 ⟩] 2 knygos

Figure 3: Long Distance Genitive of Negation in HPSG

Since in principle multiple arguments can raise, this analysis captures the fact
that Long distance Genitive can trigger genitive case on multiple (non-)local argu-
ments.

Przepiórkowski (2000)’s analysis thus captures all the empirical generaliza-
tions listed in 6.

3.2 HTLCG

HTLCG (Kubota, 2014; Moot & Stevens-Guille, 2019, 2020; Kubota & Levine,
2020) is a lexical theory of grammar based on linear logic (Girard, 1987). HTLCG
differs from the standard Lambek Categorial Grammar L (Moortgat, 1997) in di-
viding syntax between the ‘pheno’ and ‘tecto’ components–roughly word order
and argument structure. Moreover, it distinguishes directed and undirected impli-
cation. A sentence is generated by the grammar if and only if there is a proof of
the proposition S(entence) with the premises corresponding to the lexical entries.

HTLCG lexical entries consist of tuples of pheno term, tecto type and seman-
tic term. The tecto type reduces to a linear logic formula, the type of which can
be recovered in the linear lambda calculus by the Curry-Howard Correspondence.
Both the pheno and semantic components of the rules therefore correspond to in-
ferences in the linear lambda calculus, reduction of which yields propositions in
some target logic.1 The target logic of our semantics is just first order logic. The
target language of our pheno is likewise just a logic over strings or structures. The
logic underlying the grammar is studied in depth in (Moot & Stevens-Guille, 2019,
2020).

Unlike earlier work in HTLCG, we import the universal quantifier from first
order multiplicative linear logic (MILL1) into the logic of HTLCG. While the first
order extension slightly complicates the underlying logic, we will mostly forego
discussion of matters of logic, restricting ourselves to presenting the theory for
which the quantifier is invoked.2

1Note however that since types from L correspond to terms of type s(tring) or structure, the
directed implication introduction rule, unlike the the undirected implication introduction rule, doesn’t
correspond to introducing a function in the pheno.

2We are not the first to employ MILL1 to extend L. Moot & Piazza (2001) show how MILL1
can be used to account for a wide variety of phenomena that are otherwise difficult to account for
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In the first order version of HTLCG, case is uniformly represented by an argu-
ment of N or NP which expones it. We provide a lexicon in Table 1.

pheno tecto semantics
saruno

s NP(gen) saruno
e

vaiva
s NP(nom) vaiva

e

nori
s (NP(nom)\S)/(NP(nom)\INF) λP

e→t
x
e
.want(x, P (x))

pamatyti
s (NP(nom)\INF)/NP(acc) λx

e
y
e
.see(y, x)

pamate
s (NP(nom)\S)/NP(acc) λx

e
y
e
.see(y, x)

Table 1: HTLCG Lexicon.

We first introduce the directed fragment of HTLCG in Gentzen-style natural
deduction, which is a pheno-decorated version of the directed implications of L
with the addition of the distinction between Lex and Id, on which see (Moot &
Stevens-Guille, 2019, 2020). These rules are shown in Figure 3.2.

Lex
p
s ∶ w M ; A

Id
x
α ∶ A x

α ∶ A

Γ M
s
; B/A ∆ N

s
; A /E

Γ,∆ (M +N )s ∶ B

∆ N
s ∶ A Γ M

s ∶ A\B \E
∆,Γ (N +M )s ∶ B

Γ, p
s ∶ A (M + p)s ∶ B /I
Γ M

s ∶ B/A p
s ∶ A,Γ (p +M )s ∶ B \I

Γ M
s ∶ A\B

Figure 4: Gentzen-Style ND Inference Rules for directed HTLCG

We will omit the left side of the the Lex rule in the proofs to follow, since it is
required just for technical reasons. In the syntactic proofs we will implicitly reduce
the pheno terms. In the semantic term reductions we will perform β reduction on
the fly, too, but mark it explicitly in the rule.

To get a sense of how the grammar works, we provide the syntactic proof of
Vaiva pamatė Šaruną ‘Vaiva saw Sarunas’ in Figure 5 followed by the correspond-
ing semantic proof in Figure 6. These proofs suffice to show how word order and
case is determined in the theory; the semantic proof mirrors the syntactic proof,

in L. In fact, adding the quantifiers of MILL1 to multiplicative linear logic doesn’t change the com-
plexity of deciding provability from the multiplicative propositional fragment: deciding MILL1 is
NP-complete. One further point is that the Curry-Howard Correspondence for quantifiers is depen-
dent types. In the interests of keeping exposition of the logic to a minimum we therefore suppress
the rules for ∀, rolling uses of the elimination rule (which is the only rule we use) into some uses
of the implication elimination rule (effectively implementing universal modus ponens). But nothing
prevents us from constructing the proofs without suppressed rules.
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Lex
vaiva

e
; NP (nom)

Lex
pamate

s
; (NP (nom)\S)/NP (acc) Lex

saruna
s
; NP (acc) /E

pamate + saruna ; NP (nom)\S \E
vaiva + pamate + saruna ; S

Figure 5: Lithuanian transitive in HTLCG

Lex
vaiva

e

Lex
λx

e
y
e
.see(y, x) Lex

saruna
e

app, β
λy

e
.see(y, saruna)

app, β
see(vaiva, saruna)

Figure 6: Semantic term for Lithuanian Transitive in HTLCG.

with the leaves of the tree corresponding to the semantic and syntactic content of
the lexical items.

3.2.1 Negation

The centerpiece of our theory of Genitive of Negation is the lexical entry for nega-
tion. The lexical entry scheme for negation, like for conjunction and disjunction,
is polymorphic.

(11) λt
(s→)nsqs...qsn.ne + t(q...qn);

∀x.T [x ∶= f (x)] ↾ T ;

λP
e→(e→)ntze...zenxe.¬P (x, z...zn)

Here T is a meta-variable in the style of Steedman (2000) over:

(12) {NP(nom)\Sint, (NP(nom)\S)↾E, (NP(nom)\INF)↾E}

E is a meta-variable over:

(13) {NP(x), NP(x)↾NP(x)1...↾NP(x)n≥1}

It is worth noting that the since the number of recursively embedded clauses to
a negated verb is bounded in practice (if not in principle) and since this bound limits
the number of NPs which could be ‘raised’ to be selected by the complement of ne,
one could dispense with the ∀ completely, simply enumerating the set of possible
lexical entries.

The most important part of the entry for ne is the axiom restricting f :

(14) ∀x.(x /= acc → f (x) = x) ∧ (x = acc → f (x) = gen)
The axiom ensures the function f is the identity function on every input but acc,

for which it returns gen.
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Lex
vaiva

s

Lex
nori

s
; (NP (nom)\S)/(NP (nom)\INF )

Lex
pamatyti

s
; (NP (nom)\INF )/NP (acc) Lex

saruna
s
; NP (acc) /E

pamatyti + saruna ; NP (nom)\inf /E
nori + pamatyti + saruna ; V P \E

vaiva + nori + pamatyti + saruna ; S

Figure 7: Embedded acc from matyti in HTLCG

Lex
vaiva

Lex
λP

e→t
x
e
.want(x, P (x))

Lex
λx

e
y
e
.see(y, x) Lex

sarunas
e

app, β
λy

e
.see(y, sarunas)

app, β
λx

e
.want(x, see(x, sarunas))

app, β
want(vaiva, see(vaiva, sarunas))

Figure 8: Semantic term for Figure 7.

Before seeing how ne contributes to solving (long) GN, we derive the embed-
ded accussative of a complex predicate in which ne isn’t present. Complex pred-
icates are modelled in the spirit of Kubota (2014)’s account of Japanese complex
predicates in CG. In the proofs in Figure 7 and Figure 8 the embedded infinitive is
selected by the higher verb nori, which supplies the embedded verb with its sub-
ject in the semantics; the case of the embedded object is determined entirely by the
embedded verb.

3.2.2 Full HTLCG

Full HTLCG is obtained by adding the following connective ↾ and its inference
rules in Figure 9. We can add the rule for ∀E and the derived rule of universal
modus ponens, too, but in keeping with our earlier comments, we suppress these
rules and their exposition for space.

Γ M
α→β

; A ↾ B ∆ N
α
; B

↾ E
Γ,∆ (MN )β ∶ A

Γ, x
α ∶ A M

β ∶ B
↾ I

Γ (λx.M )α→β ∶ B ↾ A

Figure 9: ND for ↾.

Given the foregoing rules, we can now derive the Genitive of Negation. We first
present the syntactic proof of local Genitive of Negation in Figure 10. The semantic
proof corresponding to the syntactic proof in Figure 10 is found in 11. Note that,
in the interests of intelligibility, we suppress the tecto types in some Lex rules,
since these can be recovered from the tectos which combine with them–the tecto
types are further present in the Figure 1. We suppress corresponding terms in the
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Lex
vaiva

s
; NP (nom)

Lex
ne

s→s→s

Lex
pamate

s
; (NP (nom)\S)/NP (acc) Id

y
s
; NP (acc) y

s
; NP (acc) /E

y
s
; NP (acc) pamate + y ; NP (nom)\S

↾ I
λy

s
.pamate + y ; (NP (nom)\S) ↾ NP (acc)

∀ ↾ E
λt

s
.ne + pamate + t ; (NP (nom)\S) ↾ NP (gen) Lex

saruno
s
; NP (gen)

↾ E
ne + pamate + saruno ; NP (nom)\S \E

vaiva + ne + pamate + saruno ; S

Figure 10: Gen from ne-pamatė ‘didn’t see’ in HTLCG

Lex
vaiva

e

Lex
λP

e→e→s
y
e
x
e
.¬(P (x, y))

Lex
λy

e
x
e
.see(x, y) Id

z
e

z
e

app, β
z
e

λx
e
.see(x, z)S

abs
λz

e
x
e
.see(x, z)

app, β
λy

e
x
e
.¬(see(x, y)) Lex

saruno
e

app, β
λx

e
.¬(see(x, saruno))

app, β
¬(see(vaiva, saruno))

Figure 11: Semantic term for Figure 10

semantic proofs, simply writing the word which denotes the term and its type. The
important step of the proof is∀ ↾ E, the conclusion of which converts the NP (acc)
argument of the verb complex to NP (gen), thereby licensing composition with the
‘raised’ genitive object.

With the extended version of HTLCG, we now step through the proof of long
Genitive of Negation in Vaiva nenori pamatyti Šarūno ‘Vaiva doesn’t want to see
Sarunas’. Figure 12 shows the syntactic proof of long Genitive of Negation by
raising of the embedded object to the negated verb complex. The corresponding
semantic proof of the syntactic proof in Figure 12 is represented in Figure 13.

3.3 Interim conclusions

Lithuanian Genitive of Negation can be given an off-the-shelf analysis in HPSG by
adopting the theory developed for Polish Genitive of Negation in Przepiórkowski
(2000). The HPSG theory makes significant use of function composition, which
is a theorem of HTLCG. Function composition underlies the HPSG account of
complex predicates, where complex predicates are the source of long GN. We have

Lex
vaiva

s

Lex
ne

s→s→s

Lex
nori

s

Lex
pamatyti

s
Id

u
s
; NP (acc) u

s
; NP (acc) /E

u
s
; NP (acc) pamatyti + u ; NP (nom)\inf /E

u
s
; NP (acc) nori + pamatyti + u ; NP (nom)\S

↾ I
λu

s
.nori + pamatyti + u ; (NP (nom)\S) ↾ NP (acc)

∀, ↾ E
λq

s
.ne + nori + pamatyti + q ; (NP (nom)\S) ↾ NP (gen) saruno

s

↾ E
ne + nori + pamatyti + saruno ; NP (nom)\S \E

vaiva + ne + nori + pamatyti + saruno ; S

Figure 12: Gen from ne-nori in HTLCG
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Lex
vaiva

e

Lex
λP

e→e→t
z
e
x
e
.¬(P (z, x))

Lex
λP

e→t
x
e
.want(x, P (x))

Lex
λx

e
y
e
.see(y, x) Id

z z
app, β

z λy
e
.see(y, z)

app, β
z λx

e
.want(x, see(x, z))

abs
λz

e
x
e
.want(x, see(x, z))

app, β
λz

e
x
e
.¬want(x, see(x, z)) Lex

saruno
e

app, β
λx

e
.¬want(x, see(x, saruno))

app, β
¬want(vaiva, see(vaiva, saruno))S

Figure 13: Semantic term for Figure 12

developed an HTLCG account in which complex predicates are the source of long
Genitive of Negation too. This points to a convergence between the two theories.

The HTLCG account is successful in capturing Lithuanian Genitive of Nega-
tion due to the presumptions that (N )P can be modelled in terms of a property
of case.3 The property view of categories is underdeveloped in the CG literature,
perhaps in part due to there being no standard account of features (Kubota, 2021).
But the property view could be extended to properties of sequences of arguments
corresponding to features in HPSG; in fact we will shortly argue that further fea-
tures borrowed from HPSG improve the HTLCG account. Perhaps the use of fea-
tures in the present work will spur renewed interest in incorporating concepts from
HPSG–which surely enjoys the most developed account of features among rigor-
ous grammar formalisms–into CG.

Despite the proposed convergence between HPSG and HTLCG, both accounts
of (long) GN, without further restrictions, overgenerate.

The following schemes represent optional embedded acc/gen:

(15) NP(nom) ne-V NP(gen) inf NP(acc)

(16) NP(nom) ne-V NP(gen) inf NP(gen)

The HTLCG theory derives this scheme. However, by virtue of deriving the scheme
above, which involves uniform licensing of ↾I, the theory erroneously derives the
following scheme:

(17) NP(nom) ne-V NP(acc) X.

Where X is schematic for one of the following:

(18) NP(obl)

(19) NP(y) INF NP({acc, gen})

(20) INF NP({acc, gen})

(21) NP(y) INF NP({acc, gen}) NP(obl)

(22) INF NP({acc, gen}) NP(obl)
3It should be obvious that agreement could be modelled by means of the property view of cate-

gories too.
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The schemes are derived due to the fact that the NP being selected by the ne-V
complex doesn’t need to be the NP adjacent to the ne-V complex; it could be
some embedded NP with case of any type. However, this issue can be resolved by
incorporating a feature from the HPSG account.

Before proceeding to fixing the HTLCG account, we note some limits of both
the HPSG and HTLCG accounts. Both accounts predict that embedded acc and
gen are in free variation. For Lithuanian this predicts unattested acc, since in some
environments embedded gen is overwhelmingly preferred (Arkadiev, 2016).

More difficult for the HPSG account is the following erroneous scheme:4

(23) NP(nom) V ne-INF NP(acc)

This scheme is erroneouly generated by building V ne-INF into a complex predi-
cate and ‘raising’ the embedded NP, which will then get acc from V.
Przepiórkowski (2000) noticed this issue and correctly ruled it out by restricting
raising to [NEG−] environments. Thus, if the lower verb is [NEG+], the embedded
object is forced to be resolved with respect to ne-INF. This restriction is imple-
mented by invoking raising features:

(24) [NEG+, ARG-ST[⟨ 0 ⟩ ⊕ 1 ]] → 1 = list[XP−]

In brief, the head with the property [NEG+] requires its arguments (except the
first) to be of the form XP− where the feature - means the argument is raised no
further.

Moreover, raising features prevent case resolution mismatch between an em-
bedded verb and the head which selects it to form a negated complex predicate.
The resulting resolution principles then get the following form:

(25) [NEG-, ARG-ST[ 1 nelist ⊕ ⟨[CASE str]−⟩ ⊕ 2 list]] →[ARG-ST[ 1 ⊕ ⟨[CASE acc]⟩ ⊕ 2 ]]
(26) [NEG+, ARG-ST[ 1 nelist ⊕ ⟨[CASE str]−⟩ ⊕ 2 list]] →[ARG-ST[ 1 ⊕ ⟨[CASE gen]⟩ ⊕ 2 ]]

Witko (2008) objects to these techniques. According to him, Przepiorkowski’s
use of clitic climbing data to justify the prohibition on raising from negated VPs
isn’t robust. However, it is worth noting that Witkos develops these arguments from
the position of the Minimalist Program; in his own framework every dependency,
whether long or local, produced by ‘agree’ or ‘merge’, is due to features. Conse-
quently, Witkos’s criticism is pyrrhic, since his own theory relies on non-standard
distinctions between complete and incomplete (double) probes and features includ-
ing +MULTIPLE, which just serve to instruct probes to multiple agree.

Witkos’s features do not seem superior to raising features, which are, moreover,
common to Minimalist syntax in the form of feature deficiencies. Indeed, Witkos

4This scheme is not produced by HTLCG since in HTLCG ne requires its complement–here
INF–to be missing some object.
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uses such feature deficiencies to license multiple probes in long GN.5 While we
concur with Przepiórkowski (2000) that his prohibition on raising doesn’t seem
to follow from other principles, we do not consider this too troubling; though we
do consider whether it could be reduced to some other property of the grammar a
research topic worth studying.

Before closing this section, it is worth noting a confound with the data. Despite
the robust judgement that local Genitive of Negation is required, recent corpus
work shows that some dialects of Lithuanian don’t uniformly enforce local Geni-
tive of Negation (Kozhanov, 2017). Consequently, the problems of over-generation
could be tempered by restricting attention to particular dialects of Lithuanian. Mod-
elling the dialects studied by Kozhanov would require generating acc even in local
Genitive of Negation environments. In the present work we restrict attention to just
those dialects in which local Genitive of Negation is required.

3.4 Revised HTLCG theory

The entire overgeneration paradigm of HTLCG is eliminated if, following
Przepiórkowski (2000), raising features are introduced. Then we can invoke the
following principles concerning the selection restrictions of types of predicates:

(27) Every non-oblique NP selected by the finite verb includes the argument −
for ’doesn’t raise’.

(28) Every non-oblique NP selected by the infinitive, except possibly the subject
cf. (Przepiórkowski, 2000, p.151), includes the argument + for ’can raise’.

Given the foregoing principles, we provide the following new definition for ne:

(29) λt
(s→)nsqs...qsn.ne + t(q...qn);

∀x.T [x ∶= f (x)] ↾ T ;

λP
e→(e→)ntze...zenxe.¬P (x, z...zn)

Here T is the following:

(30) {NP(nom,−)\Sint, (NP(nom,−)\S)↾E, (NP(nom,−)\INF)↾NP(x,+)}

E is the following:

(31) {NP(x,−), NP(x,−)↾NP(x,+)1...↾NP(x,+)n≥1}
5It is only by the embedded infinitive missing its case feature that long Genitive of Negation is

produced. When the embedded infinitive is provided this feature by the lexicon, long Genitive of
Negation is blocked (Witko, 2008, fn.38). Moreover, blocking long Genitive of Negation requires
the higher probe to be −MULTIPLE. Witkos must further provide further evidence for the existence
of the parameter he presumes concerning whether languages license multiple probing–without such
evidence there is no principled reason why the multiple probing technology he invokes is present in
Polish or seemingly restricted to the genitive dependency.
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The distribution for (long) Genitive of Negation given by this version of ne is
i) finite GN, ii) finite Genitive of Negation with embedded long GN, iii) infinitive
Genitive of Negation with the higher verb selecting ne-INF. This suffices to predict
the correct distribution of GN: it cannot cross sentence boundaries; long Genitive
of Negation is possible; multiple Genitive of Negation is possible.6

4 Conclusion

We have exemplified the pattern of (long) Genitive of Negation in Lithuanian, pro-
viding two accounts of the phenemenon. Since the HPSG account we employ is
developed for Polish, the applicability of the account to Lithuanian provides fur-
ther evidence for the robustness of Przepiórkowski (2000)’s theory of case. While
Lithuanian and Polish are both Balto-Slavic languages, their respective positions in
different subfamilies raise questions concerning the processes that produced such
similar phenomena. The immediate sister languages of Polish have only optional
GN, while Latvian, one of the few other Baltic languages, employs Genitive of
Negation pretty much exclusively in emphatic contexts (Arkadiev, 2016).7 In fu-
ture work we hope to discuss the cross-linguistic typology of Genitive of Negation
in greater depth.

The accounts we develop here suggest a surprising convergence between HPSG
and HTLCG. This convergence muddies the distinction sometimes made between
model-theoretic and proof-theoretic grammar formalisms. We argue that the dis-
tinction between these perspectives, while surely useful, can obscure the similarity
between the respective practices of constructing grammar fragments. Components
of the HPSG account of (long) Genitive of Negation borrow from categorial gram-
mar, while the HTLCG account proposed here very explicitly borrows from the
HPSG account.

We close with an open problem: the raising features of both HPSG and, by
extension, HTLCG are somewhat unsatisfactory–we have not at present found a
way to motivate them or the principles which depend on them on purely empirical
grounds. Future work will explore whether these features are dispensable, whether
they go proxy for some property of the languages not yet noticed, or whether they
just reflect the highly specific distribution of GN.
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Abstract
It is a typologically well-attested generalization that simple per-

sonal pronouns are avoided when the purpose is to signal semantic
identity between coarguments of a predicate (Faltz, 1985; Comrie, 1999;
Levinson, 2000; Haspelmath, 2008, forthcoming; Volkova & Reuland,
2014). Many linguists assume what I call the Unified View, where
these pronoun disjointness effects come out as a byproduct of a single
syntactic constraint, generally known as Principle B of the Binding
Theory (Chomsky, 1981, 1986; Pollard & Sag, 1994; Manning & Sag,
1998; Pollard, 2005; Müller, 2021). This paper argues that the Unified
View is mistaken because it is both too weak and too strong. As an
alternative, I propose that pronoun disjointness effects stem from a
conspiracy of three distinct factors – none of which is a syntactic uni-
versal: (i) a preference for expressing identity with coindexation rather
than anchoring distinct indices to the same referent (Reinhart, 1983);
(ii) a language-specific variant of HPSG’s Principle B; and (iii) a con-
straint on the morphosyntactic encoding of reflexive relations (Faltz,
1985; Reinhart & Reuland, 1993; König & Siemund, 2000).

1 Introduction

It is a typologically well-attested generalization that languages that have
dedicated reflexives and personal pronouns (p-pronouns) consistently avoid
the latter when the purpose is to signal semantic identity between coargu-
ments of a predicate (Faltz, 1985; Comrie, 1999; Levinson, 2000; Huang,
2000; Haspelmath, 2008, forthcoming; Volkova & Reuland, 2014; Varaschin,
2021). Let us call these patterns Pronoun Disjointness Effects (PDEs). The
examples in (1) illustrate the phenomenon in English:

(1) a. *Susan1 praised her1.
b. *Marta1 voted for her1.
c. *Every actor1 talks about him1 all the time.
d. *No actress1 seems to defend her1.
e. *Joanne1 forgot to include her1 in the guest list.

HPSG follows Mainstream Generative Grammar (MGG) in the assump-
tion that PDEs receive an explanation in terms of Principle B of the Binding
Theory. The following is a standard statement of Principle B, where the con-
cept of binding is understood as implying coindexation and some notion of
syntactic rank (e.g. c-command) (Chomsky, 1981; Pollard & Sag, 1994).

(2) Principle B: A p-pronoun is not bound in a local syntactic domain.
†I am grateful to Stefan Müller, Peter Sells, Peter Culicover, Philip Miller, Bob Levine

and the members of the Synners discussion group at OSU for discussions concerning the
topics addressed in this paper. I would also like to thank the reviewers and participants
of the 2021 HPSG conference for their helpful feedback. All remaining errors are my own.
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However, in addition, many practitioners of MGG also seem to accept
what I call the Unified View: the assumption that something like Principle
B is both universal and sufficient to explain the full range of PDEs
found across languages (Chomsky 1981, 1995; Fiengo & May 1994, i.a.).1

HPSG, in turn, has been largely silent about the validity of the Unified
View. This paper attempts to break the silence by arguing that the Unified
View should not be adopted within HPSG, given that it is both too weak
(i.e. it fails to predict real PDEs) and too strong (i.e. it predicts PDEs
where there are none). As an alternative, I propose that PDEs stem from a
conspiracy of three distinct factors – none of which is a syntactic universal:

(i) A preference for expressing semantic identity between NPs with coin-
dexation rather than by anchoring distinct indices to the same referent.

(ii) A language-specific variant of HPSG’s Principle B.

(iii) A constraint on the morphosyntactic encoding of reflexive relations
(Faltz, 1985; Reinhart & Reuland, 1993; Comrie, 1999).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 argues that the Unified View
is too weak by presenting a class of well-known PDEs that Principle B fails
to predict. Section 3 sketches what an HPSG account of such cases might
look like in the form of a principle called Coindexing Preference. Section
4 discusses some of the reasons why the Unified View may be considered
too strong – in particular, the fact that it fails to account for languages like
Brazilian Portuguese, Middle English, Frisian and French, where the binding
of p-pronouns seems to depend on semantic properties of predicates, rather
than on a purely syntactic notion of locality. Section 5 argues that such
languages can be accounted for within HPSG by depriving Principle B of its
universal status and positing a separate constraint which is sensitive to the
semantics sorts of the relations encoded by particular words.

2 The Unified View is too weak

The Unified View is too weak because Principle B, however we decide
to state it, inevitably fails to predict semantic disjointness in cases where
disjointness is clearly enforced. If Principle B is formulated as a restriction
against local coreference for p-pronouns – as in some prominent expositions
of the Binding Theory (Jackendoff, 1972; Chomsky, 1995) – PDEs like (3),
which involve non-referential antecedents will be left unexplained.

1Over the years, there have been several attempts to derive Principle B from more prin-
cipled assumptions such as constraints on movement, principles of agreement or economy
conditions on chains (Burzio 1989; Menuzzi 1999; Hornstein 2001; Kayne 2005; Chomsky
2008; Hicks 2009; Rooryck & Vanden Wyngaerd 2011). These proposals still count as
instances of the Unified View insofar as they accept that there is a single unified cause
underlying PDEs which is universal and syntactic in nature.
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(3) *{No actress1 / Every actress1} hates her1.

For this reason, it widely recognized the kind of identity which is governed
by Principle B should not be at the level of real-world reference, but, rather,
at the level of discourse representation or logical syntax (Pollard & Sag,
1994; Reinhart, 2006; Reuland, 2011). HPSG incorporates this insight by
stating its own version of Principle B as a constraint against the identity of
index values among members of a single arg-st list (Pollard & Sag, 1994;
Manning & Sag, 1998; Pollard, 2005; Müller, 2021):

(4) Principle B:
A p-pronoun is not coindexed with any of its local o-commanders.2

Indices lead a double life within the HPSG formalism. On the one hand,
they encode grammatically relevant information that enters into agreement.
This is specified as part of the grammar signature, which declares the fea-
tures pers, num and gend appropriate to objects of the sort index The
abbreviated structure in (5) shows that the index value is what express the
information that the p-pronoun her is 3rd person, singular and feminine:

(5)



phon 〈her〉

synsem|loc




cat




head

[
noun
case acc

]

spr 〈〉
comps 〈〉




content




ppro

index




index
per 3rd
num sing
gend fem




rels 〈〉










On the other hand, HPSG indices also play a semantic role, which is
analogous to that of individual variables in first-order logic (Copestake et al.,
2005; Koenig & Richter, 2021). In (6), for example, the index 1, which is
shared between the reflexive and its antecedent, also fills in the two argument

2Ancillary definitions are given below (Pollard & Sag 1994, 253-4):

(i) Let Y and Z be synsem objects with distinct local values, Y referential.
a. Y locally o-commands Z iff Y is less oblique than Z.
b. Z is locally bound by Y iff Z is locally o-commanded by Y and Z and Y

are coindexed.
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roles of the elementary predication introduced by the verb hates.

(6) Every actress1 hates herself1


headed-phrase
hd-dtr|arg-st 〈NP 1 , NP[refl ] 1 〉

content|rels

〈




every-rel
lbl 2

arg0 1

rstr 3

body 4



,



actress-rel
lbl 3

arg0 1


,




hate-rel
lbl 4

arg1 1

arg2 1




〉




Also like variables in predicate logic, different indices can be assigned or
anchored to the same real-world referent. This kind of non-injective mapping
from indices to referents can be illustrated with Pollard & Sag’s (1994, 72)
example in (7) (coreference is signaled by placing NPs in italics):

(7) The senate1 just voted itself 1 another raise. Most of them2 were
already overpaid to begin with.

In (7) we have a plural index that is part of the content value of the
pronoun them picking out the same referent as the singular index that is
part of the content value of the senate and itself. This mode of achieving
coreference is established on purely pragmatic grounds, subject to general
anchoring conditions specified by the grammar (Pollard & Sag, 1994).

Given the existence of cases like (7), HPSG’s purely index-based Principle
B does not rule out the possibility of p-pronouns coreferring with local o-
commanding NPs as well as long as token-identity of indices is not involved.
This seems to be a particularly useful way to understand why coreference is
possible in (8) (Reinhart, 1983; Pollard & Sag, 1994; Heim, 1998):

(8) a. I 2 dreamt that I 2 was Elaine Stritch1 and I 1 kissed me2.
b. How can you doubt that the speaker1 is Amy2? She1 praises her2

to the sky.
c. Sara1 said that only she1 voted for her2.

Since p-pronouns in (8) are not coindexed with their local antecedents,
coreference is correctly not excluded by Principle B, which merely requires
nonidentity of indices. However, for this same reason, we need some other
principle to explain why coreference with local o-commanding NPs is not
acceptable in general – e.g. why we don’t get it in neutral contexts like (9):

(9) a. *I 1 kissed me2.
b. *Amy1 praises her2.
c. *Sara1 voted for her2.
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3 A solution: Coindexing Preference

The fact that Principle B cannot explain why semantic identity is ruled out
in (9), entails that the Unified View is too weak – i.e. it fails to predict cases
of disjointness attested in English, as well as in other languages (Noguchi,
1993). To my knowledge, an account of this has not been explicitly proposed
in the HPSG literature (but see Pollard & Sag (1994, 74) for some hints).

Some authors within MGG argue that the contrast between (8) and (9)
is due to an economy principle that establishes a preference for encoding se-
mantic identity in structural terms (e.g. via syntactic binding) over inferring
it on the basis of contextual cues (Reinhart, 1983; Grodzinsky & Reinhart,
1993; Krifka, 2018). I propose something similar for HPSG:

(10) Coindexing Preference:
Let X and Y be synsem objects with distinct index values. X
cannot corefer with Y if replacing the index value of Y with the
index value of X yields an indistinguishable interpretation.

The basic idea is that speakers should not opt for anchoring distinct in-
dices to the same referent unless there is a clear interpretive motivation for
not using a plain coindexed structure – i.e. if there is some specific interpre-
tive effect attainable solely by a non-coindexed variant. This is arguably a
consequence of Levinson’s (2000) Manner Principle:

(11) Manner Principle:
Avoid prolix, obscure or marked expressions without reason.

Coindexed structures are less ambiguous (and, thus, less obscure) than
non-coindexed ones because they can only be interpreted as expressing se-
mantic identity. Non-coindexed structures, in turn, have a broader range of
possible interpretations: they can convey semantic identity as well as dis-
joint reference. The only reason for expressing coreference without coindex-
ing (given that expressing coreference with coindexing is generally clearer)
is if there is some interpretive justification for using an extra index.

In Pollard & Sag’s example in (7), each index signals a different mode of
individuation in virtue of the distinct anchoring conditions the grammar of
English associates with the features sing and plur. These anchoring condi-
tions may be stated in the form of implicational constraints (Meurers, 2000):

(12)
[
content|index 1

[
num sing

]]⇒

context|backgr





[
non-aggregate-rel
arg0 1

]





(13)
[
content|index 2

[
num plur

]]⇒

context|backgr





[
aggregate-rel
arg0 2

]





The distinct modes of individuation conveyed as background assumptions
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by each type of index may justify using singular and plural to pick out
the same referent, as long as the referent in question is one that can be
conceptualized simultaneously as an aggregate and as a non-aggregate entity.
This is the case for the senate and other collective-denoting NPs.

In contexts where using a new index for an old referent can be justified on
interpretive grounds, there is nothing stopping p-pronouns from coreferring
with locally o-commanding NPs. This is precisely what happens in (8).

In (8-a) and (8-b), each index is associated with a different descriptive re-
lation or guise via the backgr(ound) attribute. In (8-a), index 1 represents
its referent under the Elaine Stritch guise and 2 as the dream counterpart of
the speaker (Lakoff, 1972; Safir, 2004). In (8-b), index 1 represents the refer-
ent as the speaker and 2 represents it as the bearer of the name Amy (Heim,
1998). The following is an abbreviated structure for the latter example:

(14)



headed-phrase
hd-dtr|arg-st 〈NP 1 , NP[ppro] 2 〉

content|rels

〈



praise-rel
lbl 3

arg1 1

arg2 2




〉

context|backgr







speaker-rel
lbl 4

arg0 1


,




name-rel
lbl 5

arg0 2

name Amy











The non-coindexed structure in (8-c) is also not interpretively equivalent
to a coindexed one, since different properties are ascribed to Sara in each
of these cases. The non-coindexed structure ascribes the property in (15-a),
while a coindexed one would ascribe (15-b):

(15) a. λx. x voted for y (where y is contextually anchored to Sara)
b. λx. x voted for x

These two properties yield distinct truth-conditional effects in the presence
of the focus-sensitive operator only (Rooth, 1992). Saying that Sara is the
sole possessor of the property in (15-a), which is conveyed by a non-coindexed
arg-st, entails that Sara received a total of one vote. This is compatible
with a scenario with other people voted for themselves. If a coindexed struc-
ture were used, (15-b) would ascribed to Sara, given that the two argument
roles of the predicate would be filled by the same index. The resulting struc-
ture would entail that Sara is the only self-voter. This is compatible with a
situation where other people also voted for Sara. Since the non-coindexed
structure is not interpretively equivalent to the coindexed one in this case,
(10) does not rule out coreference in the former (Heim, 1998).
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None of these differences in interpretation between coindexed and non-
coindexed structures exist in neutral contexts like (9). Therefore, Coindexing
Preference correctly predicts PDEs to emerge in these cases. If we assume
r-expressions introduce fresh indices by default, Coindexing Preference also
goes a long way in deriving Principle C effects along with many exceptions
to Principle C (Grodzinsky & Reinhart, 1993; Varaschin et al., in press).

4 The Unified View is too strong

The idea that a syntactic Principle B exhausts the range of disjointness
effects involving p-pronouns is also too strong: i.e. it predicts semantic
disjointness for p-pronouns where we see none. The excessive restrictiveness
of the Unified View can be illustrated with data from the dialect of Brazilian
Portuguese (BP) spoken in the states of São Paulo and Minas Gerais. I will
specifically look at the behavior of the 3sg p-pronouns ele (‘him’) and ela
(‘her’) as it is reported in previous theoretical and experimental literature
(Moreira da Silva, 1983; Galves, 1986; Menuzzi, 1999; Grolla, 2011; Grolla
& Bertolino, 2011; Lacerda et al., 2014; Varaschin, 2021).

First, note that ele/ela have all of the characteristics independently as-
cribed to p-pronouns (Zribi-Hertz, 1995; Safir, 2004; Reuland, 2011). They
can be used as demonstratives (16) and with non-local antecedents (17):

(16) Dê
give

o
the

livro
book

pra
to

ele1,
him

pra
to

ela2
her

e
and

pra
to

ele3.
him

[pointing gestures]

‘Give the book to him1, to her2 and to him3.’

(17) Nenhuma
no

atriz1
actress

disse
said

[que
that

o
the

Pedro
Pedro

odeia
hates

ela1].
her

‘No actress1 said that Pedro hates her1.’

Furthermore, in (18), p-pronouns in BP exhibit PDEs just like their
English counterparts would in similar environments:

(18) a. *O
the

Paulo1
Paulo

viu
saw

ele1.
him

‘Paulo1 saw him(self)1.’
b. *A

the
Sara1
Sara

esqueceu
forgot

de
to

elogiar
praise

ela1
her

na
in-the

festa.
party

‘Sara1 forgot to praise her(self)1 at the party.’
c. *A

the
Amy1
Amy

bateu
hit

primeiro
first

nela1,
on-her,

depois
then

nos
on-the

outros.
others

‘Amy1 hit her(self)1 first, then other people.’
d. *O

the
Pedro1
Pedro

não
not

depreciou
disparaged

ele1
him

na
in-the

festa.
party

‘Pedro1 didn’t disparage him(self)1 at the party.’
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e. *Todo
every

político1
politician

fica
stayed

reclamando
complaining

dele1
of-him

o
the

tempo
time

todo.
all

‘Every politician1 complains about him(self)1 all the time.’

The problem, however, is that slight modifications of (18) make binding
by a local coargument fully acceptable, in violation of Principle B:

(19) a. O
the

Paulo1
Paulo

viu
saw

ele1
him

no
in-the

espelho.
mirror

‘Paulo1 saw him(self)1 in the mirror.’
b. A

the
Sara1
Sara

esqueceu
forgot

de
to

incluir
include

ela1
her

na
in-the

lista
list

de
of

convidados.
guests

‘Sara1 forgot to include her(self)1 in the guest list.’
c. A

the
Amy1
Amy

pensa
thinks

primeiro
first

nela1,
on-her,

depois
then

nos
on-the

outros.
others

‘Amy1 thinks of her(self)1 first, then of others.’
d. O

the
Pedro1
Pedro

não
not

reconheceu
recognized

ele1
him

na
in-the

foto.
photo

‘Pedro1 didn’t recognize him(self)1 in the photo’.
e. Todo

every
político1
politician

fica
stays

falando
talking

dele1
of-him

o
the

tempo
time

todo.
all

‘Every politician1 talks about him(self)1 all the time.’

The first set of data in (18) suggests that BP p-pronouns are subject to
a disjointness constraint of some sort. However, the subsequent examples
in (19) show that this constraint cannot be Principle B as it applies to
English, since the latter incorrectly rules out instances of local binding that
are acceptable in BP. This presents a major puzzle for the Unified View,
which attempts to reduce all PDEs to a single syntactic constraint, which is
supposed to be universal and apply in the same way in different languages.3

We see similar patterns in several other languages. The examples below
provide illustrations of similar contrasts in French (Pica, 1984; Zribi-Hertz,
1995), Middle English (Faltz, 1985; Peitsara, 1997; van Gelderen, 2000) and
Frisian (Reinhart & Reuland, 1993; Rooryck & Vanden Wyngaerd, 2011):4

3The explanation for why semantic identity is possible in (19) cannot be coreference-
without-coindexing (as suggested for (8) above) for two main reasons: (i) it can involve
non-referential antecedents (cf. (19-e)), and (ii) unlike what we saw in (8), the examples
in (19) do not require any special motivating context. See Varaschin (2021) for more.

4The fact that we find counterexamples to Principle B in these particular languages
also undermines competition-based theories of anaphora (Burzio, 1989; Menuzzi, 1999;
Safir, 2004; Hicks, 2009). These approaches are more flexible than the standard Binding
Theory because they allow locally bound p-pronouns whenever anaphors are not available
as alternative ways to express semantic identity. The problem for them is that BP, French,
Middle English and Frisian all have dedicated anaphors which could be used in contexts
like (19)/(21)/(23)/(25) with no relevant difference in meaning: ele mesmo in BP, lui-
même in French, hymself in Middle English and himsels in Frisian (Varaschin, 2021).
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(20) a. *Pierre1
Pierre

bavarde
is.chatting

avec
with

lui1.
him

‘Pierre1 is talking to him(self)1.’
b. *Pierre1

Pierre
est
is

jaloux
jealous

de
of

lui1.
him

‘Pierre1 is jealous of him1.’

(21) a. Jean1
Jean

parle
often

souvent
talks

de
about

lui1.
him

‘Jean1 often talks about him(self)1.’
b. Pierre1

Pierre
est
is

fier
proud

de
of

lui1.
him

‘Pierre1 is proud of him(self)1.’

(22) a. *Hie1
he

forseoth
despises

hie1.
him

‘He1 despises him(self)1.’
b. *He1

he
hynge
hanged

hym1.
him

‘He1 hanged him(self)1.5

(23) a. He1
he

cladde
dressed

hym1

him
as
as

a
a
poure
poor

laborer.
laborer

‘He1 dressed him(self)1 as a poor laborer.’
b. He1

he
repentyd
repented

hym1.
him

‘He1 repented (himself1).’

(24) a. *Max1
Max

hatet
hates

him1.
him

‘Max1 hates him(self)1.’
b. *Willem1

Willem
bewûnderet
admires

him1.
him

‘Willem1 admires him(self)1.’

(25) a. Max1
Max

wasket
washes

him1.
him

‘Max1 washes him(self)1.’
b. Jack1

Jack
fielde
felt

him1

him
fuortglieden.
slip-away

‘Jack1 felt him(self)1 slip away.’

There is no syntactic generalization that distinguishes the good and bad
cases of local binding in these languages in a general way. Rather, the
difference seems to be related to a semantic property of the predicates that

5The judgments in (22) are hypotheses motivated by the unexpected absence of locally
bound hym with these kinds of predicates in corpora (Faltz, 1985; Peitsara, 1997).
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p-pronouns contribute their index values to – e.g. the difference between
reclamar (‘complain’) and falar (‘talk’) in the BP contrast below:

(26) a. *Todo
every

político1
politician

fica
stayed

reclamando
complaining

dele1
of-him

o
the

tempo
time

todo.
all

‘Every politician1 complains about him(self)1 all the time.’
b. Todo

every
político1
politician

fica
stays

falando
talking

dele1
of-him

o
the

tempo
time

todo.
all

‘Every politician1 talks about him(self)1 all the time.’

This suggests that PDEs in these languages are not the product of Prin-
ciple B, but of some principle which is sensitive to non-syntactic properties
of predicates (Zribi-Hertz, 1995; Menuzzi, 1999; König & Siemund, 2000).

5 A solution: Constraint on Reflexive Relations

The simplest solution involves to the problem mentioned in the previous
section involves (i) abandoning the idea that p-pronouns in BP, French,
Middle English and Frisian abide by Principle B; and (ii) explaining PDEs in
these languages with a constraint over non-syntactic aspects of word objects.

The first step in this solution implies rejecting the assumption that Prin-
ciple B is a syntactic universal, which lies at the heart of the Unified View.
In this spirit, we can regard Principle B as a language-specific implicational
constraint on the arg-st values of predicative words, as in (27):

(27)
[
word
arg-st list ⊕ 〈NP[ppro]〉

]
⇒
[
word
arg-st 〈NP 1 (, NP 2 )〉 ⊕ 〈NP[ppro]¬ 1∧¬ 2 〉

]

The effect of (27) is to prohibit sharing the index values of p-pronoun
complements with any o-commanding coarguments. This syntactic con-
straint is operative in English. Languages like BP, Middle English, Frisian
and French, however, simply they lack (27) as a constraint on their word ob-
jects. The cases where locally bound p-pronouns are not acceptable in these
languages are handled by a constraint which is sensitive to the content
values of word objects – i.e. a semantically-based constraint:

(28) Constraint on Reflexive Relations (CRR):
If the content|rels value of a word object W contains a reflexive
relation R and R is stereotypically non-reflexive, then W must be
reflexive-marked, where
(i) R is reflexive iff the values for two arg attributes of R are

structure-shared;
(ii) W is reflexive-marked iff a member of W ’s arg-st is NP[refl ].

The notion of stereotypical non-reflexivity invoked by (28) comes from
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functionalist work on anaphora (Faltz, 1985; Comrie, 1999; Levinson, 2000;
König & Siemund, 2000; Ariel, 2008; Haspelmath, 2008). It is based on the
intuition that reflexive interpretations are less expected for some predicative
words (e.g. hit, jealous, hate) than for others (e.g. dress, proud, shave). Like
other kinds of stereotypes, stereotypes about non-reflexivity are arguably
product of inductive regularities in speakers’ experience of the world: e.g.
people experience less often self-directed instances of actions like hitting than
of actions like dressing (Levinson, 2000).

These stereotypes are also plausibly reflected in frequency of reflexive
use: words that introduce stereotypically non-reflexive relations like jealous
and hang occur less frequently with reflexive arguments (signaling reflexive
readings) than other words like proud or dress (Haspelmath, 2008; Ariel,
2008; Bouma & Spenader, 2008). This is confirmed by the following data:

Non-reflexive
Pronoun

Reflexive
Pronoun

jealous 41 (100%) 0 (0%)
proud 212 (84%) 39 (16%)

Table 1: Reflexive vs. non-reflexive readings in the British National Corpus
(adapted from Haspelmath 2008, 47)

Non-reflexive
Pronoun

Reflexive
Pronoun

hit 109 (99.1%) 1 (0.09%)
dress 4 (6.2%) 60 (93.7%)

Table 2: Reflexive vs. non-reflexive readings in the Longman Spoken Amer-
ican Corpus (adapted from Ariel 2008, 231-232)

I assume that stereotypically non-reflexive relations (st-nref-rel) and their
complement (nst-nref-rel) form a sortal hierarchy, similar to the one used
in the linking theory of Davis & Koenig (2000). The following is partial
representation of this hierarchy, based on what we have seen so far:6

(29) rel

st-nref-rel

hate-rel hit-rel jealous-of-rel

nst-nref-rel

talk-to-rel dress-rel proud-of-rel

6Though the CRR is plausibly universal, I leave open the possibility that some aspects
of this hierarchy (e.g. what relations wind up being subsorts of st-nref-rel or nst-nref-rel)
may be language-specific. There is some reason to believe that grooming relations like
dress-rel and shave-rel are not subsorts of nst-nref-rel in BP (Varaschin, 2021, 349).
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Given this, we can state the CRR more formally as the following impli-
cational constraint (where © is the shuffle relation).7

(30)



word

content|rels

〈


st-nrefl-rel
arg1 1

arg2 1




〉




⇒
[
word
arg-st list © 〈NP[refl ] 1 〉

]

The CRR is similar to the Reflexivity Condition B of Reinhart and Reu-
land’s (1993) Reflexivity Theory. Unlike Reinhart & Reuland’s principle,
however, the CRR should not be seen as a primitive feature of UG, but as
a consequence of a universal pragmatic principle that associates unmarked
forms with stereotypical interpretations (Levinson, 2000, 37):

(31) Informativeness Principle:
What is expressed simply is stereotypically exemplified.

The idea is that, since p-pronouns are simple unmarked forms (in contrast
to reflexives), (31) motivates an inference to a stereotypical interpretation
for each word in whose arg-st p-pronouns occur. This means that if a non-
reflexive interpretation is stereotypical for a word objectW , p-pronouns, qua
unmarked forms, will trigger an inference to a non-reflexive interpretation
forW . The only way to signal thatW is to be interpreted reflexively in such
cases is by resorting to specialized reflexive-marking. A reflexive NP acts as
a marked form which blocks the inference to the non-reflexive stereotype.

The BP, French, Middle English and Frisian structures in (32), repeated
from earlier examples, are ruled out by the CRR because the words in
boldface all introduce stereotypically non-reflexive relations (complain-rel,
jealous-of-rel, etc.) without being appropriately reflexive-marked:

(32) a. *Todo
every

político1
politician

fica
stays

reclamando
complain

dele1
of-him

o
the

tempo
time

todo.
all

b. *Pierre1
Pierre

est
is

jaloux
jealous

de
of

lui1.
him

c. *He1
he

hynge
hanged

hym1.
him

d. *Max1
Max

hatet
hates

him1.
him

For such cases, the effects of the CRR are indistinguishable from those
of Principle B. Differences between the two constraints emerge in contexts
where CRR predicts exemption from the disjointness requirement. The CRR

7Note that since (30) employs the shuffle relation, NP[refl ] can occupy any position in
the arg-st list. What prevents a reflexive like himself from occupying the position that
gets mapped to subj is its specification for accusative case (Pollard & Sag, 1994, 262).
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gives us basically two logically possible scenarios where a locally bound p-
pronoun may be acceptable in languages lacking Principle B:

(33) a. When the rel introduced by the word in whose arg-st the p-
pronoun appears is not stereotypically non-reflexive.

b. When the rel introduced by the word in whose arg-st the p-
pronoun appears is not reflexive.

The scenario in (33-a) covers the following kinds of cases:

(34) a. Todo
every

político1
politician

fica
stays

falando
talking

dele1
of-him

o
the

tempo
time

todo.
all

b. Pierre1
Pierre

est
is

fier
proud

de
of

lui1.
him

c. He1
he

cladde
dressed

hym1

him
as
as

a
a
poure
poor

laborer.
laborer

d. Max1
Max

wasket
washes

him1.
him

The relations introduced by the predicates in boldface (talk-to-rel, proud-of-
rel, dress-rel and wash-rel) are not stereotypically non-reflexive. Therefore,
they do not satisfy the antecedent of the constraint (30) and are exempt
from the reflexive-marking requirement expressed in the consequent.

The CRR also allows local binding of p-pronouns whenever the relation
encoded by word where the p-pronoun appears as an argument is not reflexive
to begin with (cf. (33-b)). This happens in raising to object structures,
which imply a mismatch between the syntactic locality of arg-st lists and
the semantic locality of the relations expressed as the content|rels values
of words (Reinhart & Reuland, 1993). This allows us to predict the following
BP and Frisian examples:

(35) a. O
the

Roberto1
Roberto

imaginou
imagined

ele1
him

casado.
married

‘Roberto1 imagined him(self)1 married.’
b. Jack1

Jack
fielde
felt

him1

him
fuortglieden.
slip-away

‘Jack1 felt him(self)1 slip away.’

Even though the p-pronouns and their antecedents in (35) are in a local
relationship with respect to the arg-st of the matrix verb, they carry indices
that contribute to separate semantic relations: marry-rel in (35-a) and slip-
away-rel in (35-b). This is made clear in the simplified structure in (36),
which depicts the content value for (35-a). Since BP and Frisian lack
the purely arg-st-based Principle B we see in English, these examples are
predicted to be fine: there is no reflexive relation in need of reflexive-marking.
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(36)



index 3

rels

〈



name-rel
lbl 2

arg0 1

name Roberto



,




imagine-rel
lbl 4

arg1 1

arg2 5



,



married-rel
lbl 5

arg0 1




〉




Something similar goes on in cases where the meaning of the p-pronoun
is not identical to that of its antecedent, but is shifted to denote a represen-
tational proxy of the latter (Jackendoff, 1992; Safir, 2004; Varaschin, 2020).8

This is what happens in the BP example (37), where ele (‘him’) is interpreted
as a visual image of Pedro, as the structure in (38) makes clear:

(37) O
the

Pedro1
Pedro

não
not

reconheceu
recognized

ele1
him

na
in-the

foto.
photo

‘Pedro1 didn’t recognize him(self)1 in the photo’.

(38)



arg-st 〈NP 1 , NP 1 〉

content|rels

〈



recognize-rel
lbl 3

arg1 1

arg2 2



,




proxy-rel
lbl 4

image proxy 2

represented 1




〉




Since the object NP in (37) receives a proxy reading, it no longer contributes
its literal meaning to the relation that corresponds to the verb. Rather, the
verb comes to express a relation between Pedro and his image proxy.

This is also what happens in the infinitival VP in (39):

(39) A
the

Joana1
Joana

esqueceu
forgot

de
to

incluir
include

ela1
her

na
in-the

lista
list

de
of

convidados.
guests

‘Joana1 forgot to include her(self)1 in the guest list.’
8Proxy readings are semantically distinct from the guise reading of the first person

pronoun in (8-a) (Safir, 2004, 114-118), repeated below with the guise NP in boldface:

(i) I dreamt that I was Elaine Stritch and I kissed me.

Guise readings occur when an NP is interpreted as a person assuming the perspective of
another while retaining some aspects of their own original identity: e.g. when speakers say
(8-a)/(i), they are talking about themselves-as-Elaine-Stritch, rather than Elaine Stritch
per se. Proxy readings, by contrast, do not preserve any kind of semantic identity relation
between the normal meaning and the proxy meaning: i.e. the pronoun in (35) does not
refer to Pedro-as-an-image, but to an image of Pedro. In other words, while a referent and
its guise are still, in some sense, the same entity (one is a counterpart of the other), a proxy
and the entity it represents are not. I express this difference by having the proxy and the
entity it represents correspond to different indices in the content value. I assume that
guises and their perspective-holders are identical in terms of content. I do not attempt
to state the constructions responsible for proxy and guise readings in this paper.
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(40)



arg-st 〈NP 1 , NP 1 〉

content|rels

〈



include-rel
lbl 3

arg1 1

arg2 2



,




proxy-rel
lbl 4

name proxy 2

represented 1




〉




As the abbreviated structure for the infinitival VP in (40) makes clear, con-
tent|rels value of incluir (‘include’) in (39) expresses a relation between
Joana and a proxy of Joana (namely, her name). Given that there is no
reflexive relation in semantics, no reflexive-marking is necessary either.

Since the CRR is grounded in the pragmatic Informativeness Princi-
ple, it should be universal (pace possible cross-linguistic variation regarding
the hierarchy of semantic sorts in (29)). Something like the CRR does indeed
seems to be a genuine source of invariance across the anaphoric systems of
different languages (Levinson, 2000; König & Siemund, 2000; Haspelmath,
2008; Ariel, 2008; Volkova & Reuland, 2014). We even see some of its effects
in English words that are exempt from syntactic Principle B.

This is the case of locative Ps (Reinhart & Reuland, 1993; Menuzzi, 1999).
These words are exempt from Principle B because they have single-membered
arg-st lists. However, in spite of this, they encode binary relations as their
content|rels value. A preposition like over, for example, expresses a rela-
tion over-rel that holds between a surface and an entity that is located above
the surface. In typical cases, these relations are not interpreted reflexively:

(41) Bobby1 rolled the carpet over him1.

(42)



headed-phrase

hd-dtr|dtrs

〈
. . .


synsem|cat

[
head prep
arg-st 〈NP[ppro] 1 〉

]
. . .

〉

content|rels

〈



name-rel
lbl 4

arg0 1

name bobby



,



carpet-rel
lbl 5

arg0 2


,




roll-rel
lbl 6

arg1 1

arg2 2

arg3 3



,




over-rel
lbl 3

arg1 2

arg2 1




〉




It is, however, possible for (at least some of) these locative relations to be
interpreted reflexively. When the word object that corresponds to preposi-
tion does contain a reflexive relation among the values of content|rels in
a particular sentence, CRR predicts reflexive marking to be necessary. This
prediction is in fact correct (Reinhart & Reuland, 1993, 687-8):

(43) *Bobby rolled the carpet2 over it2.
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(44)



headed-phrase

hd-dtr|dtrs

〈
. . .


synsem|cat

[
head prep
arg-st 〈NP[ppro] 2 〉

]
. . .

〉

content|rels

〈



name-rel
lbl 4

arg0 1

name bobby



,



carpet-rel
lbl 5

arg0 2


,




roll-rel
lbl 6

arg1 1

arg2 2

arg3 3



,




over-rel
lbl 3

arg1 2

arg2 2




〉




Note that (43) is not ruled out by Principle B (cf. (27)) because over has
a single-membered arg-st where the NP[ppro] is not locally o-commanded
by anything. The only principle that rules out (43) is the CRR.

6 Concluding Remarks

The phenomena examined throughout this paper strongly suggest that the
disjointness effects typically attributed to Principle B do not stem from a
single cause, thereby contradicting the Unified View. I proposed that the
responsibility for accounting for PDEs across different languages should dis-
tributed into at least three independent factors:

(i) a preference for expressing semantic identity with coindexation;

(ii) a language-specific variant of Principle B (interpreted as an implica-
tional constraint on word objects), and

(iii) a constraint on the morphosyntactic encoding of reflexive relations.

Unlike the traditional Principle B, none of these factors is a syntactic
universal. (ii) is syntactic, but not universal. In fact, (ii) is probably learned
on the basis of indirect negative evidence, such as statistical preemption –
i.e. learners posit something like Principle B if they are consistently faced
with positive evidence for other forms (e.g. reflexives) that occur in local
binding contexts (Elbourne, 2005; Varaschin, 2021).9 (i) and (iii) are plau-
sibly universal, but they are not crucially syntactic. I suggested that (i)
might be subsumed under Levinson’s (2000) Manner Principle, which asso-
ciates marked forms with marked meanings, and (iii) might be motivated
by Levinson’s (2000) Informativeness Principle, which associates unmarked
forms with unmarked (i.e. stereotypical) meanings.

9This provides a novel way to interpret the well-attested fact that children do not
display robust adult-level knowledge of Principle B until the age of seven (Elbourne 2005;
Hamann 2011; Baauw 2018). If the purely syntactic Principle B pattern we see in English
has to be learned, it is not surprising that children might not know it at some point.
Furthermore, if Principle B is posited on the basis of statistical preemption, we explain
the absence of syntactic PDEs in languages that lack grammaticalized reflexives.
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Abstract

This paper considers the role of nonlocal amalgamation in a system
of analyses for typologically diverse languages. Nonlocal amalgamation
(Bouma et al., 2001a) was suggested in particular to get rid of extraction rules
in Pollard & Sag’s (1994) analysis of long-distance dependencies. However,
in implemented projects like the English Resource Grammar (Flickinger,
2000, 2011) and the Grammar Matrix (Bender et al., 2002, 2010), the ex-
traction rules have been maintained, while nonlocal amalgamation is used for
the analysis of phenomena like the easy-adjectives. Zamaraeva & Emerson
(2020) argue that, if extraction rules are kept, then supporting the English
easy-adjectives may be an insufficient reason to maintain nonlocal amal-
gamation in a cross-linguistic system like the Grammar Matrix, as it com-
plicates the analysis of multiple question word fronting with flexible word
order (in languages such as Russian [rus]). However, I present here a case of
morphological marking of questions (in languages like Makah [myh]) which
further motivates nonlocal amalgamation, as the analysis is remarkably more
simple with it than it is without it. An analysis of morphological marking of
questions needs to be part of a cross-linguistic system such as the Grammar
Matrix as well as an analysis of multiple fronting, which adds a new tension
at the level of the Matrix “core” and provides concrete material for discus-
sion of issues ranging from empirical implementation of theoretical ideas
like nonlocal amalgamation to the big question of how much of typological
space a single system of grammar is expected to cover.

1 Introduction

This paper is about interrogative constructions (questions), specifically constituent
questions often referred to in the western literature as wh-questions (Who did what
to whom?).1 Such interrogative constructions take various forms but in most
cases there are the question words (like who), and in many languages there is also
something special going on at the syntactic level, such as obligatory fronting of one
or more question words or special morphological marking on the verb that has a
wh argument. There is rich syntactic literature, in all theoretic traditions including
HPSG, dedicated to the syntax of constituent questions in English (Ross, 1967;
Ginzburg & Sag, 2000, among many others), containing many focused analyses
of long-distance dependencies, constructions where a verb and its argument are
separated by a clause boundary (1).
(1) Who do you think Kim said Sandy believes did what to whom? [eng]
This paper considers the role of nonlocal amalgamation (aka “lexical thread-

ing” of nonlocal features) in a cross-linguistic system of analyses which supports
typologically diverse languages. Nonlocal amalgamation (Bouma et al., 2001a)
is a theoretical concept in HPSG having to do with propagating the information

1Parts of this paper are from the unpublished portions of my dissertation (Zamaraeva, 2021).
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about long-distance dependencies in the derivation. It is intended to make analy-
ses more elegant, in particular by getting rid of extraction lexical rules, an HPSG
device which takes a verb’s argument off of its valence list and places it elsewhere,
such that it can appear at a dislocated position. This theoretical concept was im-
plemented and tested as part of DELPH-IN grammar engineering projects such as
the English Resource Grammar (ERG; Flickinger, 2000, 2011) and the Grammar
Matrix (Bender et al., 2002, 2010). One of the research goals of such projects is
to test theoretical concepts, particularly in interaction with each other and in the
context of prolonged application to large datasets. The Grammar Matrix contains
a large system of analyses which, in different customized combinations, cover data
(grammatical and ungrammatical sentences) from hundreds of different language
types, at least to the extent of test suites which are stored along with the system.
Below, I discuss how such testing of a theoretical idea leads to discovering

tensions in cross-linguistic systems of analyses. This paper builds directly on pre-
vious work of similar kind. In Zamaraeva & Emerson 2020, we discuss how using
nonlocal amalgamation not just theoretically but as implemented in the DELPH-
IN version of the HPSG formalism, complicates the analysis of multiple fronting
in languages with flexible word order (using Russian as the example). In the
context of the Grammar Matrix, that discussion led to actually abandoning nonlo-
cal amalgamation.2 Here, however, I present a case for nonlocal amalgamation
which I developed in the process of my work on a cross-linguistic analysis of inter-
rogatives for the Grammar Matrix which followed Zamaraeva & Emerson 2020
(Zamaraeva, 2021). The case is of languages that mark interrogatives morpho-
logically, and in particular the ones which have distinct paradigms for polar and
constituent questions (in addition to a separate paradigm for declarative forms).
The paper is structured as follows. Section §2 presents illustrative data from

languages which mark interrogatives morphologically, showing how some have
a paradigm for constituent questions which is distinct from the set of inflections
verbs use in polar questions. Section §3 gives the necessary background on the ver-
sion of the HPSG formalism that the Grammar Matrix uses, presents the Grammar
Matrix project, and provides a summary of how nonlocal features work generally
and what nonlocal amalgamation is. The analysis (§4) is given in two parts, each
presenting an alternative: morphological marking of interrogatives with (§4.1) and
without (§4.2) nonlocal amalgamation, showing that the former is much simpler
than the latter. The paper concludes with brief notes regarding future work (§5)
and a detailed discussion of how the revealed tension in the system of analyses
may help guide future inquiry into linguistic theory (§6).

2I omit any detailed exposition of the issue in this paper and refer the reader to Zamaraeva &
Emerson 2020 and to Zamaraeva 2021, §6.5.
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2 Data

In some languages, questions (polar and constituent) involve special morpholog-
ical marking on the verb, as illustrated by examples from Negidal ([neg]; Tun-
gusik), where the subject agreement marker on the verb in a declarative sen-
tence (2) is different from that in an interrogative sentence (3)–(4).3

(2) oǯa-va
track-ACC

iche-ǯee-v
see-FUT-1sg

‘I will see the tracks.’ [neg] (Hölzl, 2018, p. 295)
(3) ii-ǰə-m=i?

enter-FUT.Q-1sg.q=Q
‘Shall I come in?’ [neg] (Hölzl, 2018, p. 295)

(4) eeva
what

iche-ǯa-m?
see-FUT.Q-1sg.q

‘What will I see?’ (Hölzl, 2018, p. 295)
This type of morphological marking is also found in Yukaghir ([yux]; isolate)
and is generally not typologically uncommon. Negidal and Yukaghir will be used
in this paper just as two examples of a fairly common phenomenon, in particular
because Negidal has non-zero marking and thus is very illustrative, while Yukaghir
is in practice part of the Grammar Matrix set of test suites and supported languages
(see §3.1 below and Zamaraeva 2021 §§5.2-5.6). The zero marking special for
the interrogative paradigm in Yukaghir is illustrated in (5)-(6).4

(5) kin
who.NOM

ejre-0?
walk-itrg.3sg

‘Who is coming?’ [yux] (Constructed by me based on Maslova (2003).)
(6) touke-lek

dog-PRED
ejre-0?
walk-itrg.3sg

‘Is the dog coming?’ [yux] (Constructed by me based on Maslova (2003).)

Furthermore, in some languages, e.g. inMakah ([myh], Wakashan), the paradigms
for constituent and polar questions are distinct. The marker occurring in con-
stituent interrogatives is shown in (7)–(8); note that the question word here is
actually analyzed as the main predicate (Davidson, 2002, p. 285).
(7) ʔačaq=qaːɬ

who=content.3sg
duduˈk
sing

‘Who is singing?’ [myh] (Davidson, 2002, p.285)
3The future tense markers differ as well, and there is an additional question marker =i, but it is

sufficient to look at just the person and number marker.
4Native speakers of Yukaghir are not available, so some examples have to be constructed.
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(8) baqiq=qaːɬ
what=content.3sg

tiˈ
DEM

‘What is this?’ [myh] (Davidson, 2002, p.285)
Polar question marking is exemplified in (9).
(9) duduˈk=’aƛ=qaːk=s

sing=TEMP=polar=1SG
‘Am I singing?’ [myh] (Davidson, 2002, p.100)

The goal of this paper is to model separate paradigms as in Makah (7)–(9).
Furthermore, the analysis is intended for the Grammar Matrix framework, which
means it must fit into a broader system of analyses for different types of lan-
guages, including not only the ones like Negidal or Yukaghir but also languages
like Russian, among others.

3 Background

The goal of §3 is two-fold: (i) to orient the reader in questions of empirical HPSG
implementation and explain the specific form in which the analysis issues are
presented later in §4; and (ii) aggregate several pieces of analyses scattered around
several classic HPSG works such as Pollard & Sag 1994, Ginzburg & Sag 2000,
and Bouma et al. 2001a. First, in §3.1 I give a brief overview of the DELPH-
IN version of the HPSG formalism and of the Grammar Matrix meta-grammar
engineering project. Then I give a summary of what nonlocal features are and how
they are traditionally used in HPSG analyses of nonlocal dependencies (§3.2), and
how the idea of nonlocal amalgamation fits in (§3.3). I illustrate the theoretical
concepts here in the DELPH-IN formalism, because this is what §4 is situated in.

3.1 DELPH-IN and the Grammar Matrix

DELPH-IN (DEep Linguistic Processing with HPSG INitiative)5 is an interna-
tional consortium of researchers who are interested in engineering grammars us-
ing HPSG. DELPH-IN members pursue an integrated research-engineering goal
of advancing linguistic theory (particularly syntactic and semantic) through mod-
eling it rigorously on the computer and in the context of real-life applications.6
DELPH-IN Joint Reference Formalism (JRF; Copestake, 2000) is an HPSG for-
malism restricted to rely on only unification as a native operation, without rela-
tional constraints such as list reordering or counting. This feature of DELPH-IN
JRF allows for relatively fast parsing and makes it possible to deploy DELPH-IN

5www.delph-in.net; https://github.com/delph-in/
6There are other HPSG-based formalisms with varying properties but with similar goals, includ-

ing ALE (Penn, 2000), LIGHT (Ciortuz, 2002; Ciortuz & Saveluc, 2012), Alpino (Bouma et al.,
2001b; Van Noord et al., 2006, focusing on Dutch), and Enju (Miyao & Tsujii, 2008, focusing on
probabilistic disambiguation). CoreGram (Müller, 2015) is a grammar engineering project similar
to the Grammar Matrix but couched within ALE rather than the DELPH-IN formalism.
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grammars for practical applications such as grammar coaching (e.g. Morgado da
Costa et al., 2020). Other features of DELPH-IN relevant to this paper’s material
include the use of lists instead of sets for nonlocal features (see Zamaraeva &
Emerson 2020 for details). Constraint unification in DELPH-IN is defined in the
context of the “closed world” hierarchy assumption. This means that, in order for
any two types to unify, there must be a single (unique) type in the hierarchy which
represents their combination (Copestake, 2002, p.42). This is helpful to know to
understand the parameterized list hierarchy in §4.2. DELPH-IN JRF incorporates
the Minimal Recursion Semantics formalism (MRS; Copestake et al., 2005). Ma-
jor DELPH-IN projects include the English Resource Grammar (ERG, Flickinger,
2000, 2011); Jacy (a grammar of Japanese, Siegel et al., 2016); Zhong (a grammar
of Chinese, Fan, 2018); the LKB grammar engineering environment (Copestake,
2002); the ACE parser (Crysmann & Packard, 2012); and the Grammar Matrix
(Bender et al., 2002, 2010), among many others.
The Grammar Matrix (Bender et al., 2002, 2010) is a DELPH-IN-based meta-

grammar engineering project that includes a web questionnaire, a core HPSG
grammar, a grammar customization system, and a set of language test suites il-
lustrating the supported typological space. Given a typological specification (e.g.
“the language uses special morphological marking in questions”), it automatically
outputs an HPSG grammar fragment which covers data from the language to the
extent specified. The grammar consists of lexical entries as well as phrasal and
lexical rules. The types are customized according to the specification but each
grammar is based on the same “core”. For example, there is a core type for lexi-
cal rule, lex-rule, from which all customized lexical rules inherit. The core types
were originally distilled from the ERG (Flickinger, 2000), as part of Bender et al.
2002. Only few core types are intended as rules for actual licensing of strings in
the grammar though, and most of the types in an actual grammar that the Matrix
outputs will be customized versions of the core types.
Morphological rules in the Matrix are lexical rules which apply to terminal

nodes in the derivation (O’Hara, 2008; Goodman & Bender, 2010). For example,
the Negidal example (3) would be analyzed as illustrated in (10). The affixes attach
in order. I assume here that the final =i is a clause-final question particle which
in the Grammar Matrix is analyzed as a complementizer (Bender & Flickinger,
2005). The tense as well as the person and number affixes, being specific to the
interrogative paradigm, constrain the clause to have question semantics via the
Sentential Force feature ([SF ques]), and all other affixes have to unify with that,
so an affix from an indicative paradigm would not appear.
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(10) CPcomp-head
[
SF 1

]

Sarg-drop
[
SF 1

]

VPpernum
[SF 1 ques
DTR|SF 1

]

VPtense
[
SF ques

]

VPlex-entry
[
SF prop-or-ques

]

ii-ǰə-m
‘come in’

Qques-particle

=i

The analyses presented in §4 were developed as part of my work on the con-
stituent questions library for the Matrix. Adding libraries to the Matrix has a
fairly established methodology (Bender et al., 2010). The goal of creating a new
library is adding testable support for a new syntactic phenomenon. For example,
adding support for constituent questions means the user should as a result be able
to automatically obtain a grammar which can pair sentences containing constituent
questions with syntactic and semantic representations, for a range of languages.
In particular, the semantic representations should be well-formed and standard for
the Minimal Recursion Semantics formalism. Testing for these criteria can be
made automatic, reducing human error to “bugs” that can be made fully explicit
and fixed systematically.

3.2 Nonlocal features and long-distance dependencies

At the core of Pollard & Sag’s (1994) HPSG analysis of long-distance dependen-
cies there are three concepts: (i) nonlocal features; (ii) the Nonlocal Feature Prin-
ciple (NFP), which is related to nonlocal amalgamation, the focus of this paper;
and (iii) the filler-gap construction, aka the head-filler schema. These three con-
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cepts can be mapped to three tiers of the analysis: (i) introducing the dependency
(the “bottom” tier; nonlocal features); (ii) propagating the dependency (“middle”;
the NFP or later nonlocal amalgamation); and (iii) filling the dependency (“top”;
filler-gap).
An example illustrating all three tires in a derivation is given in (11).7

(11) Sfiller-gap



NONHEAD-DTR|NONLOC|QUE|LIST ⟨ 1 ⟩

NONLOC
[SLASH|LIST ⟨ ⟩
QUE|LIST ⟨ ⟩

]



NP
[LOCAL 0

NONLOC|QUE|LIST ⟨ 1 ⟩

]

D8
[
NONLOC|QUE|LIST ⟨ 1 ⟩

]

PP
[
NONLOC|QUE|LIST ⟨ 1 ⟩

]

NP
[
NONLOC|QUE|LIST ⟨ 1 ⟩

]

D
[
NONLOC|QUE|LIST ⟨ 1 ⟩

]

which

N

person

P

’s

N

dog

Sex-subj


SUBJ ⟨ ⟩
NONLOC|SLASH|LIST

⟨[
0

]⟩



VP


SUBJ

⟨[
LOCAL 0

]⟩

NONLOC|SLASH|LIST ⟨ ⟩




sleeps

Example (11) shows two nonlocal features, SLASH and QUE. That SLASH
is “housed” under the nonlocal feature path along with QUE means, if there is
any principle which affects all nonlocal features, it will affect both SLASH and
QUE. In particular, nonlocal amalgamation (§3.3) was originally developed for
SLASH (Bouma et al., 2001a) but Ginzburg & Sag (2000) later suggested a unified
nonlocal amalgamation principle applying to all nonlocal features.
In (11), a feature structure labeled 0 contains the local features of the noun

phrase which person’s dog, and those are also the local features of the subject of
sleeps. In order for which person’s dog to appear in its fronted position,9 the

7This example is in the DELPH-IN formalism (§3.1); the feature paths are abbreviated, though
the LIST feature of SLASH and QUE is given explicitly, because this is an important detail for tech-
nical implementation of list append (see Zamaraeva & Emerson 2020). For a detailed explanation
of how nonlocal features work theoretically in Pollard & Sag (1994) and Ginzburg & Sag (2000),
see Zamaraeva 2021, pp. 57-74.

9It may not be obvious that the position is fronted but consider (i), and see also Zamaraeva 2021,
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subject is essentially taken off of the SUBJ list and put on the nonlocal SLASH list
by the subject extraction phrase structure rule. This is the “bottom” tier. That
the SLASH values are propagated through the tree is the “middle” tier, and this is
happening due to what Pollard & Sag (1994) call the NFP and what Bouma et al.
(2001a) and Ginzburg & Sag (2000) later developed into “nonlocal amalgamation”
(§3.3). Finally, at the “top”, the filler-gap phrase structure rule “discharges”
the dependency; now all nonlocal lists are empty, which is consistent with the
definition of a successful parse. The top filler-gap phrase must also be a subtype
of the interrogative clause (12), in particular in order for the semantics (e.g. the
CONT features) to be correct.
(12) 



interrogative-clause

SYNSEM|LOCAL|CONT|HOOK 1

[
INDEX|SF ques

]

HEAD-DTR|SYNSEM|LOCAL|CONT|HOOK 1

C-CONT|HOOK 1




Note that the non-head daughter of the filler-gap rule in (11) must have a
nonempty QUE value. According to Ginzburg & Sag (2000), the lexical types for
some words (such as most question words) will have a nonempty QUE value, while
other words will have an empty one. This means only phrases containing a wh-
word are suitable as filler daughters in this filler-gap construction. Note also that in
addition to the SLASH dependency, example (11) shows also the QUE dependency,
which is an unbounded dependency between the top of the construction and the
bottom of the filler daughter (“pied piping”; Ross, 1967). In other words, QUE
helps characterize what types of constituents can occur in the initial position in
constituent questions and supports modeling of pied piping.

3.3 Nonlocal amalgamation

Bouma et al. 2001a suggested improvements to the analysis in Pollard & Sag
1994, which were later incorporated into Ginzburg & Sag’s (2000) account of
English interrogatives. In particular, Bouma et al. (2001a) further motivate and
simplify the “middle” tier of the analysis. At the core of the classic analysis of that
tier is the observation that (i) the information about the long-distance dependency
is encoded locally throughout the derivation path (the “middle” part of the long-
distance dependency mechanism needs access to the local features of the extracted
element at every step); and that (ii) extraction is furthermore registered lexically
as selection for a “slashed” argument. Building on the critique of Pollard &
p. 63 for a summary of Ginzburg & Sag’s (2000) and Bouma et al.’s (2001a) argument for why the
position can be considered fronted even when there is only a single clause in the sentence. At any
rate, (11) is intended to just generally illustrate how long-distance dependencies are analyzed.
(i) Which person’s dog do you think sleeps? [eng]
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Sag 1994 by Hukari & Levine (1996), Bouma et al. (2001a) further motivate the
need to register nonlocal information at every step of the derivation by data from
languages like Chamorro ([cha], Austronesian), in which verbs exhibit agreement
with extracted arguments (13)–(14).
(13) Hayi

who
f-um-a’gasi
WH.SU-wash

i
the
kareta
car

‘Who washed the car?’ [cha] (Bouma et al., 2001a, p.4)
(14) Hayi

who
si
UNM

Juan
Juan

ha-sangan-i
E3S-say-DAT

hao
you
[f-um-a’gasi
WH.SU-wash

i
the
kareta]
car

‘Who did Juan tell you washed the car?’ [cha] (Bouma et al., 2001a, p.5)
Following Chung (1982, 1994), Bouma et al. (2001a) analyze the verb morphology
in Chamorro as registering agreement with arguments that contain extracted ele-
ments, uniformly in main (13) and embedded (14) clauses. They note that in such
a case, a subject extraction rule is not desirable; instead, there can be a unified
account of fronted subjects, complements, and adjuncts which (at least for En-
glish) does not require extraction lexical rules at all, because they can be replaced
by the principle of nonlocal amalgamation. The nonlocal amalgamation principle
constrains a head’s nonlocal features to be the union of its arguments’ nonlocal
feature sets, which then allows phrases to simply inherit the nonlocal values of
the head daughter, instead of explicitly gathering all the values of all daughters
via the extraction lexical rules. In DELPH-IN, this principle is implemented with
supertypes like (15), from which all relevant heads (such as verbs) inherit.
(15) 



basic-two-arg-lex-item

ARG-ST
⟨

NON-LOCAL



SLASH 1

REL 2

QUE 3





,


NON-LOCAL



SLASH 4

REL 5

QUE 6







⟩

SYNSEM|NON-LOCAL




SLASH|APPEND
⟨
1 , 4

⟩

REL|APPEND
⟨
2 , 5

⟩

QUE|APPEND
⟨
3 , 6

⟩







In the English Resource Grammar (Flickinger, 2000, 2011) and subsequently
in the Grammar Matrix (Bender et al., 2002, 2010), nonlocal amalgamation was
implemented mainly to support an elegant analysis of e.g. English easy-adjectives.
However, extraction lexical rules were maintained, in particular to avoid positing
additional lexical entries for all heads which can have their arguments extracted.10
In Zamaraeva & Emerson (2020), we argue that while for the English Resource
Grammar implementing nonlocal amalgamation may be convenient, maintaining
nonlocal amalgamation in a cross-linguistic system (the Grammar Matrix) com-
plicates the analysis of multiple question fronting such as is found in Russian. We
show that, in the context where extraction rules are present anyway, maintaining
10Having to explicitly implement the entire lexicon is one of the things which make empirical

approaches to grammar principally different from purely theoretical approaches.
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nonlocal amalgamation necessitates adding even more extraction rules, to model
languages with flexible order of fronting, where an extracted adjunct may appear
between two extracted arguments as well as before or after them. Here in §4, I
present a counterpoint to this and show that nonlocal amalgamation greatly sim-
plifies the analysis of morphological marking of questions, thus making explicit a
tension in a cross-linguistic system of analyses.

4 Analysis

In the context of question marking, a lexical rule can be (i) indicative or (ii) inter-
rogative; and if it is interrogative, it can serve (a) polar, (b) constituent questions,
or (c) both:
(16) lexical rule

(i) indicative (ii) interrogative

(a) polar (b) constituent (c) both
Makah is an example of a language which makes the (a)-(b) distinction, while
Negidal and Yukaghir are of the (c) type.
Morphological marking of constituent questions is an example of where non-

local amalgamation allows for a particularly elegant analysis, especially when it
comes to modeling the distinction between options (a), (b), and (c) above, while
modeling the difference between (i) and (ii) is straightforward with or without
nonlocal amalgamation.
To see why modeling the difference between (i) and (ii) is straightforward

either way, consider an HPSG hierarchy of lexical rules (17).11

(17) [
lex-rule
INFLECTED infl-satisfied

]

[
indicative-lex-rule
SYNSEM|SF prop

] [
interrogative-lex-rule
SYNSEM|SF ques

]

polar-lex-rule wh-lex-rule

An indicative-lex-rule simply says its SF value is prop. This ensures the correct se-
mantics. As for blocking an application of any subtype of the interrogative clause,
11Feature structures are abbreviated, here and throughout.
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it will be ruled out even without saying anything about the nonlocal features of the
verb or of its argument, due to the identity between the mother and the daughter’s
semantic HOOK values which comes from the definition of all head-compositional
phrases in the Grammar Matrix, including interrogative-clause (12). This some-
what subtle mechanism is illustrated in (18). Red indicates unification failure.
(18) *Sin-situ


LOCAL|CONT|HOOK|INDEX|SF 1 ques

HEAD-DTR 2

[
SYNSEM|LOCAL|CONT|HOOK 1

]



2Ssubj-head[
LOCAL|CONT|HOOK|INDEX|SF prop

]

NP

wh-noun

VPlex-rule[
LOCAL|CONT|HOOK|INDEX|SF prop

]

VP[
LOCAL|CONT|HOOK|INDEX|SF prop-or-ques

]

verb-IND

An interrogative-lex-rule will say that its SF value is ques, allowing verbs marked
with such rule to go through a question-forming phrase structure rule, or, if it
is a polar question, to make the semantics of the clause interrogative without an
additional phrase structure rule, like in (19) for the Yukaghir sentence (6).
(19)

Ssubj-head[
SF ques

]

NP

toukelek
‘dog’

VPlex-rule[
SF ques

]

VP[
SF prop-or-ques

]

ejre-∅
‘come’
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While the distinction between (i) and (ii), and by extension (c),12 is straight-
forwardly modeled with just the SF feature with or without nonlocal amalgamation
(assuming semantic compositionality which ensures the semantic HOOK identities
in the phrasal rules), modeling the distinction between (a) and (b) is much easier
with nonlocal amalgamation than without it.

4.1 Analysis 1: With nonlocal amalgamation

Under the nonlocal amalgamation assumption and in the context of DELPH-IN
JRF, a verb’s QUE value will be the append of its subject’s and objects’ (20).
(20) 



verb

SYNSEM




NON-LOCAL|QUE|APPEND ⟨ 1 , 2 ⟩

LOCAL|CAT|VAL




SUBJ
⟨[
NON-LOCAL|QUE 1

]⟩

COMPS
⟨[
NON-LOCAL|QUE 2

]⟩










In other words, if one or more of the verb’s arguments are wh-words, the verb’s
own QUE list will be non-empty; otherwise it will be empty. Given this, modeling
the distinction between (i) and (ii) and furthermore between (a) and (b) is straight-
forward. Markers which are to be used exclusively in polar questions constrain
the daughter of the rule (the verb) to be QUE-empty (21).
(21)



polar-lex-rule
SYNSEM|SF ques
DTR|SYNSEM|NON-LOCAL|QUE|LIST ⟨ ⟩




Under the nonlocal amalgamation assumption, this is the same as to say that
neither of the arguments is a wh-word. Conversely, the ones which are to be
used exclusively for wh-questions are customized to take QUE-nonempty daugh-
ters (22).
(22)



wh-lex-rule
SYNSEM|SF ques
DTR|SYNSEM|NON-LOCAL|QUE|LIST cons




This means one or more of the arguments is a wh-word.13 I illustrate the situation
with subtrees for (9) and (7) presented side by side in (23).
12Option (c) is essentially a statement that only the distinction between (i) and (ii) is relevant.
13Cons in (22) is a type for non-empty list.
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(23)
a.

VPpolar
[
QUE|LIST 1

]

VPpernum
[
QUE|LIST 1

]

VPlex-entry
[
QUE|LIST 1 ⟨ ⟩

]

duduˈk='aƛ=qaːk=s
‘sing’

b.
VPpernum-content
[
QUE|LIST 1

]

VPlex-entry
[
QUE|LIST 1 ⟨ ref ⟩

]

ʔačaq=qaːɬ
‘whopredicative’

In the analysis on the left (23a), because the verb has no wh-argument, it has an
empty QUE value. In the analysis on the right (23b), the verb has a wh-subject, and
so its own QUE value is not empty. The correct morphological behavior follows,
with only the appropriate affix licensed in each case. Note that there is no need
to worry about how many arguments the verb has and how many of them are
wh, and which positions they occupy on the argument list. If the same marker is
used for both polar and constituent questions (c), the QUE value on the daughter
is underspecified. The analysis is thus simple and elegant.

4.2 Analysis 2: Without nonlocal amalgamation

In Zamaraeva 2021, nonlocal amalgamation is not used for reasons addressed
in Zamaraeva & Emerson (2020) (namely, to simplify the analysis of multiple
fronting and also to make the large system easier to reason about). Nonlocal
amalgamation was an integral part of the Matrix core, and after it was removed,
no grammars could use it. Therefore, since Zamaraeva 2021 is a cross-linguistic
account of multiple types of question-forming strategies, I was forced to develop
an account of morphological marking for languages like Makah (making the (a)-
(b) distinction in (16)) without nonlocal amalgamation as well. I present it below.
Without nonlocal amalgamation, option (c) (languages which just use one

marker for all types of questions) still does not pose complications; the analysis is
the same as with nonlocal amalgamation: the QUE value of the lexical rule’s sole
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daughter is underspecified on the rule. However, neither (21) nor (22) will lead
to the desired analysis of (a) and (b).
Recall from §3.2 that lexical entries that are not wh-words have empty QUE-

lists, and the way the QUE values are propagated up the tree is an explicit inher-
itance in unary and an explicit append in binary rules. Verbs’ own QUE lists are
empty. This means that most verbs will unify with the daughter of (21) regard-
less of what their arguments are. An explicit constraint must be put on the verb’s
arguments instead, but this means an explicit constraint is required for the subject
and yet another for the complement.
For the analysis of options (a) and (b), I use a constructed pseudolanguage for

an exposition because sufficient data from Makah is not available to me at this
time. This pseudolanguage is similar to Makah in the sense that it has two distinct
paradigms for polar and constituent questions (24)–(32).
(24) noun tverb-PQ noun?
(25) *noun tverb-WHQ noun?
(26) who iverb-WHQ?
(27) who tverb-WHQ what?
(28) who tverb-WHQ noun?
(29) noun tverb-WHQ what?
(30) *who tverb-PQ what?
(31) *who tverb-PQ noun?
(32) *noun tverb-PQ what?
For a grammar to behave correctly with respect to (24)–(32), the interrogative-
lex-rule type should in fact be expanded not into just two but into three further
subtypes (33).
(33) [

lex-rule
INFLECTED infl-satisfied

]

[
indicative-lex-rule
SYNSEM|SF prop

] [
interrogative-lex-rule
SYNSEM|SF ques

]

polar-lex-rule wh-subj-lex-rule wh-obj-lex-rule

The complication here compared to the analysis with nonlocal amalgamation
has to do with the number of the arguments of different verbs. Now that the QUE
constraints have to be placed directly on the arguments, covering both (26) and
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(27) as well as (29) cannot be done that easily. It can be done by having two
rules, as suggested in (33), but note that the rules as presented in (34) and (35),
without additional constraints, will both apply in e.g. (27), leading to spurious
ambiguity (36a)–(36b).
(34) 


wh-subj-lex-rule

SYNSEM|LOCAL|CAT|VAL|SUBJ
⟨[
NON-LOCAL|QUE|LIST cons

]⟩



(35) 

wh-obj-lex-rule

SYNSEM|LOCAL|CAT|VAL|COMPS
⟨[
NON-LOCAL|QUE|LIST cons

]⟩



(36)
a.

S

S

NP

who

VP

Vwh-subj-lex-rule

V

tverb

NP

what

b.
S

S

NP

who

VP

Vwh-obj-lex-rule

V

tverb

NP

what

I would like the wh-subj-lex-rule to only apply where wh-obj-lex-rule cannot.
I cannot however constrain the SUBJ list of the wh-obj-lex-rule to be empty, be-
cause I still need to license sentences with non-wh subjects (29) and also because
constraining the SUBJ list of the wh-obj-lex-rule to be empty would violate a con-
straint on the lexical rule supertype. By the lexicalist assumption, lexical rules
apply before phrase structure rules, and so the subject list of a verbs is necessarily
nonempty, since the head-subject rule has not applied yet.
This can be addressed by using a parameterized list which here I call non-wh-

list (37). Simply put, it is a list which stipulates that all elements on it, of which
there is zero or more, are not wh-words.14

(37) 


non-wh-cons

FIRST
[
synsem
NON-LOCAL|QUE|LIST ⟨ ⟩

]

REST non-wh-list




14For a full hierarchy needed for this parameterized list to work, see Zamaraeva 2021, p. 202.
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I can use non-wh-list to constrain lexical rules so that they allow both empty
lists and lists which do not contain wh-words. This way, wh-obj-lex-rule can insist
that the subject is not a wh-word— that case would be for the wh-subj-lex-rule to
take care of— but does not have to be empty. The unwanted second tree (36b) is
then ruled out (38).

(38) S

S

1NP

who

VP

*Vwh-obj-lex-rule
[
DTR|SYNSEM|LOCAL|CAT|VAL|SUBJ non-wh-list

]

V
[
SYNSEM|LOCAL|CAT|VAL|SUBJ ⟨ 1 ⟩

]

tverb

NP

what

The complete set of interrogative lexical rules for a grammar of a language
presented as data in (24)–(32) then looks like this (39)–(40).15

(39) 


polar-lex-rule

SYNSEM|LOCAL|CAT|VAL


SUBJ

⟨[
NON-LOCAL|QUE|LIST ⟨ ⟩

]⟩

COMPS non-wh-list







(40) 

wh-subj-lex-rule

SYNSEM|LOCAL|CAT|VAL|SUBJ
⟨[
NON-LOCAL|QUE|LIST cons

]⟩



(41) 


wh-obj-lex-rule

SYNSEM|LOCAL|CAT|VAL


SUBJ non-wh-list

COMPS
⟨[
NON-LOCAL|QUE|LIST cons

]⟩






It requires three lexical rules and a separate hierarchy of parameterized list types.14
15All these rules are subtypes of the interrogative rule (33) and so their sentential force value is

ques.
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5 Future work

The argument presented above appeals primarily to elegance. In future work,
the interaction of morphological rules with adjunct extraction can be explored
with relevant data, and may provide further testing for the nonlocal amalgamation
approach. Additionally, while the parameterized list helps get rid of spurious
derivations in Analysis 2, considering a larger natural language test suite may
reveal other spurious derivations or undesirable behavior in either analysis.

6 Conclusion

As shown in Zamaraeva & Emerson 2020 and Zamaraeva 2021, nonlocal amal-
gamation significantly complicates a system of cross-linguistic analyses such as
the Grammar Matrix (Bender et al., 2002, 2010), particularly when it comes to
the analyses of long-distance dependencies in languages with flexible word or-
ders. However, in this work I show that at the same time, nonlocal amalgama-
tion significantly simplifies the analysis of constituent questions in languages with
morphological marking of questions, particularly those where there exist separate
paradigms for polar and constituent questions (in addition to a paradigm for declar-
ative forms of the verb).
What does this tension between two typologically different systems of analyses

mean? There are different possibilities to consider.
The first one is that the tension illustrates some issues with the DELPH-IN for-

malism (particularly, its treatment of nonlocal features as lists with fixed length
and order; see Zamaraeva & Emerson 2020 for details). In other words, the ar-
gument may be that nonlocal amalgamation should not pose any complications in
theory, and that it poses them in practice is not a problem with the idea but with
its implementation. While this conclusion is a possible one and it may well be
that the DELPH-IN formalism could be improved in the future, it is important to
consider the years of empirical success of the DELPH-IN formalism, particularly
in the form of the English Resource Grammar (Flickinger, 2000, 2011) and its ap-
plications in research (e.g. Buys & Blunsom, 2017) and industry (e.g. Morgado da
Costa et al., 2020). The Grammar Matrix (Bender et al., 2002, 2010) is a similar
empirical success story, as its analyses are serving 517 typological profiles, as a
system.16 In other words, there is no reason to immediately conclude that the
core elements of the formalism such as nonlocal lists should just be abandoned.
The second possible conclusion is that perhaps there is no need for a system of

analyses which supports such different typological profiles as Russian and Makah.
Here, we are approaching a rather big theoretical debate about whether there is
any core set of elements which all languages absolutely must share, or if such a
set does not necessarily exist. Reflecting on this debate goes beyond the goals
16Some of the profiles are similar to each other but the range is wide, due to the methodology of

Matrix development (see Bender et al. 2010 and Zamaraeva 2021, Chapter 5).
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of this paper but the evidence shown here could in principle be considered to
serve the latter point of view. A weak version of this conclusion is that nonlocal
amalgamation itself should not be part of the core but can be added as part of
the customization system. This means a rather complex, nontrivial conpcept of
customization though.
The third possible conclusion, which perhaps is also a weak version of the

second one, is that the typological profiles involved (Russian with its multiple
fronting, as discussed in Zamaraeva & Emerson 2020, and Makah with its distinct
paradigms, as discussed here) are rare. This in turn can mean two things: First,
perhaps rare typological profiles warrant more complexity. On the other hand, it
could mean that such languages are not yet well analyzed, and trying to accom-
modate both of them in the same system requires first refining our understanding
of such languages.
Yet another version of this conclusion is that the role of long-distance de-

pendencies is only so prominent in syntactic analysis because English happens
to have them. In other words, the elements of analysis that long-distance de-
pendencies seem to require may not be as important for all grammars as we are
used to think. This is not to say that a comprehensive theory of grammar should
not support them, but rather that our attachment to the existing analyses may be
overly influenced by the dominance of English as the test language. Put another
way, while it seems obvious that it is the analysis of Makah (and languages like
Makah) that we don’t yet understand well enough and that should be improved, it
may also be that revisiting the analysis of Indo-European languages in the context
of a cross-linguistic system may be beneficial.
All the conclusions presented above confirm that systems of analyses such

as the Grammar Matrix, which, with computational aid, force syntacticians to
consider complex interactions between phenomena intra- and cross-linguistically,
are serving their purpose by exposing tensions such as described here.
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Abstract
This paper presents a study of so-called neg-phrases in Eton, a negative

concord language spoken in Cameroon. These phrases strongly resemble
negated noun phrases that consist of a negative determiner and a noun, how-
ever, I will show that Eton neg-phrases are built differently. Reconciling the
non-negative approach to negative indefinites by Penka & Zeijlstra (2005)
and the negative approach by Richter & Sailer (2004a,b, 2006), I will argue
that Eton neg-phrases consist of an inherently negative modifier and a non-
negative indefinite derived from a noun. Embedding the analysis in Lexical
Resource Semantics, I will reveal the inherent negativity of Eton neg-phrases
and account for their composition by using a lexical rule based on the seman-
tic approach to noun phrases by Beavers (2003).

1 Introduction and background

Negative indefinites have received much attention in the literature in the studies on
negation and crucially in examinations of negative concord (NC) languages. NC
has been observed and studied in many different languages, for instance Italian (cf.
Zeijlstra (2004), Godard & Marandin (2006), Giannakidou (2006), among many
others) or Polish (cf. Richter & Sailer (2004a,b), for example) besides many other
NC languages. The majority of the papers on NC languages is concerned with
the question whether negative indefinites are inherently negative or not. Despite
the negative indefinites’ prominence being due to their tight relationship with NC,
they have also attracted the interest of many researchers in recent years outside of
NC languages (Penka & Zeijlstra (2005,2010), Zeijlstra (2011), Penka (2012), in-
ter alia). These papers often concentrate on Germanic languages and their negative
indefinites and again scrutinize the negative indefinites’ (non-) negativity. How-
ever, in contrast to the prominently studied European languages as well as some
Asian languages (see for instance Sells & Kim (2006) and Yoon (2008) for Ko-
rean or Kuno (2008) and Sano et al. (2009) for Japanese), African languages are
vastly underrepresented in the studies of negative indefinites and negative items in
general,1 which is why my aim is to broaden the spectrum of languages that are
analysed with regard to their negative words and include a language in the examina-
tion whose negation system has not been studied systematically yet. I will analyse
Eton, a language spoken in Cameroon. Eton is a Bantu language which has, how-
ever, been largely disregarded in the literature so far and thus not much is known

†I would like to thank Haniel Enokah, Donald Ntsa and Ibrahim Ombede for their judgements
and translations of Eton. Furthermore, I want to thank Mark van de Velde for helping me with
any questions about the structure and properties of this language in general. I also highly value the
comments made and advices given to me when presenting the earliest version of this paper at the
workshop of the HPSG 2021 conference. Without Katharina Hartmann, this paper would not have
been written and without Benedikt Weber, Sebastian Walter and Pascal Hohmann, this text would
not look like it does. Finally, I am deeply indebted to Manfred Sailer who has not only helped me
with the content, but also with the technical realisation of my ideas. All remaining errors are mine.

1The most obvious reason for that may be that, as claimed in van der Auwera & van Alsenoy
(2016,2018), NC as well as negative indefinites are extremely rare in African languages.
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about it. Eton lacks a written form, therefore, my writing of it is conventionalized.
The only analysis of Eton has been done by van de Velde (2008) and I will basically
follow his system and his distinctions of words and affixes.2 Nevertheless, unlike
him, I will ignore the tones despite Eton being a tonal language. This is because
tones are not important for the phenomenon under discussion. Besides, Eton is an
SVO and a NC language.

Although Eton does not have negative indefinite words,3 there are constructions
where a negative word precedes a noun, thereby creating a negative constituent.
These combinations will henceforth be referred to as neg-phrases and be analysed
in this paper. The neg-phrases are built out of the negative word te4 and the nouns
of the language. Due to Eton being a NC language, these phrases have to co-occur
with the negative marker aa in pre- as well as postverbal position. This is shown
in the examples in (1):5

(1) a. Te mod *(aa)-ti di.
NEG person 1.NM-PR eat

‘Nobody/No person eats.’

b. Embolo *(aa)-ti di te jom.
Embolo 1.NM-PR eat NEG thing

‘Embolo eats nothing/no thing.’

c. Ibrahim *(aa)-ti yen te parra.
Ibrahim 1.NM-PR see NEG preacher

‘Ibrahim sees no preacher.’

In all cases, leaving out the negative marker would result in ungrammaticality.
Thus, it seems like Eton is a strict NC language, following the distinction in Gian-
nakidou (1998), however, I will just refer to it as NC language in general because
there needs to be done further research to be able to finally conclude on this. In
particular, my informants disagree on whether a sentence containing a pre- as well
as a postverbal neg-phrase, besides the negative marker, is to be interpreted as a
single negation (SN) or a double negation (DN).

In addition to occupying the pre- and postverbal position in simple SVO sen-
tences, the neg-phrases can be used in fragment answers (see (2)):

2There may be some slight variations between the variety he describes and the one in this paper
because of working with different speakers and the possibility of dialectal variation. However, these
differences are irrelevant for the topic of this work.

3Sometimes in this paper, I will make a distinction between negative indefinites and negative
indefinite words. The latter are a subclass of the former. Whilst negative indefinites consist of words
and phrases, negative indefinite words are just words like nobody, nothing or no. Phrases like no car,
for example, are not negative indefinite words, but only negative indefinites.

4van de Velde (2008, p. 285) describes it as a negative adverb.
5For a description of the abbreviations used in this text, see the glossary at the end of the paper.
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(2) a. A: Za-ti yen Linda? B: Te mod.
Who.1-PR see Linda NEG person

‘Who sees Linda?’ ‘Nobody/No person.’

b. A: Dze Ibrahim a-ti yen? B: Te jom.
What Ibrahim 1-PR see NEG thing

‘What does Ibrahim see?’ ‘Nothing/No thing.’

As visible, the neg-phrase can build a fragment answer when the subject is
asked for, as in (2a), as well as when the non-subject is asked for, as in (2b).
In general, one can see that the neg-phrases can occur in contexts that are typi-
cal for negative indefinites of other frequently studied languages contributing the
same meaning. Furthermore, their co-occurrence with the negative marker in non-
fragmentary contexts is another property that is displayed by those negative indef-
inites in other NC languages as well.

However, Eton neg-phrases are not only interesting because of widening the
scope of languages that are analysed with regard to their negative words, but they
are also attractive due to two further points: First of all, they are helpful in the
discussion about the (non-)negativity of negative indefinites in NC languages. As
I will claim, Eton neg-phrases are inherently negative and therefore, they seem to
provide further evidence for the inherent negativity of negative indefinites across
NC languages worldwide that has often been claimed in HPSG over the years (cf.
de Swart & Sag (2002) or Richter & Sailer (2004a,b, 2006)). The second reason
why Eton neg-phrases are interesting is because of their composition. As I will
show, te is not a negative determiner, but a negative modifier only contributing
negation and no quantification. Thus, Eton neg-phrases are different from negated
noun phrases (NPs) of other languages consisting of a negative determiner and a
simple noun, as for example English no man. A detailed analysis will be done in
Section 3.

The main goals of this paper are to provide convincing evidence for the inher-
ent negativity of Eton neg-phrases and explain their composition. Besides, in the
course of the analysis, further similarities between Eton neg-phrases, on the one
hand, and negative indefinites from better-known languages, on the other hand,
will be revealed. My analysis will reconcile several previous approaches. I will
use the inherently negative approach commonly used in HPSG to model negative
indefinites (cf. de Swart & Sag (2002) or Richter & Sailer (2004a,b, 2006)) as well
as the non-negative approach that is used in other frameworks (cf. Zeijlstra (2004)
and Penka & Zeijlstra (2005)) to describe Eton neg-phrases. Moreover, I will inte-
grate the basic concept of Beavers (2003) which is needed for explaining the neg-
phrases’ construction. I will show that a reconciliation allows us to integrate the ad-
vantages of all sides into the analysis. The negative approach correctly predicts that
Eton neg-phrases are inherently negative, whilst the decompositional/non-negative
approach as well as my adaptation of the semantic approach to NPs by Beavers
(2003) correctly predict the composition of the neg-phrases as being a combination
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of a negative operator and a non-negative indefinite. The overtness of te allows for
a straightforward analysis of Eton neg-phrases in a surface-oriented framework like
HPSG. In my examinations, I will use the methods of Lexical Resource Semantics
(LRS) (Richter & Sailer (2004b)).

So, after this introduction, I will summarize the most important previous ap-
proaches in Section 2. Afterwards, I will scrutinize the neg-phrases in Section 3.
In Section 3.1, I will examine the semantics of Eton neg-phrases, while in Section
3.2, I will model their composition. Finally, I will conclude this paper in Section 4.

2 Previous approaches

The study of negative indefinites has been extensive in NC as well as non-NC lan-
guages. This literature review will only give an overview of some of these works,
differentiating between the non-negative approach, in which negative indefinites
are treated as non-negative and the negative approach, whose proponents argue
that these words are inherently negative.

2.1 The non-negative approach

The term ‘neg-word’6 originates from the work of Laka (1990) to describe nega-
tive indefinites in NC languages. Obviously, this term has now been extended to
also refer to negative indefinites of non-NC languages. Since her work, many re-
searchers have focussed on negative indefinites in NC languages. Ladusaw (1992)
maintains that in NC languages, negative phrases7 should be regarded as negative
polarity item (NPI) indefinites, which never directly express negation. Nonethe-
less, he acknowledges that there are differences in licensing NPIs, such as ever,
and licensing negative phrases. The expression of negation itself is done abstractly
by a so-called [neg] feature. This feature is given to a category by a specifier or
an adjoined sister. A DN reading of NC constructions is abolished by Ladusaw’s
constraint that the feature can only work on one node.

Ovalle & Guerzoni (2004) also argue that negation is assigned abstractly in-
stead of being contributed by inherently negative items. They propose that negative
indefinites are non-negative existential quantifiers that bear a negative conventional
implicature. They further suggest that the distribution of non-sentence initial nega-
tive indefinites is due to the restriction that they must occur in the scope of negation
or of another averidical expression, such as before, without or doubt. They main-
tain that preverbal negative indefinites are moved in their surface position and are
licensed by an abstract negation which also accounts for their use in elliptical an-
swers. This abstract negation, they say, is positioned higher in a syntactic tree than
the preverbal negative marker, which explains DN readings in NC languages.

6Originally, those words were labelled ‘n-word’, but due to the pejorative connotation of this
word, ‘neg-word’ or ‘negative indefinite’, as in this paper, are used nowadays.

7He uses this term to refer to negative indefinites. It is to be distinguished from the term ‘neg-
phrases’, which I use to describe the constructions in Eton this paper is about.
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Another interesting approach to NC and the contribution of negative indefinites
has been developed by Zeijlstra (2004). He argues that negative indefinites are ac-
tually non-negative indefinites that are only syntactically marked for negation. In
addition, he adds the restriction that NC is clause-bound. His proposal is that NC is
syntactic agreement. The negative elements can either carry an [iNEG] feature or
a [uNEG] feature, which stand for an interpretable or an uninterpretable negative
feature. He explains that in non-strict NC languages, negative indefinites have a
[uNEG] feature, which must agree with the [iNEG] feature that is either carried by
the negative marker or an abstract negation operator. In strict varieties, only the
negative operator has an interpretable negative feature, whereas in DN languages,
all negative elements have the [iNEG] feature. Zeijlstra also provides an explana-
tion of negative indefinites in elliptical contexts, such as fragmentary answers. He
claims that in these contexts, the negative indefinites are licensed by the abstract
negative operator with the feature [iNEG] that agrees with the negative indefinites’
feature [uNEG]. In these cases, the negative indefinites evoke the presence of the
abstract negative operator which NPIs cannot.

Despite analysing DN languages, the approach by Penka & Zeijlstra (2005),
who follow the syntactic agreement approach by Zeijlstra (2004), will become im-
portant in this paper later, which is why I will shortly mention their core idea now.
They suggest that even in DN languages, negative indefinites are not inherently
negative. They base their assumptions on the observation that there are split-scope
readings of these words where the negation and the indefinite take scope indepen-
dently. This happens with modal verbs as well as with object intensional verbs, as
can be seen in (3).

(3) Es muss kein Arzt anwesend sein. (Penka & Zeijlstra (2005, p. 3))
there must no physician present be

a. ‘It is not required that there be a physician present.’
¬ > must > ∃

b. *‘There is no physician who is required to be present.’
¬ > ∃ > must

c. ‘It is required that there be no physician present.’
must > ¬ > ∃

A negative quantifier approach cannot account for these readings. Therefore,
they claim that in DN languages, negative indefinites are combinations of an ab-
stract negative operator and a non-negative indefinite that agree with each other.
The authors state that the negative indefinites are already licensed by the negative
operator in the lexicon in DN languages.

All of the approaches summarized in this subsection share the idea of a covert
negative operator that licenses negative indefinites and is responsible for their neg-
ative contribution. Although this can explain the non-negative readings of negative
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indefinites in NC languages and account for split-scope readings, the assumption
of a non-overt negative element is disadvantageous when working in a surface-
oriented framework like HPSG.

2.2 The negative approach

Contrary to the approaches summarized so far, there are also numerous papers ar-
guing for an inherently negative understanding of negative indefinites in NC as well
as non-NC languages. Most prominently – in the HPSG framework –, de Swart
& Sag (2002) argue that negative indefinites are negative quantifiers in general.
Working in a polyadic quantifier framework, they explain that in a NC language,
multiple negative quantifiers build one resumptive polyadic negative quantifier re-
sulting only in a SN reading, whilst in DN languages, the quantifiers are iterated,
which results in a DN reading. Formulated in another way, they define that a SN
reading of multiple negative indefinites (NC) is a sequence of a certain number of
concord items which are interpreted as a resumption of an anti-additive quantifier.
On the other hand, DN readings are defined as an iteration of two anti-additive
quantifiers. In principle, both options are available in every language, according
to de Swart & Sag (2002). The choice between the two options depends on the
general preference of different languages with regard to diachronic development.
This means that NC languages prefer resumption, whereas DN languages prefer
iteration of the negative indefinites. The choice depends on the development and
the history of the languages.

This way of analysing negative indefinites in NC languages has found some
support in studies of negation over the years. For example, Godard & Marandin
(2006) as well as Henri (2018) follow the basic concepts developed in de Swart
& Sag (2002) to describe negative indefinites in Italian or Mauritian, respectively.
However, there is also another way of describing negative indefinites in NC lan-
guages in HPSG as inherently negative without deploying the polyadic quantifier
approach.

Richter & Sailer (2004a,b, 2006) also argue for the inherent negativity of nega-
tive indefinites in NC as well as non-NC languages, but they work in LRS. Richter
& Sailer (2004a) examine Polish and propose that its negative indefinites are in-
herently negative despite the obligatory presence of sentential negation due to the
following contexts in which negative indefinites in Polish can stand alone and con-
tribute negation (Richter & Sailer (2004a, p. 310)):

(4) a. Kogo widziałes? Nikogo.
Who have you seen? Nobody.GEN/ACC

b. Chc̨e poślubić albo Piotra, albo nikogo.
I want to marry either Piotr or nobody

c. Kocham ją jak [żadną inną].
I love her.ACC as [no other].ACC
‘I love her more than (I love) any other (girl).’
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One can see that in the short answer in (4a), the coordination in (4b) and the
comparative in (4c), Polish negative indefinites contribute negation even though
they occur alone. To ensure that in languages like Polish, two negative elements
only yield a SN reading, Richter & Sailer (2004a, p. 315) formulate the Negation
Complexity Constraint which says that there can be at most one negation that is a
component of the semantic representation of the clause and has the main semantic
constant of the sign’s lexical head as its component. However, they need another
rule that makes sure that the verb in a negative sentence is always accompanied
by the negative marker. This is because of Polish being a strict NC language, so,
negative indefinites cannot occur alone in negated sentences. They call this rule
the NEG Criterion (Richter & Sailer (2004a, p. 316)).

The negative appraoches summarized here can account for the non-negative
readings of negative indefinites in NC languages as well. Additionally, they do
not have to assume invisible objects, which is why they are definitely superior to
the non-negative approach concerning their suitability for a surface-oriented frame-
work. In the upcoming investigation of Eton neg-phrases, I will follow the concepts
of LRS put forth and developed in Richter & Sailer (2004b). I will also show that
LRS has a significant advantage over the approach by de Swart & Sag (2002) in
explaining split-scope readings. Following the works by Richter & Sailer (2004a,b,
2006), I argue that the negative marker aa and the neg-phrases in Eton agree. This
is the reason why there is only a SN reading despite the presence of two negative
elements.

3 An HPSG-analysis of Eton neg-phrases

Throughout the next two subsections, I will examine Eton neg-phrases in detail,
combining the negative and the non-negative approach just summarized. I will
argue that adapting the LRS analysis of NC languages suits Eton well due to the
overtness of the elements involved and the advantages over other concepts. More-
over, I will propose that Eton neg-phrases are combinations of a negative operator
and non-negative indefinites, as proposed by Penka & Zeijlstra (2005) for negative
indefinites of DN languages. However, the non-negative indefinites the negative
word combines with are, themselves, semantically complex following the treat-
ment of determinerless NPs by Beavers (2003). In Section 3.1, I will start arguing
for the inherent negativity of the neg-phrases and show that they can be modelled
exactly like negative indefinites in other languages are modelled in LRS. In Section
3.2, I will focus on the parts that combine to build neg-phrases which will provide
further evidence for their inherent negativity.

3.1 The semantics of Eton neg-phrases

Two similarities between negative indefinite words and Eton neg-phrases have al-
ready been mentioned in the introduction. The first one is their distribution and
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meaning. Just like negative indefinite words, Eton neg-phrases can occur pre- and
postverbally and build fragment answers, as seen in the examples (1) and (2). In
these cases, they contribute the exact same meaning. Another similarity is the par-
ticipation of these elements in NC. Just like negative indefinites in well-known
NC languages like Polish, the neg-phrases are licensed by the negative marker and
agree with it to yield a SN reading. Finally, Eton neg-phrases can occur in contexts
like the ones in (4) taken from Richter & Sailer (2004a, p. 310) without an addi-
tional negative marker showing their inherent negativity. Fragment answers have
already been given in (2) and (5) illustrates the use of neg-phrases in a coordina-
tion.8 Since I am not entirely sure about the underlying representation of (5), I only
provide simplified glosses.

(5) Ibrahim a-ti je-na e-ba Haniel te mod mpaba.
Ibrahim 1-PR wants marry Haniel NEG person else

‘Ibrahim wants to marry Haniel and no one/nobody else.’

Similar to the pattern in Polish or other NC languages like Italian, the neg-
phrase te mod(‘nobody’) can occur without the presence of the negative marker in a
coordination still contributing negation. The second part of the coordination begins
after Haniel. A conjunction is missing because Eton does not have an equivalent to
the English and. In such cases, the two parts of the coordination simply follow each
other without being connected by an overt conjunction particle. (cf. van de Velde
(2008, p. 371)) The examples of Eton neg-phrases occurring without the negative
marker aa provide convincing evidence for treating the neg-phrases as inherently
negative. Therefore, I follow the concept by Richter & Sailer (2004a,b, 2006) and
argue that Eton neg-phrases are inherently negative indefinites. (6a) shows a typical
lexical entry for negative indefinites in LRS, according to Richter & Sailer (2006,
p. 312) and (6b) shows the AVM for neg-phrases in Eton:

(6) a. Lexical entry of negative indefinites in LRS:


PHON
〈
personne/nikt/niemand

〉

SYNSEM NP

LF
[

EXC 1 ∃x(α ∧ β)
PARTS

〈
x, 1 , human′(x),¬γ

〉
]




and human′(x) / α
and 1 / γ

b. Description of an Eton neg-phrase:
8The third context of Richter & Sailer (2004a) which are comparatives cannot be shown here

because the Eton speakers I have worked with do not use neg-phrases in this context.
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PHON
〈
te jom

〉

HEAD
[

noun
NEG +

]

VAL




SUBJ 〈〉
SPR 〈〉
COMPS 〈〉




DR x
PARTS

〈
x, thing, 1 : thing(x),∃, 2 : ∃x(φ : ψ),¬α

〉

INC 1
EXC 2




and 1 / φ
and 2 / α

As shown in (6b), the AVM is similar to the entry of negative indefinites in
LRS. The phrase contributes a discourse referent (DR), a predicate, the predicate
applied to the DR, an existential quantifier, the existential quantification over the
DR and some negation. The constraints in (6b) are the same as for the lexical entry
by Richter & Sailer (2006). The first one says that the predication (so: thing(x))
is in the restrictor of the existential quantification, which itself is in the scope of
the negation as per the second constraint. The reason why I chose the LRS type
of modelling the neg-phrases is that it is more compositional than the approach by
de Swart & Sag (2002) for example. The PARTS list in LRS is the accumulation
of all elements that a word or phrase brings with it. Out of these elements, the
semantic representation is built and results in the construction of phrases. In ad-
dition, one can see which elements are contributed by which sign. Although the
approach by de Swart & Sag (2002) in the polyadic quantifier framework is also
based on compositionality, the PARTS list in LRS is more detailed, which will be-
come clear when looking at the following: Negative indefinites in the approach by
de Swart & Sag (2002) are described as contributing a negative quantifier. In con-
trast, the PARTS list of a negative indefinite in LRS, as in the example (6a) above,
contains a negative operator and an existential quantifier, thus, it is more detailed.
This difference is extremely important when looking at split-scope readings. These
are also possible in Eton, as can be seen in (7):

(7) Alex a-se kom te jom.
Alex 1-NEG.COP do NEG thing

a. ‘It is not possible that Alex does something.’
¬ > can > ∃

b. ‘There is nothing, Alex can do.’
¬ > ∃ > can
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c. ‘It is possible that Alex does nothing.’
can > ¬ > ∃

According to Penka & Zeijlstra (2005), three readings are theoretically possi-
ble. These are given in (7a-c). The most salient reading is the one in (7a), where the
modal intervenes between the negation and the existential quantifier. This is a ma-
jor problem for de Swart & Sag (2002), as already mentioned, because the negation
and the existential quantification are always tied together. In contrast, LRS does
not face this problem. The second constraint in (6a-b) only says that the EXC is
in the scope of the negation. When this NP combines with another element, such
as a verb phrase (VP) containing a modal, it is not forbidden that other elements
can also be in the scope of the negation. Furthermore, when this happens, no order
is predetermined. Consequently, readings where the modal intervenes between the
negation and the quantification can be accounted for in LRS.

3.2 The internal structure of Eton neg-phrases

After having given a description of a complete neg-phrase and having provided
evidence for the inherent negativity of these phrases, I will proceed by looking at
the parts that build the neg-phrase and model the combination formally. Obviously,
the neg-phrases consist of two words, the negative element te and a noun. At first
glance, one might think that they are combinations of a negative determiner and a
noun and therefore be identical to negated NPs like no man. However, I will argue
that this idea should be rejected.

The main reason for not treating te as a negative determiner is that it cannot
only negate nouns, but it can also negate verbs. The following example taken from
van de Velde (2008, p. 286) illustrates this:9

(8) mènè tè pám.

‘I’m not leaving.’

As one can see, the negative word te precedes the verb and negates the clause.
As van de Velde (2008, p. 285) points out, it is not clear when the negative word is
used in combination with verbs, nonetheless, (8) clearly indicates that it cannot be
a negative determiner. Furthermore, the example provides further evidence for the
inherent negativity of neg-phrases because of the negative contribution of te that
is part of every neg-phrase. Besides, the sentence in (8) shows that the obligatory
co-occurrence of neg-phrases with the negative marker aa is a peculiar property
of these constructions because te alone does not have to be licensed. So, there is
another characteristic of Eton neg-phrases that is reminiscent of negative indefinites
across the world’s languages.

9The tones are indicated in the example in (8) even though I generally ignore them. This is
because the example is directly taken from van de Velde (2008).
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Due to the ability of te to also negate verbs, I claim that the quantification that is
part of the neg-phrases is contributed by the nouns. This seems even more plausible
when considering that Eton neither has a definite nor an indefinite article. This
means that in simple sentences like the ones in (9), the existential quantification is
contributed by the NP anyway:

(9) a. Ibrahim a-ti yen yegle.
Ibrahim 1-PR see teacher

‘Ibrahim sees a/the teacher.’

b. Yegle a-ti di.
teacher 1-PR eat

‘A/the teacher eats.’

Following Sailer & Am-David (2016), I assume that the definite as well as
the indefinite article contribute existential quantification. Since there is neither
in Eton, the nouns contribute the quantification, however, there is an underlying
process. The existential quantification is not inherent to the nouns because nouns
generally do not contribute quantification by themselves. To be able to explain this,
I follow the basic assumption made by Beavers (2003). He argues that determiner-
less NPs have an underspecified determiner semantics (D-semantics) which must
be specified to fulfil the requirements of semantic well-formedness. The way this
is achieved is presumably language specific, according to Beavers (2003). In Eton,
we know from the examples in (9) that the articleless NPs receive an existential
quantification interpretation. Consequently, the specification of the D-semantics is
implemented by the addition of the existential quantifier that fulfils the requirement
of the missing semantics. Consequently, Eton neg-phrases consist of a negative op-
erator and a non-negative indefinite that is derived from a noun. The description of
the non-negative indefinite is given in the following example:

(10) Description of an indefinite nominal projection that can be combined with
te:


PHON
〈
jom
〉

HEAD
[

noun
NEG -

]

VAL




SUBJ 〈〉
SPR 〈〉
COMPS 〈〉




DR 1 : x
PARTS

〈
1 , thing, 2 : thing(x),∃, 3 : ∃x(φ : ψ)

〉

INC 2
EXC 3




and 2 / φ
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As an example for a non-negative indefinite, I chose jom (‘thing’). Its HEAD
information tells us that it is non-negative. Moreover, the indefinite does not have
any valency requirements. The DR value of the indefinite is some variable x. On
the indefinite’s PARTS list, there are the following elements: The DR (referred to
by the tag 1 ), the predicate, the predicate applied to the DR (referred to by the tag
2 ), the existential quantifier and the existential quantification over the DR (referred
to by the tag 3 ). The INC of the non-negative indefinite is the predicate applied to
the DR and the EXC is the existential quantification over the DR. Finally, there is
a constraint saying that the INC of the indefinite is in the restrictor of the existential
quantification over its DR. This description follows the general principles of LRS
and is thus similar to the lexical entries used in the corresponding literature, for
example in Richter & Sailer (2004a, p. 312) when modelling indefinites.

Now, it is time to look at the process leading to the existence of the non-
negative indefinites that combine with te. Because simple nouns in Eton do not
need any overt determiner, they just have an underspecified D-semantics, follow-
ing the conception of Beavers (2003). However, in contrast to his purely semantic
approach, I argue that the noun still selects for a determiner. The following lexical
rule in (11) integrates Beavers’ (2003) notion into LRS:

(11) Input:




PHON
〈

1
〉

HEAD noun

VAL




SUBJ 〈〉
SPR

〈[
DR x

]〉

COMPS 〈〉




DR x
PARTS 2
INC 3
EXC Qx(φ : ψ)




and 3 / φ

Output:




PHON
〈

1
〉

HEAD noun

VAL




SUBJ 〈〉
SPR 〈〉
COMPS 〈〉




DR x
PARTS 2 ⊕

〈
∃, 4 : ∃x(φ : ψ)

〉

INC 3
EXC 4




and 3 / φ

As can be seen, the simple noun in the input selects for a specifier as indicated
by its non-empty SPR list. On its PARTS list, there is no existential quantification
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yet and its EXC value is an underspecified quantification just like Beavers (2003)
proposes. After undergoing the process however, the phrase is fully saturated. Its
SPR list has been emptied and it has received existential quantification that has
been added to its PARTS list and specified the underspecified quantifier in the
EXC value. This lexical rule is applied when there is no other element that can
specify the underspecified quantifier semantics of the noun and empty its SPR list.
This means when there is no overt quantifier or marker, which exist in Eton (cf.
van de Velde (2008)), combining with a noun, the lexical rule in (11) is applied.
We do not have to formulate a principle for this because as can be seen in (11), the
phonology of the noun does not change when undergoing this process. This is only
the case when the noun combines with the non-overt article.

Having explained how the quantification is contributed to neg-phrases, I will
proceed by giving a lexical entry of te that contributes the negation to the neg-
phrases. Because of not being a determiner, I propose that te is negative modifier.

(12) a. Lexical entry for te:


PHON
〈
te
〉

HEAD




word
NEG +
MOD 1

[
DR 2

]




VAL




SUBJ 〈〉
SPR 〈〉
COMPS 〈〉




DR 2
PARTS

〈
2 , 3 : ¬α

〉

INC 3
EXC 3




b. Restriction on te: Te can only modify elements that contribute existen-
tial quantification.

Because te cannot only modify nouns, but verbs too, its part of speech is not
specified. It is simply described as a word. Te’s inherent negativity is indicated
by the positive NEG value and having the negation on its PARTS list. It does not
have any valency requirements and is a modifier modifying some element that is
referred to by a tag, as visible in the HEAD information. The modifier shares the
DR value with the element it will modify. According to our current knowledge,
this can either be some variable, for example x, referring to a noun or the event
variable e referring to a verb. The INC and EXC of the negative modifier are
identical and referred to by the tag 3 , so, the negation. As one can see, there is
no quantification on the PARTS list of the negative word te since I claim that it is
contributed by the nouns.

To restrict the distribution of te, I added the rule in (12b) that the negative mod-
ifier can only modify elements contributing existential quantification. Since verbs
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as well as the indefinites of neg-phrases fulfil this criterion, te’s occurrences are ex-
plained. Furthermore, this rule enforces the lexical rule in (11) because if the nouns
did not undergo this process, they would not contribute existential quantification
and could therefore not combine with the negative modifier.

The proposed composition of Eton neg-phrases is exactly what Penka & Zei-
jlstra (2005) assume for negative indefinites. Thus, we see another similarity be-
tween negative indefinites of frequently studied languages and Eton neg-phrases.
In contrast to the negative operator they assume, te is overt and does not license
the neg-phrase, since the nouns can also occur alone, but it is crucial for their neg-
ative meaning and contribution. So even though Penka & Zeijlstra (2005) work
on negative indefinites in DN languages suggesting the combination of a negative
operator and a non-negative indefinite, we see that in LRS, negative indefinites are
modelled like that crosslinguistically.10 It is only that in LRS so far, researchers
have not focussed on the composition of the negative indefinites, but only indicated
on the PARTS list that there is the negative operator and the indefinite part of the
word. The difference of course is that in LRS in contrast to Penka & Zeijlstra
(2005), the negation is assumed as being inherent to the word. In Eton, one also
has to assume the negation to be inherent to the neg-phrases because of the word
te. Thus, although Penka & Zeijlstra (2005) work on negative indefinites in DN
languages and Eton being a NC language, the similarities between the composition
they propose and Eton neg-phrases are meaningful. What is special about Eton
neg-phrases is that one can reconstruct this composition of the negative operator
combining with the indefinite. Besides, this again highlights the strength of LRS. I
mentioned earlier that the LRS approach is superior to the polyadic qauntifier ap-
proach by de Swart & Sag (2002) because it can account for split-scope readings
where the negation and the existential quantification are separated. Due to Eton
neg-phrases consisting of a negative operator and a non-negative indefinite instead
of being built out of a negative quantifier and a noun, this separation becomes even
more favourable which is only possible in LRS.

Having provided all neceessary steps for the internal structure of a neg-phrase
in Eton, I will now look at the explicit combination in the context of a sentence.
The final combination of the negative word and the indefinite is a head-modifier
phrase. In (13a), I repeat the example sentence in (1b) containing a neg-phrase
and in (13b), I provide a simplified tree diagram of the utterance including the
head-modifier phrase resulting in the neg-phrase:11

(13) a. Embolo aa-ti di te jom.
Embolo 1.NM-PR eat NEG thing

10Actually, the combination of a negative operator and a non-negative indefinite is also proposed
for non-NC languages by Zeijlstra (2004). However, in contrast to Penka & Zeijlstra (2005), the
negative operator is purely syntactic, whilst in Penka & Zeijlstra (2005), it is argued that this negative
operator already licenses the negative indefinites in the lexicon, which is why it cannot be purely
syntactic. This is the reason why I prefer to refer to Penka & Zeijlstra (2005).

11Ignoring the details of the internal structure of Eton VPs, I simply treat the combination aa-ti di
as a unit. This is why (13b) is only a simplified tree.
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‘Embolo eats nothing.’

b. Tree diagram of (13a):

S

Embolo VP

aa-ti di NP

te

jom LR⇒ jom
EXC Qx(ϕ : ϕ′) EXC ∃x(ϕ : ϕ′)

SUBJ HEAD

HEAD COMP

MOD

HEAD

As visible in (13b), the simple noun at first becomes a non-negative indefinite
by the application of the lexical rule defined in (11). Afterwards, te combines with
jom in a head-modifier phrase before the neg-phrase combines with the VP forming
a head-complement phrase. Finally, this newly formed VP combines with Embolo
into a head-subject phrase to build a sentence.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, I have shown that despite the non-existence of negative indefinite
words in Eton, there are constructions that also belong to the class of negative
indefinites, the neg-phrases. Neg-phrases are semantically identical to negative
indefinites from other languages, occur in the same environments as those and
participate in NC as well. Construction-wise, they also show the same behaviour
as negative indefinites from other languages in being a combination of a negative
operator and a non-negative indefinite. (cf. Zeijlstra (2004) and Penka & Zeijlstra
(2005))

My analysis has shown that a reconciliation of the non-negative approach by
Penka & Zeijlstra (2005) and the negative approach by Richter & Sailer (2004a,b,
2006) is perfect for capturing the characteristics of Eton neg-phrases. Whereas
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the non-negative approach correctly predicts the composition of these phrases, the
negative approach can account for the negativity of the neg-phrases. The negative
contribution of neg-phrases occurring without the negative marker as well as the
overtness of the negative modifier te clearly favors an HPSG-analysis due to the
surface orientation of this framework. Moreover, the approach by Beavers (2003)
was extremely helpful in explaining the behaviour and characteristics of NPs in
Eton and allowed me to show that the quantification is contributed by the noun
turning to an indefinite instead of by the negative modifier.

The analysis of Eton neg-phrases I provided can potentially help in the still on-
going discussion about the (non-) negativity of negative indefinites in NC as well
as non-NC languages. Because of Eton neg-phrases clearly belonging to the class
of negative indefinites that are examined in the studies of NC across various lan-
guages, the stance of treating negative indefinites as inherently negative, in general,
is supported by the constructions analysed in this paper. LRS can account for the
distribution and the behaviour of negative indefinite words as has been shown in
previous works by Richter & Sailer (2004a,b, 2006) as well as for the characteris-
tics of Eton neg-phrases.

At the end of this paper, I would like to make some suggestions for future
research. Upcoming work should definitely focus on the exact properties and oc-
currences of the negative modifier te, especially outside of neg-phrases. A detailed
lexical entry that can account for all of its uses is desirable. Furthermore, the
preverbal negative marker aa and its properties have been left aside in this paper,
but future work should analyse it due to its interplay with the neg-phrases on the
one hand, but also because of its general properties. In addition, utterances where
several neg-phrases co-occur in Eton are still mainly unexplored and in need of fur-
ther investigations. Finally, as mentioned at the beginning of this paper, Eton is a
tonal language and due to me ignoring the tones here, future research can hopefully
provide sufficient phonetic descriptions of the neg-phrases and the surrounding el-
ements when picking up this topic, following the groundwork laid in van de Velde
(2008).
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Glossary

1 agreement prefix of agreement pattern one.

ACC accusative.

COP copula.

GEN genitive.

NEG negative element.

NM negative marker.

PR present.
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Abstract

In many instances, the head shake can be used instead of or in addition
to verbal ‘No’. Based on previous work on negation in dialogue, we observe
head shaking as answer particles and as responding to an implicit or an exo-
phoric (i.e., real world situation) antecedent. Exophoric head shake, however,
seems to come in two flavours: with positive and with negative emotional
valuation of the antecedent situation. We provide semantic analyses for all
three uses (and a head nod) within an HPSG version which is implemented
in Type Theory with Records and the dialogue framewok KoS. In particular,
we extend on previous work by grounding “exophoric negation” in positive
or negative appraisal. Finally, we briefly speculate about differences between
verbal ‘No’ and head shaking due to (the lack of) simultaneity.

1 Introduction

The particle ‘No’ is the prime means for expressing negation in discourse. Probably
its most prominent used is answering a polar question:

(1) a. A: (1) Do you want some coffee? / (2) You don’t want some coffee?

b. B: No

Also a head shake can be used in this context, either in addition to or instead of
‘No’ (Kendon, 2002) (we use the symbol ‘ ’ to represent a head shake):

(2) a. A: (1) Do you want some coffee? / (2) You don’t want some coffee?

b. B:

The interchangeability of ‘No’ and head shake seems to be licensed in other
contexts as well. Further uses of “No” discussed by Tian & Ginzburg (2016)
are called ‘“No” with exophoric antecedent’ and ‘“No” with implicit antecedent’.
Both uses are exemplified in (3) and (4), respectively. The adult speakers in (3)
indicate negative appraisal/classification (Scherer & Ellgring, 2007; Barrett, 2017)
of the observed events (example (3a) arguably involves the projection of a possible
outcome in the given context). Hence, the negation particle involves an exophoric-
ally provided antecedent (namely the observed event).

(3) a. (A child is about to touch a socket) Adult: No!

b. (A discovers that the beer cooler is empty) A: No!

†This work is supported by a public grant overseen by the French National Research Agency
(ANR) as part of the program ‘Investissements d’Avenir’ (reference: ANR-10-LABX-0083). It
contributes to the IdEx Université de Paris – ANR-18-IDEX-0001
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B in the discourse in (4) makes A think that B split with his or her girlfriend
(4b). A develops a corresponding belief (4c). This belief p = that the girlfriend
and B split is the argument (implicit antecedent) of B’s negation (4d).

(4) a. A: How’s your girlfriend?

b. B: She is no longer my girlfriend.

c. A: Ah, I’m sorry.

d. B: No, she is my wife now.

Both occurrences of No in (3) and (4) can be replaced by the head shake without a
change in meaning:

(3′) a. (A child is about to touch a socket) Adult:

b. (A discovers that the beer cooler is empty) A:

(4′) d. She is my wife now.

That is not to say that head shaking and saying ‘No’ are fully equivalent; there
is a difference in the medium of communication. Head shaking, when addressing
an interlocutor, requires joint visual attention. For instance, for the adult preventing
the child from reaching the socket the child have to be aware of the adult’s head
shake (and interpret it as referring to its action). Spoken communication proceeds
on the acoustic channel, which requires auditive perception. Given this proviso,
the above examples provide evidence that the head shake and the particle ‘No’ are
both form variants of the same lexical resources (this in cultures where the head
shake is associated with negation and not with affirmation, as it is in Bulgaria and,
with some modifications, Greece, Turkey, and Southern Italy; Jakobson, 1972). It
seems that the conjecture of Kendon (2002), namely that the uses of the head shake
all share a negative kernel, can be corroborated.

A head shake can be used by a speaker to emphasize negative utterances. An
example is given by Bill Clinton in (5).1 Note that three chunks of head shake
gestures are produced, one for each of the negated verbal sub-utterances (never . . .
not . . . never). Repetition seems to be used as a temporal means of aligning head
movements and the scope of negation.2

1The speech can be retrieved from the University of Virginia’s Miller Center of Public Af-
fairs, where the relevant section starts around 6 min 33 sec: https://millercenter.org/the-presidency/
presidential-speeches/january-26-1998-response-lewinsky-allegations.

2Aligning gestures with the scope of verbal negation is known from manual gestures. Harrison
(2010) observes that the stroke of the ‘palm down horizontal across body’ gesture (i.e., the hand
is moved across the body, opened and the palm turned down; then the hand is moved along the
horizontal axis)—a gesture that frequently co-occurs in negative contexts—is usually produced on
the negation particle and the post-stroke hold is aligned with its scope.
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(5) I never told anybody to lie

[repeated ]

(.)

(.)

not a single time

[repeated ]

(..)

(..)

never

The negative particles in (5), never (two times) and not, establish a negative context
in which head shaking can be used in an affirmative way (that is, affirming the
negative claims). In the following, we focus on the head shake as an answer particle
and as expressing affirmation in negative contexts, as exemplified above. We first
summarize the linguistic means we think are needed to analyze head shake (and
verbal ‘No’) in Sec. 2. Sec. 3 then introduces a formal framework that lives up
to the requirements. The formal tools are applied to the above-given examples in
Sec. 4. The analyses extend on previous work, most notably on Tian & Ginzburg
(2016). Discussing head shake in negative contexts reveals uses of the head shake
which are dissociated from its accompanying speech. We show how to account
for them. Finally, we provide examples for the head shake in positive contexts.
We unify both, negative and positive head shakes, into an appraisal-based analysis,
which we call noetic head shakes. We conclude in Sec. 5.

2 Requirements

In order to account for the uses of head shake and ‘No’ observed in Sec. 1 in terms
of linguistic theory, one needs at least

a. a dialogical framework that defines speakers and illocutionary interactions,

b. distinguishes negative and positive propositions,

c. offers a means for representing appraisals (noetics),

d. and provides access to the exophoric context.

Posing a polar question is a speech act, or, as we prefer to say, an illocutionary
move in dialogue. Hence, a dialogue framework is the natural formal-linguistic
method for analysing head shaking (a.). The semantic ontology of the linguistic
framework has to distinguish between positive and negative propositions used as
propositional kernels of polar and other questions (b.). Not only is the content of
head shake and verbal ‘No’ sensitive to the polarity of the question—see examples
(1) and (2)—, it is also needed for explaining the variance of the answer particles
oui (affirming a positive question) and si (denying a negative question) in French,
or ja (affirming a positive question) and doch (denying a negative question) in
German.

As attested in exophoric (3), ‘negating a situation’ seems to involve or rest on
an emotional evaluation of that situation. Although one could model sentiment
in terms of speaker presuppositions, interfacing to a more systematic treatment of
appraisal would be preferable (c., d.).
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Finally, a representational means for transcribing the head shake in terms of
a sign-like structure is needed in order to make head movements accessible for
grammar modelling in HPSG (see Lücking, 2020 for an overview), respectively
HPSGTTR, a HPSG variant expressed in term of a Type Theory with Records
(Cooper, 2008; Ginzburg, 2012), which we use for the sake of formal uniform-
ity, as will become clear shortly.

The theoretical framework we use is KoS (Ginzburg, 2012). KoS already
provides the structure and items needed for requirements a.–d. A basic introduction
is given in the following section.

3 Background

KoS is a variant of a dynamic update semantics. On a dynamic semantic view, the
meaning of an utterance is its update potential, its change of the present context.
The simplest model of context, going back to Montague (1974) is one which spe-
cifies the existence of a speaker, addressing an addressee at a particular time. This
can be captured in terms of the type in (6).

(6)



spkr : Ind
addr : Ind
u-time : Time
cutt : addr(spkr,addr,u-time)




The object in (6) is record type from Type Theory with Records (TTR, Cooper,
2012; Cooper & Ginzburg, 2015; Cooper, 2021), a structured set of fields consist-
ing of labels (left to the colon) and (simple or complex) types (right to the colon).
Record types classify situations. The type in (6), for instance, classifies situations
(records) with two individuals and one is talking to the other.3 If there is such a
record, the record type is non-empty. Such a record, a witness for (6), is shown in
(7):

(7)



spkr = a
addr = b
u-time = t4
cutt = e0




The record type classifies the record if and only if the following judgements (in-
dicated by a colon) hold: a, b : Ind, t4 : Time, and e0 : addr(a,b,t4)—see the
above-given references for more complete expositions; an exposition from the per-
spective of HPSG is given in Lücking et al. (2019).

3We are simplifying a bit since addressing need not be achieved just by speaking, but also by
non-vocal signalling.
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However, over the last decades it has become clearer how much more pervasive
reference to context in interaction is. The visual situation is a key component in
interaction from birth (see Tomasello, 1999, Chap. 3). Expectations due to illoc-
utionary acts—one act (querying, assertion, greeting) giving rise to anticipation
of an appropriate response (answer, acceptance, counter–greeting), also known
as adjacency pairs (Schegloff, 2007). Extended interaction gives rise to shared
assumptions or presuppositions (Stalnaker, 1978), whereas epistemic differences
that remain to be resolved across participants—questions under discussion are a
key notion in explaining coherence and various anaphoric processes (Ginzburg,
2012; Roberts, 1996). These considerations among several additional significant
ones lead to positing a significantly richer structure to represent each participant’s
view of publicized context, the dialogue gameboard (DGB), whose basic make up
is given in (8), following the recent version including mood described by Ginzburg
et al. (2020):

(8)

DGBType :=




spkr : Ind
addr : Ind
utt-time : Time
c-utt : addressing(spkr, addr, utt-time)
facts : Set(Prop)

vis-sit =
[
foa : Ind ∨ Sit

]
: RecType

pending : List(LocProp)
moves : List(IllocProp)
qud : poset(Question)
mood : Appraisal




Here facts represents the shared assumptions of the interlocutors—identified with
a set of propositions. Vis-sit represents the visual situation of an agent, including
his or her focus of attention (foa), which can be an object (Ind), or a situation or
event (Sit). The remaining fields concern locutionary and illocutionary interaction:
Dialogue moves that are in the process of being grounded or under clarification are
the elements of the pending list; already grounded moves are moved to the moves
list. Within moves the first element has a special status given its use to capture
adjacency pair coherence and it is referred to as LatestMove. The current question
under discussion is tracked in the qud field, whose data type is a partially ordered
set (poset). Mood tracks public displays of emotion, crucial for inter alia laughter
and smiling (Ginzburg et al., 2020). Mood will be needed in order to model noetic
negation. The value of mood is a structure of type Appraisal, which is built after
the Component Process Modell of Russell (2003):
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(9)

Appraisal :=




pleasant :




pred = pleasant : EmotivePred

affect :

[
pve : N
nve : N

]



responsible : RecType

power :

[
pred = powerful : EmotivePred
control : N

]




Basically, (9) captures the degree of pleasantness of an agent towards an emotion-
triggering responsible (a record of some record type), which can be either positive
(pve, pleasant) or negative (nve, unpleasant). The scalar predicate powerful spe-
cifies the degree of control an agent possesses in relation to the trigger. Appraisal
is updated according to PleasantnessInc, where the polarity of the update (i.e.,
whether it contributes to pleasantness or unpleasantness) depends on the value of
δ , weighted by ε (see Ginzburg et al., 2020, p. 31):

(10) PleasantnessInc(δ ,ε) :=



pre:
[
LatestMove.cont : IllocProp

]

effect :





δ < 0 :




Mood.pleasant.affect.pve =
pre.Mood.pleasant.affect.pve −(1− ε)×δ : N

Mood.pleasant.affect.nve =
pre.Mood.pleasant.affect.nve +ε ×δ : N




else :




Mood.pleasant.affect.pve =
pre.Mood.pleasant.affect.pve +ε ×δ : N

Mood.pleasant.affect.nve =
pre.Mood.pleasant.affect.nve −(1− ε)×δ : N







The pleasantness update in (10) exemplifies the general mechanism from KoS
which describes the evolution of context in interaction. Coherent interaction pro-
ceeds according to conversational rules which allow to update a previous dialogue
state (pre) according to the illocutionary move made by a participant into the new
dialogue state (effect). Two (comparatively simple) rules which will be used below
are given in (11).

(11) a. Ask QUD-incrementation: given a question q and ASK(A,B,q) being
the LatestMove, one can update QUD with q as MaxQUD.


pre :

[
q : Question
LatestMove = Ask(spkr, addr, q) : IllocProp

]

effects :
[

QUD =
〈

q, pre.QUD
〉

: poset(Question)
]
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b. Assert QUD-incrementation: a straightforward analogue for assertion
of (11a): given a proposition p and ASSERT(A,B,p) being the Latest-
Move, one can update QUD with p? as MaxQUD.


pre :

[
p : Prop
LatestMove = Assert(spkr, addr, p) : IllocProp

]

effects :
[

QUD =
〈

p?, pre.QUD
〉

: poset(Question)
]




The dialogue gameboard (8) as well as the conversational rules make use of
locutionary and illocutionary propositions (types LocProp respectively IllocProp).
Both are special kinds of propositions. Due to clarification interaction, among
others, in KoS propositions are modelled as Austinian (Austin, 1950; Barwise &
Etchemendy, 1987) propositions, that is, pairs of situations and situation types:[
sit : Rec
sit-type : RecType

]
. A locutionary proposition is a speech event (the record)

and its classification by a grammatical type:
[

sign : Rec
sign-type : RecType

]
. An il-

locutionary proposition is the content of a locutionary proposition used within a
dialogue move (the illocution defines the kind of move).

Now what about negative and positive propositions? This distinction is hard to
make, for instance, within a possible world semantics which regards propositions
to be sets of possible worlds. On such an account, a negative proposition would
be the complement set of the set of worlds belonging to the negated proposition.
Thus, there are two sets of possible worlds but there is no way of determining
which is a ‘negative’ one. Following Cooper & Ginzburg (2015, Sec. 7.1), the
type-theoretic account provides a straightforward way of introducing negative (and
positive) propositions:

(12) a. If T is a type, then ¬T is a type.

b. RecType¬ is the type of negative record types.

c. T : RecType¬ iff T = ¬T ′ and T ′ is a type.

Negative types are licensed by negation particles in speech. Both negative and pos-
itive types (of propositions) are needed for analysing head shake uses (see Sec. 4
below). The negation mechanism of negative types does not rest on truth value
flipping but on preclusion: a situation is of negative type, s : ¬T , iff the situation is
of a positive type T ′ which precludes T . This is the case if the union of the exten-
sions of T and T ′ is empty (i.e., there is no s such that s : T and s : T ′), or if T is a
negative type itself such that T =¬T ′ (recursion condition). Note that the latter en-
sures that T is equivalent to ¬¬T , although the polarity between two types remains
distinct: T is a positive type (assuming that T is not formed according to (12a))
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and ¬¬T a negative one. Encoding negativity in semantics, not in truth-value flip-
ping, is in line, we argue, with the additional processing load imposed by negation
(see, e.g., Kaup, 2006). A negative Austinian proposition (NegProp) is defined as
a paring of a situation and a negative situation type (cf. Cooper & Ginzburg, 2015,
Sec. 7.1):

[
sit : Rec
sit-type : RecType¬

]
. Positive propositions (PosProp) are defined

in the obvious, similar way.

4 Analysing head shake uses

For representing head shakes we adopt the simple but useful representation format
presented by Crasborn (2014), where head movements are transcribed along three
dimensions, Type, Start direction, Repetition:4

(13)
Type Start direction Repetition

N(od), S(hake) L(eft), R(ight) 1, 2, 3, . . .∈ N

For instance, shaking the head seven times in a row where head movement initiates
to the head shakers’ right side is glossed ‘SR7’ (which is what Clinton does in his
first head shake repetition in (5)).

In Sec. 4.1 we look at head shakes used as answering polar questions. In
Sec. 4.2 we show how head shake simultaneous with speech lead to a contradic-
tion, or to an exophoric but dissociated interpretation. Exophoric uses are further
discussed in Sec. 4.3, where positive and negative valenced head shakes are distin-
guished.

4.1 Answering polar questions

Lexical entries and phrasal rules are construed as types for interaction, they refer
directly to the DGB via the field dgb-param. In particular, all signs have dgb-
params that include the addressing condition (6). For instance, the lexical entry for
the head shake that answers a polar question as in (2) virtually is the same as the
lexical entry of ‘No’ used in that way, too, and following Tian & Ginzburg (2016),
is given in (14).

4We adopt only the kinematic representation, not the functional one since the latter is absorbed
by our semantic representations. A complete head movement is one instance of a back-and-forth
rotation around an axis (vertical in case of nodding, horizontal in case of head shaking).
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(14)



shape = Sxy : HeadMovement

dgb-params :




spkr : Ind
addr: Ind
u-time: Time
c1 : addr(spkr, addr, u-time)
p : Prop
MaxQUD = p? : PolarQuestion




content = Assert(spkr,addr, u-time,NoSem(p)) : IllocProp




Here ‘S’, following (13), represents the decisive feature of a shaking movement
performed by the head, x and y underspecify its start direction and repetition, re-
spectively. We are not aware of any evidence that the start direction of a head shake
has any semantic effect. Repetition leads to obvious emphasis. However, follow-
ing work on manual co-speech gesture (Harrison, 2010), repetitions can temporally
align head shakes with verbal negation scope, as observed in (5).

The semantics of ‘NoSem(p)’ is sensitive to the polarity of the proposition it
applies to. To this end, positive (PosProp) and negative (NegProp) propositions
have to be distinguished (cf. Sec. 3). If a negative particle (not, no, n’t, never,
nothing) is part of the constituents of a proposition ¬p, then ¬p is of type Neg-
Prop (¬p : NegProp). The corresponding positive proposition—the one with the
negative particle removed, so to speak—is p (p : PosProp). With this distinction at
hand, NoSem works as follows:

(15) NoSem(p) =

{
¬p if p : PosProp
p if p : NegProp

(Note that the result of ‘NoSem(p)’ is always of type NegProp; p : NegProp means
that p = ¬q, which NoSem leaves unchanged, as expressed in the second condition
of (15).)

The head nod can be analysed along analogous lines. The form is given by a
possibly repeated nod, the polar sensitivity is captured in terms of ‘YesSem’; the
corresponding lexical entry is given in (16):

(16)



shape = Nxy : HeadMovement

dgb-params :




spkr : Ind
addr: Ind
u-time: Time
c1 : addr(spkr, addr, u-time)
p : Prop
MaxQUD = p? : PolarQuestion




content = Assert(spkr, addr, u-time, YesSem(p)) : IllocProp
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The semantics of YesSem is not just the mirror image of NoSem but rather an iden-
tity function and given in (17):

(17) YesSem(p) =

{
p if p : PosProp
p if p : NegProp (preferred over ¬p)

The second condition in (17) amounts to a confirmation of a negative question,
albeit as a preferred interpretation, as illustrated a (18) and (19).

The opposition between head shaking and nodding implements a binary sys-
tem. Its ‘two-sidedness’ apparently gives rise to a truth-based answering system
(or a positive–negative system in the original terms of Pope, 1972, p. 115). Adopt-
ing the response examples for positive questions from (Krifka, 2013, p. 2) provides
support for this assumption, as testified with both verbal and nonverbal response

items (the icon ‘ ’ represents a head nod):

(18) A: Did you steal the cookie?

a. B: Yes. / (= B did steal the cookie.)

b. B: No. / (= B did not steal the cookie.)

However, things get less clear with negative questions. According to Krifka (2013),
all four combinations of answer fragments ‘Yes’ and ‘No’, and agreement respect-
ively disagreement are possible (i.e., (19a).(i) and (ii) and (19b).(i) and (ii)), ac-
cording to our NoSem and YesSem the situation is more tidy (the answers in (i) are
strongly preferred over those in (ii), indicated by ‘?’). Apparently, there is some
variance in speaker judgements, which is also attested in the study of Berry et al.
(2017) (on the German language).

(19) A: Did you not steal the cookie?

a. B: Yes. / ((i) Yes, I didn’t., (ii) ?Yes, I did..)

b. B: No. / ((i) No, I didn’t., (ii) ?No, I did..)

This raises the question how head movements are interpreted in a polarity-
based answering systems (agreement–disagreement systems in the original terms
of Pope, 1972, p. 115) such as German, French, or Swedish. For German, the
pattern for responding to a positive question is the same as for English, since the
affirmative alternative doch is excluded:

(20) A: Hast Du den Keks gestohlen? (‘Did you steal the cookie?’)
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a. B: Ja. / (= B did steal the cookie.)

b. B: Nein. / (= B did not steal the cookie.)

c. #B: Doch.

Doch is allowed in a negative context, where it rejects a negative proposition. This
is shown in (21), where Ja ‘Yes’ and Nein ‘No’ are interpreted in terms of YesSem
respectively NoSem. The only way to reject the proposition requested by the neg-
ative question is to use doch (although (21b) seems to be better than (21a)). While
the particle can be used alone or accompanied a head nod, neither head movement
gives rise to its response function (21c).

(21) A: Du hast nicht den Keks gestohlen? (‘Did you not steal the cookie?’)

a. B: Ja. / (B did not steal the cookie.)

b. B: Nein. / (B did not steal the cookie.)

c. B: Doch. / Doch + (B stole the cookie.)

# Doch + / # / #

The examples in (21) suggest that the binary form system of head shaking and
nodding is restricted to a binary functional system, too, being (at least closely)
equivalent to verbal ‘Yes’ and ‘No’. The head nod may inherit the rejective force
of doch when accompanying it. Interestingly, this does not seem to be possible for
head shaking, further supporting the truth-based working of horizontal and vertical
head movements.

4.2 (Alleged) Contradictions and dissociated uses

In using head shake or head nod as polar answer elements, the gesturer reacts to a
previous question usually posed by an interlocutor. However, head movements can
also be used by a speaker simultaneous to speech. An example is given in (22):

(22) I believe you

The head shake in (22) is produced in the context of a positive proposition. Accord-
ing to a variant of NoSem which generalises over polar questions, the head shake
negates that proposition—hence a contradiction arises. However, the contradictory
flavour can be avoided if the head shake is likened to exophoric uses of verbal ‘No’
(cf. Sec. 1). In that case, it does not operate on some proposition, but expresses an
attitude towards some external situation—in (22) that situation happens to be the
belief state described by the speaker. The cranial movement can be interpreted in
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a way that the speaker shakes her head about the very fact that she indeed believes
the addressee (the addressee might, for example, be a person which is known for
his untrustworthiness). Note that this reinterpretation restores coherence but re-
quires that speech and accompanying head shake become dissociated—in contrast
to simultaneous saying ‘No’ and shaking the head they do not refer to the same
state of affairs. Such dissociations are an assumption argued for in some detail
with respect to speech laughter by (Mazzocconi et al., 2020), hence they seem to
constitute a general but seldomly reported pattern of multimodal communication.

If more context is added, disassociated uses can get more complex. Consider
(23):

(23) (Context: Claims that B stole 500e)

a. B: They say I stole the money. I didn’t.

b. A: I believe you.

One can understand A as both verbally expressing his belief in B’s protestation
of innocence, whereas the head shake affirms the negative proposition B makes
¬Stole(B, 500e) (when related to the second sentence uttered by B), or expresses
that A is upset about what ‘they’ did (when related to B’s initial uttered sentence—
what we refer to as a noetic use).

4.3 Noetic uses

Noetic uses stand out since they appeal to expressing attitudes. The dissociated
uses in previous section already provided examples since they involve the evalu-
ation of a situation. Here we want to take a closer look on evaluative head shakes
and argue that they can be triggered by both negative and positive appraisal. We
then spell out a mood-based semantics for noetic head shake.

The negative use is verbally expressed by ‘I can only shake my head at that’
and is exemplified in (24).

(24) (A tennis player is throwing a ball at the ball kid)
Have you seen this? What a shame!

The head shake in (24) signals that the speaker evaluates the observed situation in
a negative way. Positive appraisal is exemplified in (25):

(25) (A tennis player serves the 7th ace in a row)
Wow! What a player!
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The head shake in (25) expresses amazement concerning the athletic achievement.
So it can be understood as a way of signalling disbelief. Disbelief in turn is a notion
which rests on some sort of negation, corroborating Kendon’s (2002) conjecture
that the head shake involves some sort of negative context at first glance. However,
the disbelief in (25) is rooted in a rather positive mood. Both uses, positive and
negative amazement, can be captured in a single lexical entry which operates on
KoS’ mood field and the PleasantnessInc updates (cf. (10) from Sec. 3; we simplify
over power which does not seem to contribute much here):

(26)



form : headshake

dgb-params :




spkr : Ind

vis-sit :
[
foa : Rec

]

δ : N
c2 : Arousal(δ , form)
L : Type

p =

[
sit = foa
sit-type = L

]
: Prop




cont = Amaze(spkr, p, δ ) : Prop




Depending on the polarity of δ , the update of publicly displayed face according to
(10) will be positive or negative. Thus, we ascribe the exophoric act of negating
a situation to appraisal (an emotional stance towards that situation)—an account
which is already implicit in analysing exophoric ‘No’ in Tian & Ginzburg (2016).

The basic treatment we have sketched here for head shaking applies to laughter,
smiling, and related facial gestures. Ginzburg et al. (2020) argue that laughter and
smiling have two basic meanings, one that expresses the incongruity of an event,
the other that an event is pleasant for the speaker. From the noetic head shakes we
can make the prediction that laughter will only co-occur with positive head shake—
a testable prediction of the account of negation in discourse presented here.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the parallelism between ‘No’ and head shake
breaks down with noetic uses: in examples such as (24) or (25) it seems to be
possible to say ‘No’ before the amazed What a . . . interjection, but not after it.
In speech the attitude seems to have to precede its object, while in multimodal
interactions both can be uttered simultaneously.

5 Conclusion

We observed different uses of head shakes in dialogue which seem to be equivalent
to verbal ‘No’. Both can be used as answer particles to a polar question, a use
of ‘No’ whose semantics has been spelled out by Tian & Ginzburg (2016). Like
‘No’, the head shake can also be used in an exophoric way, reacting to a real world
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situation. We argue that the reaction consists in appraisal. We identify two polar
variants: a positively and a negatively valenced head shake, both captured under
the term noetic head shake. In future work also responses to positive and negative
assertions have to be looked at, which are known to exhibit far more flexibility
than polar questions, in particular in polarity-based answer systems (Karagjosova,
2001). Besides looking at further head shake uses (Kendon, 2002 identifies eight
uses, most of which are distinguished by linguistic context and can be dealt with in
our system), the issue of timing seems to be of genuine impact: communicating on
different channels allows for the simultaneous production of signals. It seems as
though simultaneous multimodal utterances can be ‘translated’ to serialized speech
alone, but not in any order of words—a conjecture that needs to be investigated
more carefully.
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Abstract

For the past 20 years, the question of a ‘creole prototype’ has been at the
center of heated debates. Among features that are claimed to be typical of
creole formation is the placement of negation, which usually appears preced-
ing tense, aspect and mood markers (e.g. McWhorter, 2018). In this paper,
I examine diachronic data, in particular, French compound tenses and show
that the position of negation in at least French-related creoles is nothing but
the result of regular grammaticalization given input. As such the expression
of negation typically exemplifies coalescence of the already grammaticalized
negator pas into an inflectional exponent in the creoles.

1 Introduction

Creolistics has been punctuated by heated debates regarding the typological and ge-
netic status of creoles (and pidgins) since their inception, and more so, in the past
20 years with the revival of the pidgin-creole life cycle, which describes these lan-
guages as unnatural language formations starting anew following ‘a break in trans-
mission’ (Bickerton, 1981; Thomason & Kaufman, 1988; McWhorter, 1998, 2001;
McWhorter & Parkvall, 2002; McWhorter, 2018; Bakker et al., 2011; Bakker,
2015, among others). According to this theory, creole languages are ‘exceptional’
insofar as they exhibit prototypical features not found in other languages e.g. cop-
ula omission, generalization of the infinitive, absence of case distinctions and pre-
verbal negation, signaling a process of pidginization (McWhorter, 2018, Chapter
1). McWhorter proceeds to explain that since the European sources from which
the creoles derive, have their negative marker appear after the verb, they cannot
have contributed to the structural distribution illustrated in the following examples
(§1.2.4).

(1) a. Mwen
1SG.WK

pa
NEG

konnen.
know.LF

(Haitian Kréyol)

‘I don’t know.’
b. Mi

1SG

no
NEG

sabi.
know

(Sranan)

‘I don’t know.’
c. Mie

1SG

no
NEG

weet
know

(Negerhollands)

‘I don’t know.’
(Holm, 1988, 171)1

This grammar-internal change “submits more gracefully to an analysis as results of
†I would like to thank the audience of the 2021 HPSG conference for their comments and ques-

tions, in particular Emily Bender, Jean-Pierre Koenig and Manfred Sailer. I am grateful to Anne
Abeillé and Stefan Müller for their valuable comments and suggestions on this paper.

1Initially cited in Diggelen (1978).
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the failure to acquire the lexifier negation strategy, and its replacement by a strategy
typical of pidgins (. . .)” (p.13).

This kind of analysis shows a blatant misunderstanding, even dismissal, of the
input data since as previously demonstrated (Henri, 2018), negation always precede
nonfinite main verbs in the lexifier languages e.g. English (2-a) and French (2-b)-
(2-d); granted though that in the case of French, negation follows finite forms. No-
tice however that compound tenses (passé composé and periphrastic future) counts
among the mostly used tenses in French next to the present indicative. This means
that together they make a big proportion of constructions where negation precede
the main verb.

(2) a. I don’t know.
b. T’as

2SG.WK’AUX.2SG.PRS

pas
NEG

connu
know.PPART

cet
this

homme
man

‘You did not know this man.’
c. T’as

2SG.WK’avoir.2SG.PRS

pas
NEG

mangé.
eat.PPART

‘You didn’t eat.’
d. Tu

2SG.WK

vas
aller.2SG.PRS

pas
NEG

venir.
come.INF

‘You won’t come.’

In fact, Dryer (1988) argues that cross-linguistically, negation mostly appears pre-
verbally; a position that is claimed within creole exceptionalism to be typical of
only creoles and pidgins.

Based on observations from diachronic data from Mauritian Kreol2, I argue that
negation evolved from an already grammaticalized lexeme in French to a purely
inflectional marker in the French offsprings. In addition, I review the distribution
of negation in so-called French compound tenses (temps composés et surcomposés)
and show that the position and status of negation in French-related creoles naturally
follows from their initial distribution within these constructions.

2 Synchronic distribution of negation in French-related
creoles

While French-related creoles usually feature a preverbal negator as exemplified
for Haitian Kréyol (1-a), they may also show different instances of post-verbal
negation morphologically and/or semantically conditioned. In Louisiana Creole,
long verb forms expressing either a past tense3 have a preverbal negator compared
to the short form encoding the present indicative where negation is postposed to the

2Henceforth Mauritian.
3Similar to French, the long form also encodes the 2PL or 2SG.F present imperative and the short

form, the 2SG present imperative.
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verb. In the presence of TAM markers, negation is also attracted to the preverbal
position (Henri & Klingler, 2014).

(3) Louisiana Creole
TNS > MOOD > NEG > ASP > VLF or VSF > NEG

a. Mo
1SG

te
PST

pe
NEG

e
PROG

fe
do.LF

aryen.
nothing

‘I wasn’t doing anything.’ (Klingler, 2003)
b. Jan

John
lav
wash.SF

pa
NEG

son
3SG.POSS

figi.
face

‘John doesn’t wash his face.’

In Mauritian, negation may appear in a postverbal position with neg-raising verbs
(Henri, 2022). In this position and similar to Louisiana Creole, the short form
of the verb is selected, showing that structurally speaking, negation behaves as
complements as is the case in French (Abeillé & Godard, 1997).

(4) Mauritian
a. Nou

1PL

pa
NEG

ti
PST

ava
IND.IRR

pe
PROG

diskit
discuss

lor
on

saki
what

nou
1PL

pe
PROG

diskite.
discuss.LF.

‘We would not be discussing what we’re discussing.’
b. Mo

1SG

pans
think.SF

pa
NEG

zot
2/3PL

ti
PST

pe
PROG

asiz
sit.SF

enn
one

met
meter

distans.
distance

I don’t think they were sitting 1 meter apart.
c. Mo pa ti panse zot pe asiz enn met distans.
d. *Mo ti pans pa zot pe asiz enn met distans.

The difference between Louisiana Creole, on the one hand and, Mauritian and
Haitian, on the other is the fact the past tense marker te/ti appear postposed to
negation in the former and preposed in the latter languages. Such distinction is cus-
tomarily explained in terms of creolization. Compared to Mauritian and Haitian,
Louisiana Creole is described as a semi-creole due to the inflectional vestiges it
retained from French (Rottet, 1992).

The kind of peculiar process suggested to occur in the case of these contact
languages seem unwarranted if we adopt a view of language change as a complex
adaptive system (Mufwene et al., 2017), whereby the outcome is determined by
input and the context in which it emerges; both of which may differ according
to the variety of input and the languages in contact in the learning environment.
To better understand the grammaticalization of the negative marker in the creoles,
we first examine the case of periphrastic and compound tenses in French and its
(regional) varieties that shaped the creoles at hand.
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3 French periphrases

French has a series of inflectional and verbal periphrases which substitute to syn-
thetic verb forms in French, most of which are constructed with the auxiliary avoir
‘have’ e.g. the present perfect tense (passé composé) for the simple past (Abeillé
& Godard, 2021, Chapter III-2). In fact, in many varieties of French, the auxiliary
avoir seems to have been extended to the small class of verbs initially selecting the
auxiliary être ‘be’ (5-a). Note that among possible past tenses in French — passé
simple, imparfait and passé composé — the passé composé (present perfect) is the
first acquired and most widely used in both speech and writing Levesque (2010).
In addition, the use of the auxiliary avoir in some cases influences the choice of the
main verb as in (5-b), where the main verb être replaces the verb aller ‘go’. Note
that in (5-b), the verb in the past participle is followed by a predicative phrase, here
a prepositional phrase.

(5) Abeillé & Godard (2021, p.278)
a. (. . .) j’ai

1SG.WK’AVOIR.1SG.PRS

descendu
descend.PPART

dans
in

le
the

tunnel.
tunnel

‘I went down the tunnel’
b. J’ai

1SG.WK’AVOIR.1SG.PRS

été
ÊTRE.PPART

à
to

la
the

piscine
pool

hier
yesterday

‘I went to the pool yesterday.’

These inflectional periphrases may serve as basis for compound tenses (passé sur-
composé) which appears around the XVth century to refer to an anterior past
(Ayres-Bennett & Carruthers, 1992; Borel, 2018). These constructions, also char-
acteristic of many regional varieties of French combine two auxiliaries, the first
avoir followed by être (7) or avoir (6-b) and the past participle (Abeillé & Godard,
2021).

(6) Abeillé & Godard (2021, p.279)
a. Lorsqu’il

when’3SG.M.WK

a
avoir.3SG.PRS

été
être.PPART

parti,
go.PPART,

elle
3SG.F.WK

s’est
3SG.REFL’be.3SG.PRS

sentie
feel.F.PPART

soulagée
relieve.F.PPART

‘When he had left, she felt relieved.’
b. Quand

when
il
3SG.M.WK

a
avoir.3SG.PRS

eu
âvoir.PPART

fini
finish.PPART

son
his

travail,
work,

il
he

s’est
fell

endormi
asleep

‘When he had done working, he fell asleep.’

As Alleyne (1996) observes4, the tense marker te/ti stems from a form the verb to

4See also Chaudenson (2003) and DeGraff (2005)
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‘be’, either the PST.IPFV (étais/était/étaient) or the PPART (été) [ete].

(7) DeGraff (2005, p.321)
a. Il

3SG.M
était
be.3SG.PST.IPFV

malade.
sick

‘He was sick.’
b. Il

3SG.M
a
avoir.3SG.PRS

été
be.PPART

malade.
sick

‘He has been sick.’

The passé composé of the verb to ’be’ with predicative complements (5-b), (7-b)
bears a striking resemblance with the double compound selecting a main verb in
(7). The present perfect (7-b), (5-b), the imperfect (7-a) and compound tenses in
French all encode an event that occurred in the past, with present relevance for
the former as opposed to the latter tenses, which are interpreted as distant pasts.
Transposed within the French-lexified creoles, [ete] → [ti/te] takes on the past
anterior meaning while the perfect is encoded by the perfect/completive (f)inn in
languages like Mauritian (8-b)-(8-c).

(8) a. An
1SG.WK

té
PST

mété
put.LF

pima
pepper

adan
in

sa.
it

(Guadeloupean Kréyòl)

‘I had put pepper in it.’ (Henri et al., 2020)
b. Mo

1SG.WK

ti
PST

dormi.
sleep.LF

(Mauritian)

‘I slept.’
c. Mo

1SG.WK

ti’nn
PST’PRF

dormi.
sleep.LF

‘I had slept.’

With negation, Chaudenson (2003, p.181) observes that pas, would appear follow-
ing the first auxiliary (9) and DeGraff (2005) further hypothesize that the following
reanalysis by the language learner may be posited (10):

(9) a. je (ne) suis pas après faire,
b. je (ne) suis pas à faire,
c. j(e n’)ai pas fini de faire,
d. je (ne) suis pas pour faire.

(10) Fr. n’a(s) pas / n’es(t) pas → Early Creole (na) pa5 → Modern Creole pa

Combining these observations, one may clearly see how negation has surfaced to
scope over the tense marker; the inflectional and verbal periphrases serving as par-
tial template to the TAM system of many French-related creoles.

(11) a. NEG > TNS > MOOD > ASP

5I would rather suggest that [napa] lexicalizes to a single morpheme and further reduces to [pa]
in Mauritian at least.
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b. Il
3SG.WK

(n’)a
NE’.avoir.3SG.PRS

pas
NEG

été
be.PPART

à
to

la
the

piscine
pool

hier.
yesterday

‘He didn’t go to the pool yesterday.’

In addition, French has a number of verbal periphrases exhibiting a number of pat-
terns. The first member of the construction is a verb that expresses aspect e.g. the
periphrastic future (12-a) which has almost taken over the synthetic future (Abouda
& Skrovec, 2017) or finir de ‘finish to’ for the completive (12-b).

(12) a. Il
3SG.M.WK

va
aller.3SG.PRS

venir
come.INF

bientôt.
soon

‘He will come soon.’
b. Jean

John
a
avoir.3SG.PRS

fini
finish

de
PREP

travailler.
work.INF.

‘John has finished working.’

Next to (12-a)-(12-b), are also the well documented varieties of verbal periphrases
used in Northern America (Louisiana and Quebec), which served as input to the
TAM system that emerged in the French-related creoles (Chaudenson, 2003, p.178).

(13) a. être après (à) INF

b. être pour INF

(14) Abeillé & Godard (2021, Chapter XI-3)
a. (. . .) mes

my
parents
parents

sont
être.3PL.PRS

après
after

me
1SG.OBJ

maganer.
use.INF

‘ my parents are using me.’
b. (. . .) qu’elle

COMP’3SG.F.WK

était
être.IPFV

pour
for

avoir
have.INF

un
a

petit
little

bébé?
baby

‘(. . .) that she will have a baby?’

To confirm this grammaticalization path, we next investigate diachronic data
for Mauritian.

3.1 Diachronic data

While diachronic data is usually scarce for creole languages and would not provide
good bases for statistical analyses, the small inventory available still provide en-
lightening data to uncover the processes of language change from French to creole.
(Baker et al., 2007) compiled 60 texts of around 100 000 words. These consist of
travel notes, court proceedings, folk tales, poems, newspaper, sirandanes, songs,
proverbs and were written between 1721 and 1929. Described as Mauritian texts,
many of these are in fact speech from white settlers on the island.

(15) 1769 Bernardin de St Pierre, Voyage à l’Ile de France
(published in 1773)
Le patron me dit dans son mauvais patois :
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<CM> ça n’a pas bon, Monsié</CM>
Je lui demandai s’il y avoit quelque danger, il me répondit :
<CM> Si nous n’a pas gagné malheur, ça bon</CM> (I, 257)67

The presence of negation within compound tenses are pretty notable. Like Haitian
Creole, Mauritian negation [pa] is the reduced form of [napa], composed initially
of N’aux + PAS.

(16) a. Pardonne moy, Monsieur, moy n’apa été batté ça Blanc là. (1777
Affaire La Douceur )

b. Mon licaire dire moi qui mo na pas été sivré son Commandement
(1828 Lambert)

c. N’a pas té bisoin dire cinois dix fois (. . .)
(1925 Soulsobontemps)

d. (. . .) n’a rien sautres pretes na pas été instruire sautres, nous vivres
comme bête (1816 Le Brun)

In these creoles, N’aux disappears perhaps due to its bleached meaning and weak
tense marking, the anterior being expressed by the second auxiliary [ete].

Type freq. Token freq.
napa 9 954
pa 3 13

Table 1: Data extracted from Baker et al. (2007)

Other French-lexified creoles seem to have followed a similar grammaticaliza-
tion path leading to the pre-TAM negation. In other words, these creoles have in-
herited and further grammaticalized the major constructions used to express tense,
mood and aspect in their respective linguistic ecologies. This of course doesn’t
exclude any novel formation or inheritance from the substrates.

4 The morphological status of pa

French-lexified creoles further grammaticalize the French negator pas, itself gram-
maticalized from the noun ‘step’ as a result of cyclic weakening and strengthening
of negative expressions à la Jespersen (1922).

6The boss told me in his bad patois: “This is not good, Sir”. I asked him if there was any danger,
he replied: “If were are not struck by bad luck, it’s good.”

7The term patois first appeared in 1285 and was used to described ‘unintelligible’ and regional
language varieties spoken in France.
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(17) a. Jeo
1SG

ne
NEG

dis.
say.1SG.PRS

(Old French)

b. Je
1SG

ne
NE

dis
say.1SG.PRS

pas
NEG

(Standard French)

c. Je
1SG

dis
say.1SG.PRS

pas
NEG

(Colloquial French)

d. Mo
1SG

pa
NEG

dir
say.LF

(Mauritian)

‘I don’t say’

Like the inflectional ne in French, pa exhibit clitic properties in all the creoles.
They exhibit phonological or prosodic dependence on a host and can never stand
alone e.g. as an answer to a question (18-d).

(18) a. Mwen
1SG

pap
NEG.PROG

jamn
never

bliye.
forget.LF

pa + ape

‘I will never forget. (Haitian Kréyol)
b. An

1SG

pé
NEG

ké
FUT

mangé.
eat.LF

pa + ké

‘I won’t eat.’ (Guadeloupean Kréyol)
c. li

3SG

pe
NEG

e
PROG

dormi.
sleep.LF

pa + e

‘He’s not sleeping.’ (Louisiana Creole)
d. To

2SG

konn
know.SF

Zan?
John?

*pa/non;
*not/no;

pa
not

ditou.
at all

‘Do you know John. *not/no (Mauritian)

In some creoles, the alternating position of the negative marker has an effect on the
verb stem. As previously mentioned, postverbal negation selects a short verb form
while preverbal negation select the long form and this irrespective of mode in the
absence of TAM markers.

(19) Louisiana Creole (Henri & Klingler 2014)
a. Jan

John
pa
NEG

lave
wash.LF

son
3SG.POSS

figi.
face

‘John didn’t wash his face.’
b. Jan

John
lav
wash.SF

pa
NEG

son
3SG.POSS

figi.
face

‘John doesn’t wash his face.’
c. Jan

John
pa
NEG

té
PST

lave
wash.LF

son
3SG.POSS

figi.
face

‘John didn’t wash his face.’
d. Lav

wash.SF

pa
NEG

sa.
this

(informal)

‘Don’t wash this.’
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e. Pa
NEG

lave
wash.LF

sa.
this

(formal)

‘Don’t wash this.’

This is similar to Mauritian with negation scoping over so-called neg-raising verb
e.g. panse ‘think’, espere ‘hope’, krwar ‘believe’, ve ‘want’ and modals like bizin
‘need’ (20-b), kapav ‘can’, oredi ‘should’ , devet ‘maybe/perhaps’ (Henri, 2018).
In the presence of TAM marking (20-d), negation obligatorily appears in pre-TAM
position.

(20) Mauritian
a. Mo

1SG.WK

pa
NEG

panse
think.LF

li
3SG

pou
IND.FUT

vini.
come.LF

‘I don’t think he will come.’
b. Mo

1SG.WK

bizin
need

pa
NEG

vini.
come.LF

‘I need to not come.’
c. Mo

1SG.WK

pans
think.SF

pa
NEG

li
3SG

pou
IND.FUT

vini.
come.LF

‘I don’t think he will come.’
d. Mo

1SG.WK

pa
NEG

ti
PST

panse
think.LF

li
3SG

pou
IND.FUT

vini.
come.LF

‘I don’t think he will come.’

With Reunionese Creole, stem selection is slightly more complex. The future is
usually expressed periphrastically except in the presence of negation where the
future is encoded synthetically.

(21) Reunionese Creole (Chaudenson, 2003)
a. Ma/mi

1SG.FUT/1SG

sa
FUT

manzé.
eat.LF

‘I will eat’
b. Mi

1SG

manzra
eat.FUT

pa.

‘I will not eat’

The ambiclitic positioning of negation in combination with the strict ordering of
TAM markers signal that all these markers exhibit affix properties with respect to
the lexical head rather than purely syntactic properties.

(22) a. Mo
1SG

pa
NEG

tj’ava’nn
PST’IND.IRR’PRF

donn
give.SF

li
3SG

mo
1SG.POSS

kas
money

si
if

mo
1SG

ti
PST

kone.
know

(Mauritian)

‘I wouldn’t have given him my money if I knew.’
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b. Mo
1SG

te
PST

pe
NEG

e
PROG

fe
do.LF

aryen.
nothing

(Louisiana Creole)

‘I wasn’t doing anything.’ (Klingler, 2003)

Although compared to affixes, negation can scope over conjuncts and is not selec-
tive of its hosts.

(23) Mauritian
a. Zan

John
pa
NEG

[kwi
cook.SF

manze
food

ni/ou
nor/or

bwar
drink

rom].
rhum

‘John doesn’t eat food or drink rhum.’
b. Zan

John
pa
NEG

[manze
eat.LF

bwar].
drink.LF

‘John doesn’t eat or drink.

In particular, it can be separated from the verb by a small class of adverbs e.g. ankò
‘yet’. In Gualoupean Kréyol not only is there elision of a vowel but one can also
observe the harmonization of the vowels [pa ÃkO] → [pOkO] → [pOO]. A similar
process is witnessed in Louisiana Creole.

(24) a. An
1SG.WF

pòò
NEG.YET

te
PST

mangé
eat.LF

lè
when

i
SG

rivé.
arrive

(Guadeloupean

Kréyol)

‘I hadn’t eaten when he arrived.’
b. Li

3SG

pe
NEG

e
PROG

dormi.
sleep.LF

(Louisiana Creole)

‘He’s not sleeping’

5 A constraint-based account of negation

Given the properties described above, negation is analyzed on a par with TAM
markers. There are different alternatives to modeling the peculiar morphotactics
seen in French-related creoles. While we focus only on Mauritian in this section, a
similar approach can be adopted for the other languages. A first option would be to
adopt an information-based approach to realisational morphology à la Crysmann &
Bonami (2016) to account for the variable position of negation. Since these clitics
are less selective of their host, we allow for the stem to be either verbal or adverbial.
Strict ordering is easily handled by position classes. In this implementation, we
may impose that the verb form be short or long depending on the position class of
negation: -4 in preverbal position and 1 in postverbal position.

For this paper, we follow Henri (2022) in assuming that negation and TAM
markers are functors Van Eynde (1998) that modify a predicative head. This can be
of different categories since like TAM, negation can select non-verbal predicates.
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(25) a. Zan
John

pa
NEG

malin.
cunning

‘John is not cunning.’
b. Zan

John
pa
NEG

profeser.
teacher

‘John is not. teacher.’

The functor analysis has the advantage of providing a convenient account of the
VP internal morphosyntactic constraints and linearization previously described.

VP
F H

ADV TNS MOOD . . . ASP . . . V/Pred

pa profeser

Figure 1: Flat VP structure

Amendments to the traditional head-functor phrase allow for more than one
functor to select a single head. As already noted, we allow for the head to be
predicative for all the markers but for some to allow for selection of adverbs (e.g.
tense and irrealis markers).

(26)

hd-functor-phrase ⇒




MARKING 0 ⊕ . . . ⊕ n

HEAD-DTR | SYNSEM 1

[
MARKING unmarked

]

FUN-DTRS 〈


HEAD

[
SELECT 1

]

MARKING 0


 . . .


HEAD

[
SELECT 1

]

MARKING n


〉




The SELECTOR PRINCIPLE, applicable to the locally-headed head-functor phrase,
constrains the SELECT feature to have a value that is identical to the SYNSEM value
head daughter to the effect of imposing restrictions on both syntactic and semantic
properties of the head (Van Eynde 2006: 165). In addition, the MARKING PRINCI-
PLE requires the MARKING feature of the functor daughters to be transferred to the
mother (Pollard & Sag, 1994; Van Eynde, 2006). In other words, the selection of
a head by a functor or functors has the effect of marking the construction with its
value. MARKING values are further associated with other features like for instance,
TAM and POLARITY.

(27)



marking

TAM




TNS tense
MOOD mood
ASP asp




POL pol
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tense

pst non-pst

mood

def.irr ind.irr

asp

prf prog

Figure 2: Type hierarchy fragments for TAM

We define a linear precedence rule (28) to account for the strict linear order of the
markers8 and define the entry for [pa] as follows:

(28) Linear precedence rule : POL < TNS < ASP <MOOD < V

(29)

〈
pa,




CAT




HEAD




pol

SELECT 2

[
MARKING unmarked

]



MARKING
[

POL +
]

LEX +




CONT 1NO∅
∅

STORE
{

1

}




〉

Pa9 marks the head it selects as POL+ and because it participates in the formation of
polyadic quantification, it is a propositional operator rather than a variable binding
operator10.

Finally note that the lexical entry for modifier pa specifies a feature LEX+ in
preverbal position. Adverbs allowed to either precede or follow the verb are un-
derspecified for the feature LEX (Hassamal, 2017). This means that when [pa] is in
postverbal position, it is specified as LEX-. Thus postverbal negation is analyzed
as a complement, as proposed for English and French (Abeillé & Godard, 1997;
Kim & Sag, 2002). The argument is supported by the fact that postverbal [pa] is
restricted to appear with a small class of verb and obligatorily triggers the short
form, like phrasal complements usually do (33). For these verbs, [pa] marked as
LEX- may appear as their first element on their COMPS list. For those epistemic
verbs selecting an extraposed clausal complement, rules (30), (32) stipulate that
they appear as SF if they have negation on their COMPS list.

8Another alternative is proposed in Henri (2010) where a type-hierarchy constrains the markers
to their respective position.

9Or nepli ‘no more’.
10See Henri (2022) for more details on Negative Concord in Mauritian.
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head-functor-phrase

PHON 〈 pa koze 〉

CAT




HEAD
[

VFORM long
]

XARG 1

VAL 〈 1 〉
MRKG | POL +




CONT 4

[
NUCLEUS 3

]




F H




CAT




HEAD

[
adv

SELECT 2

]

MARK | POL +
LEX +




CONT




QUANTS 〈NO〉
OPERATOR not
NUCLEUS 3







2




CAT




HEAD
[

VFORM long
]

XARG 1

VAL 〈 1 〉
MRKG unmrk




CONT 4




pa koze

Figure 3: Tree for pa kone ‘don’t know’

(30)
[

HEAD
[

VFORM short
]]
⇒

[
VAL

[
COMPS nelist

]]

(31) Li
3SG

ve
want.SF

pa
NEG

manze.
eat.LF

(Mauritian)

‘He doesn’t want to eat.’

(32)

1

[
HEAD verb
COMPS 2

]
7→


COMPS

〈


adv
SEL 1

LEX -


⊕ 2

〉
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(33)

1




epistemic-vb

CAT




HEAD 2

VAL




COMPS elist

EXTRA
〈

S
〉






CONT 3




7→




VAL




SUBJ non-nci

COMPS

〈



neg
LID pa
SEL 1

MARKING
[

POL +
]




〉




EXTRA
〈

S
〉




6 Conclusion: On creole genesis

The scenario presented in the previous sections casts serious doubts on the idea
that creoles (and pidgins) do not inherit grammatical structure from their lexifier
language(s). Notwithstanding other languages’ grammatical contributions11 or in-
novations, French-lexified contact languages do continue processes of language
change originating in the lexifier language. French syntactic periphrases are in the
creoles fully grammaticalized to the extent that markers don’t retain their lexical
content contrary to French, where auxiliaries are also used as main verbs (Henri
& Kihm, 2015). These markers behave more like affixes rather than syntactically
independent words in showing fusional properties. The same is true of negation,
where one could argue that we’ve come full cycle according to Jespersen’s devel-
opment of negation with a preverbal pa in the creole offsprings. These observa-
tions contradict the claim that contact languages start anew and have historically
no single parent (e.g. Thomason & Kaufman, 1988; Thomason, 2001; McWhorter,
2001; Bakker, 2015). In the case of French-related creoles, both vocabulary and
morphosynstactic properties expressed on verbs12 are definitely traceable to the
lexifier based on identification of cognates in comparative historical linguistics.

On the other hand, this development submits nicely to the idea that creoles (and
pidgins) are linguistically mixed13, inheriting from the different languages that
came into play during their emergence and beyond in contrast with intertwined
languages, which are usually described as exhibiting a clear split between two
language contributors. The overwhelmingly preverbal, even preTAM position of
negation within the French-lexified creoles is nothing but an evolution of its dis-
tribution in colloquial French in conjunction with the verbal system, itself heavily
analytic. While negation is postverbal in the present tense, it appears before non-
finite verbs e.g. in the passé composé, a tense which with the present tense counts
the two most frequent tenses. The past participle [ete] the form that gave rise to the
anterior marker in these creoles participates in such constructions and could have
served as template for the peculiar position of negation in many French-lexified
creoles. This means that patterns of alternation, including TAM constructions and

11From so-called substrate or adstrate languages.
12Except for the long and short verb distinction in the Indian Ocean creoles which have exapted

new functions due to Bantu and Malagasy influence.
13See also (Mufwene, 2001; Aboh, 2016; Baptista, 2020, among others) for comparable view-

points.
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negation, which are salient in terms of frequency and/or predictability will be more
likely to persist/survive through language change. The variation within these con-
structions across French-lexified creoles correlates with their respective singular
ecology. For instance, the marker of the progressive in Lesser Antilles and French
Guyana creoles is ka from qu’à, probably from the restrictive ne. . .qu(e) expression
(34-a) (Hazaël-Massieux, 2005, 2008) compared to Haitian or Mauritian progres-
sive ape14.

(34) a. Tu
2SG.WF

n’as
NE’avoir.2SG.PRS

qu’à
qu’INF

manger.
eat.INF

(French)

‘You just eat.’
b. Ou

2SG

ka
PROG

mangé
eat

(Guadeloupean Kréyol)

‘You eat/are eating.’

It would seem then that rather than having no single parent, contact languages have
more than one single parent compared to other languages traditionally assumed to
proceed from one proto-language. Such a hypothesis seem certainly less eccentric
than the received idea that pidgins and creoles are genetically and structurally dis-
connected from their contributing languages by virtue of a simplification process
(pidginization).
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Abstract 

 
The topic of this paper is the expression of negative directives in several 

Romance languages. The majority of Romance languages do not 

express negative directives by adding (pre-verbal) negation to the 

positive imperative form, but by using a different verb form (infinitive, 

subjunctive or something else), to which negation is attached. The 

present analysis shows that (some) directive verbal forms in Romance 

lost some hallmarks of their verbhood.  The phenomenon is taken as 

witnessing different stages of de-verbalisation.  De-verbalisation makes 

directive verb forms similar to interjections. The variation documented 

in the Romance imperatives with respect to the 

compatibility/incompatibility with negation may thus seen as  

tendencies of different degrees of the imperatives to come closer either 

to the verb, or to the interjection. In the context of these tendencies, the 

incompatibility between negation and imperatives may be explained 

through the concept of marking. Put briefly, imperatives require to be 

marked by negation but negation is or is not able to mark them.  

 

1 Introduction 
 

The relationship between imperatives1 and negation in Romance languages 

(and in other languages, as well) may be of compatibility or incompatibility.  

This means that imperatives may or may not be negated. Compatibility and 

incompatibility manifest in multiple forms, and involve (in a rather 

unpredictable way) pre- or post-verbal position of negation and the person of 

the imperative. Here is an (almost) complete inventory (for Romance 

languages):  

• Pre-verbal negation is incompatible with imperatives. 

Italian2 (also Daco-Romanian3 and Spanish), 2nd pers. sg: 

 

(1) *Non parla! ‘Don`t speak!’ (parla= true imperative) 

 

• Pre-verbal negation is incompatible with plural imperatives but 

compatible with singular ones. 

The dialect from Cortina D`Ampezzo, Italy, 2nd pers. sg.: 

 

(2) No laőra! ‘Don`t work!’ (laőra =true imperative) 

 
1 By `imperatives` I mean throughout this paper what is sometimes called `true 

imperatives` (see, for instance, Rivero and Terzi 1995), as distinct from `surrogate (or 

suppletive) imperatives` - for example, infinitives used with directive force. 
2 For Italian and Italian dialects, the data used here are from Zanuttini (1997). 
3 Daco-Romanian is one of the dialects of the Romanian language and the national 

language of the Romanian state.  
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Cortina D`Ampezzo, 2nd pers. pl: 

 

(3) *No lourà! ‘Don`t work!’ (lourà=true imperative) 

  

• Pre-verbal negation is compatible with imperatives. 

Aromanian4, 2nd pers. sg.: 

 

(4) Nu zi! ‘Don`t speak!’ (zi=true imperative) 

 

• Post-verbal negation is compatible with imperatives. 

French (also Wallon, several dialects of Italian – Piedmontese, 

Valdotain, Milanese – and several varieties of Occitan – see Zanuttini 

1997: 111–112), 2nd pers sg.:  

 

(5) Ne parle pas! ‘Don`t speak!’ (parle=true imperative) 

 

• Post-verbal negation is incompatible with imperatives. 

Modern Central Occitan, 2nd pers. sg.:  

 

(6) *Canta pas! ‘Don`t sing!’ (canta=true imperative) 

  

Despite the discouraging diversity, the above data deserve the effort to 

prospect the chances of a unified perspective, and the present paper attempts 

to do that5. The leading concepts in the following approach are verbalisation 

and de-verbalisation (as `background` concepts in the analysis) and marking 

(as a `foreground` concept). 

 

2  Verbalisation and de-verbalisation in the field of the 

expression of directives 
 

The aim of this part of the paper is to prove two facts: (i) that the main classes 

of words which express directives (that is, interjections and verb forms) share 

properties which makes them hybrid or impure verbs and interjections; and (ii) 

that in this class of hybrid words some interjection properties are instantiated 

by verbs whereas some verbs properties are illustrated by interjections. This 

increases the hybrid character of the words involved in expressing directives.  

 
4 Aromanian is a dialect of Romanian, which is still spoken in enclaves, mainly in the 

Balkan Peninsula. 
5 There is already a reach literature, especially of generative orientation, on this topic: 

Rivero and Terzi (1995), Zanuttini (1997), Tomic (1999), Han (2001), Bošković 

(2004),  Zeijlstra (2006),  Cavalcante (2011) etc.  
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In the light of these processes, the unavailability of some of the imperatives to 

negation is viewed as a form of de-verbalisation.   

2.1 Expressing directives 

A directive (Searle 1979) may be expressed in natural language through 

different forms. However, two parts of speech play a particularly important 

role in this respect: the interjection and the verb. Here are examples of 

interjections and verbs used with directive force in Spanish. Similar examples 

may be given not only from the area of Romance languages but also from 

languages of the world in general:  

 

(7) ¡ Anda, Juan! ‘Come on John!’ 

 

(8) ¡ Habla! ‘Speak!’ 

 

Interjections and verbs are important in expressing directives but they are 

not limited to play this role. Apart from injunctions, interjections also serve to 

express emotions (exclamative interjections – for instance, Wow ! in English, 

which expresses admiration and/or surprise), or natural noises (onomatopoeic 

interjections). The situation of the verbs is more complex. The imperative 

mood or certain performatives show that verbs have dedicated forms for 

directives. Nevertheless, verbs may be also used to express assertions or to ask 

questions, which are speech acts distinct from directives.    

 A peculiar property of interjections and verbs deserves special attention. 

When they are involved in expressing directives they are no longer pure 

interjections or verbs. Moreover, when an interjection serves to express a 

directive (a D-interjection), it loses a feature of interjection and acquires a 

feature of verb. Likewise when a verb form expresses a directive (a D-verb 

form) it loses something from its verbhood and acquires a feature of 

interjection. So, one may say that D-interjections tend to become verbs 

(verbalisation), whereas D-verb forms tend to become interjections (de-

verbalisation).   In the area of Romance languages these tendencies are 

illustrated by two properties which are shared by all D-verb forms and D-

interjections. These properties are the independent occurrence and the 

adverbial modification. We will take a look at either of them.  

2.1.1 Independent occurrence 

If considered as a criterion of comparison between interjections and verb forms 

which do not express directives, the independent occurrence appears to be a 

property of the interjections. Indeed, exclamative and onomatopoeic 

interjections never occur in subordination (one cannot have a clause such as I 

said *that wow !, but the clause I said: Wow ! is allowed– the same goes for 

every Romance language). On the other hand, verb forms not expressing 
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directives may (or even have to) be used in subordination. Just as in English, 

where one may have the same verb form sing used either as an independent or 

as a subordinate clause (You sing vs I know that you sing), one may have the 

same situation in all Romance languages.  

This contrasts with D-verb forms and D-interjections. In their case the 

independent occurrence is a common property. So, no D-verb form or D-

interjection is allowed to be subordinate. The following example in Romanian 

documents this situation (the first pair of examples contains a D-interjection 

while the second pair contains a D-verb form):  

 

(9) Hai! / I-am spus *că hai! ‘Come on / I told him *that come on!’ 

 

(10) Vino! / I-am spus *că vino! ‘Come / I told him *that come!’ 

 

On may therefore conclude that the incapacity of the D-verb forms to occur 

in subordination is a (weak) symptom of their de-verbalisation, in the sense 

that due to this property D-verb forms tend to come closer to interjections. 

2.1.2 Adverbial modification 

Taken as another criterion of comparison between interjections and verb forms 

not expressing directives, adverbial modification appears to be a verb property. 

Adverbial modification characterizes verb forms with illocutionary forces 

distinct from directives. Adverbial modification, therefore, is not possible in 

the case of exclamative or onomatopoeic interjections. This may be seen in the 

following examples in Italian, where the adverb modifies a verb form with 

assertive force but cannot modify the exclamative interjection which expresses 

impatience: 

 

(11) Gianni è venutto subito ‘John has come quickly’ 

 

(12) Uff, subito, Gianni, subito! ‘Ooh, quick, John, quick!’ 

 

The adverb subito in (12) cannot be understood as modifying the interjection 

uff !. 

The situation changes again when one deals with D-interjections and D-

verb forms. This time the adverb may be uniformly used to modify the 

interjection (13) or the verb form (14):  

 

(13) Smettila adesso! ‘Stop it right now!’ 

 

(14) Vieni subito! ‘Come quickly!’ 

 

The availability of the D-interjections to adverbial modification may then be 

interpreted as a weak symptom of their verbalisation. 
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2.1.3. D-words 

Since independent occurrence and adverbial modification are shared features 

of D-verb forms and D-interjections but are not shared properties of non-D-

interjections and non-D-verb forms, it is justified to identify an intermediary 

category between verbs and interjections on the basis of the shared properties. 

I call it D-words. The identity of D-words with respect to `pure` interjections 

and verbs is represented in the table below.  

 

 Independent occurrence  

 

Adverbial 

modification 

 

D-words (interjections 

or verb forms) 

 

+ + 

Non-D-interjections + - 

Non-D-verb forms underspecified or - + 

 

Table 1. Comparison between properties of verb forms, interjections and D-

words. 

 

The mixed identity of the D-words is strengthened in addition by other 

phenomena: properties which characterise interjections, are instantiated by 

verb forms, and also properties specific to verbs are illustrated by interjections. 

Thus, it is well known that non-D-interjections do not have arguments, nor do 

they host pronominal clitics. Both phenomena characterise the verb. However, 

in Daco-Romanian one may find a D-interjection (Na!, ‘Take (that)’) which 

host pronominal clitics as arguments: Na-ți-l! (‘Take CLto you Clthat!’). 

Clitics may be replaced with full NP: Na cartea! (‘Take the book!’). The same 

holds for the D-interjections Iată!  and Uite! ‘Look!’. Likewise, the D-

interjection Hai! (‘Come on!’) may optionally have a subject argument Hai și 

tu! (‘Come on you, too!’).  

As to the verbs, it is also well known that they do not have a special 

propensity for mono- or bi-syllabic phonetical structure. Mono- or bi-syllabic 

structure is a hallmark of the interjections. Nevertheless, many imperatives are 

either etymologically mono- or bi-syllabic, or they undergo processes of 

truncation (see the next paragraph)6.  

In line with these facts, in the following two paragraphs we will discuss two 

other relevant aspects of the hybridisation of the D-words: inflection and the 

unavailability to negation.    

   

 
6 For a systematic analysis of this aspect of the imperatives, see Floricic and Molinu 

(2012). 
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2.1.4 D-words and inflection 

Inflection divides the class of D-words into two subclasses: inflected and non-

inflected (= root) forms. Again, Daco-Romanian is particularly rich and 

instructive in this respect. The D-interjections Hai! (Haide!), ‘Come on!’, Na! 

‘Take it!’, Uite!, Iată!, ‘Look!’, Vă! ‘Go!’ are uninflected forms, so they are 

closer to interjections, because interjections are not inflected.  Nevertheless, 

the interjection Haideţi! (‘Come on (pl.)’) is inflected (-ţi  is the 2nd pers. pl. 

ending for the verbs) and this means a step further in the process of the 

verbalisation. 

In the field of the D-verb forms the majority of the lexical items in Daco-

Romanian are inflected. However, a small group of old imperatives coming 

from Latin (Du! ‘Bring it!’, Fă! ‘Do it!’ and Zi! ‘Speak!’) are uninflected.  The 

picture has to be completed by adding that some inflected D-verb forms have 

truncated counter-parts. Truncation results in morphological simplification and 

what is thus lost is just inflection. For example, the verbs Păzeşte-te! and 

Fereşte-te! ‘Watch(sg.) out!’ become in their  truncated versions  Păzea! and 

Ferea! with no ending. Truncated D-verb forms are amply documented in the 

subdialects of Daco-Romanian (Puşcariu 1959: 169–170). 

From the point of view of the inflection, Italian is simpler than Daco-

Romanian7. D-words coming from interjections are invariably uninflected, and 

in this respect no symptom of verbalisation may be noticed. D-verb forms, 

though, underwent modifications. Firstly, the verbs which turned into 

interjections lost inflection (Basta! ‘Enough!’, Smetttila! ‘Stop it!’). Secondly, 

there are D-words that, due to their forms, indicate their verbal origin. These 

verb forms have no inflection, either:  Sii! ‘be.2nd sg.’, Abbi! ‘have.2nd sg.’, 

Vogli! ‘want.2nd sg.’, Sappi! ‘know.2nd sg.’   (Romanello and Repetti 2014: 

139–140). And thirdly, there are also inflected verbs with directive force, 

which have truncated counter-parts: te’ (< tieni), ve’ (< vedi), gua’ (< guarda), 

vete (< vedete) (Hubert-Sauter1951: 65)       

Finally, some relevant data also come from Spanish, where eight irregular 

imperatives of the 2nd  pers. sg. (haz `do`, ve `go`, di `speak`, pon `open`, sal 

`go`, se `be`, ten `have`, and ven `come`) are uninflected and invariably mono-

syllabic. Just like in Italian, Spanish D-interjections are uninflected (anda, hale 

`come on`, basta `enough`). 

In all the cases described above, one may therefore identify clues of 

morphological de-verbalisation, because the lack of inflection does not 

characterize the verb. The tendency of these D-verb forms to come closer to 

interjections is clear and contrasts with the situation of the D-infinitives and   

D-indicatives, which preserve inflection. 

    

 
7 I owe details on D-interjections in Italian to Oana Sălișteanu. 
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 2.1.5 D-words and negation in the context of the verbalisation and de-

verbalisation 

The relationship negation-imperatives may now be approached in the space of 

the D-words delimited above; at issue is the play between the complementary 

tendencies that manifest within this space, verbalisation of the interjections and 

de-verbalisation of the verb forms. 

Noticing that exclamative and onomatopoeic interjections are incompatible 

with negation is irrelevant: one cannot imagine what the combination between 

negation and such interjections would amount to. Noticing instead that D-

interjections cannot be negated is relevant, because just like imperatives, D-

interjections are destinated to change a state of things in the world. Under these 

conditions, their incompatibility with negation goes with another interjection 

property – the independent occurrence – and both show that the verbalisation 

of D-interjections is really weak. And, indeed, to the best of my knowledge no 

D-interjection in the Romance area could be negated; it would not be surprising 

to discover that this is a property of D-interjections in general.  

On the other hand, negation does characterize the verb in general, which 

means that non-D-verb forms may be negated. However, in the field of the D-

words some imperatives may be negated, whereas some others may not. In the 

context of the two tendencies, compatibility and incompatibility between 

negation and imperatives receive simple and obvious interpretations: 

compatibility means more verbhood in the nature of imperatives, whereas 

incompatibility means more de-verbalisation. Imperatives that are 

incompatible with negation therefore show an additional symptom of de-

verbalisation, because they are closer to (D-)interjections than imperatives 

which may be negated. An important piece of evidence in favour of this view 

is the fact that in Romance languages in which pre-verbal negation is 

incompatible with imperatives, both non-inflected and truncated verb forms (if 

any) are invariably incompatible with negation. 

 

3 Toward an explanation 

 
Describing D-words as lexical items subject to verbalisation and de-

verbalisation supplies a new understanding of the compatibility / 

incompatibility between imperatives and negation.8 While this understanding 

does not represent by itself an explanation, it actually inspires one.  Such an 

 
8 This understanding, however, has been anticipated in Indo-European linguistics. Stati 

(1965: 185) mentions that the passage from imperatives to interjections is documented 

in Latin, too, and that one of the types of imperative forms reconstructed in Indo-

European has no ending (it is a root form). Also, in recent works in contemporary 

linguistics the relationship between imperatives and interjections is more carefully 

explored (Floricic and Molinu 2012, Swearingen 2017). 
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explanation is described in the next section. The analysis will be focused on 

languages in which the de-verbalisation of the imperatives means 

unavailability to negation. In addition, it also takes into account the special 

case of Aromanian, where the verbalisation of the imperatives (inflected or 

uninflected) allows them to be negated. 

3.1 Imperatives as marked constructions  

The explanation starts from the observation that true imperatives that are de-

verbalised with respect to negation, are, in the synchrony of Romance 

languages, expressions of a phenomenon which occurred (and was more 

visible) in Vulgar Latin (VL). The phenomenon in question is the isolation of 

the imperatives from the rest of verbal forms, as a consequence of the fact that 

VL, unlike Classical Latin (CL), did not use a negative marker specific to 

imperatives.  

In CL, imperatives and counter-factual subjunctives were negated by means 

of the negative marker nē, whereas the other verb forms were negated with the 

non-specific marker non (see Ernout and Thomas 1964, Croft 1991, van der 

Auwera 2010). Nē progressively weakened as a dedicated negator in CL. 

Moreover, traces of nē as a negative marker do not seem to be documented in 

VL. Under these conditions, imperatives in VL became isolated, because, 

unlike the rest of the verb forms (which were negated by adding the negative 

maker non to the verb), imperatives were not available to this operation. 

The majority of Romance languages repeat through inheritance the 

situation in VL. The synchronic incompatibility between true imperative and 

negation may thus be seen as the manifestation of the deficiency of the VL 

imperatives to express negation.  

On may represent this deficiency as following from a certain (implicit) 

requirement which in fact is not satisfied: the requirement that imperatives be 

marked under negation.  This amounts to say that imperatives are allowed to 

be negated, as long as an imperative-dedicated negator exists in the language. 

Such a negation would then be a directive negation  

The situation of the true imperatives which cannot be negated by means of 

pre-verbal negation therefore seems to be determined in Romance languages 

by the following factors: 

 

(i) the existence of true imperatives (which play themselves a marking role 

for positive directives). 

(ii) the lack of a directive negator (or of a negator which is opaque to the 

marking property of imperative).   

(iii) the requirement that imperatives be marked in the negative polarity, too. 

 

In this context, there remains to approach the case of Aromanian. 

Aromanian dispose of true imperatives (root imperatives and inflected ones). 

The negator nu indiscriminately applies to true imperatives and other verb 
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forms (with or without directive force). In terms of marking, this situation may 

be explained in three theoretically distinct ways: 

  

• True imperatives lost marking both in positive and negative polarity.  

Negation freely applies to all of the verbal forms, the result being 

uniformly unmarked negative forms. 

• True imperatives mark the directive force in positive polarity but do not 

require marking under negation. Again, applying negation to 

imperatives yields both unmarked negative (true) imperatives and 

unmarked negative verb forms.    

• True imperatives mark directives in positive polarity and require 

marking under negation. Negation nu, which is not a directive negation, 

is underspecified (that is, neutral), with respect to the distinction marked 

/ unmarked directive force, just because it combines both with 

imperative and nonimperative directive forms. This means that when 

negation applies to true imperatives it shares with them the directive 

marking carried by the imperative, whereas when negation applies to 

unmarked verb forms it shares with them the lack of marking.      

 

The first hypothesis is immediately discarded. The idea that true 

imperatives could have lost marking in either of their polar forms is rejected 

by the obvious fact that true imperatives mark directives in positive polarity, 

due to the imperative mood as a dedicated verb form. There remains then to 

choose between the last two hypotheses. We will argue that the hypothesis of 

an underspecified negator best fits the facts. 

Relevant in this respect is the comparison between pairs of polar – true and 

suppletive – imperatives, both types being available in Aromanian. Consider 

the pair of polar true imperatives Dă! ‘Give (it)!’ (sg.) / Nu dă! ‘Don`t give (it) 

!’ (sg.), and the pair of polar suppletive imperatives Dați! `Give (it)!` (pl.) / Nu 

dați! ‘Don`t give (it)!’ (pl.)   In the  suppletive pair Dați! / Nu dați!, no member 

is marked for the directive force, because neither the mood (the indicative) nor 

negation has this function. On the other hand, in the pair of true imperatives 

Dă! / Nu dă!, the directive in the positive polarity Dă! is obviously marked by 

the imperative mood itself.   

The question now arises as to whether the prohibitive Nu dă! is also 

marked for the directive force. The present answer is yes, and is based on the 

syntactic relationship between negation and imperative. The relationship is 

complementation, the imperative being the complement of the negation9. To 

recall, negation nu in Aromanian is not specialised in marking the directive 

force. Nevertheless, it is not restricted to only select unmarked directive verb 

forms, either. Crosslinguistic evidence in support of its neutrality is relevant: 

 
9 The import of the fact that pre-verbal negation is the Neg0 head in its relationship 

with imperatives is emphasized in Zanuttini (1997) or Zeijlstra (2006).   
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in Classical Latin ne selects imperatives (and certain subjunctives) but no other 

verb forms. In Daco-Romanian nu combines with all kinds of verb forms 

except imperatives. In Aromanian, though, the negator nu indiscriminately 

combines with verb forms expressing directives. The availability of the 

Aromanian nu therefore proves its underspecification with respect to the 

distinction marking/unmarking the directive force. Underspecification simply 

means that the head nu of a construction expressing a directive is able to host 

the marking properties of its verbal complement. That is, if the verbal 

complement carries the feature unmarked, negation will be able to also express 

this feature. And if the complement is an imperative, negation will receive 

from it the directive marking.   Thus, in both cases, the features transmitted by 

the verbal complement to the negation head will also be the features of the 

negative construction itself. Aromanian, then, observes the requirement of 

marking imperative under negation without resorting to a directive negation. 

Due to the transparency of the negation, the marking property of the imperative 

also becomes a property of the whole negative clause.   

3.2 Formal expression 

The analysis presented above can receive a formal expression. In what follows, 

we will describe the main steps of this enterprise within the HPSG theory. 

In HPSG, directive clauses10 are characterized as independent phrases 

whose content is an outcome (Ginzburg and Sag 2000: 42). Independent 

occurrence is encoded by means of the feature I(ndependent)C(lause) which 

has the Boolean value +: [IC: +]. The specific message – an outcome – is 

encoded by means of the feature CONT(ent) which has the value outcome: 

[CONT: outcome]. The whole looks as follows (dir-cl denotes the phrasal type 

directive clause and the sign → is the implication sign): 

 

C1 (dir-cl)  dir-cl → [
HEAD: 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑏[𝐼𝐶: +]

CONT: 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒
] 

 

This formula is a constraint on the type dir-cl and says that if something is a 

directive clause then it expresses an outcome and is an independent clause 

whose head is a verb. The representation on the right of the implication sign is 

called an attribute-value matrix (AVM) and denotes a feature structure (FS). 

In most languages – the majority of Romance languages included – a 

directive clause is marked for its directive illocutionary force. Marking comes 

from the imperative mood as a directive-dedicated verb form. In order to 

capture this peculiarity, an additional specification has to be made, by means 

of the attribute MARKING.  

 
10 I rename Ginzburg and Sag`s imperative clause as directive clause, in order to refine 

the hierarchy of clauses. 
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In HPSG, marking is used to encode different specific features displayed 

by linguistic items (Pollard and Sag 1994, Tseng 2000). In the present case, 

MARKING may be used to express the idea that the linguistic item to which 

MARKING applies – the directive clause – marks the directive force. We call 

such a clause a marked directive clause (marked-dir-cl). 

A marked directive clause inherits from its supertype (directive clause, dir-

cl) the specification that its content is an outcome. In addition, it specifies that 

it has a MARKING attribute whose value is the directive force. This may be 

expressed in the following representation, where directive represents the value 

of the MARKING attribute:   

 

C2 (marked-dir-cl) marked-dir-cl → [HEAD: 𝑖𝑚𝑝[MARKING:𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒]] 
 

There are also unmarked directive clauses, that is, directive clauses whose head 

verb forms are not characteristic to directives and do not mark them. In this 

case, a new subtype of directive clause is needed. It will be the type unmarked-

dir-cl, with the following constraint:  

 

C3 (unmarked-dir-cl) unmarked-dir-cl → 

[HEAD:¬𝑖𝑚𝑝[MARKING:𝑢𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑑]] 
  

The symbols ¬𝑖𝑚𝑝  express the fact that the verb form has to be distinct from 

imperative. 

One therefore obtains three types of directive clauses for languages which, 

like Daco-Romanian, Italian or Spanish ban the combination (pre-)verbal 

negation-imperative. The most general type is the type dir-cl, with two 

subtypes, marked-dir-cl, and unmarked-dir-cl, which inherit the properties of 

their supertypes (clause and directive clause). 

We need now representations for lexical items involved in the construction 

of different types of directive clauses. These are mainly negation and the 

imperative verb. 

As a part of speech, negation may be considered an item akin to verbs and 

complementizers. For this reason, negation may be placed in the hierarchy of 

the lexical types as a subtype of the type verbal (Ginzburg and Sag 2000: 23–

24). 

 

P(verbal) verbal: verb, comp(lementizer), neg(ation) 

 

This characterization needs more. We follow Kim (2000: 173) who presents 

reasons to assume that in Italian and Spanish negation shares with the verb it 

negates the same part of speech properties (which in HPSG are encoded as 

HEAD features). The identity of the part of speech properties between negation 

and verb is expressed in HPSG by means of identical tags (which are 

symbolized as boxed numbers or numbers in module). Identical tags are 
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equivalent to coindexing in other theoretical frameworks. As MARKING and 

its value are HEAD properties the MARKING value of the negation will be 

necessarily identical to the MARKING value of the verb with which negation 

co-occurs.11 

The relationship between negation and its verb is complementation: the 

verb is the complement of the negator. Complementation is encoded by means 

of the feature COMP(lement)S. With these specifications, the representation 

of the negator in Romance languages in which negation and true imperatives 

are incompatible is the following:12 

 

C4 (neg)  neg → [
HEAD: |1|

COMPS: 〈𝑉𝑃[HEAD: |1|𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑏[MARKING:𝑢𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑑]]〉
] 

 

In words, C4 says that negation takes the part of speech properties of its 

complement. This means that it shares with its verbal complement the value 

unmarked for the attribute MARKING. In this way, negation selects verbs with 

the unmarked value for this attribute. 

Turning now to imperative, its relevant property for the present analysis lies 

in the following representation: 

 

C5 (imp)  imp → [HEAD: 𝑖𝑚𝑝[MARKING:𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒]] 
 

C5 says that the HEAD feature MARKING of an imperative has as value the 

directive force. If this verb form projects its complements (if any), the result is 

a phrase which illustrates a marked directive clause (see C2, above).  

C1–C5 suffice to account for the relationship between imperatives and 

negation in Romance languages such as Daco-Romanian, Italian or Spanish 

(but not only in them). As the complement of the negation has to be unmarked, 

the imperative cannot be the complement of the negation just because the 

imperative is marked for directives. On the other hand, as negation itself is 

unmarked for the illocutionary force, what it projects has to be an unmarked 

phrase and hence an unmarked clause. Nevertheless, the present architecture 

of constraints allows for both marked clauses (which are exactly the 

projections of the imperative verb and are constrained by C2 above) and 

unmarked clauses (which are the projections of the other verb forms able to be 

used with directive force - these verb forms have not been given here; they are 

 
11 I follow in this respect Tseng`s (2002) proposal. The proposal is distinct from the 

classical theory of marking in Pollard and Sag (1994). 
12 In proposing C4 I ignore the fact that the complementation of the negation in Daco-

Romanian is more complicate than in standard Italian or Spanish. 
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constrained by C313). Both results are welcome, because they cover the 

empirical data in languages for which these constraints are in force. 

As to Aromanian, the structure of the explanation is the following. Since 

Aromanian also makes the distinction between true and suppletive imperatives, 

the clausal projections of these types of lexical items illustrate the constraints 

on marked and unmarked directive clauses C2-C3. Of course, C5, which 

characterizes true imperatives, is also in force. The only difference between 

Aromanian and the other Romance languages studied here lies in the 

representation of the negator nu. Unlike negation in Daco-Romanian, Spanish 

or standard Italian, negation in Aromanian takes as complement a verb form 

which is underspecified with respect to the directive marking. That is, the 

complement of the negation in Aromanian may be a verb with [MARKING: 

directive] or [MARKING: unmarked] specification. Now, since negation 

shares the HEAD attributes with its complement, and since MARKING is 

exactly a HEAD attribute, its value on the complement will be shared with the 

value of the MARKING attribute on negation. This is expressed in the 

following lexical representation: 

 

C6  (negArom)  neg →[
HEAD: |1|

COMPS: 〈VP[HEAD: |1|𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑏[MARKING: |2|]]〉
]   

  

In C6, the tag |2| is also the tag of the MARKING attribute of the negation 

(which for reasons of simplicity has not been written any more). The tag does 

not specify whether it means directive or unmarked, so the tag is allowed to 

denote any value. Consequently, if the tag means directive, negation projects 

a marked directive clause, because, due to sharing, the HEAD attribute 

MARKING of the negation also acquires this value from its complement. If, 

on the contrary, the tag means unmarked (illocutionary force), then, in virtue 

of the same device of sharing, the clause projected by negation is an unmarked 

directive clause.  

Thus, on the present analysis, the difference between languages in which 

imperatives are compatible with negation and languages in which imperatives 

and negation are incompatible amounts (at least in the Romance field) to the 

distinct selectional properties of the negators, with respect to their 

complements. 

3.3 Two further cases 

The short analyses below are destinated to put to test the explanation proposed 

above in terms of marking.               

 
13 Such an unmarked directive clause in Italian is for instance Cantate! `sing` 2nd pl. 

indicative. 
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3.3.1 Brazilian Portuguese 

Brazilian Portuguese (BP) resembles Aromanian in that, although preverbal 

negation (naõ) does not mark directives, it takes as complement the imperative. 

The important difference from Aromanian is that this situation is the 

consequence of the fact that BP does not recognise the requirement that 

imperative be marked under negation. The present framework is able to make 

this difference visible. 

BP inherited from European Portuguese (EP) the imperative of 2nd pers. sg. 

as a form that marks the directive: BP = EP = Canta (tu)! (`Sing (sg)`). In EP 

the imperative is distinct from the corresponding indicative form: Tu cantas (` 

You (sg.) sing`) – (Cavalcante 2011: 208). It therefore counts as a true 

imperative. In addition, EP uses subjunctives of 2nd pers. sg. with directive 

force,, which means that it also disposes of suppletive forms ( for instance 

Cantes (tu)! `Sing (subjunct. Sg)`). Thus, in EP the imperative participates in 

a double opposition which gives it identity: canta (imp.)/cantas (ind.)/cantes 

(subjunct.).  

In BP, though, this double opposition does not exist, because the 2nd pers. 

sg indicative lost its distinctive ending -s and became identical to the 

corresponding form of the imperative: Tu canta=Canta (tu) (`You (sg) 

sing`=`Sing (sg)`). The imperative thus lost its status of form specialised in 

expressing directives and became similar in use to the suppletive subjunctives.  

This situation is reflected in the present formalism as follows. 

The negator naõ receives the representation that has been given for negators 

in Daco-Romanian, Italian or Spanish, that is, C4, repeated below: 

   

C4 (neg)  neg → [
HEAD: |1|

COMPS: 〈𝑉𝑃[HEAD: |1|𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑏[MARKING:𝑢𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑑]]〉
] 

 

C4 shows that naõ can only negate unmarked verbal forms. 

The imperative needs a distinct representation, required to express its status of 

non-dedicated form with respect to directives. This means that the value of the 

feature MARKING has to be the value  unmarked: 

   

C5` (impBP)  imp → [HEAD: 𝑖𝑚𝑝[MARKING: 𝑢𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑑]] 
 

C4–C5` are now all we need to account for the situation in BP, because 

representations constrained by C4–C5` project clauses validated by C3 above 

(which, in turn defines unmarked directive clauses). This is indeed a correct 

characterization of the BP imperative clauses, be they in positive or negative 

polarity.  

On the other hand, as no projection in BP satisfies C2 (recall that C2 defines 

marked directive clauses), the distinction between marked and unmarked 

directive clauses, encoded in C2–C3, becomes in fact useless and may be 
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abandoned in favour of the most general constraint C1, on directive clauses 

themselves. The redundancy of C2 proves that the requirement of marking 

directives under negation does not apply in BP. This situation is in a salient 

contrast with Aromanian, where due to the transparency of negation (see C6), 

with respect to the directive marking, both C2 and C3 are relevant.   

3.3.2 French 

The case of French negated imperatives is interesting because it also illustrates 

the compatibility between negation and true imperatives. At the same time, 

French is representative for a whole class of Romance languages and dialects 

in which negation is post-verbal. Post-verbal negation, at least in Romance 

languages, constantly associates with compatibility with true imperatives, and 

we will see that the theory of marking proposed here explains this association. 

French has true imperatives (Mange la soupe ! ̀ Eat (sg) the soup`), which mark 

the directive force. Their representation is virtually identical to C5, used so far. 

A special accent has to be put on the complement list, because no specification 

is given regarding the marking of its members: 

 

C5`` (impFr)  imp → [
HEAD: 𝑖𝑚𝑝[MARKING:𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒]

COMPS: 𝐿(𝑖𝑠𝑡)
] 

 

C5`` characterizes French imperatives in positive polarity. The clausal 

projection of a positive true imperative is constrained by C2, and characterizes 

marked directive clauses.  

Unlike negators discussed so far, the French negator (pas) is not considered 

a verbal item, but an adverb. This is the option taken by Abeillé and Godard 

(1997) (see also Kim 2000 and, for approaches of a different theoretical 

orientation, Zeijlstra 2006 or Bošković 2011). The option is justified by the 

identical behaviour of pas with other adverbs of negation. The representation 

of pas is given below; the attribute MOD encodes the fact that the adverb 

modifies a verb with the content denoted by the tag |1|. The content of the 

adverb itself is the predicate of negation which takes as argument the 

content|1| of the verb. The negator pas does not mark directives: 

     

C4` (negFr)  neg → [
HEAD: 𝑎𝑑𝑣 [

MOD: 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑏[CONT: |1|]
MARKING: 𝑢𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑑

]

CONT: [
REL: 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

ARG: |1|
]

] 

 

Taking the negator pas as an adverb has a significant impact on the projection 

of the imperatives in negative polarity. In principle, the combination 

imperative-negation may be a construction with the imperative as the head and 

the negator as its complement or adjunct. This means that the syntactic 

relationship between imperative and negator which is recognised in the case of 
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languages with preverbal negation is now reversed. Indeed, this time the 

imperative is the head and the negator is the non-head daughter. This explains 

the linear order imperative-negator.  

In Abeillé and Godard`s account it is argued that pas has to be treated as a 

complement added to the list (possibly empty) of the complements of the 

positive imperative. The supplementation of the list is done through an 

operation called list concatenation (symbol,⊕). The list concatenation 

introduces a sequential order among the members of the concatenation. One 

thus accounts for the fact that the negator pas precedes any complement in the 

original list of the imperative (for instance, Mange la soupe ! / Ne mange pas 

la soupe !, with pas preceding la soupe). A distinct representation is therefore 

needed for negated imperatives (in the representation below the presence of 

the clitic ne on the verb is omitted):       

 

C7 (neg-impFr)  neg-imp → 

[
 
 
 
 
 

HEAD: 𝑖𝑚𝑝[MARKING: 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒]

COMPS: 〈[
HEAD: 𝑎𝑑𝑣 [

MOD: 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑏[CONT: |1|]
MARKING: 𝑢𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑑

]

CONT: |2| [
REL: 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

ARG: |1|
]

]〉 ⊕  𝐿(𝑖𝑠𝑡)

CONT: |2| ]
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Just like C5`` (which deals with positive imperatives), C7 also project the type 

of clause defined by C2. The projection is a marked directive clause, headed 

by imperative, with the negator pas as the first member in the concatenated 

lists of complements.   

Now, the explanation of the fact that French true imperatives are compatible 

with a non-directive negator is already contained in the concatenated lists of 

complements of the negative imperative: even if it marks directives, the 

imperative does not constraint its complements to have the same marking 

value. In C7, while the head marks the directive, the negator complement pas 

is unmarked, and as already emphasized the other complements in the original 

list L need not be specified in this respect.  This, indeed, is hardly surprising; 

a look at true imperatives negated by pre-verbal negators (in French or other 

Romance languages) shows that these imperatives have the same behaviour 

with respect to their complements; that is, they do not constraint their 

complements to share with them the same marking value for directives. The 

same holds if the negator is not a complement but an adjunct of the imperative.  

One may therefore say that if attached to the analysis of the negation proposed 

by Abeillé and Godard, the present analysis explains the descriptive 

generalization that post-verbal negation in Romance is compatible with true 

imperatives.  
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4 Conclusions 
 

The conclusions below envisage two aspects of the present analysis: the nature 

of the explanation adopted in this paper and the relationship between 

explanation and the pair verbalisation/de-verbalisation.  

4.1 The explanation 

The account proposed in this paper is close to Zanuttini`s explanation for 

Italian. Recall that Zanuttini`s hypothesis is that negation selects the verb. In 

order to be the complement of the negation, the verb has to have enough 

morphological or functional structure. Imperatives in standard Italian do not 

comply with this requirement, so they are excluded as complements of the 

negation. 

The present account also relies on complementation in the relationship 

between negation and imperative. Morphological peculiarities of the 

imperatives play a role in our explanation, too. Nevertheless, the data are 

differently exploited. The morphological/functional structure of the 

imperatives has been here considered in the perspective of its capacity of 

marking the directive force. It is on this empirical basis that the availability of 

the imperative to be the complement of the negator is evaluated. 

The explanation proposed here may cover the incompatibility between pre-

verbal negation and imperatives in Daco-Romanian, Italian, Spanish, Catalan 

and European Portuguese. It also covers the special cases of Aromanian and 

Brazilian Portuguese, where true imperatives are allowed to be the 

complements of non-directive negators.  Finally, it is explained why post-

verbal negation combines with true imperatives in French or the majority of 

Italian dialects, where negation is post-verbal.  However, there are limitations, 

too.  It is not clear what explanation could be proposed for the incompatibility 

between post-verbal negation pas and true imperatives in Modern Central 

Occitan, (see example (6) above, repeated here as (15a)): 

 

(15) a. *Canta pas! ‘Don`t sing!’ (canta = true imperative) 

b. Cantes pas! ‘Don`t sing!’ (cantes = subjunctive with directive force) 

 

In the absence of supplementary details, it seems that ruling out (15a) and 

allowing (15b) presuppose the requirement that the negator of the true 

imperatives be a directive negator and nothing else. This would be the strictest 

version of the requirement that imperatives be marked under negation (which 

is not ignored by the present analysis). Indeed, Modern Central Occitan has 

true imperatives which could mark negated imperative constructions just 

because, as we saw in the case of French, the imperative is the head of the 

construction. However, it seems that this option is ignored. 
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Things are even more complicate in the case of the Italian dialect from Cortina 

D`Ampezzo, where the 2nd sg. imperative may be negated (16a) but the 2nd pl. 

one may not (16b): 

 

(16) a. No laőra! ‘Don`t work!’ (laőra =true imperative) 

b. *No lourà! ‘Don`t work!’ (lourà=true imperative) 

 

Additional information is again needed. For both examples Zanuttini quotes 

parallel suppletive imperatives which use a form of have followed by the 

preposition da and the main verb in the infinitive: No t`as da  lourà! (for 16a) 

and No aé da lourà! (for 16b). The suppletive version of (16a) seems to be in 

free variation with (16a), but in the case of (16b) the suppletive version is 

certainly meant to replace (16b). Our conjecture is that the Cortina D`Ampezzo 

dialect might have the same type of negator as Aromanian, that is, a negator 

underspecified with respect to the directive force. This would explain the 

combination (16a). As to the banned combination in (16b), the explanation 

could depend on whether infinitives in this dialect accept to be negated 

(because lourà is an infinitive used either as a positive imperative or as a main 

verb in suppletive imperative constructions).  

4.2 Directive marking and the pair verbalisation/de-verbalisation 

The relationship between explanation through directive marking and the 

verbalisation/de-verbalisation of the imperatives is visible in the fact that the 

solutions to the problem of marking can be naturally described as cases of 

verbalisation or de-verbalisation. The following four possible situations can be 

found. 

(i)   There are languages in which no marked verb form or negation for 

directives exist.  The requirement that directives be marked under negation 

does not exist, either, and, as a consequence, negation freely combines with all 

the types of verb forms expressing directives. In this case, one may say that the 

expression of the directive manifests a high degree of verbalisation, because 

the absence of the dedicated verb forms for directives means that the 

expression of the directives has been almost completely integrated into the 

system of the verb forms. This is the case of the Brazilian Portuguese. 

(ii)   Some languages have marked verbal forms for directives (that is, true 

imperatives) but no marked negation. In these languages, positive directives 

are marked. Negation indiscriminately combines with expressions of the 

directives (true imperatives included). As shown above, we take this 

phenomenon as indicating a special property of negation – underspecification 

with respect to marking (like in Aromanian). Again, this is a symptom of 

verbalisation but the verbalisation in this case is less strong than in the 

preceding case. 

(iii)   Some languages have marked forms both for verbs and negation (in the 

field of Romance languages, this is the case of the Classical Latin). They 
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observe the requirement that dedicated verb forms be marked under negation, 

by using marked negation in combination with imperatives. This solution also 

means a certain degree of verbalisation, as far as imperatives are concerned. 

Nevertheless, verbalisation in this case is considerably weaker, because the 

system of negation resorts to special items in order to integrate imperatives 

into the class of the verb. 

(iv) Finally, there are languages with marked verb forms for directives but 

no corresponding marked negation. In the Romance field, these languages 

represent the majority. The marking requirement under negation is observed at 

the cost of the banned combination between negation and imperatives. This 

places imperatives at the periphery of the verb system, because the ban for 

negation means less verbhood and brings imperatives closer to interjections.  

The four situations describe a scale of the de-verbalisation/verbalisation 

which has in its first position the almost complete verbalisation of the 

imperative and in the fourth position the weakest form of verbalisation 

documented in Romance languages.  It seems therefore that the various cases 

of marking or unmarking can be naturally interpreted as a form of verbalisation 

or de-verbalisation. 
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1 Germanic ‘need’-verbs: lexical polysemy meets
negative polarity

Germanic ‘need’ verbs exhibit a great deal of variation across time and
languages with respect to three aspects: (i) the environments in which they
are licensed (strength), (ii) the array of different syntactic patterns in which
they can be used, such as transitive or raising verbs, (iii) and which of these
patterns are restricted to negative polarity licensing contexts.

One important property of ‘need’ verbs in Germanic is that they come
with various syntactic argument structures such as transitive verb with⟨NPnom:exp, NPacc/gen:theme⟩, impersonal verb ⟨NPacc/gen:theme⟩, direc-
tional phrases ⟨NPnom:exp, NPacc/gen:theme⟩, with non-finite control or
raising complements ⟨NPnom:exp, VPbse/inf:theme⟩ or finite clausal argu-
ments ⟨NPnom:exp, Sthat⟩. As demonstrated by Lightfoot (1979), Sweetser
(1990), Diewald (1999) and Roberts & Roussou (2003), the different uses
of verbs with modal meaning develop at different stages in grammaticalisa-
tion. It is well known, that circumstantial uses with infinitives developed
from transitive uses and that epistemic uses with infinitives developed from
circumstantial uses:

(1) Vtrans > Vcircumstantial + inf > Vepistemic + inf

Table 1 gives an overview over the NPI-hood of the different ‘need’-verbs in the
major germanic languages based on data from corpora (Deutsches Textarchiv,
Referenzkorpus Altdeutsch, Referenzkorpus Mittelhochdeutsch, Nordic Dialect
Corpus and Syntax Database, Wulfila Project), previous corpus studies such
as Loureiro-Porto (2009) and historic dictionaries such as De Vries & Te
Winkel (1882), Verwijs & Verdam (1947), Svenska Akademiens Ordbok and
Ordbog over det danske Sprog.

As Table 1 indicates, there is an interesting correlation between the degree
of grammaticalisation and the question whether a single use is distributionally
unrestricted or restricted to negative polarity environments. At the one end
of the scale, there is Dutch hoeven, which is always an NPI irrespective of
the degree of grammaticalisation of the relevant uses, at the other end of
the scale there is Swedish behöva, which is only used as an NPI in is most
grammaticalised use, which is the epistemic one. All the transitive and
circumstantial uses with infinitive of behöva are distributionally unrestricted.

†First, I would like to express my gratitude to three anonymous reviewers for their
comments and suggestions. Furthermore, I am indebted to Elisabet Engdahl for helping
me with data from Swedish, Bjarne Œrsnes for Danish, Ferdinand von Mengden for Old
English, Mathias Hüning for Middle Dutch, Janne Bondi Johannessen for Norwegian and
Heimir F. Viðarsson for Icelandic. Finally, I want to thank Łukasz Jędrejowski, Gerald
Penn, Marga Reis, Frank Richter, Manfred Sailer, Gert Webelhuth and Hedde Zeilstra for
comments before, during and after the presentation.

.
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In the middle of the scale there are ‘need’ verbs like German brauchen,
which is distributionally unrestricted whenever used as a transitive verb or
impersonal verb, but which turns into an NPI whenever occurring with clausal
complement. In case, some use of a ‘need’ verb is not attested it the relevant
field of Table 1 shows a dash.

In a more global perspective it appears that the more grammaticalised the
use of a verb is the more likely it is to retain its negative polar status. This
assumption is further corroborated by the fact that of all the uses of English
can it is only its most grammaticalised one which is restricted to negative
polar environments, as shown by Hofmann (1976: 94), Brennan (1993: 14),
Israel (1996: 630–631, 2011: 131–132), Drubig (2001: 43), Portner (2009:
30).

intrans trans impers. fin. clause dir. PP inf. circ. inf. epist
Goth. þaurban + bare Inf. – NPI – NPI NPI NPI –
O. Sax. thurăan + bare Inf. – – – – NPI NPI –
O. Eng. þurfan + bare Inf. – ?NPI – – – NPI –
O. H. Ger. thurfan + bare Inf. NPI NPI – – NPI NPI –
M. H. Ger. thurfan + bare Inf. NPI NPI – – NPI NPI –
Mod. Dt. hoeven + te-Inf. – NPI NPI – NPI NPI NPI
Mod. Ger. brauchen + (zu)-Inf. – unrestr. unrestr. NPI NPI NPI NPI
Mod. Dan. behøve + (at)-Inf. – unrestr. – – – NPI NPI
Mod. Eng. need + bare Inf. – unrestr. – – – NPI NPI
Mod. Nor. trenge + bare Inf. – unrestr. – – – NPI NPI
Mod. Den. behøve + bare Inf. – unrestr. – – – NPI NPI
Mod. Swe. behöva + bare Inf. – unrestr. – – – unrestr. NPI
Mod. Isl. þurfa + að -Inf. – unrestr. – – (unrestr.) unrestr. NPI
Mod. Nor. behøve + å-Inf. – unrestr. – – – unrestr. –
Mod. Nor. trenge + å-Inf. – unrestr. – – – unrestr. –
Mod. Engl. need + to-Inf. – unrestr. – – – unrestr. –

Table 1: Distribution of NPI uses of ‘need’ verbs in Germanic languages

2 Analysis

These data raise two questions: First of all, how do the different uses of
‘need’ verbs relate to each other in the lexicon? Is there a single entry or are
there separate and independent entries? And secondly, why are more more
grammaticalised ‘need’ verbs more likely to be NPIs?

2.1 Modelling lexical polysemy in the lexicon

As regards the first question, it is assumed here that lexicon entries of modal
verbs in general are organised in type hierarchies which relate all of the differ-
ent uses to each other. On the top branch, there is the least grammaticalised
use, and the more deeper in the tree, the more grammaticalised uses tend to
be (cf. 2–3)
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⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ arg-st ⟨NPi,
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ head [ agr|case str

noun
] ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ⟩ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Figure 1: Lexicon entry at stage 1 of language acquisition

(2) Engl. need

NP non-finite

non-to-inf.
[+npi]

dir. PP
[+npi]

bare inf.
[+npi]

circ.
[+npi]

epist.
[+npi]

to-inf.

circ.

(3) German brauchen

NPacc

trans. unpers.

clausal
[+npi]

finite
dass-clause

[+npi]

non-finite
[+npi]

subjbr-subjinf
[+npi]

dir. PP
[+npi]

(zu) inf.
[+npi]

circ.
[+npi]

epist.
[+npi]

bare inf.
[+npi]

circ.
[+npi]

epist.
[+npi]

objbr-subjinf
[+npi]

This internal structure of lexical polysemous verbs is motivated by evidence
from language acquisition, which is the main force behind grammaticalisation
(cf. Paul 1920: 34 §18, Lightfoot 1979: 375, Lightfoot 1998: 18). Following
Green’s (2011) concept of Type Differentiation, acquisition of new forms
can be understood as branching the old underspecificed form into two more
specified forms that are contrasted by conflicting feature values. Thus,
grammaticalisation of new forms can be sketched as follows: at some points
of their development a form1 with the feature F specified as a1 will be
reanalysed. Which means it will lose its specification. In the learner’s lexicon
this is going to be expressed as the assumption of a super type form0 with
a underspecified feature F . At the same time, the L1-learner has space to
assume a more grammaticalised form2 with a feature value a2 which reflects
a higher degree of grammaticalisation. To illustrate this mechanism, assume
the first stage of acquisition in which the transitive use of the ‘need’ verb is
acquired as illustrated in Figure 1.

Once the L1-learner is exposed to data which suggest that the theme-
argument might also be realised as infinitive, a reanalysis takes place (i)
which causes the category of the second argument to become underspecified
and (ii) which introduces two daughters one bearing the old value noun and
a second daughter bearing the new value verb, yielding a control infinitive
structure, cf. Figure 2. This models exactly the data for L1 acquisition of
modality and ‘need’ verbs gathered by Cournane (2014; 2015); Hacquard &
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[ arg-st ⟨NPi, [ head noun ∨ verb ] ⟩ ]
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ arg-st ⟨NPi,

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ head [ agr|case str
noun

] ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ⟩ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

arg-st ⟨NPi,

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
head

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
subj ⟨NPi ⟩
vform bse
verb

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⟩
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Figure 2: Lexicon entry at stage 2 of language acquisition

Cournane (2016), Lin (2016); Lin et al. (2015), Lin et al. (2017).

2.2 Modelling the diverging distributions of negative polarity
across Germanic languages

Turning to the second question, there seems to be a principle at work: if
any use of a ‘need’ verb bears the NPI feature all the remaining uses which
subsequently grammaticalised out of it bear that feature too. This exactly
accounts for the vast variation on NPI uses among ‘need’ verbs in Germanic
as illustrated in Table 1. In the case of Dutch, the NPI feature takes is in
the top node and inherited to all possible uses; in English the NPI feature
only applies to non-finite uses without to (cf. 2) and in German, the NPI
feature extends to all the uses which involve a clausal complement (cf. 3).

Tackling to the question why the distribution of NPI uses is so heteroge-
nous in Modern Germanic languages, it is recommended to take a look at
earlier stages (cf. Table 1), the earliest documented stages Gothic, Old
Saxon, OHG and OE involve a ‘need’ verb thurfan and its cognates which is
(almost) exlusivly found in NPI licensing environments, mostly in the scope
of a negation and in interrogatives, in Gothic and in Modern Swedish it
appears that relative clauses can license NPIs, too. At least it is remarkable
that many of the instances which do not occur in well known NPI-licensing
contexts are found in relative clauses.

(4) sumai
some-m.nom.p

mundedun,
mean-pret-3p

ei
that

unte
until

arka
box-acc.s

habaida
have-pret-3s

Iudas,
Iudas

þatei
that

qeþi
say-opt.pret.3p

imma
him-m.dat.s

Iesus:
Iesus:

bugei
buy-imp

[rel-cl

þizei
rel.gen.s

þaurbeima
need-opt.prs.1p

du
to

dulþai],
feast-dat

aiþþau
or

þaim
dem.m.dat.p

unledam
poor-dat.p

ei
for.that

hva
something-acc

gibau.1

give-opt.prs.1s
‘For some of them thought, because Judas had the bag, that Jesus had
said unto him, Buy those things that we have need of against the feast; or,
that he should give something to the poor.’

1Wulfila Bible Codex Argenteus, John 13:29
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(5) det
there

var
was

ju
prt

mycket
a.lot

som
that

skulle
fut.aux

–
<break>

alla
all

lysrör
neon.lamps

[rel-cl som
rel

behövde
needed

skiftas]
replace-pst.pass

och
and

andra
other

__UNDEF__
???

ljuspunkter2

light.spots
‘. . . neon lamps which needed to be replaced . . . .’

The behaviour of ‘need’ verbs in known studied stages of Germanic languages
suggests thus that the common Protogermanic ancestor *þurăan must have
been negative polar covering all its uses from transitive to clause embedding
uses (cf. Birkmann 1987: 371–373 on the phonological reconstruction).

It will be shown that almost all the ‘need’ verbs in Germanic have
undergone an erosion of their negative polarity to some extent, in some
languages such as Danish the transitive uses are no longer NPIs, in others
such as Icelandic transitive and circumstantial uses lost their NPI status and
the English NPI need + bare infinitive is increasingly replaced by a non NPI
need + to-infinitive (cf. Müller 2008).

The development in the various languages indicates that both scenarios
for the loss of negative polarity can be found, replacement by a new distri-
butionally unrestricted form (cf. Hoeksema 1998) and the loss of negative
polarity (cf. Jäger 2010).

Comparing the various Modern Germanic languages, van der Wouden
(2001) and Richter & Soehn (2006) observed that ‘need’ verbs are licensed
by a different types of licensing contexts in different languages. It is argued
here that the more there are NPI licensing contexts in a language, the more
difficult it is for L1 to recognise a given use as NPI in the input data, hence
the more likely it is this use is going to lose its NPI-hood. In a similar manner,
Goldberg (2019: 101–104) observes that L1-learner tend to simplify their
grammars if the input becomes too opaque. All this is in line with the well
known assumption that L1-acquisition is the main locus of language change
(cf. Paul 1920: 34 §18, Lightfoot 1979: 375, Lightfoot 1998: 18). Moreover
this is corroborated by the findings on L1-acquisition of negative polar ‘need’
verbs in Lin et al. (2015) and Lin et al. (2017), who show that L1-learner
gradually acquire the various licensing contexts in which Dutch hoeven ‘need’
with clausal negation niet (2;) or negative quantifier geen ‘no’ (4;) before
allowing more licensers from 7;00 onward. In other words, it takes much
time until weak NPIs are acquired. Apart from that it will be demonstrated
that individual speakers already reanalysed weak NPIs such as brauchen as
distributionally unrestricted forms.

Finally, it will be shown here that there are ‘need’ verbs which are no longer
strict NPIs but which still overwhelmingly occur in non-veridical environments

2NDC: bara_om3
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such as the circumstantial uses in Norwegian trenger with infinitive (75/2)
and behøve with infinitive (25/2) und to lesser extent Swedish behöva with
infinitive (66/20). These facts suggest that NPI-hood is not even a binary
feature but a gradual or probabilistic one.

Alternatively, it could be assumed that NPI-hood is not expressed by a
lexical feature but a long the lines of Israel (1996: 630–631, 2011: 127–142)
who suggest that sensitivity polarity can be explained in a pragmatic way
in terms of scalar implicature. As Israel points out, ‘need’-verbs encode
endpoints of a scale thereby behaving like prototypical polarity sensitive
items. The account outlined here remains agnostic to the question whether
NPI-hood is expressed as a lexical feature or derived by pragmatic principles.
But there has to be some information in the lexical entries which designates
transitive uses of need verbs to be NPIs such as in Modern Dutch, but
designates them to be distributionally unrestricted in languages like Modern
Scandinavian or German.
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Abstract

Minimizer strong NPIs such as lift a finger are known to be more re-
stricted in their occurrence than weak NPIs like ever. Sedivy 1990 (‘Against
a unified analysis of negative polaritylicensing’. Cahiers Lingistiques D’Ot-
tawa 18. 95–105) points to contexts with a “negative side message” in
which lift a finger can occur but ever cannot. The paper provides a short
overview over the relevant contexts and proposes an extension of a repre-
sentational theory of NPI licensing with the following components: First,
an utterance content is introduced that enriches the primary truth-con-
ditional content by conventional implicatures and generalized conversa-
tional implicatures. Second, ever-type NPIs can be licensed by weak NPI
licensors, but only in the primary truth-conditional meaning of an utter-
ance. Lift-finger-type NPIs can only be licensed in the scope of negation,
but the licensing can be checked at the representation of the enriched
meaning of an utterance.

1 Introduction

In this paper, I will constrast the distributions of two types of negative polarity
items (NPIs): NPIs such as lift a finger and drink a drop, which are often char-
acterized as strong NPIs, strict NPIs, minimizer NPIs – or lexical NPIs in Sedivy
(1990). To avoid any commitment to a characterization of this class, I will sim-
ply refer to such NPIs as lift-finger-type NPIs and I will mark them in bold small
caps in my examples, see (1). The second type of NPIs are expressions such as
ever and the NPI-uses of any, anything, . . . . These are often called weak NPIs.
Sedivy (1990) chooses the term regular NPIs for them. I will refer to them as
ever-type NPIs and mark them in small caps in my examples, see (2).

As shown in (1) and (2), NPIs of both types can occur if they are in the scope
of sentential negation, as expressed with a negated auxiliary in the (a)-examples
or a so-called neg-word like noone in the (b)-examples. These licensing ex-
pressions are called strong licensors and will be underlined with a solid line in
this paper. They create an anti-additive context for the NPIs (van der Wouden,
1997). Similarly, both types of NPIs are excluded in affirmative sentences that
lack a licensor, see the (d)-examples. While the two types of NPIs behave in
the same way in these contexts, only ever-type NPIs can be used in the scope
of simply downward-entailing expressions such as few, see the (c)-examples. I
will mark such weak licensors with a wavy line.

(1) a. Alex didn’t LIFT A FINGER to help.

b. Noone LIFTED A FINGER to help.

c. *
::::
Few students LIFTED A FINGER to help.

†I would like to thank the reviewers and the audience for their comments, in particular Jack
Hoeksema, Jacob Maché, Frank Richter, Monica-Mihaela Rizea Casa, and Hedde Zeijlstra. All
errors are mine.
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d. * Alex LIFTED A FINGER to help.

(2) a. Alex didn’t do ANYTHING to help.

b. Noone did ANYTHING to help.

c.
::::
Few students did ANYTHING to help.

d. * Alex did ANYTHING to help.

In general, the literature on NPIs gives the impression that lift-finger-type
NPIs occur in a subset of the contexts in which ever-type NPIs can be found.
However, Sedivy (1990) lists contexts such as (3), in which the occurrence pat-
tern is reversed. With the stressed auxiliary, the lift-finger-type NPI is licensed
even if there is no overt negative element or NPI-licensor in the clause. An
ever-type NPI is, however, excluded in this context.

(3) a. But I DO GIVE A DAMN.

b. * But Bert DID EVER kiss Marilyn Monroe. (Sedivy, 1990, 98)

In this paper, I will maintain the traditional idea that lift-finger-type NPIs can
only be licensed in the scope of negation, whereas ever-type NPIs are licensed
in the scope of any NPI-licensing operator – in whichever way they are defined.
To account for the contrast in (3), I will propose that the licensing of ever-type
NPIs is checked in the primary, truth-conditional content of a clause. Lift-finger-
type NPIs, on the other hand, can be licensed by conventionalized negative
“side messages” as well. Such side messages can be conventional implicatures
or even generalized conversational implicatures.

To develop this idea, I will look at a number of constructions that are chal-
lenging for established theories of NPI licensing (Section 2). I will present my
understanding of the central ideas of Levinson (2000), who proposes enriched
semantic representations that comprise the above mentioned types of side mes-
sages in Section 3. I show how the critical contexts are represented in this archi-
tection (Section 4). In Section 5, I show how the traditional NPI-licensing data
in (1)–(2) as well as the challenging contrast in (3) can be captured in a theory
of NPI licensing that assumes (i) that NPI-licensing conditions are expressed
as constraints on semantic representations, and (ii) such representations may
include conventional implicatures and generalized conversational implicatures.
The main results will be summarized in a conclusion, Section 6.

2 Challenging contrasts

In this section, I will look at three constructions that are potentially problematic
for a “classical,” entailment-based view of NPI licensing: the restrictor of a uni-
versal quantifier, denial-uses of auxiliaries, and irrealis uses of modals. While
the data have been discussed in the literature – including Linebarger (1980),
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Sedivy (1990), and Heim (1984) – they have not been integrated systematically
into a theory of NPI licensing yet.

What I call the “classical,” entailment-based view of NPI licensing is the the-
ory of Ladusaw (1980) and its refinement in Zwarts (1981, 1986) and van der
Wouden (1997).1 According to this theory, NPIs can only occur in downward-
entailing contexts, i.e. in contexts that allow inferences from supersets to sub-
sets. For example, Few guests smoked at the party entails Few guests smoked and
drank at the party. Strong NPIs are further restricted to so-called anti-additive
contexts. The scope of no N is anti-additive, because No guest [smoked or drank
alcohol] is equivalent to No guest smoked and no guest drank alcohol.

The scope of clausal negation and of neg-words (such as nobody, never),
but also the restrictor of a universal quantifier constitute anti-additive contexts.
The anti-additivity of the restrictor of a universal quantifier can be illustrated
with the equivalence of Everyone who smokes or drinks may have an addiction
problem and Everyone who smokes may have an addiction problem and everyone
who drinks may have an addiction problem.

As this classical theory of NPI licensing is based on entailment, pragmatics
should not have an influence on the basic conditions under which NPIs are
licensed. However, there could be additional pragmatic restricting as to whether
an NPI can occur or not. This seems to be the case for the restrictor of universal
quantifiers. Linebarger (1980) and Heim (1984) note that lift-finger-type NPIs
are possible there in principle, see (4a), though not generally, see (4b).

(4) [Every restaurant that charges SO MUCH AS a dime for iceberg lettuce]
a. . . . ought to be closed down.

b. ?? . . . actually has four stars in the handbook.

(Linebarger, 1980, 107)

According to Heim (1984, 104–105), lift-finger-type NPIs require that there
be a causal or necessary relation between the restrictor and the scope, rather
than a mere coincidence. For ever-type NPIs, no such additional, pragmatic
constraint is needed, see (5).

(5) a. [Every restaurant that has EVER charged a dime for iceberg lettuce
:
],

ought to be closed down.

b. [Every restaurant that I have EVER gone to
:
], happens to have four

stars in the handbook. (Heim, 1984, 105)

This suggests that the data on the restrictor of a universal quantifier are
compatible with the classical theory: it is an anti-additive context and lift-finger-
type NPIs occur in a subset of contexts of ever-type NPIs.

1I deliberately ignore other refinements, such as the inclusion of presuppositions (von Fintel,
1999), or the relaxation to non-veridicality (Zwarts, 1995; Giannakidou, 1999), as these do not
relate directly to the data discussed in this paper.
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Matters are different once we look at next two contexts, which have been
pointed out by Sedivy (1990). They do not contain an overt NPI-licenser but
still license lift-finger-type NPIs, though not ever-type NPIs.

Sedivy (1990, 98) provides the data in (3) above. She characterizes them as
contrastive use of do, or as denial. In (6), I construct a suitable context sentence
for example (3a) and provide Sedivy’s negative side message.

(6) A: I am disappointed that you don’t GIVE A DAMN

about my problems.
B: But I DO GIVE A DAMN.

Side message: It is not true that [I don’t GIVE A DAMN].

In (7), the same is done for an ever-type NPI. As shown, a denial context,
even if it triggers a negative side message, cannot license the NPI ever.

(7) A: I don’t think Bert EVER kissed Marilyn Monroe.
B: * Bert DID EVER kiss Marilyn Monroe.

Side message: It is not true that [Bert didn’t EVER kiss Marilyn Monroe].

The denial context is problematic for the classical theory of NPI licensing.
First, it does not satisfy the precondition of what is an NPI-licensing context, as
it is not downward entailing. Second, it is surprising to find lift-finger-type NPIs
in a context that does not license ever-type NPIs.

We can now look at the last context to be discussed in this paper. Sedivy
(1990, 98-99) lists examples with irrealis uses of modals. Two of her examples
are given in (8). They all have a negative side message, which is given below the
example. However, only lift-finger-type NPIs are licensed in this environment.

(8) a. John should have LIFTED A FINGER to help Mary.
Side message: John didn’t LIFT A FINGER to help Mary.

b. * John should have eaten ANY healthy tofu.
Side message: John didn’t eat ANY healthy tofu.

Irrealis modals do not constitute a downward-entailing context and, conse-
quently, should not license NPIs, let alone lift-finger-type NPIs.

So far, I have presented the challenging contexts in the light of what I called
the classical theory of NPI licensing. Sedivy (1990) shows that they are equally
problematic for the Binding Theoretical account of Progovac (1988, 1992), and
for the approach in Linebarger (1980, 1987).

The scalar approach of Krifka (1994), Eckardt (2005) and others is more re-
cent than Sedivy’s paper. In scalar approaches, an NPI usually has a minimal lex-
ical semantics and triggers larger, scalar alternatives. At the same time, the NPI
is required to occur in a sentence that makes a stronger statement than had any
of the alternatives been used. The combination of these conditions means that
NPIs are licensed in scale-reversal contexts, which means downward-entailing
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contexts relative to contextually given alternatives. Eckardt & Csipak (2013)
try to capture the more restricted occurrence pattern of lift-finger-type NPIs by
an additional non-veridicality condition: The statement containing a minimizer
may not be true in the actual world. Eckardt & Csipak show how this accounts
for the contrast in (4). However, the other two contexts remain problematic, as
they should not license NPIs at all, and, furthermore, in the denial contexts the
speaker commits to the truth of the statement.

Finally, there is the representational, collocational approach formulated for
instance in Sailer & Richter (2002) and Richter & Soehn (2006). In this ap-
proach, NPIs are collocationally restricted to occur in a semantic representation
in which they are in the scope of an NPI-licensing operator. As in the other
approaches, lift-finger-type NPIs are assumed to be licensed in a subset of the
licensing contexts of ever-type NPIs. Only Richter & Soehn (2006, 438–439)
discuss the option of licensing some NPIs not just in the representation of the
at-issue content of sentence, but also in the the representation of the non-at-
issue content.

The core insight of Sedivy (1990) is that there is not a uniform mechanism
of NPI licensing, but that ever-type NPIs require a direct licensing through the
grammatical structure, whereas lift-finger-type NPIs can be licensed by pragmat-
ically triggered side messages. In the next sections, I will show how such side
messages can be integrated into the semantic representation of an utterance to
make them accessible for NPI licensing.

3 Enriched semantic representations

In this section, I will propose to enrich the semantic representation of an ut-
terance with conventional implicatures and generalized conversational impli-
catures (Grice, 1975). My proposal can be seen as synthesis of insights and
techniques from the formal semantic and pragmatic literature.

Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp & Reyle, 1993; Kamp et al., 2011)
distinguishes a preliminary representation that is expanded through anaphora
resolution and presupposition accommodation – where the latter is treated as
a case of anaphora resolution (van der Sandt, 1992). AnderBois et al. (2015)
show that the non-at-issue content can interact with anaphora resolution and,
therefore, should be part of the expanded representation as well.

Research on conventional implicatures, such as Potts (2005) and Gutzmann
(2015), has shown that conventional implicatures need to be computed along-
side the at-issue content of an utterance, but have to be kept apart as they have
an independent truth value (Potts, 2005) which determines the felicity condi-
tions of an utterance (Gutzmann, 2015).

I assume that the semantic representation of a sign consists of a truth-
conditional part and a part for conventional implicatures or use-conditional se-
mantics. I will use the notation in (9), where I separate the truth-conditional
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semantics from a list of conventional implicatures by the symbol “ ‡ ”.

(9) Alex, who is a linguist, read the book.
∃x(book(x)∧ read(alex,x))

‡

®
∃!x(book(x)),
∃!y(y = alex∧∀y(y = alex→ linguist(y))

¸

According to the analysis of definites in Sailer & Am-David (2016), the main
clause, Alex read the book, has a preliminary content of the form read(alex, x).
The definite NP the book introduces an existence and a uniqueness condition.
Sailer & Am-David (2016) follow Horn & Abbot (2013) and Coppock & Beaver
(2015) in separating these two: The existence requirement is a presupposition,
∃x(book(x) ∧ . . .), which is accommodated into the truth-conditional content
of the clause. The uniqueness condition, ∃!x(book(x)), is treated as a conven-
tional implicature, and added after the “ ‡ ” symbol. The appositive relative
clause is contributed as a conventional implicature. In its representation, the
anaphoric relation between the relative pronoun and its antecedent is resolved.

I will refer to the strictly truth-conditional part of a semantic representation
as the one in (9) as the primary truth-conditional content. The overall represen-
tation will be called the conventional content.

The next step is to include generalized conversational implicatures. Just like
particularized conversational implicatures, Grice (1975) describes them as de-
feasible, non-detachable, calculable, and non-conventional. Levinson (2000,
15) adds to this list that they are reinforceable. Finally, they are not projective in
the sense of Karttunen & Peters (1979) or Tonhauser et al. (2013). This means
that they do not project over the scope of negation or in yes/no questions, nor
do they project in belief contexts. Even though generalized conversational im-
plicatures are non-conventional, they arise by default, whereas particularized
conversational implicatures only arise when contextually required, see Grice
(1975, 56–57) and Levinson (2000, 16–21).

Levinson (2000, Section 1.4) distinguishes three types of generalized con-
versational implicatures. First, the Q(uantity)-heuristics (“What isn’t said,
isn’t”) is based on the maxim of Quantity. It licenses scalar inferences. Second,
the I(nformativeness)-heuristics (“What is expressed simply, is stereotypically
exemplified”) is the basis for strengthing a disjunction into an exclusive disjunc-
tion or a conditional into a bi-implication, for example. Third, the M(anner)-
heuristics (“What is said in an abnormal way, isn’t normal”) captures effects
of the maxim of Manner. There is a hierarchy among these heuristics, with the
Q-heuristics as the strongest, and the I-heuristics as the weakest.

Evidence for the importance of generalized conversational implicatures for
semantics comes from data such as (10), quoted here after Levinson (2000,
199). I indicate the material added by a generalized conversational implicature
by a dotted underlining. As Levinson points out, the use of the comparative
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in this example would be contradictory without the added inference on the
temporal ordering of the drinking and the driving.

(10) Driving home and drinking three beers is better than drinking three
beers and driving home.
I-heuristics: Driving home and . . . .then drinking three beers is better than
drinking three beers and . . . . .then driving home.

In the following, I will show how I will implement Levinson’s ideas. I assume
that generalized conversational implicatures are added after the computation of
the conventional content. I will call the resulting semantic representation the
utterance content – which is what Levinson (2000, 188) calls the Semantic Inter-
pretation. The utterance content has the same form as the conventional content,
i.e., it consists of a truth-conditional part and list of conventional implicatures.

I conceive of generalized conversational implicatures as rewriting rules on
semantic representations of the following form:

(11) Given two formulæ α,β , a rewriting rule for a generalized
conversational implicature has the form α 7→GC I β .
Such a rule means: If α occurs in the conventional content, it can
optionally be replaced with (α∧β. . .) in the utterance content.

The relevant rewriting rule for (10) is given in (12), where “φ <ψ” is true
iff φ is temporally ordered beforeψ. I illustrate the application of this rule with
a simplified example in (13).

(12) (φ ∧ψ) 7→GC I (φ <ψ). . . . . . . .

(13) Alex drove (home) and drank (three beer).
Conventional content: drive(alex)∧ drink(alex) ‡ 〈〉
Utterance content:
drive(alex)∧ drink(alex)∧(drive(alex)< drink(alex)). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‡ 〈〉

The rule in (12) adds the temporal ordering. Note that the modification
triggered by the generalized conversational implicature is included inside the
truth-conditional part of the utterance content.

If the semantic representation that triggers the generalized conversational
implicature is part of a conventional implicatures, the material added by the
rewriting rule will also be part of that conventional implicature. Grice (1975,
56) argues that in sentence I went to a house yesterday and found a tortoise inside
the front door, the indefinite description a house triggers the conversational im-
plicature that it is not the speaker’s house. In (14), this sentence occurs inside a
non-restrictive relative clause, i.e., a semantic contribution that is considered a
conventional implicature (Potts, 2005). The inference that it is not Kim’s house
is still valid.
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(14) Kim, who went to a house yesterday and found a tortoise inside the
front door, usually doesn’t like reptiles.
Inference: it is not Kim’s house

The presented encoding of generalized conversational implicatures captures
the defining properties of this type of inference from Grice (1975). Defeasibil-
ity: The application of rules like the ones in (12) is optional. This means that
in cases in which the inference does not arise or is cancelled, the rule has not
been applied. Non-detachablity: The rules depend on semantic representations,
not on a particular choice of words. Calculability: All proposed rules should be
based on the Gricean maxims and/or Levinson’s Q-, I-, or M-heuristics. Non-
conventionality: The inference is not part of the conventional content.

We can also look at the two additional properties that I mentioned. Rein-
forceability: As the application of rewriting rules for generalized conversational
implicatures is optional, they need not be included in the utterance content and
the same conventional content could be mapped to distinct utterance contents.
Consequently, reiterating explicitly a particular generalized conversational im-
plicature is never really redundant as it excludes other potential utterance con-
tents. Non-projectivity: The additional semantic contribution is added directly
to the content triggering the inference. Consequently, it will be in the scope of
all operators that have scope over the trigger.

The resulting semantics-pragmatics interface is sketched in Figure 1. The
boxes represent levels of semantic representation. The non-boxed parts de-
scribe the semantic and pragmatic processes that lead to these representations.
The model is heavily influenced by the representation in Levinson (2000, 188),
but deviates from it in various respects. First, as I will work with various se-
mantic representations (which can be seen as values of appropriate features in
a potential HPSG rendering of this theory), I put the representations in boxes,
rather than the processes. Second, I included conventional implicatures and
use-conditional content, which are not considered in detail in Levinson (2000).
Third, Levinson argues that generalized conversational implicatures play an im-
portant role in the process of fixing and narrowing reference. As I am not di-
rectly concerned with this aspect here, I preferred to stick to the architecture in
Kamp et al. (2011) and previous work of my own, where anaphora resolution
and presupposition accommodation are treated as part of the conventional con-
tent. Fourth, I am not using exactly Levinson’s terminology. For example, he
refers to the application of generalized conversational implicatures as Gricean
pragmatics 1 and to that of particularized conversational implicatures as Gricean
pragmatics 2. Instead, I simply name the types of inferences at work.

The model presented in Figure 1 has been formulated with an integration
into a constraint-based framework such as Head-driven Phrase Structure in
mind. However, I will refrain from making a concrete proposal for reasons of
space, but see Sailer & Am-David (2016) for an encoding of the parts needed
for the conventional content. The utterance content will only be defined on
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(linking, scope) (anaphora and presuppositions)
compositional semantics indexical pragmatics

⇓ ⇓
Primary (truth-conditional) content

⇓
conventional implicatures, use-conditional content

⇓
Conventional content

⇓
generalized conversational implicatures

⇓
Utterance content

⇓
particularized conversational implicatures

Figure 1: Model of the semantics-pragmatics interaction

independent utterances and will be the result of applying rules for generalized
conversational implicatures as the one in (12) to the conventional content.2

4 Utterance content of the relevant contexts

In this section, I will present the semantic representation required for the three
critical NPI-licensing contexts discussed in Section 2. I will start with denial,
then turn to irrealis modals and, finally, to the restrictor of universal quantifiers.

In a recent paper, Gutzmann et al. (2020) present an analysis of so-called
Verum focus (Höhle, 2019b). The authors argue, that there is a propositional
operator, VERUM, that only has a use-conditional meaning, i.e., whose meaning
contribution only has an effect on the felicity condition of the sentence.

Let me illustrate this with the example in (15) from Gutzmann et al. (2020,
3). The truth-conditional meaning of B’s utterance is just that ‘Peter kicked the
dog’. There is, however, a use-conditional component: The sentence is only
felicitous if B wants to prevent the current question under discussion (here:
“Who kicked the dog?”) to be settled to “Peter didn’t kick the dog.”

(15) A: I cannot imagine that Peter kicked the dog.
B: Peter DID kick the dog. (Gutzmann et al., 2020, 3)

To achieve this, Gutzmann et al. (2020, 39) define the meaning of the op-
erator VERUM as in (16). As indicated with [[. . .]]u,c , it is a definition of the

2See Höhle (2019a) for an analogous treatment of so called postlexical morphophonology.
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use-conditional meaning in a context c. Instead of being true of false in the
“use-conditional dimension,” the expression is checked for felicity. The value
“Ø” indicates felicity.

(16) [[VERUM]]u,c(p) =Ø iff speaker cs wants to prevent that QUD(c) [MS:
the question under discussion in context c] is downdated with ¬p.

For the purpose of this paper, I propose to decompose the representation
of VERUM into a predicate prevent-down-dating (short: pdd) and a negation.
The predicate pdd seems to be more general and can be of use also in an analysis
of other operations on the background, such as some uses of rising declaratives
(Gunlogson, 2003).

The fact that Verum is analyzed as a use-conditional operator indicates that
it is part of the conventional content as defined in Section 3. In (17), I pro-
vide the conventional content of B’s utterance in (15). I simplify the semantic
representation of the NP the dog as the-dog.

(17) kick(peter, the-dog) ‡ 〈pdd(¬kick(peter, the-dog))〉

For the remaining two context, we will need to invoke generalized conver-
sational implicatures. I will first look at irrealis modals as used in (8) above.
The idea I will pursue here is that the use of the expression should have VP trig-
gers the inference didn’t VP. I will show with an example that this inference
has the properties of a generalized conversational implicature, using the fol-
lowing criteria: defeasibility (to separate the inference from entailment), and
reinforceability (to separate it from explicitly encoded content and presupposi-
tions). Finally, I will show that it is calculable on the basis of Gricean maxims
and/or any of the Q-, M-, or I-hypothesis. Consider the example in (18).

(18) Alex should have helped Kim.
Inference: Alex didn’t help Kim.

a. Alex should have helped Kim, and helped, indeed.

b. Alex should have helped Kim, but didn’t.

In (18a), the continuation cancels the default inference. In (18b) the contin-
uation reinforces it. The inference can be seen as a scalar implicature, assuming
a scale of factuality of the form “in some world” > “in the actual world”. Us-
ing the modal expression, then triggers the negation of the stronger alternative
(Q-hypothesis).

This leads me to postulating the generalized conversational implicature rule
in (19). This rule gives rise to the conventional and utterance content of the
sentence Alex should have helped Kim given in (20).

(19) SHOULD(φ) 7→GC I ¬φ. . .
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(20) a. Conventional content: SHOULD(PAST(help(alex,kim))) ‡ 〈〉
b. Utterance content:

SHOULD(PAST(help(alex,kim)))∧¬PAST(help(alex,kim)). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‡ 〈〉

The last critical context to look at is the restrictor of a universal quantifier.
According to Heim (1984), we find a difference in NPI-licensing depending on
whether there is some causal or necessary relation between the restrictor and
the scope. Following Horn (1997, 161), Sailer (2009, 464–465) and Eckardt &
Csipak (2013, 289) assume that what constitutes a law-like statement is that a
law holds even if it is not applied. In other words, a law-like universal statement
does not allow for an inference that its restrictor set is non-empty. An episodic
statement, however, has exactly this inference. I write down these observations
in the format of rules for generalized conversational implicatures in (21).

(21) a. ∀x(φ→ψ) 7→GC I ∃xφ. . . . (for episodic universals)

b. ∀x(φ→ψ) 7→GC I ModOp¬∃xφ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (for lawlike universals)

I write ModOp in the rule for lawlike universals in (21b). This is intended as
a placeholder for a modal operator. The operator could be just possibility, ◊, but
it could also be some epistemic or deontic obligation. In the classical example
in (4a), the understanding is that there should be no restaurant charging a dime
for iceberg lettuce.

I will use the example in (22) to show that the inference for lawlike universal
statements in (21b) is, indeed, a generalized conversational implicature. The
inference is cancelled in (22a) and reinforced in (22b).

(22) Everyone who is caught driving drunk will loose their driver’s license.
Inference: Possibly, no-one will be caught driving drunk.

a. . . . and, with all the controls over the weekend, it is certain that the
police will get someone. (. . .∧�∃xφ)

b. . . . , but possibly, the police will not find any drunken driver.
(. . .∧ModOp¬∃xφ)

To complete the argument, I have to show that the inferences are calculable.
The fact that Horn (1997, 161) describes episodic universal statements as “gen-
eral sentences of common speech” suggests that the inference in (21a) is based
on the I-hypothesis (“What is expressed simply, is stereotypically exemplified”),
capturing the ordinary case. The inference for lawlike statements in (21b), on
the other hand, follows from the Q-hypothesis (“what isn’t said, isn’t”). As the
universal quantifier in logic does not require a non-empty restrictor set, we can
infer that option of an empty one.

Note that there is no problem in assuming two apparently contradictory
ways of enriching the conventional content of an utterance. Instead, this is
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exactly what we expect for conversational implicatures. Nonetheless, the two
options for enrichment given in (21) are both general and not dependent on a
particular situation.

The conventional content and the utterance content of the lawlike interpre-
tation of example (22) is given in (23).

(23) a. Conventional content: ∀x(get-caught(x)→ loose-license(x)) ‡ 〈〉
b. Utterance content:
∀x(get-caught(x)→ loose-license(x))

∧ModOp¬∃x(get-caught(x)). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‡ 〈〉

We can now take a look at the analyses of the three contexts discussed in this
paper as posing a challenge to existing theories of NPI licensing. We observe
that in all of them, there is no negation in the primary truth-conditional content,
but there is a negation in the utterance content. .

5 A revised representational theory of NPI licensing

The result of the previous section can be used as the basis for a revised repre-
sentational theory of NPI licensing. The basic idea of a representational theory
of NPI licensing is that an NPI can lexically impose constraints on the semantic
representations in which it can be used (see Sailer & Richter (2002), Richter
& Soehn (2006) and other work by these authors). This makes it necessary to
have a structural notion of an NPI-licensing semantic environment. For example,
Richter & Soehn (2006) basically list all operators and their scope depending
on the type of entailment they allow. Other publications propose some gener-
alization, though this is not really important for the present purpose.

I will start with the characterization of the licensing condition of ever-type
NPIs. As these are the weakest type of NPIs in English, I assume that they are
licensed in any NPI-licensing semantic structure. These include the scope of
negation, the restrictor of a universal quantifier, the scope of few etc. As we
have introduced not only the primary truth-conditional content, but also the
conventional content and the utterance content, we now need to determine at
which level of semantic representation the NPI needs to be licensed. I assume
that the primary truth-conditional content is the right level for ever-type NPIs.
This is summarized in (24).

(24) Licensing condition for ever-type NPIs:
The semantic contribution of an ever-type NPI must occur in an
NPI-licensing environment within the primary truth-conditional content
of a clause containing the NPI.

Let me go through the examples from this paper to see that this licensing
condition makes the right predictions. To do this, I will look at relevant example
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sentences and indicate their (simpified) primary truth-conditional content. The
sentences from (2) are presented in such way in (25). The licensing condition is
met in the examples (25a)–(25c). However, there is no licensing environment
in the simple affirmative clause in (25d). Consequently, the NPI is not licensed
in this sentence.

(25) a. Alex didn’t do ANYTHING to help.
Primary content: ¬∃x(do(alex, x))

b. Noone did ANYTHING to help.
Primary content: ¬∃y∃x(do(y, x))

c.
::::
Few students did ANYTHING to help.
[Few y : student(y)](∃x(do(y, x)))

d. * Alex did ANYTHING to help.
∃x(do(alex, x))

We can now look at the three environment discussed in more detail from
Section 2 on. An ever-type NPI can occur in the restrictor of a universal quan-
tifier, independently of whether it is intpreted as episodical or as lawlike. This
follows from the classification of this environment as NPI-licensing. I sketch the
primary content of the sentences from (5) in (26).

(26) [Every restaurant that . . . EVER . . . ], . . .
Primary content: ∀x((restaurant(x)∧ . . .npi . . .)→ . . .)

Matters are different in the other two environments discussed in Section 2. I
provide the primary content and the utterance content of sentence (3b) in (27).
For simplicity, I add a time argument to predicates for examples with ever.

(27) * But Bert DID EVER kiss Marilyn Monroe.
Primary content: ∃t(time(t)∧ kiss(t,bert,mm))
Utterance content: ∃t(time(t)∧ kiss(t,bert,mm))

‡ 〈pdd(¬∃t(time(t)∧ kiss(t,bert,mm)))〉
The semantics of the NPI does not occur in an NPI-licensing environment

in the primary content of the sentence. Consequently, the NPI is not licensed.
It is immaterial for the ever-type NPI that its semantics occurs in the scope of
negation in the use-conditional content.

The same explanation can be given for irrealis modals, as in example (8b)
above, which I repeat in (28) together with its primary content and its utterance
content. As the primary content does not contain an NPI-licensing environment,
the ever-type NPI cannot be used. The negation that the generalized conversa-
tional implicature introduces into the truth-conditional content at the utterance
level cannot license the NPI.

(28) * John should have eaten ANY healthy tofu.
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Primary content: SHOULD(PAST(∃x(tofu(x)∧ eat(john, x))))
Utterance content:
SHOULD(PAST(∃x(tofu(x)∧ eat(john, x))))

∧¬PAST(∃x(tofu(x)∧ eat(john, x))). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‡ 〈〉

This completes the discussion of the licensing pattern of ever-type NPIs. I
adopt an representational theory of NPI licensing and explicitly restrict the li-
censing of this type of NPI to the primary content.

The licensing condition of lift-finger-type NPIs differs from that of ever-type
NPIs. To capture the more restricted occurrence pattern in standard contexts
as the ones in (1), I assume that lift-finger-type NPIs can only be licensed by
negation itself. However, this licensing is not restricted to the primary content,
but can be checked throughout the entire utterance content. This is expressed
in (29).

(29) Licensing condition for lift-finger-type NPIs:
The semantic contribution of a lift-finger-type NPI must occur in the
(immediate) scope of negation within the utterance content of the
utterance containg the NPI.

This condition directly captures the data in (1). I repeat the examples in
(30) together with their utterance content.

(30) a. Alex didn’t LIFT A FINGER to help.
¬lift-finger(alex) ‡ 〈〉

b. Noone LIFTED A FINGER to help.
¬∃x lift-finger(x) ‡ 〈〉

c. *
::::
Few students LIFTED A FINGER to help.
[Fewx : student(x)](lift-finger(x)) ‡ 〈〉

d. * Alex LIFTED A FINGER to help.
lift-finger(alex) ‡ 〈〉

In the first two examples, the NPI is in the scope of negation in the truth-
conditional part of the utterance content. This is not the case in (30c) and (30d).
As the NPI is not in the scope of negation in the conventional implicatures either,
it is not licensed. This shows that the licensing condition in (29) allows us to
capture the core data on lift-finger-type NPIs, i.e., their restriction to occurrence
with negation only and not with weaker licensors such as few.

We can now turn to the examples from Sedivy (1990). I repeat example
(3a) in (31) together with its utterance content.

(31) But I DO GIVE A DAMN.
give-damn(speaker) ‡ 〈pdd(¬give-damn(speaker))〉
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The NPI does not occur in the scope of negation in the primary truth-condi-
tional content. However, the semantics of the NPI occurs in the scope of nega-
tion in the use-conditional content, inside the argument of the predicate pdd,
which takes care of the management of the question under discussion. As the
licensing condition on lift-finger-type NPIs takes this level of semantics into con-
sideration as well, the NPI is licensed.

In the remaining two contexts, we observe licensing through a generalized
conversational implicature. The use of an irrealis modal in (8a), repeated in
(32), triggers the inference that John did not lift a finger to help Mary. As shown
in the utterance content of this sentence, this inference is included inside the
overall truth-conditional semantics. As the licensing condition of lift-finger-type
NPIs are only checked at that level, the NPI is licensed.

(32) John should have lifted a finger to help Mary.
SHOULD(PAST(lift-finger(john)))∧¬PAST(lift-finger(john). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‡ 〈〉

We can now look at lift-finger-type NPIs in the restrictor of a universal quan-
tifier. I indicate the conventional content directly below the example in (33).
The content of the NPI, schematically indciated by npi, is not in the scope of
negation. In a lawlike reading, we can add the generalized conversational im-
plicature from (21b) to the truth-conditional meaning of the utterance content.
This results in a semantic representation in which the NPI’s semantics occurs in
the scope of negation, thus satisfying the licensing condition of the NPI.

(33) [Every restaurant that charges SO MUCH AS a dime for iceberg lettuce]
Conventional content: ∀x((restaurant(x)∧ . . .npi . . .)→ . . .) ‡ 〈〉
a. . . . ought to be closed down.
∀x(((rest(x)∧ . . .npi . . .)

∧ModOp¬∃x(rest(x)∧ . . .npi . . .). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )→ . . .) ‡ 〈〉
b. ?? . . . actually has four stars in the handbook.
∀x(((rest(x)∧ . . .npi . . .)∧∃x(rest(x)∧ . . .npi . . .). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .)→ . . .) ‡ 〈〉

In the case of an episodic reading, the generalized conversational implica-
ture from (21a) can be added, see (33b). This inference does not introduce a
negation. Consequently, the lift-finger-type NPI cannot be used in this reading.

Before closing this section, I would like to address a potential concern. Any
scalar implicature introduces a negation (of stronger scalar alternatives). One
might wonder if this means that lift-finger-type NPIs should be licensed when-
ever there is a scalar inference. The answer to this is clearly no. Consider the
rule for a scalar implication for the scale ∃< ∀ in (34).

(34) ∃x(φ ∧ψ) 7→GC I ¬∀x(φ→ψ). . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Sentence (35) can give rise to this inference. I indicate the utterance content
for this example. The material from the scope of the existential quantifier, here:
read(x), does not occur in the immediate scope of a negation anywhere in the
utterance content. Consequently, lift-finger-type NPIs cannot be licensed.

(35) Some students read the book.
Scalar implicature: Not all students read the book.
∃x(student(x)∧ read(x))∧¬∀x(student(x)→ read(x)). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‡ 〈〉

In this section, I went through the examples discussed in the first two sec-
tions of this paper. I showed that they can be captured in a theory of NPI li-
censing which takes into account two parameters: first, the type of licensing
operator, and second, the level of semantic representation within which the
NPI needs to be licensed.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, I have proposed an extension of a representational theory of NPI
licensing that includes use-conditional content as well as generalized conver-
sational implicatures. The theory presented here is conservative in that the
licensors of ever-type NPIs are a superset of the licensors of lift-finger-type NPIs.
However, the licensing condition for ever-type NPIs can only be checked in the
primary content, whereas lift-finger-type NPIs can be licensed anywhere within
the utterance content. This new theory provides a systematic account of the
previously unexplained data from Sedivy (1990), in which lift-finger-type NPIs
are possible in contexts in which ever-type NPIs are not licensed.

There is an important difference in the categorization of the data in contrast
to most approaches to NPI-licensing. Even though the restrictor of a universal
quantifier is an anti-additive environment, I do not consider it a licensing con-
text for lift-finger-type NPIs per se. My motivation for this move is that licensing
of lift-finger-type NPIs is only possible in this context under a certain reading.

It might be argued that the contexts discussed in Section 2 are marginal and
that they need not be taken into consideration. However, Fritzinger et al. (2010)
show that natural occurrences of NPIs in contexts with negative inferences can
be found in corpora. This makes me optimistic that systematic empirical work
on the critical contexts will provide us with a more solid database in the future.

The paper proposes an extension of the architecture of semantics within
a constraint-based view of grammar. This, admittedly programmatic, part of
the paper is an attempt to further enlarge the connection between formal se-
mantics and formal pragmatics by providing an integrated architecture. My
proposal combines work on conventional implicatures and use-conditional se-
mantics with the theory of generalized conversational implicatures of Levinson
(2000). The licensing behaviour of NPIs shows that these pragmatic inferences
have a grammatical effect and should, consequently, be part of the semantic
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representation of an utterance. At the same time, the differences between ever-
type NPIs and lift-finger-type NPIs also show that we need to be able to keep
the various levels of semantic representation apart.

When I introduced the rules for generalized conversational implicatures in
Section 3, I emphasized that these rules apply optionally. However, if a lift-
finger-type NPI is used in an utterance in which it is not licensed in the con-
ventional content, it can only be rescued by applying a rule that introduces
a licensing negation. In this sense, the application of a generalized conversa-
tional implicature – i.e. the restriction to a particular reading – can be enforced
by the NPI. This is, of course, not special to NPIs. Examples like (10) and others
that prove the truth-conditional relevance of generalized conversational impli-
catures illustrate the same point: The examples are not sensibly interpretable
unless the implicature is being evoked.

At present, I do not see that particularized conversational implicatures should
be part of the utterance content. There are two reasons for this: First, they do
not seem to have a grammatical or truth conditional effect. Second, they seem
to depend purely on the extra-linguistic context – rather than on the words or
structures (like conventional implicatures) or the semantic representation (like
generalized conversational implicatures).

I refrained from proposing an explicit integration of the proposed semantic-
pragmatic interface into HPSG. I hope that this non-technical way of presen-
tation makes it possible to evaluate my proposal independently of a particular
framework of grammar. Nonetheless, I hope that the characterization given in
this paper is precise enough to show that such an integration is possible.
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